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Summary:  

In order to rectify Uncle Three’s business in Changsha, Wu Xie put on a 

human skin mask and pretended to be Uncle Three. Wu Xie, Pan Zi, Xiao 

Hua, and others went to Guangxi from Hangzhou, Changsha, and Beijing. In 

the village of Banai in Guangxi, Wu Xie (still pretending to be Uncle Three) 

met Qiu Dekao’s team again and saw Ghost, a man whose shoulders had 

melted and collapsed. They found that Ghost was a member of the 

archaeological team that went to the Zhang family’s ancient building thirty 

years ago, and was also named Zhang Qiling! Was Ghost the key to solving 

all these secrets? Driven by Ghost, they finally delved deep into the great 

secret of the vast and strange mountains—a group of Miluotuo who lived 

on cannibalism were in the mountains, and the passage to the secret 

location of the ancient building was very dangerous and treacherous if 

they delayed! Wu Xie and Fatty finally entered the Zhang family’s ancient 

building, but can they save Poker-Face? What will they find about the 

archaeological team from thirty years ago? The final finale of “Grave 

Robbers’ Chronicles” is about to be revealed. 
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Chapter 1: Another Person in Wu Xie’s Heart 

I looked at the face in the inn’s bathroom mirror. 

My mind was blank for a long time as I stared at the person in the mirror. 

The man was very familiar, but he wasn’t me. 

It was a wonderful feeling mixed with a sense of escapism and fear. 

Through this face, I seemed to have escaped my fate as Wu Xie but entered 
another more uncontrollable life that was real and contained countless 
possibilities. I could hardly predict what my life would be like in the future. 

At first, I trembled slightly even when I didn’t face the mirror, but I was 
much better now. Many things in life that would be unacceptable to you at 
first would become the standard once you accepted them. 

Before giving in, I never thought that this so-called mask could look so life-
like. Even if I stuck close to the mirror, I couldn’t see any big differences 
between the mask and my original skin. If anything, it just felt a little rough. 
When I saw Poker-Face using this skill to change his face in the undersea 
tomb, I thought it was a profound and unorthodox method, but now I had 
really taken a liking to it. This kind of skill could never be developed 
overnight. 

My hair had also been dyed gray. Uncle Three’s white spots were a mark of 
how many years of pain he had endured before settling down, but it only 
took a few hours for mine to look the same. As a result, I felt like Uncle 
Three’s pain wasn’t worth it. 

The girl said that this mask could be used for four weeks without any 
maintenance, but I couldn’t just tear it off at any time during this period 
even if I wanted to. In fact, Chinese cosmetology was a well-developed 
makeup technique that was very similar to plastic surgery. Due to its 
different uses, however, the cost was much higher than that of plastic 
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surgery and couldn’t be widely popularized. Only those who had really 
mastered the technology or wanted to achieve very great things could use it. 

The hardest part was to recreate the face of someone who existed in reality 
rather than a stranger. This required the person wearing the mask to look 
highly similar to the original person. 

“I only gave you a piece of skin.” The woman said. “This mask needs to be 
worn on your heart as well as your face.” She looked at me steadily and then 
left. 

On my heart? 

I looked at the Uncle Three in the mirror and touched my chest, wondering if 
Xie Lianhuan had been taught this when he put on Uncle Three’s mask. But 
he had worn it for so many years. If the physical face mask could be torn off, 
what would happen to the mask worn on the heart? 

I looked at my watch and saw that it was time. I washed my face with water 
and wiped it dry with a towel, noting that the mask didn’t melt away. It 
seemed that the last step had also been successful. 

I sighed before returning to my bedroom and laying down on the thin and 
narrow bed. I thought about what to do in the future. Everything— including 
the way I spoke—was still a blank but I had to think of something. 

One of my first thoughts was to take off my clothes and run outside. It 
wasn’t my own face anyways, so I could do countless things that I wouldn’t 
normally do for fear of losing face. I could break into the women’s 
bathroom, for example. Or put a spittoon(1) on my head. The list was 
endless. But I quickly got rid of these thoughts, telling myself that I wasn’t 
that bored. 

 
(1) A metal or earthenware pot typically having a funnel-shaped top, used for 
spitting into. 
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I was wearing this mask in order to revive all of Uncle Three’s connections 
and get access to his resources so that I could rescue Poker-Face. This was 
my only purpose. But my first task was to ensure that I wouldn’t be seen 
through. 

My voice couldn’t be disguised since it required special training. And it 
wasn’t like I could kill them all by myself while laughing and shouting. I 
wasn’t the best actor, and with my aura, I was sure I’d be seen through in a 
few minutes. 

Instead of a frontal assault, I’d have to outwit them, which was at least 
something that could be done cheaply. At best, I wouldn’t have to confront 
them head-on. I’d just need to let them see me from a distance and use a 
spokesman. 

I knew that I had to get Pan Zi’s help since he was the only one who knew 
Uncle Three the best. Moreover, he was familiar with the nature of those 
people under Uncle Three. But I really didn’t want to drag him into the 
water again. 

He should get out and not come back. 

But other than Pan Zi, who else could help me? I wracked my brain but 
couldn’t think of anyone. It was only then that I realized that without Uncle 
Three, I really had nothing in this circle. I took out my phone and looked 
through my contacts one by one. I found that too many things had changed 
in just a few years and everything was different now. 

I finally scrolled to Pan Zi’s number, closed my eyes, said a silent “sorry,” and 
then dialed. 

Pan Zi shouldn’t have returned yet; otherwise, he would have definitely 
called me. It was evening out and I didn’t know what kind of ridicule he had 
suffered today or what kind of expression he would have when he saw me. I 
didn’t know why, but I thought it was both a little funny and depressing. 
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I didn’t tell him anything specific on the phone, just that I had thought of a 
way. His voice still sounded calm but extremely tired as we arranged to 
meet somewhere. 

I rolled over and took out a set of clothes from the wardrobe. The girl had 
given me a kind of antique coat that Uncle Three usually liked to wear. I took 
off my T-shirt and changed into it, thinking that Xiao Hua’s service was really 
considerate since it fit me so well. 

I sent him a short thank you message, but he didn’t respond. 

I intentionally straightened my back the moment I walked out the door, 
reminding myself that I was another person. But I soon found that I didn’t 
have to do it deliberately since my pace changed as I walked along the road. 
When I passed by the lobby, I took a look at my reflection in the giant mirror 
and found that my eyes were unusually cold. 
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Chapter 2: The Vulnerability from the 
Inside Out 

I met Pan Zi at a cafe near the Xiangjiang River. He froze when he saw me 
and I could see him trembling all over, hardly able to speak. 

But he realized something was up almost immediately and slowly calmed 
down. 

“Little Master Three?” He tentatively called out while looking at me. 

“Indeed, I really can’t hide it from you.” I gave him a wry smile. 

He looked at me for a long time before he breathed a sigh of relief and sat 
down. “What are you doing? Where did you get this stuff?” 

I told him about Xiao Hua giving me the mask, what I had planned, and that I 
believed this was the only feasible course of action. 

He looked at my face and didn’t speak for a long time. He seemed to be 
thinking and analyzing how lifelike the mask was. He covered his face after a 
long time, took a deep breath, and then nodded. “Have you really decided 
to do this?” 

I nodded. 

“Little Master Three, Master Three’s life isn’t what you’d consider a human 
life. This has many meanings, but in short, you can never handle it with your 
character.” Pan Zi said. “Do you know who we’re dealing with? What you’ve 
seen is only the gentle side of this world. The real face of this industry is 
beyond your imagination.” 

I sighed. I knew Pan Zi definitely wasn’t making alarmist remarks and was 
saying this for my own good. 
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“I want to save them,” I said. “I really want to save them. I don’t want it to 
end like this, so if you can’t handle it, I will.” 

Pan Zi continued to look at me before asking, “How long will the mask last?” 

“Four weeks.” 

He nodded. “The time’s a little tight. We’ll have to move quickly.” 

I took this to mean that he agreed, and I sighed in relief. Pan Zi was really 
the best. “What do you think we should do first?” I asked him. “Should we 
settle the account with Wang Ba Qiu?” 

Pan Zi shook his head. “Do you know how I recognized you just now?” 

When I shook my head, he continued, “You hesitated. When you saw me 
just now, your face was full of hesitation. This is your unique expression. You 
won’t see this expression on Master Three’s face.” He paused. “So, the first 
thing we need to do is to ensure that you don’t have any flaws; otherwise, 
you’ll only have a pair of empty sacks. Those people are all experts. You 
can’t fool them.” 

I touched my face and thought to myself, did I really hesitate? Pan Zi 
immediately pointed at me and said, “That’s the expression. You have to get 
rid of your hesitation completely.” 

I sighed, thinking that this was almost instinctual. But how was I supposed to 
change it? 

Pan Zi looked around. After seeing that there wasn’t a no-smoking sign, he 
lit a cigarette. “When Master Three encounters something, he’s already 
made a decision. He seldom looks like he’s asking others for their opinions. 
When looking at people, he has a condescending attitude, which you lack.” 

“Then what should I do? This kind of thing is too difficult. If I only show 
myself a few times, could you throw your weight around for me?” I asked. 
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Pan Zi shook his head and gave a wry smile. “It might have been possible a 
few months ago, but now you can see that they won’t listen to me. To carry 
out your plan, you need to stand in front of everyone and tell them that you 
are Master Three. When you come back, the disobedient people will be 
ready to die.” 

I shuddered at the thought and immediately shook my head, “I certainly 
can’t do it. It’s too difficult. Even if I practice every day, it’s impossible to do 
that.” 

“Didn’t you just say you want to carry the burden, Little Master Three?” Pan 
Zi looked at me. “This is only the first hurdle. If you can’t do it before you 
even try, don’t even think of anything after that. This isn’t a movie. It’s real 
life and it’s not that simple.” 

I looked into his eyes and realized that he wanted me to retreat. But I knew I 
was standing at the bottom line and there was no way out. “Alright, I’ll do 
it.” I finally said. 

Pan Zi continued to look at me, staring into my eyes for a long time. I tried 
to convey a firmness that wasn’t hesitant. He finally put out the cigarette: 
“Let’s go, we’ll find a secret place to continue. I’ll think of something, but 
you must always remember that you’re Master Three now. There are a lot of 
Master Three’s old brothers here, so you won’t be able to escape with so 
many eyes on you.” 

When I nodded, he got up and suddenly said to me, “Master Three, let’s go.” 

I paused for a second and then immediately understood. An irresistible 
sadness surged in my heart as I stood up. He walked in front of me and held 
the door open. I resisted the urge to thank him and walked straight out. 

I suddenly felt that I was beginning to lose something that I must not have 
noticed before. It was a very depressing feeling. 

At that moment, a group of people got out of several cars on the side of the 
road and came towards us. I was shocked at the sight—it was Wang Ba Qiu. 
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I looked back at Pan Zi, who was also stunned. Wang Ba Qiu was with four 
other people and he was looking at me with a smile. “When did you come 
back, Master Three? Why didn’t you let me know? The brothers thought 
something had happened to you.” 
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Chapter 3: Wang Ba Qiu 

I was about to speak when I suddenly realized something was wrong. As 
soon as I made any noise, I would reveal the truth. But even though I 
couldn’t speak, I could still think about my next move. 

What should I do at this time? What would Uncle Three do at this time? 

My mind was a mess as I watched Wang Ba Qiu walk up to me, get a look at 
my face, and immediately reveal a surprised expression. 

As I looked at him, I thought of the only way to keep the truth hidden. I 
came forward to meet him, swung my left fist, and hit him hard on the 
bridge of his nose. 

He was caught off guard and fell to the ground. I immediately felt a sharp 
pain in my hand, but I gritted my teeth and went up and knocked him to the 
ground again. He squealed like a pig. I remembered what he said at the last 
meal, and got really angry. I didn’t know whether I could hide it or not, but I 
was so pissed that I rushed over to kick him. 

The guy looked tough, but he wasn’t good at fighting and didn’t even have a 
chance to fight back. The four men behind him finally reacted and rushed up 
together. Pan Zi immediately stepped in front of me and said to them, “If 
you want to die, come here one at a time. If I don’t kill you all in three 
minutes, I’ll be a real son of a bitch.” 

Everyone knew of Pan Zi’s ferocity, so the four people didn’t dare make a 
move. 

I couldn’t feel my hand anymore and was afraid I would have to pay more 
for my own treatment than this guy would. I knew I couldn’t take it too far, 
so I kicked him a few more times and then turned my head and walked 
away. 
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When Pan Zi saw me leaving, he spit at them and then followed after me. As 
we walked to the intersection, we saw those men finally help Wang Ba Qiu 
up. I quickened my pace and found a spot where they couldn’t see us so that 
I could look at my hand. It was swollen like a steamed bun. 

“Next time, slap him.” Pan Zi said. “Beating him with your fist is giving him 
face.” 

I looked back and asked, “Did they find out?” 

“Not necessarily. He must’ve had eyes on one of us. When he saw you, he 
thought Master Three came back and immediately came to see. You 
responded well just now, but you didn’t hit hard enough.” 

“Not hard enough?” 

“If I did it, we wouldn’t have to worry if he saw or not.” Pan Zi said. “But 
either way, he must’ve been confused by this beating. For the time being, 
let’s go.” 

When we got into a taxi, Pan Zi said that we couldn’t go to the hotel where I 
stayed before or even to his place. By evening, all of Changsha would 
definitely know the news, so we had to hide first. But we couldn’t hide for 
too long, because Master Three had never been afraid of those fuckers. It 
was likely to be a tough battle tomorrow. 

If we could make it through tomorrow, we’d be able to immediately go back 
to the shop in Hangzhou and rest for a long time. 

I nodded and he said, “We can’t sleep tonight. I have to tell you how to get 
through this. But like I said, tomorrow will be tough and you definitely won’t 
be able to learn how to be like Master Three in one night. Tomorrow, I’ll find 
a place where you can stay inside and I’ll be outside so that they can only 
see your face. You won’t have to talk, but you’ll have to discipline them.” 

“How can I do that without speaking?” I wondered. 
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Pan Zi smiled mysteriously, “I’ll teach you the first trick to Master Three’s 
divine skills later. You’ll be able to silently discipline people in an instant.” 

I stayed up practically all night practicing the silent disciplining method, 
which was actually just throwing the account book down. 

Pan Zi said that Uncle Three usually liked to swear when he was angry, but 
he would be very silent when his fury had reached its limit. He would take 
out the problematic book and make the owner wait outside. If the 
explanation was appropriate, he would put it down, but if it wasn’t, he 
would throw the account book and the person would know that he was 
finished. 

The books had to be recorded accurately, but not too accurately. My main 
problem was that I had to recognize the faces of all those in the circle. In 
addition to the heads of each shop, there would also be some deputies 
tomorrow. It was possible the total number would exceed thirty and Pan Zi 
didn’t have any photos here. He could only arrange a map and make those 
people stand in order tomorrow so that we could number them. When I 
heard the name, I was to throw the corresponding numbered account book. 

After practicing all night, I was finally a little successful and gained some 
experience when throwing it. We eventually decided I needed to throw an 
ashtray to wrap up the whole farce. It was to be thrown at Pan Zi as a 
punishment for his incompetence so that he could use it to get angry. 

I looked at the ashtray that was about to be thrown—an enamel plate from 
the late Qing dynasty. Pan Zi, I couldn’t help thinking, you have to catch it. If 
it breaks, that will cost more than six thousand yuan. 

I slept for a while in the early morning while Pan Zi sent a group of text 
messages at five: “Scales collection, 9:00, old place.” 

Just like “dragon’s back”, this was also a coded phrase. 

The two of us got up and got dressed. As we were leaving, Pan Zi said, 
“Master Three. You are Master Three.” 
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I looked at him and didn’t know whether he was telling me or himself. But 
just as he was turning the corner, a man suddenly came out from the dark 
intersection and slashed at Pan Zi’s back with a knife. 

Pan Zi stumbled a few steps, caught off guard. As the blood flowed down his 
back, the man immediately turned and ran towards me with the knife in his 
hand. Just as he was about to slash my neck, I dodged and rushed past.  

Pan Zi had already gotten up, grabbed the man by the back of his collar, and 
used several quick moves to grab the knife. As the man wrenched himself 
free, I saw six or seven more people walking out of the darkness behind him. 

They rushed at us without saying a word. 

Pan Zi’s back was red with blood and he was gripping the blade tightly as he 
whispered to me, “Don’t run. Look at me. Calm down.” 

My body was covered in a cold sweat, and I couldn’t say anything. Pan Zi 
adjusted his grip on the knife and said, “There are only seven people. Is 
Wang Ba Qiu reluctant to pay?” 

“Wang Ba Qiu?” I looked at those people and suddenly realized what was 
going on. These people should have been sent by Wang Ba Qiu to kill us. But 
then, how did he find us? Was his spy really that good? 

Those people’s expressions were too cold to understand. I didn’t know 
them, and the feeling in their eyes suddenly terrified me. Even when I met 
those strange things in the tombs, I didn’t feel this kind of fear. I 
remembered Uncle Qiu’s appearance when I was Little Master Three and he 
secretly gave me pocket money. I suddenly felt that even if humans were 
snobbish, they should still have some principles. 

The human heart was more terrible than ghosts and gods. Was this truly the 
human heart? I looked at the blood on Pan Zi’s back, and the wound made 
me feel extremely dizzy. 

After Pan Zi cut down three people, the others immediately ran away. 
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He glanced at me as he leaned against the wall, gasping for breath. “Wang 
Ba Qiu is a businessman. It’s unprofessional to do such a thing. If he wants 
to be ruthless, he can’t rely on these people.” 

I smiled bitterly and asked him if he was alright. I wanted to help him but he 
shook his head and told me not to come over, “The big boss holding the 
felled man is a disgrace. I’m fine.” He pointed to the other side, and I found 
that the men hadn’t gone far. “They must have only been given half of the 
money up front. They have to kill us to get the rest, so they’re waiting for a 
chance to launch a sneak attack.” 

“What do we do?” I looked in their direction. “You’ll lose too much blood 
and go into shock.” 

“No, I’ll go into shock if I lose anything, but I won’t go into hemorrhagic 
shock.” With that said, Pan Zi stood up. As soon as he did, I could see blood 
all over the wall behind him. “Let’s go, we’ll follow them.” 

He paused after taking a few steps and I noticed that his expression looked 
pained, but he merely frowned and stayed silent. 

As we stalked towards those guys, Pan Zi dragged the knife against the wall 
so it made a scraping sound the entire way. This was the lowest form of 
intimidation in fights. He used to not have to do such things, but now it was 
just the two of us. 

A mob was a mob, after all.  

Pan Zi pushed the little shits back to the road as his blood continued to soak 
his pants. He put down the knife after seeing that they hadn’t escaped but 
were staring straight at us. They had obviously seen the state Pan Zi was in 
and knew that he would fall sooner or later. 

We stood by the side of the road and waited for a taxi, but I knew it was bad 
as soon as I looked around. It was harder to get a taxi in this area than it was 
in Hangzhou. 
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I suddenly felt that this was the most tragic thing in the world. We were 
ambushed by others and bluffed our way to the side of the road, but we 
couldn’t even get a taxi. I didn’t know if it was because Pan Zi was holding a 
knife. 

I was very anxious when I saw Pan Zi leaning against a tree and looking like 
he was about to lose his strength. I thought he said this was an 
unprofessional method just now. Were we forced into this situation because 
Uncle Three was gone? 

Pan Zi was still holding the knife and gave me a helpless look as the men 
gradually inched closer. I suddenly wanted to call the police, but at that 
moment, I remembered his words: “There are some things you can’t 
handle.” 

I always thought that his so-called burden was due to intense pressure from 
all sides. I didn’t think that it was like this, so unattractive, so naked, seeing 
his good friend dying, and pretending to be calm. He couldn’t choose to run 
away or get other’s help. He could only die by following the rules of their 
game. 

My hand was clenched in a fist in my pocket as I thought to myself, what do 
I do if Pan Zi fails? Take his knife and continue? 

At that moment, I suddenly saw the guys across the street cheering. Then, a 
dozen people rushed out from the other side of the road, all carrying knives. 

As soon as the two groups met up, they immediately looked at us. My heart 
froze as the leader waved his hand and quickly pushed towards us. In an 
unexpected turn of events, there were suddenly more people! 

Pan Zi suddenly stood up and scolded, “Fuck, this little cobbler in Nancheng. 
Wang Ba Qiu is very well informed, knowing I had a feud with him. Master 
Three, lean back and don’t dirty your clothes.” He tapped the knife against 
the tree and walked towards them alone. 
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He had only walked a few steps when the group stopped and looked behind 
me. I was confused by their expressions. Pan Zi also thought it was strange 
and stopped to look back. 

I glanced behind me and saw several cars parked beside the road. The doors 
opened and a lot of people came out one after another. Huo Xiuxiu walked 
to the front, wearing casual clothes. She leaped up to grab my hand and said 
to me, “Uncle Three, long time no see. Remember me?” 

Before I could speak, I saw Xiao Hua on the other side. He was dressed in a 
suit with his signature pink shirt and walked up to me while texting. He 
didn’t look up after he finished, but said to the people standing nearby, 
“Send Master Three to the ‘usual place.’ If you meet Wang Ba Qiu, kill him 
on my orders.” 
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Chapter 4: Xie Yuhua’s World 

Regardless of the number of people or the momentum, our side had an 
absolute advantage and the opposing side immediately disintegrated. 

Xiao Hua looked at the people running away, put his phone into his pocket, 
and then winked at the people behind him. They immediately gave chase. 

I saw many passers-by looking at us from a distance and thought it was too 
much trouble, so I said to Xiao Hua, “Forget it.” 

Pan Zi walked over and said, “Master Hua did the right thing. These people 
must pay a heavy price or they’ll look for someone else to plot against us. If 
someone else tries, they’ll know about the fate of their predecessors and 
rethink it.” He looked at Xiao Hua and said, “Master Hua, I owe you another 
favor.” 

“Can you handle it?” Xiao Hua asked him. 

When Pan Zi nodded, Xiao Hua pointed behind him, “Get in the car.” Then 
he looked at me and smiled, “Master Three, let’s go.” 

I secretly cursed in my heart, damn it, did you specially arrange this to see 
me make a fool of myself? I straightened up and followed them into the car. 

Xiao Hua drove, I sat in the front seat, and Xiuxiu and Pan Zi sat in the back 
while Xiuxiu began to treat Pan Zi’s wounds. The car smelled strongly of 
blood and Pan Zi said, “Sorry, I’ve dirtied your car again.” 

“It’s not the first time. After you’ve followed Master Three for so long, is it 
so rare?” Xiuxiu said dismissively. 

“What’s going on?” I asked. “Why did you come to help me?” 

Xiao Hua didn’t answer, but glanced over at me, “It looks good. That girl was 
worth the money.” 
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I knew that he was referring to the person who put the mask on me. I 
subconsciously touched my face and asked, “Didn’t you say that this face is 
the only way you can help me? Why are you in Changsha now?” 

“I’m not here for you,” Xiao Hua said. “I’m here for Master Three. I’m not 
helping you now. You’re the one helping me.” 

I was surprised, but Pan Zi piped up from the back, “I called Master Hua.” 

When I looked back at him, Pan Zi said that he had sent a message yesterday 
to all the people who had business relations, good relations, or were former 
friends of Uncle Three, saying that he had procured a “sea good.” This 
meant that he had a very precious item that couldn’t be valued, so everyone 
would come to look at it. 

This was a kind of prestige. Since there were only two of us now, it would 
look very shabby even if we rented a luxury car. In the past, Uncle Three was 
the type of person who came in like a whirlwind because of his imposing 
manner. But after the accident, this air had dissipated under all the chaos. 
The small fry under him were killing and killing, and when their murderous 
looks shifted, they would have an illusion that their anger had overwhelmed 
Uncle Three. We needed to suppress them now in a show of wealth and 
power so that as soon as they saw Uncle Three, they would realize their 
murderous looks were just an illusion. As long as they were crushed in one 
breath, they wouldn’t be able to stand up again. 

“I was dealing with a mess in Beijing, so I would have been trapped there if it 
weren’t for that text message.” Xiao Hua said. “After reading it, I knew that 
you had really made a choice, which gave me an excuse to come.” 

I looked at the cars following us and asked him what was going on there and 
why he couldn’t pick those people to make up our team. Wasn’t he quite 
popular? 

Xiao Hua looked in the rearview mirror and said, “I haven’t told you anything 
about the old lady of the Huo family yet. I didn’t dare say anything about it 
before, but the family has started to make a mess and her sons are very 
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difficult to deal with. Many relatives of the family who had gone abroad 
have now returned to the country and are ready to seize the property. Right 
now, they’re waiting for me to explain where the old lady has gone.” 

Granny Huo and Xiao Hua went out together to rob a tomb, and now she 
and her party hadn’t returned, but he had. I immediately understood Xiao 
Hua’s so-called dilemma. Old Granny Huo had several sons, so there was 
bound to be problems between them. On the one hand, they had to keep up 
appearances to the outside world, but on the other hand, they should be 
paying more attention to Granny Huo than anyone else. They were 
questioning Xiao Hua so severely as a sign of their filial piety. The 
relationship between the Xie and Huo families was already very delicate, but 
it had certainly turned into a tense situation now. 

“If I leave Beijing, our two families may fight and give a third party a chance. 
Beijing’s circle is so chaotic that when you made a scene before, Liuli Sun 
looked to us for an explanation. And the people at the Crescent Hotel are 
even more troublesome.” Xiao Hua said. “Your asses haven’t been wiped 
clean. When the Huos are in turmoil, the debts must be repaid together.” 

“Then you coming here now…” I said worriedly, “wouldn’t something 
happen?” 

“It doesn’t matter,” Xiao Hua said. “The Huos are here. No one can miss 
such a big event and Master Three has always had good credit.” 

Huo Xiuxiu was sitting right behind me and said, “Hey hey, why else would I 
be here?” 

Xiao Hua continued, “I can’t lend you people, either. Everyone is watching 
me, so it will immediately cause an incident if I make a move and pick a 
team. I’m more passive than you in this matter.” 

I looked back at Pan Zi. His back was covered in Yunnan white medicine and 
the blood finally seemed to have stopped. But he was pale and had 
obviously bled out a lot. Upon seeing me looking at him, he said, “It’s 
nothing.” 
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I sighed, feeling relieved that he could still carry on at this time. 

As Xiao Hua’s car bypassed a junction, I noticed that we were outside a 
teahouse on a major road. 

This teahouse was very small, but the outside was very lively since a lot of 
people had gathered. 

Xiao Hua glanced at Pan Zi, “There are still a lot of people and it seems like 
they’re all prepared.” 

Pan Zi rubbed his face and said, “Master Three, I’m ready. We have to make 
them piss their pants.” 

I looked at those people, took a deep breath, and nodded. Xiao Hua pulled 
over and glanced back and forth. When all the people in the other cars got 
out, he said to me, “Let’s go!” 

The four of us got out of the car at the same time. Xiao Hua put his hand in 
his pocket and Pan Zi walked in front of me while Xiuxiu went to grab my 
hand. The crowd outside the teahouse immediately became chaotic and 
countless voices stirred. 

“Master Three is here!” “It’s really Master Three!” Countless people cried 
out. 

When we walked straight into the teahouse, all the people immediately 
separated into two rows. I saw their frightened and panicked faces, and 
suddenly felt a kind of pleasant sensation. I couldn’t help straightening my 
back and the corners of my mouth involuntarily lifted up in a sneer. 
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Chapter 5: Wu Sanxing’s Return 

I felt very strange as I entered the teahouse and walked upstairs. I had some 
vague impression in my memory that I had been there several times before 
with guys like Uncle Three. But I was very young at that time and I only 
remembered that the room was often full of smoke and the adults were 
playing mahjong and laughing. My father took me with him and told several 
people to give me lucky money before we left. 

I couldn’t have imagined that I would be experiencing the same place and 
people again in this way. 

The second floor of the teahouse was a corridor with private rooms on both 
sides. But unlike the Crescent Hotel that we had destroyed before, the 
interior decoration here was much worse. Many of the partitions were made 
of bamboo that had been painted over many times, showing both the yellow 
and white color of oiled bamboo. The incense burner basically smelled like 
cigarettes. I didn’t know how many years had passed since it had been 
changed, but the smell of aged cigarettes couldn’t be washed away. 

Pan Zi kept to the front and led us to the private room at the end of the 
corridor. When he lifted the curtain and our group went inside, I could see 
that there was a lot of space. A mahogany table surrounded by six chairs 
with coiled dragon silk cushions was the only thing placed squarely in the 
middle of the room. Behind the window was a view of the downstairs 
scenery. I glanced at it and thought that if I were exposed later, I could jump 
down from there and run away. 

But my heart froze after I glanced down. The crowd below was full of people 
who were coming in one right after another, and both sides of the road 
were full of all types of cars. If I didn’t know any better, I would have 
thought we were selling tickets for the Spring Festival(1). I wouldn’t be able 
to run even if I jumped down. 

 
(1)

 It’s basically a big festival celebrating the Chinese New Year  
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A tea set had been placed on the mahogany table. Xiao Hua removed five of 
the chairs and had me sit down in the remaining one. The chairs were then 
placed against the wall and Pan Zi sat down on one and started smoking. 
When I saw his hands shaking, my heart clenched and I wondered if he could 
carry the burden. I didn’t dare ask any questions and merely touched the 
surface of the table, pretending to be somewhat nostalgic and thoughtful. 

Xiuxiu was standing nearby and began making me Kung Fu tea(2). I noticed 
her method was very special. She untied the bun in her hair, washed the 
hairpin with tea first, and then stirred the tea with the hairpin. 

I looked at her movements and prayed that she had washed her hair this 
morning. At the same time, I found that the material of her hairpin was very 
strange. It was like a kind of pale jade or bone, with extremely detailed 
patterns carved on it. It must’ve had quite the origin. 

After the tea was done brewing, I could tell by the aroma that it was 
Biluochun(3). It was mixed in with a fragrance that I was familiar with, but 
couldn’t remember. I took a sip and found that it was actually very good, 
and there was even a hint of indulgence. 

I had been frightened by the scene at the teahouse door just now, and 
everything I had just experienced had left me in a muddled state. Even 
though my heartbeat wasn’t fast and I wasn’t very nervous, all my feelings 
seemed dull and numb. It was only when I drank this tea that all my 

 

(2) The gongfu tea ceremony or kung fu tea ceremony, is a kind of Chinese 
tea ceremony involving the ritual preparation and presentation of tea. The 
Chinese term literally means “making tea with skill”. More info here 

(3)
 It’s a famous green tea originally grown in the Dongting mountain region 

near Lake Tai in Suzhou, Jiangsu, China. Also known as Pi Lo Chun, it is 
renowned for its delicate appearance, fruity taste, floral aroma, showy 
white hairs, and early cropping. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gongfu_tea_ceremony
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wandering feelings came back. My thoughts began to clear, but I started to 
feel nervous again. 

When we had come in just now, a large number of people followed us in 
from the outside. They weren’t standing outside our room’s curtain but had 
apparently gone to other rooms. I couldn’t hear any traces of conversation, 
as if everyone was waiting for something. 

Xiao Hua must have thought my expression looked bad, for he motioned 
with his hand, silently telling me not to worry. He then whispered something 
to his subordinates. When he put his mind to it, he didn’t even have to move 
his mouth and could basically just gesture. 

I took a deep breath to calm my mind as I waited patiently. Xiuxiu held my 
hand to comfort me, but my heart was feeling even more anxious. If she 
could tell that I was upset, then that meant others could certainly see it, too. 
But I just couldn’t control my anxiety. 

It was only after Xiao Hua had finished talking to his men that he began to 
pay attention to me. He lowered the blinds and drew the curtains behind 
me, darkening the whole room. He then leaned down and said in my ear, 
“Wang Ba Qiu didn’t come. It seems that he knew things had changed and 
took the retreat as an advance. But his spies must still be outside. If things 
go wrong, he’ll definitely bring someone along. The people outside saw that 
Wang Ba Qiu dared not come, and know he’s stirring up trouble. The 
situation isn’t good for us. I think it’s time to prepare for a tough fight.” 

“That…” I was just about to ask him about it but he immediately made a 
gesture to silence me and showed me his cell phone. 

I saw an unsent text message on the screen, which he was using as a writing 
board. The words on it said: “There are at least three people with excellent 
hearing next door. It’s useless to whisper. The first part of what I said just 
now is true, and the second part is for them. You just play your part and 
we’ll take care of the rest.” 
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When I nodded, he immediately deleted the words on the screen—his 
fingers moved extremely fast—and then gave Pan Zi a look. 

Pan Zi looked pale, but he quickly nodded and shouted, “Gentlemen, on 
Master Three’s order, hand in your accounts.” 

As soon as his voice fell, the chaotic sound of scraping chairs rang out from 
all the balconies nearby. Moments later, I saw the curtain lifted and various 
characters came in one by one. Soon, the private room was full of people. 

In the previous chaos, I had only managed to get a vague impression of 
them. I had always had an incorrect assumption in my heart that the bosses 
would look the most vicious among the lot. But if I looked carefully now, I 
could see that tall, short, fat, and thin people of all ages were coming in. No 
matter how you looked at them, they all appeared very ordinary and 
insignificant. 

Some older people did look familiar, while others were very young. 
Generally speaking, these people were quite difficult to remember even if I 
wanted to. I remembered that Uncle Three told me once that it didn’t 
matter how a person who worked underground looked. They could look so 
ugly that you couldn’t forget their appearances for a lifetime after just one 
glance. But for those whose job it was to ship the goods, it was better to be 
the kind of person who could blend in anywhere. It was convenient to take 
things from the dead, but the most difficult thing was to take money from 
the living. 

Xiao Hua’s men brought over the four chairs that were next to Pan Zi, which 
were for the heads of the four large shops to use. Uncle Three’s system was 
very clear-cut, so it’s necessary to introduce it here. 

There was an old system that was established at the end of the Republic for 
robbing and selling stolen goods in Changsha. Why am I mentioning this? If 
you looked back further in time, there must have been the same system, but 
the history was turbulent and various systems were destroyed in the 
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turmoil. No one knew what it was like, but today’s system stemmed from 
the time of the Republic. 

Antique sales were divided into domestic collections and foreign smuggling. 
There was a saying that went, “antiques in prosperous times”, which meant 
that someone could concentrate on collecting antiques only during peaceful 
times. But this old saying was one-sided and only valid in a closed world. 

Kang Qian’s initial period of rule was a prosperous time, but the Qing 
Dynasty closed its doors to the outside world. The sea ban was enacted in 
the twelfth year of Shunzhi’s reign (1655), and it wasn’t opened until the 
twenty-third year of Kangxi’s reign (1684). It was then closed again in the 
fifty-sixth year of his reign (1717). After that, the ban was lifted like a brisk 
song. Although the overall time wasn’t that long, the control over sea 
transportation was very strict. During that period, “the golden age of 
antiques” arose, but grave robbing activities didn’t reach a rampant level 
due to the oppressive sea ban and severe punishment. 

It was only in the period after the Republic that overseas demand drastically 
increased and the domestic gateway was opened. The government was too 
busy taking care of itself, so the peak period of grave robberies appeared in 
modern history. 

The market was very large and nobody cared about it, so everything 
exploded. 

The first system formed at that time was the smuggling system. The source 
of smuggling was grave robbers and “guests,” who were antique 
connoisseurs that bought artifacts from grave robbers and brought them to 
Peiping and Shanghai for sale (especially Peiping). But in those days, most of 
the best goods were exported. 

When New China was founded later, customs inspections became more and 
more strict, and smuggling abroad gradually dwindled. But the system had 
already taken shape. The group of people from my grandfather’s time grew 
up in that era. They successfully lived through the reform and opening up, so 
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the system continued. Since the end of the “Cultural Revolution” and the 
beginning of smuggling activities on China’s southern border and the sea, a 
large number of artifacts that had been hoarded and hidden over the years 
had begun to find their way out. Uncle Three was one of a group of people 
who had started to resume their old business and carry it forward using the 
older generation’s system. 

Of course, rich people and collectors in China had now become strong rivals 
to foreign smugglers, which was also the reason why local antique trading 
markets everywhere were flourishing. 

In this way, one could also understand the business relations between Uncle 
Three in Changsha and Hangzhou, the Huo family and Xiao Hua in Beijing, as 
well as the various potential purposes of the marriage between the Wu and 
Xie families. 

From a general structural point of view, all of Uncle Three’s outlets in 
Changsha were mainly responsible for two businesses: picking up the goods 
in the fields and then distributing them. 

We usually called the business of taking goods from the fields “Lama dish” 
and the business for distribution “Horse dish”(4).  

The system worked like this: 

People like Uncle Three—known as “iron chopsticks”—were exploiters of 
the business chain. They monopolized the best resources, which included 
information about ancient tombs, knowledge of tomb exploration, and 
identification of artifacts. 

These iron chopsticks would then hand over the tomb location and dynasty 
information they had acquired to the lama dish below. Then, the iron 
chopsticks would send a “chopstick head” with the information, leading the 

 
(4) I know it sounds ridiculous but I just went with direct translation b/c I 
don’t know a better way to word it, or if it’s slang. 
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lama dish’s team to pick up the goods together. This was commonly known 
as “holding lamas”. Pan Zi was a famous chopstick head under Uncle Three. 

At the same time, the lama dish would have a “horse dish” they were 
familiar with, who had been waiting on the side for a long time. When things 
had just come out of the pot and hadn’t “cooled” down, the horse dish 
would contact the buyer, arrange the transportation route, and then trade 
directly in the local area. As soon as things had cooled off, the horse dish 
would immediately send it off and the whole grave robbing activity would 
come to an end.(5)  

This kind of system sold stolen goods very quickly. As long as they weren’t 
caught in the act, only the horse dish would die and the iron chopsticks and 
lama dish wouldn’t be affected. This was why grave robberies never 
stopped. For iron chopsticks and lama dishes, you could have as many horse 
dishes as you wanted, so it didn’t matter how many of them died. 

There were a large number of distributors (horse dishes) in Uncle Three’s 
circle, so only the heads came to this room. But the thing that scared Uncle 
Three the most was the heads of the four lama dishes. And now, those four 
people were sitting in the chairs right by me. 

 

  

 
(5) It’s basically like a giant euphemism for tomb raiding lol. Uncle Three is 
like an information broker who’s got all the info and sells it to tomb raiders. 
He sends his subordinate, Pan Zi, to give the tomb raiders this info/lead 
them to the right place, and maybe help them get the goods out of the 
tomb. Then they give the goods to somebody else who arranges the sale to 
the buyer… it’s all basically one giant illegal sales ring of tomb goods if you 
couldn’t tell.  
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Chapter 6: Changsha’s Four Giants 

These four men held the source of this industrial chain—grave goods. 
Because of the particularity of grave robbery, a treasure couldn’t be copied 
and its value was highly concentrated. All the distributors below had to 
butter them up in order to get good quality goods. The four positions might 
not have been the richest, but the industry wouldn’t exist without them. 

Moreover, these four people were all outlaws. They were as fierce and 
unreasonable as Pan Zi and if you dared mess with them, you might be gone 
the next day. Your bones would be dug out from some ancient tomb eight 
hundred years later, and by that time, you’d have already turned to rotten 
slag. The rich were afraid of these outlaws, so that meant everyone else 
was, too. 

At ordinary times, these people were in a very ambiguous state with Uncle 
Three. On the one hand, they expected Uncle Three to put together teams 
and provide information about ancient tombs; on the other hand, they also 
wanted to take advantage of him all the time. Uncle Three took the lion’s 
share, so eighty percent of the harvest in the fields had to be handed over to 
him.  

With his sudden disappearance, they were both happy and afraid. They 
were happy that they could divide the spoils among themselves, but they 
were afraid that if Uncle Three was really gone, then they wouldn’t be able 
to find information about tombs. So, as soon as the news of Uncle Three’s 
accident was released, they must have secretly contacted other iron 
chopsticks. Chen Pi Ah Si took advantage of this to make a lot of money at 
the time, but unfortunately, he also had an accident in the end. The other 
iron chopsticks were much worse than Chen Pi Ah Si and Uncle Three; 
otherwise, the four wouldn’t have been sitting here. 

Even though they were the biggest force, Pan Zi and Xiao Hua said we 
shouldn’t be afraid of them since the four had no choice but to wait and see 
what happened. The only thing we had to fear was that they would take 
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advantage of the chaos to propose a new allocation of spoils. But that was 
nothing more than a question of money. 

The more troublesome ones were those distributors left standing, the ones 
like Wang Ba Qiu who were the richest. These people had been under 
pressure in the supply chain, and although they had money, they were 
suffering everywhere and wanted to change the status quo. Moreover, they 
didn’t know what kind of work it took to rob tombs. They thought that as 
long as they had money, they could organize a team and skip directly to 
Uncle Three to get money. That was why many people started recruiting as 
soon as Uncle Three was gone. Although things were certainly not as good 
as they were when Uncle Three was there, it was their own property and the 
losses were their own. They wanted to keep everything for themselves. 

Since Uncle Three hadn’t been around for some time, the distributors hadn’t 
paid their money. But now that Uncle Three had come back, they were 
about to watch as the money they had put in their pockets was about to be 
spit out. This was the last thing they wanted. 

I hid my expression as the four underworld bosses sat down in order. 
Whatever happened after that had little to do with them. Xiao Hua had 
arranged the order when he moved the chairs, so I just had to remember 
the corresponding names and numbers. After that, Xiao Hua also pulled the 
seven distributors to stand by the wall. 

I glanced at everyone and began memorizing the order Pan Zi had told me 
before, matching these people with the names he had told me. Except for 
the four who were sitting right by me, there were several others that Pan Zi 
had told me to pay special attention to. On the far left was a big man 
dressed in a yellow T-shirt, pants, and overshoes, looking like a fish vendor 
in a market. On the far right was a pudgy middle-aged woman dressed very 
decently. It was easy to see she had a little feminine beauty when she was 
younger. There was also a young woman who looked a little over thirty, but 
she was very well-maintained. She had a good figure and skin, was wearing 
her hair up in a ponytail, and looked very capable. 
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Of these three people, the fishmonger was Wang Ba Qiu’s best friend. They 
worked hard together and were both taken in by Uncle Three. They 
definitely advanced and retreated together, which meant that he had to be 
Wang Ba Qiu’s inside man here. Pan Zi had said it was useless to play any 
tricks with this person, so you could only give up in the end. 

The middle-aged woman was Wang Ba Qiu’s concubine. Of course, Pan Zi 
didn’t know whether they had any real feelings for each other. All he knew 
was that the fat woman was unusually vigorous. Except for a guy like Uncle 
Three who couldn’t be persuaded by force, basically no one in Changsha 
could handle her. With her and Wang Ba Qiu together, he should have 
considered it a certain merging of interests since both their territories were 
basically like two adjacent villages. Wang Ba Qiu’s management ability was 
very strong, and the middle-aged woman was good at making connections. 
With the two of them together, they would be able to contribute to each 
other. This might have also been one of the reasons why Wang Ba Qiu dared 
to take the lead in the fight against Uncle Three. In recent years, these two 
people together may have secretly made a lot of money. 

When it came to this middle-aged woman, Pan Zi wanted to take a careful 
approach and wait and see. Women in this line of work were definitely 
smarter than men. As long as she didn’t love Wang Ba Qiu, it was hard to say 
which side she would take in the end. 

And the young woman might have looked pleasing to the eyes, but she was 
the most troublesome one here. She might’ve had that kind of relationship 
with Uncle Three before. 

Pan Zi wasn’t sure, but he said that the girl developed very fast after she 
entered the business. It took her little more than a year to go from the 
owner of a small shop in Qingshuitang (Antique Street in Changsha) to 
cooperating with Uncle Three to do business. It would have been impossible 
to develop so fast had it not been for the support of industry leaders. And 
this girl was very low-key, without anything obviously remarkable about her. 
That was why many people thought she might have been Uncle Three’s 
woman. 
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I looked at the girl but found it hard to make a judgement. I always used to 
think that Uncle Three liked Wen-Jin, but Wen-Jin had said that Xie Lianhuan 
was pretending to be Uncle Three, so liking her might also have been fake. If 
so, it was normal to have several girls hanging around you after so many 
years. On the one hand, there were times when men couldn’t bear to live 
alone; on the other hand, Uncle Three was a fierce, pure, and rich man, so 
women would come to him even if he didn’t seek them out. 

If she was Uncle Three’s woman, then this would be really awkward. There 
was no distance between people in the sheets, so Uncle Three’s details 
couldn’t escape her eyes. Women had always been more aware of habitual 
gestures, after all. If I revealed a flaw here, she would definitely find out. 

Moreover, even if she couldn’t find out, I didn’t know what had happened 
between her and Uncle Three. If I was alone with her and she asked me a 
question, my voice wouldn’t sound like his, I wouldn’t know the answer, and 
I wouldn’t be able to hide. 

I felt her gaze land on me as soon as she entered the door. Sure enough, it 
really felt different from all the others. I didn’t know if it was my mind 
playing tricks on me, so I could only keep my eyes on the fishmonger and try 
my best to act like I was suppressing my murderous rage. I hoped she would 
get the feeling that I didn’t have the time to talk to her now, and that I just 
wanted to kill the fishmonger. 

Several people in the group had been with Wang Ba Qiu when we had 
dinner before. I made direct eye contact with them one at a time, feeling 
that same murderous rage. I took a sip of tea as a sign to let Xiao Hua 
continue. 

He gave me a look and then said to the others, “Ladies and gentlemen, I 
believe you are wondering why Master Three has not appeared for so long. 
The market is also full of rumors. I would like to inform you that these are 
just rumors. The year before last, Master Three found out that he was ill and 
recently had a minor operation on his throat. He has been recuperating. 
Many people with ulterior motives began to talk nonsense during this 
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period. This is not true. Master Three came out to show you. Don’t listen to 
those trying to stir up trouble.” 

“Oh, are you alright now?” The one who spoke looked so sincere, honest, 
and considerate that I found it extremely repulsive.  

“If you ask me, it’s the villains outside that are spreading it,” the “Dizhong 
Hai”(1) said. “We brothers have never believed it here, have we?”  

He was at least right about the villains. 

The man beside him nodded awkwardly. I knew that this Dizhong Hai was 
the most stable of the four lama dishes under Uncle Three. Even with Uncle 
Three’s long period of absence, their accounts wouldn’t have any problems. 
Although it wasn’t a very good thing, I couldn’t help but feel that he was a 
little kind at this moment. 

Xiao Hua continued, “Master Three is in good health, but he is still unable to 
speak. Brother Pan is also injured, so please forgive me. I will speak for 
Master Three this time. Since we’re so familiar, I won’t introduce myself. If 
there are no problems, let’s start and not delay Master Three’s rest. Let’s 
make it quick.” As he said this, he looked at the fishmonger, “What are you 
doing standing there, Lao Liu? It’s the rule, you go first.” 

“To do what? I’m afraid even Master Three has long forgotten our brothers. 
Sick? You could’ve said something before if you were ill, but you left without 
saying anything. I didn’t know what to tell the brothers below when they 
asked me for an explanation.” The fishmonger said. His voice was very thin, 
which was a huge disparity when compared with his figure. “Well, now 
you’re back without a word and want to check the books first. As you know, 
I went to a tomb yesterday. I came back covered in mud and didn’t have 
time to adjust the books. I’m sorry! Master Three, call the next one. Today I 
came empty-handed.” 

 
(1) Mediterranean Sea 
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Give me some ammunition, I said to myself. Sure enough, Pan Zi had put this 
person first just so we could see how his attitude was. Based on that, we 
would know what Wang Ba Qiu’s stance was and what steps they were 
going to take. 

But the tone just now was a mix of arrogance and complaint, which I was 
relieved to hear. It seemed that Wang Ba Qiu was just testing the waters. 

As soon as he said this, everyone else looked at each other. No one dared to 
agree or disagree with him. “Lao Liu, I haven’t seen you for so many days,” 
Xiao Hua said. “This sissy hasn’t changed, but your bad temper has certainly 
grown. You’re like an old lady complaining that the old man won’t come 
home. You’re not ashamed at all.” 

The surrounding people immediately burst into laughter, but the fishmonger 
was unmoved and said, “Laugh, laugh, continue to laugh! But I still won’t 
have an account!” He then turned to Xiao Hua, “Master Hua, no one can 
match your effeminate figure. I came out of my mother’s womb like this, but 
I’m still not as good as you. Don’t worry about it. But this is the Wu family’s 
venue, so unless you’ve changed your surname, hurry on to the next 
person.” 

After hearing this, Xiao Hua stopped smiling. He obviously hadn’t been 
expecting this guy to have a come-back. Xiao Hua leaned against the table 
and said, “The Wu and Xie families are relatives on the iron plate. Master 
Three’s illness this time was very dangerous. If you want to let the big 
brothers outside Changsha know, maybe they’ll come in. Master Three 
didn’t say anything, so what? It was for your own good!” 

The fishmonger laughed, but he wasn’t shocked one bit, “Will those people 
stop making trouble if you don’t tell them? Old Chen Pi Ah Si killed six of my 
brothers six months ago. I couldn’t find anyone to make a decision! Master 
Three, those are my brothers! Without you, I wouldn’t dare fight against 
Chen Pi Ah Si. My brothers died for nothing. Mark my words, Master Three, 
you’re tormenting yourself like this. The brothers can’t stand you being so 
secretive about your whereabouts. If you’re really in poor health and don’t 
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want to worry about us, then do us a favor and leave us alone. Otherwise, 
the brothers won’t be able to muddle through.” 

Xiao Hua was just about to respond when the middle-aged woman on the 
side spoke up, “The thing is, Master Three, Lao Liu is right. You haven’t been 
here for several months. Do you know how miserable the brothers were? 
My business was almost snatched by others. If it wasn’t for the four sitting 
here, you wouldn’t have a Changsha to come back to. Now that you’ve come 
back, you have to give us an explanation! And the brothers below want a 
passable one!” 

With that said, all the people down below nodded, and one of the four 
sitting at the table said, “Master Three, I understand what they’re thinking, 
but Ah Hong is right in saying that the brothers have really lost a lot during 
this period of time. How are you going to explain this to the brothers? You 
have to think about it. Personally, I don’t believe that you, Master Three, are 
the type of person to be so frightened by a slight illness that you won’t even 
tell us.” 

I looked at the middle-aged woman called Ah Hong. It was clear that they 
had collaborated with each other since their words were all in place. This 
time around, Uncle Three was so busy searching for the answer to the 
puzzle that he must have neglected a lot of business. These long-standing 
grievances must have existed for a long time but were only now breaking 
out. 

Moreover, their words were reasonable. In China, reason was greater than 
heaven, so I couldn’t ignore them. I merely grinned as I thought for a 
moment.  

I suddenly realized how to answer them and bowed my head to write a line 
on the paper. 
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Chapter 7: Wu Xie’s Counterattack 

Xiao Hua wanted to respond himself, but he paused after glancing at the 
words I wrote. It seemed that he didn’t expect me to write such an answer. 
He turned and said, “Master Three wants to know, where is Chen Pi Ah Si 
now?” 

The people below looked from side to side, and someone whispered, “We 
haven’t heard much about him recently.” 

I continued to write on the paper. Xiao Hua smiled at them and said, “Do 
you know why?” 

No one was talking anymore, so Xiao Hua continued, “Master Three said 
that you will never see Chen Pi Ah Si again. He knows that some people in 
the circle have good personal relationships with him, but unfortunately, he 
won’t be coming back.” 

I sneered to myself as several people’s faces suddenly lost color. It was too 
bad that only a few people in the world knew Chen Pi Ah Si’s ending. I knew 
that he had encroached on Uncle Three’s territory after he left, but most 
importantly, I knew that he definitely wouldn’t come back. I was implying 
that I had killed Chen Pi Ah Si. 

“Every man has his own way of doing things. Master Three’s way is to do it 
once and for all without any future trouble. You know that if you want to do 
it, you must do it ruthlessly.” Xiao Hua said. “Is this a good enough reason? 
When Master Three knew that he was going to have an operation at that 
time, he figured Master Chen would take the opportunity to entertain us. 
This operation was dangerous, so Master Three was already prepared to 
deal with it in case an accident occurred. He didn’t want to tell you because 
you can’t control your mouths. Now, it’s unfortunate that we’re missing a 
few brothers, but it was worth it. I think the brothers also know what to do 
with Master Chen’s territory.” 
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There was a commotion down below and Dizhong Hai said, “Master Three, 
do you mean that we can go to Master Four’s territory…” 

“It’s against the rules, Master Three. We want to, but it’s not possible.” 
Another one sitting off to the side spoke up. 

As I continued to write, Xiao Hua read, “There are always people who 
refuse, but Master Four will not come back. If Master Three doesn’t take 
over, there will always be other people who will. Why let outsiders take 
advantage of the situation? It’s not like you don’t know Master Three’s 
temper. He asked you to do it. It’s already been planned, so just do it.” 

“Go! Go! Go!” Dizhong Hai grinned, “Damn, we and the old immortal have 
robbed each other for so many years and this day has finally come. Changde 
belongs to me, so don’t rob me.” 

“Ah!” The other three immediately jumped up. “It’s not up to you to choose. 
Do you think you get to pick the best place just because you opened your 
mouth first?” 

“I don’t rely on lip service; I rely on loyalty. Of course Master Three will give 
me the best place. You don’t have a clear account yet, so stay here.” 

“Account…” The group of people was speechless, and one of them 
immediately said, “No, no matter what, Changde can’t be given to you. We… 
we’ll listen to Master Three, and divide it as he says.” They all looked at me. 

I smiled to myself. This was a result I wasn’t expecting. I didn’t think it would 
actually work so well. 

Just as I was thinking about how to send them off, I suddenly heard the 
fishmonger sneer. 

Everyone looked at him, and he snorted, “Master Three, you’re too cruel. 
Master Chen indeed robbed us, but you can’t use your brothers as a cover. 
We have to keep our guard up! Were you planning to throw away those 
brothers who were killed from the very beginning? You lamas have certainly 
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made a good arrangement. Our horses have worked very hard, yet we’re the 
ones in jail and getting shot. Are our lives so worthless? If you steal a 
territory, it’s our people who will die!” 

I glanced at him. He was looking at the others, but even the middle-aged 
woman didn’t answer this time. 

This line of work was utilitarian, and none of the other distributors had the 
financial resources that Wang Ba Qiu did. They didn’t want to offend the 
Gods of Wealth, the four lamas. The middle-aged woman obviously realized 
this earlier than the fishmonger. 

When he saw the silence around him, the fishmonger was somewhat 
alarmed, “Well, a group of worthless people will serve a lifetime as cannon 
fodder. I quit. I don’t have any accounts, anyways. Master Three, I’ll go 
first!” He got up and moved to leave. 

I was surprised when I saw this. I didn’t expect the fishmonger to be so hard. 
I had originally thought that I would have to at least wait until I checked the 
books, but I didn’t expect this guy to leave immediately when he saw that 
the situation was wrong. 

My heart lurched and I said to myself, this is terrible! He has a backup plan! 
As soon as he saw that he couldn’t turn the situation around, did he decide 
to leave and come back with more forces? 

After remembering Wang Ba Qiu plotting against us this morning, I thought 
it was very possible. I looked up and saw the middle-aged woman 
immediately lean out, as if she wanted to chase after him. 

It would be a big deal if this turned into a battle. Xiao Hua didn’t bring many 
people, and I didn’t have any men. If Wang Ba Qiu brought people here, we 
didn’t stand a chance. 

I was thinking of stopping him immediately, but I didn’t know what to say. I 
felt as if my nerves were on fire. Xiao Hua obviously thought the same thing 
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as me and he immediately cried out, “Lao Liu, don’t leave until you’ve 
handed in the account book.” 

The fishmonger didn’t listen at all but moved to squeeze his way out. 

But just as he was about to leave, Pan Zi got up from his chair. 

At that moment, I saw an amazing scene. Everyone unexpectedly took a step 
back and the whispering voices immediately disappeared. The scene was so 
quiet that even the fishmonger stopped and looked back at Pan Zi. 

As I looked at this situation, I was so surprised that I could hardly control my 
expression and had to immediately take a drink of tea to block my face with 
the cup. At the same time, I took a deep breath in order to school my 
expression. 

I looked at the room again. When Pan Zi got up, he didn’t look at the others, 
but took a few wobbly breaths and turned to the fishmonger. 

Nobody moved and just watched him warily. The fishmonger was suddenly a 
little timid and said, “Master Pan, what do you want? The brothers are 
watching. If you do this, we’ll be torn apart. Don’t you fucking regret it!” 

Pan Zi’s face was full of contempt and he paid no attention to him at all. The 
fishmonger began to cry, “Ah Lan, Ah Bang, take…” 

Before he had finished speaking, Pan Zi had already arrived in front of him. 
He grabbed onto the fishmonger’s hand, twisted it up behind him, and bent 
him over. 

As the fishmonger cried out in pain, I heard a commotion outside and 
several people came running in. Pan Zi ignored them as he reached out his 
hand, pulled a notebook from Lao Liu’s back pants pocket, and held it out 
behind him. 

Xiao Hua came forward to take it, flipped through it, and said, “Isn’t this an 
account? Oh, Lao Liu, you’re so naughty.” 
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“That’s not… ah!” Just as the fishmonger was about to speak, Pan Zi twisted 
his arm further and he started screaming again. Then, Pan Zi looked at the 
man beside the fishmonger, who was also looking at him in surprise. 

“Why are you looking at me? Do you want to go through the same thing 
when handing in your things?” As soon as Pan Zi fixed his gaze on him, the 
man immediately responded and turned to Xiao Hua, handing him the 
notebook, “Master Hua, as of May, all of the financial records should be in 
there.” Then, everyone moved and rushed to pass their ledgers to Xiao Hua. 

The fishmonger’s men arrived just as soon as Pan Zi let go of the croaking 
man. Seeing that their boss was suffering, they started to rush towards Pan 
Zi, but the fishmonger stopped them. He rubbed his arm as his face turned 
red and white. 

Pan Zi looked at him before pointing to his back and saying coldly, “I was cut 
with a knife and my back hurts, so I’ll make a long story short.” He coughed, 
“Today, no one is allowed to leave until Master Three says so. I can’t see 
clearly and I don’t have the energy to tell who I know from who I don’t. If 
anyone dares to leave early, I will kill him on the spot.” 

The fishmonger wanted to curse when he heard that, but Pan Zi 
immediately added, “Don’t talk back, you’ll die.” 

The fishmonger swallowed his remarks, not daring to move or speak. He was 
obviously furious as he watched Xiao Hua return to the table with a pile of 
books, but he couldn’t do anything. 

On the other side, the middle-aged woman exchanged glances with the two 
people around her before handing over the account book, looking very 
helpless. 

Pan Zi still didn’t look at them. He merely turned around, walked back, lit a 
cigarette, and then sat down again with a little wobble. 

I glanced at Pan Zi but he didn’t look back at me. He just sat there with his 
head bowed. I was suddenly in awe of him. 
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Pan Zi had been throwing caution to the wind. It wasn’t just from the start 
of this fiasco, but ever since he started following Uncle Three. 

Over the past few decades, there must have been countless people who 
didn’t believe the sentence “don’t talk back, you’ll die,” so Pan Zi must have 
shown them through his actions that it was true. I didn’t know how many 
times this kind of thing had happened but based on the fishmonger’s lack of 
disbelief just now, I already knew. 

Pan Zi was a vicious dog, one that only Master Three could tie down. And 
although Master Three wasn’t terrible, he still had a madman beneath him 
that only listened to him and wasn’t afraid of life or death. As a result, it 
wasn’t good to offend Master Three. 

I believed that countless people had such a deep-rooted concept in their 
hearts. 

It suddenly occurred to me that when I first met Pan Zi, he was careless and 
completely different from the man I was seeing today. When he was with 
Uncle Three in private, he was an obedient man who was also very funny. 
He and Fatty didn’t like each other, but I had no idea that he was like this 
when he was in line with Uncle Three. I suddenly understood why he was so 
important to Uncle Three. 

But which one was his true face? Was it the Pan Zi who quarreled with Fatty 
all the time, or was it the Shura gangster I was seeing now? 

I was hoping it was the former. Even if, as he said, I would see countless 
things after putting this mask on that I couldn’t or didn’t want to see before, 
I still hoped that everything confirmed before was real. 

I sighed when I thought of this. Regardless of the ensuing chaos, I 
immediately began to look at the account books. I stretched my wrists and 
got ready to start performing Uncle Three’s stunts. 
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Chapter 8: My Name is Pan Zi 

The previous tension suddenly turned into a kind of helplessness. 

All the accounts were written in code, similar to the “Huangsha Chicken-
Eye” text message that got me involved in this whole mess. Various code 
words emerged one right after another, and if I wasn’t paying attention, I’d 
think they were a botched martial arts novel or a rare pedicure book. I could 
understand the code words since I was also a small boss under Uncle Three 
and had already learned the whole system. 

But looking at the huge amounts of items processed on the ledger, I felt 
embarrassed and ashamed. I would have been kicked off the list based on 
my small shop’s turnover rate if it wasn’t for me being Uncle Three’s 
nephew. 

I could fully understand the books, but I couldn’t see the problems. The 
accounts were obviously balanced since they dared hand in the books, but 
Uncle Three would have been able to see a problem from any number of 
small details. I obviously didn’t have this ability, and could only speculate 
from some small things. For example, the ink on the entire ledger was very 
new, which showed that it must have been rushed last night. And the paper 
inside was very old but the cover was very new, so it must have been 
changed from the old book to the new one. 

In fact, I had done all these things before, but I was a small boss and Uncle 
Three’s clerk wouldn’t dare do anything to me. The problems I could 
pinpoint today were the temporary false accounts made by these players 
after they had heard the news of Uncle Three’s return. 

Yesterday must have been a sleepless night, hehe. I didn’t know why, but I 
kept feeling a thrill in my heart. 

While looking through the books, I also found something strange. 
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There was a telephone book at the bottom of the pile. It was the book the 
fishmonger had handed in (well, was snatched by Pan Zi). 

I began to think that this was an account in the form of a phone book, but 
when I opened it, I found that it was really just a phone book. It had all kinds 
of numbers, but there weren’t any accounts at all. 

I quickly recovered and realized that what I had just thought was wrong. 

Pan Zi didn’t know that the fishmonger wasn’t carrying an account at all. 
This was a ruse Xiao Hua had created. 

In other words, Pan Zi just saw that he had a book in his pocket and 
snatched it for Xiao Hua as quickly as possible. Xiao Hua immediately lied 
that this was the account book. Other people saw that the fishmonger still 
brought the book even though he was talking tough, which showed that he 
was also afraid of Uncle Three. They were probably thinking, “Shit, it’s not 
like what he said before.” The others immediately felt that staging a 
rebellion was unreliable, so they turned to us. By the time the fishmonger 
had reacted, all the books had been handed in and his plan had failed. 

Even though I had used Chen Pi Ah Si to take the lead before, I still had to 
find the most practical way to deal with these books and collect the money. 
Letting bygones be bygones was not in Uncle Three’s character, and to do so 
would make others doubt. 

I didn’t know if I was right, but it didn’t matter now. I picked out a few books 
that seemed to have some problems and got ready to start the show. But 
the first step wasn’t to throw the books, it was to express my extreme 
dissatisfaction. 

In Director Pan Zi’s original script, I was to hit him with an ashtray to express 
my reproach at his inability to preside over the work while Uncle Three was 
away. I glanced at it before suddenly closing the ledger and slamming it on 
the table. 
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The room was already very quiet and everyone’s eyes were fixed on me. I 
picked up the ashtray on the table and threw it at Pan Zi. 

According to the script, Pan Zi would immediately catch it. I would then get 
up, quickly slap the ledgers in the faces of the people who had problems one 
by one, and then Xiuxiu would take me away. After that, Xiao Hua and Pan Zi 
would take care of it. 

Pan Zi had calculated that if the plan went well, the disproportionate money 
collected during Uncle Three’s absence would basically be returned by half, 
which was still a large sum. 

After this step was completed—and as long as I wasn’t discovered during 
the whole process—the concept of “Master Three has come back” would 
become a reality. I wouldn’t need to appear frequently in the future. I could 
simply go back to Hangzhou and let Pan Zi slowly stabilize the situation. 

Based on the current situation, the two most important points were to not 
reveal myself and to complete these steps quickly and reasonably so that 
the others would feel satisfied and wouldn’t think that something was 
wrong with Master Three. These people had followed Master Three for 
decades and were accustomed to fearing him. 

But now was the time for the big show, and our success or failure depended 
on it. 

I had practiced many times last night, so I was right on cue. I looked at Pan Zi 
and felt all my anger fade away as I waited for him to catch the ashtray. 

But something unexpected happened. The ashtray hit Pan Zi square on the 
head. He didn’t even reach for it. 

The ashtray fell to the ground and smashed to pieces. My mind stuttered to 
a halt and I thought to myself, you actually deserted me, Pan Zi. At this 
moment, Pan Zi went slack and fell off his chair, hitting the ground hard. As 
the smell of blood reached my nose, I noticed that the whole chair was 
covered in blood. 
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The crowd immediately erupted into chaos. I heard a buzzing in my ears and 
immediately stood up, but Xiao Hua walked past me and gave me a look. 

I understood what he meant: don’t screw this up. I had to hold back as Xiao 
Hua took the lead and rushed over. At the same time, all the people below 
exploded and rushed over. 

His wound must have re-opened when he was twisting the fishmonger’s arm 
just now. He went back to the chair and lit up a cigarette to hide the scent of 
blood. He knew that he wouldn’t be able to bear it. 

You really don’t want to fucking live, I thought to myself. I secretly clenched 
my fist, suddenly feeling very regretful. Maybe I shouldn’t have gone to him 
again. He had managed to walk out of here with difficulty, and now he was 
back again, desperately working hard. I was too selfish. 

Xiao Hua checked Pan Zi’s pulse and immediately lifted him up while 
shouting to those outside the door. Several of his men immediately rushed 
over and carried Pan Zi out. Xiao Hua came back in after giving them a few 
instructions, his suit covered in blood. 

Everyone else had been scared off by the scene, so no one stopped them. I 
thought the fishmonger would attack at this time, but he didn’t do anything. 
Instead, I watched as he and the middle-aged woman looked at each other. 
They kept exchanging glances as if they were holding a conversation. 

I asked Xiao Hua with my eyes: how is it? He came up behind me, bowed his 
head, and said in my ear, “The wound reopened, but don’t worry. My people 
have taken him to the hospital. Once you hurry and finish things here, you 
can go see him.” He patted me as he spoke, which meant: continue! 

When things went wrong, people often had three choices: continue, leave 
immediately, or remain motionless. Xiao Hua and I had already agreed that 
he would use several gestures to determine which of the three situations 
applied. 
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I was thinking about my previous plan and cursed in my heart. It seemed 
that under similar circumstances in the past, Uncle Three would ignore Pan 
Zi and continue to deal with the books. If I left suddenly, it wouldn’t be 
keeping in line with Uncle Three’s character and would even make people 
feel that he was weak. 

After thinking this, I decided to start throwing the books down immediately 
and then leave quickly.  

I tapped my finger on the table and all the rioters suddenly turned to look at 
me. I got up, smiled, and took out the first book. I was just about to throw it 
in the man’s face when I suddenly broke out in a cold sweat. 
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Chapter 9 The End of Wu Sanxing’s Era 

Everyone’s position was messed up. The painstaking order Pan Zi had 
arranged for me had been completely messed up during the chaos just now. 
But I was already in the middle of throwing the book, so I had to abruptly 
stop and violently slam it on the table instead. 

Xiao Hua gave me a look, but then his face changed. He knew it was bad 
since everything had come to a standstill. 

If I didn’t speak before, smashed Pan Zi’s head in, dropped the account 
book, and then left immediately, others would think I didn’t speak because I 
was extremely depressed. 

But now I had stood up and slammed the book on the table. This was usually 
the precursor to speaking, so others would immediately find it strange if I 
didn’t talk. 

What do I do? My mind went haywire as I looked at the people below who 
were eagerly watching me and waiting for me to say something. I could only 
try my best not to speak. Maybe things will work out if I turn around and 
leave immediately, I thought. Maybe they’ll think I suddenly had a 
stomachache or something. 

On the brink of revealing the truth and having this farce collapse, and driven 
by the anxious inertia, I suddenly shouted out a sentence, “None of them 
are good! Get out!” 

I tried to change my voice, but it was so extremely hoarse and ugly that it 
didn’t even sound like a human being. 

Everyone—including Xiao Hua—looked at me dumbfounded. They obviously 
didn’t know how to react to this scene. 
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Not only was the whole room quiet for a long time, but now the atmosphere 
was extremely awkward. Eventually, Xiao Hua reluctantly said, “Didn’t you 
hear what Master Three said? Do you want him to say it again?” 

Everyone looked at each other before finally starting to disperse. They 
obviously thought that it was very strange, but they were still ready to leave. 

I really wanted to smack myself in the mouth. I kept thinking that it was all 
over and I had completely screwed up. After preparing for such a long time, I 
still managed to fuck up. I was such a fucking idiot. 

At this moment, a series of car horns suddenly sounded outside the window. 
More than a dozen cars rolled up and I suddenly heard someone whistle. 

The fishmonger suddenly stopped and smiled before saying to me, “Master 
Three, Lao Qiu is here.” 

Xiao Hua went to the window and pulled the curtain back to look down at 
the street. He gave the fishmonger a cold look before bowing his head and 
whispering in my ear, “Not good, get ready to go. It’s all Wang Ba Qiu’s 
people below.” 

The fishmonger turned to the others and said magnanimously, “Everyone, 
those who don’t want to be with Master Three should leave now. We’ll still 
have business dealings in the future. Those who want to be with Master 
Three may as well stay and watch the show.” He then turned to me, “Master 
Three, it’s not like I’m teaching you how to do things, but you should’ve kept 
more dogs like Pan Zi. You only have the one, so if he dies, you won’t have 
another watchdog. Now, if you have anything else to say, we don’t think 
your voice is too bad.” 

The others glanced at each other. At this time, some of their men came into 
the room and whispered in their ears. Soon, everyone began to leave. It was 
obvious they had all gotten the news, and now there was only Lao Liu and 
the middle-aged woman left in the room with us. 
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“Lao Liu, how dare you do such a thing in front of so many colleagues,” Xiao 
Hua said in a calm voice. 

“In this line of work, they’re all in it for the money. They have no feelings for 
Master Three,” The fishmonger said. “I know very well what’s going on with 
Master Three. He can only blame himself for not thinking things through and 
getting himself into this mess. If there’s a big fire in this teahouse later 
today, an era will pass and these people will still be my brothers tomorrow. 
No one will mention what happened today. Do you dare believe me?” 

“You didn’t let me go. Does that mean you want to kill me too?” Xiao Hua 
laughed. 

“I don’t want to, but you didn’t handle Granny Huo’s affairs properly! The 
Huo family definitely won’t be upset if something happens to you. But don’t 
worry, Miss Xiuxiu, I’ll send you back to the Huos.” 

Xiao Hua’s face changed while Xiuxiu looked surprised. “Lao Liu, did my two 
brothers say anything to you?” 

“When you go back, you can ask them yourself,” The fishmonger said. “But if 
you think about it, where else would we get so much courage? We’re not 
experts when it comes to things like playing with knives, but you Huos really 
have talent.” 

Xiao Hua and I glanced at each other, both feeling very surprised. I really 
didn’t expect such a force to be behind all this. 

It appeared that Xiuxiu’s two brothers weren’t pushovers. They conspired 
with Wang Ba Qiu to take Uncle Three’s territory and probably wanted to 
take Xiao Hua’s territory as well. 

“And what makes you think I’ll submit?” Xiao Hua sighed and his face 
immediately darkened. He no longer had that playful expression from 
before. 
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“What makes you think you won’t? Master Hua, you don’t have Er Ye’s skills, 
and at present, there are too many people outside. They’ll come up in half a 
minute at most. It’s useless for you to call the police now.” 

“Do you really want to fight?” Xiao Hua asked him. “Do you really think you 
can kill Master Three?” 

The fishmonger sneered at him, “What, so you can fly now?” 

“Even if you kill us all, you can’t kill Master Three.” Xiao Hua laughed. 

“What do you mean?” 

“Because Master Three isn’t here at all,” Xiao Hua said. 

I didn’t know what Xiao Hua wanted to do, but I knew we had to take risks 
now since things were already extremely bad for us. 

Xiao Hua turned to me, “Dear, say hello in your own voice.” 

I cleared my throat and said in my own voice, “Master, I offended you just 
now. I didn’t perform well. Don’t mind it.” 

The fishmonger and the middle-aged woman suddenly turned pale, “Who 
are you? What is this voice?” 

“I’m a little actor under Master Hua,” I replied. 

“The Mystic Nine has left behind a lot of craftsmanship,” Xiao Hua said. “Can 
you country bumpkins even understand it?” 

My skin was crawling as we heard the sound of Wang Ba Qiu leading people 
up the stairs. 

“Impossible, how could it be so similar?” The fishmonger shook his head 
repeatedly. 

“Don’t believe it? Then let them have a look,” Xiao Hua said. 
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Do you want me to tear the mask off? I asked myself. I was afraid it wouldn’t 
be so easy to tear and it wasn’t good to let them find out that I was Wu Xie, 
so after thinking about it, I steeled my heart and took off my coat. 

My figure was very different compared to Uncle Three’s. It was easy to see 
that Uncle Three was dark and strong all year round, and he and I were also 
vastly different in age. The fishmonger’s face became even uglier when I 
took off my clothes. 

“Where is the real Master Three?” The middle-aged woman’s face had 
turned blue. 

“Now that Wang Ba Qiu is out in full force, is there anyone watching your 
old shop?” Xiao Hua asked. “You should know what kind of personality 
Master Three has. After everything you’ve done these past few months, you 
think he’ll feel at ease coming to you and asking for the account book?” 

Just then, the fishmonger’s phone rang and he immediately moved to pick it 
up. It must have been a text message because his face immediately turned 
from pale to livid as he looked at it. He turned to the middle-aged woman, 
“Damn it, it’s true! Master Three brought someone to our shop just now! 
Let’s go!” 

“Then they…” the middle-aged woman pointed at us. 

“It’s no use killing them if Master Three doesn’t die.” The fishmonger 
stamped his feet. “I knew it wasn’t going so well!” With that said, they took 
their men and rushed out. 

It only took them a moment to meet Wang Ba Qiu in the corridor, and we 
heard the fishmonger shouting, “We’ve been cheated! This Master Three is 
a fake. The real Master Three is in my shop!” 

“What?!” Wang Ba Qiu shouted, “What’s the situation?” 
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“I told you the old fox wasn’t so easy to handle! We’ve been out-witted!” 
The fishmonger was practically screaming by this point, and his voice was 
piercing like a eunuch. 

“Go! Go back!” Wang Ba Qiu shouted. Then, all of them rushed down the 
stairs again. 

Xiao Hua grinned and peeked outside the curtain, listening to the sounds of 
their retreat and the car engines starting up again. 

As the sounds got further away, my legs went soft and I sat on the ground. 
My whole body was covered in a cold sweat and the tension was streaming 
out of my pores. 

Xiao Hua also seemed relieved as he lifted me up from the ground and said, 
“That was really dangerous. Let’s go.” 

“What happened just now?” I asked him. 

“Masks are the kind of thing that if you have one, you can have another.” 
Xiao Hua then told me not to talk and showed me his cell phone. “People in 
the Xie family never do anything without having a backup plan.” 

“How?” I mouthed. 

“We’ll talk about it on the way,” He said. “There are still a lot of things left to 
do.” Xiuxiu handed over the last cup of tea with a smile. I drank it all at once, 
lifted the door curtain, went out into the corridor, and then quickly walked 
downstairs. 

The people outside had already left, and only some of the bosses’ men were 
still huddled together. I wasn’t paying attention to anyone as I headed 
straight to the car, but I suddenly noticed that there was still a person 
standing in the crowd. 

It was Uncle Three’s woman. 
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She was standing behind the crowd and looking at me coldly. 

I began to sweat again and had no idea how to react. Surely there won’t be 
overtime, I said to myself. But as I continued watching her staring at me, she 
suddenly turned and left. 

I took a deep breath.  

Xiao Hua pushed me to the side of the car and told me to get in. As the car 
started, I looked at the girl through the window and couldn’t help thinking 
that she might be a big problem. But I was too lazy to think about it right 
now and the fatigue was rushing over me like the tide. 
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Chapter 10: End of the Act 

As I sat in the car, my whole body was exhausted and I could hardly 
remember what happened when I thought back on everything just now. 

But based on Xiao Hua’s expression, it was a success. 

He told me in the car that he knew from the beginning that there would be 
problems on my side, so it was only one step in his grand scheme. The real 
purpose was to lead everyone to the teahouse. Two of his guys were on 
standby at the other shops, one of whom was wearing a human skin mask of 
Uncle Three. 

If Wang Ba Qiu didn’t challenge me, then I would play my part until the end. 
But if I had any problems, was exposed, or if Wang Ba Qiu came to fight me, 
then Xiao Hua still had a move. 

As soon as Pan Zi fell, he knew that things had changed and was ready for it. 
As expected, Wang Ba Qiu was obviously ready to ambush us at a moment’s 
notice and immediately came to the teahouse. Xiao Hua promptly sent a 
message to his two men, which led to the scene just now. 

“This was too thrilling,” I said to him. “If Lao Liu’s man had sent that text 
message a few minutes later, we would’ve died.” 

“You can’t survive in this business by luck,” Xiao Hua said while letting me 
get a look at his cell phone again. There was a short message on it: “Master 
Six, Master Three brought someone to our shop. What should I do?” 

“When Lao Liu’s right-hand man sang with me yesterday, he didn’t notice 
that his cell phone was switched out,” Xiao Hua said. “Unfortunately for him, 
this little trick never fails.” 

I smiled wryly, not knowing what to say. But the most difficult morning of 
my life had finally passed. 
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The human skin mask fit very well and I smoked half a pack of cigarettes in 
the car before slowly recovering. I asked what those people would do when 
they returned. 

“I don’t know yet,” Xiao Hua said. “But at least the fact that Master Three 
has returned has become a reality. He’s been known in Changsha for 
decades, so once we make some noise, Pan Zi will have a completely 
different momentum if he goes around again.” 

“I keep worrying over how morale has already crumbled. Is it really possible 
to get it back up in such a short amount of time?” 

“I’ll give you an example. There are a lot of new guys now who grew up 
listening to Master Three’s stories and worship him like a god. As long as 
Pan Zi said he was doing something for Master Three, they would be willing 
to die. But that’s only if Pan Zi represents Master Three. In this way, they 
would feel that working for Pan Zi would get them into Master Three’s sights 
and they could get his advice,” Xiao Hua said. “This is the difference. It’s not 
just a few people, either. That’s why Pan Zi can’t move on his own.” 

I nodded, thinking that it really made sense. Xiao Hua continued, “Of those 
people just now, there must be a large number of them that Pan Zi can call 
on directly. Wang Ba Qiu and the fishmonger are still a problem, but we 
have to face them directly.” 

When I asked about Pan Zi, Xiao Hua said, “You can see him soon. He’ll be 
discharged from the hospital shortly.” 

“Why is he getting discharged?” I asked. “Damn it, does he want to die?!” 

“Tonight is the key,” Xiao Hua said. “We just need a person to ‘cash’ in on 
our ‘achievement.’ Pan Zi has to come forward to determine how many 
people are on our side. Then, Wang Ba Qiu and Lao Liu will be eliminated 
later tonight.” 

I was completely shocked, “What do you mean?” 
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“Never put something off until tomorrow. This is Master Three’s rule and 
Wang Ba Qiu knows it very well. He won’t wait for death.” As Xiao Hua 
spoke, he looked up at the sky. “It’s going to rain blood tonight.” 

I gave him a surprised look, “You can say such terrible words without batting 
an eye. How do you do it?” 

Xiao Hua smiled, “My grandfather said that sentence, and my mother 
relayed it to me. I was only seventeen when I heard those words.” As he said 
this, he sighed, “Stress is the kind of thing that when you talk about it, it’s 
gone.” 

I frowned and felt a sudden burst of fear in my heart. I never thought this 
kind of thing would happen again. “Must it happen like this?” I asked him. 
“Why don’t we call the police anonymously and have them kill him?” 

“Mr. Naïve is a fitting nickname,” Xiao Hua said. “If I were your Uncle Three, 
I might have found a way to keep you naïve, but I’m not. Little Master Three, 
let’s face reality. This was your choice.” 

I was silent as I looked at Changsha passing by outside the car window. I 
remembered that Pan Zi had said something similar to me before. Indeed, 
this was my choice. 

I returned to the small inn I had stayed at last night, grabbed my luggage, 
and then moved to Xiao Hua’s inn in Changsha. The place was slightly worse 
than the one in Sichuan and had obviously been decorated a long time ago. I 
figured it was probably the transit station that was established when his 
family became rich.  

It was said that the inn’s chef used to be the chef of the Chengdu Lion 
Building. He made us three exquisite dishes, which we took back to our 
room to eat. While we ate, I asked Xiao Hua when the evening’s events 
would begin. He merely smiled without saying a word and kept making me 
drink. 
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It was a kind of wine I couldn’t identify by taste, but I suspected it was mung 
bean roast, which was the kind of beverage grave robbers used to drink. Not 
only did it have some crystallized sugar and medicinal ingredients in it, but it 
had a spicy flavor and tasted like mung bean soup. After only a few drinks, I 
got drunk without warning and didn’t even notice when I became muddle-
headed.  

When I woke up, it was already the next morning. Xiao Hua and Pan Zi were 
lying on the sofa in my room, both covered in blood and sleeping soundly. I 
looked out the window at the bright sunshine and knew that everything was 
over. 

I decided to show some tact and didn’t ask for the details of the previous 
night. I only knew that the seven distributors were now on our side.  

Wang Ba Qiu and the fishmonger’s men were mere rabble. They were good 
at management, but not at fighting, so the result was self-evident. Pan Zi 
finally received the money owed by the lower ranks—which totaled up to 
ten million yuan—and quickly rectified the collapsed Changsha stock 
market. I was like a mascot during this period of time and went around 
showing my face everywhere. 

When I left Changsha to fly to Hangzhou, there were already more than 
forty assistants in my team. Although most of them were new people, Pan Zi 
got the halted goods moving again and all of Changsha finally stabilized. 

At this point, the initial difficulties were over and our return to Hangzhou 
wasn’t as bloody as it was in Changsha. During this period of time, Pan Zi 
was to stay in Changsha to find a team for me, taking advantage of Uncle 
Three’s fame and money to find some experts who weren’t bad. Meanwhile, 
I had to deal with Uncle Three’s accumulated affairs in Hangzhou and 
imitate him more systematically.  

This meant I had to imitate his voice, which was a daunting task. Luckily, 
Xiao Hua taught me some tricks to make Uncle Three’s face and voice seem 
less abrupt before we set off on our rescue mission to Banai. 
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After that, Xiao Hua would return to Beijing and continue to deal with the 
Huo family, delaying them until Pan Zi could pull a team together. 

We planned to finish all this in five days and I silently prayed that Poker-Face 
and Fatty could hold on and wait until I could get to them. 

The ensuing days were so tedious that I won’t discuss them here. Five days 
later, Xiao Hua, Pan Zi, and I flew to Guangxi from Hangzhou, Beijing, and 
Changsha respectively. When the three of us met at Guangxi Airport, I saw 
that Pan Zi had come with about ten or twenty people. They were dressed 
up as a tour group and Pan Zi was holding up a small flag that read “China 
Youth Brigade.” He smiled at me while wearing a headset. 

Sure enough, Pan Zi couldn’t be killed. His wound probably hadn’t healed in 
five days, but his complexion was completely different and his hair had been 
blackened with oil. Xiao Hua only brought Xiuxiu over with him and the two 
of them looked like a couple. 

I was by myself, wearing the clothes Uncle Three usually wore. I suddenly 
felt a bit lonely. As the group of people approached me, Pan Zi said to the 
men behind him, “Call him Master Three.” 

“Master Three!” Everyone yelled.  

I nodded and tried not to talk while Pan Zi led us to some very shabby 
minivans. He, Xiao Hua, and I sat in the front one and Pan Zi told me about 
some of the people in the vans behind us as we set off. 

I listened attentively. I knew that Uncle Three was usually the one who 
made these connections, but I was Uncle Three now and these people 
would listen to me when Pan Zi was away. Many of my decisions would 
affect their lives, so I couldn’t go into the field with my old mentality. 

“We’ll arrive in Banai in seven hours. I already talked with Agui, so we’ll 
enter the mountain immediately after we arrive. But there’s a problem right 
now. Everyone should be prepared, especially you, Master Three,” Pan Zi 
said. “The situation there may be beyond your expectations.” 
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“What do you mean?” I asked. 
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Chapter 11 Qiu Dekao’s Invitation 

“The village is full of Qiu Dekao’s people, but it doesn’t look like they’ve 
made any progress. There’s a large number of logistical support personnel 
entrenched in the village and they know that you’re coming. Qiu Dekao 
already sent word that he wants to see you.” 

Since our main task this time was to rescue people, Pan Zi’s team was 
divided into two groups: the team that would go underground and the 
logistical support team. The magic lake in the remote mountains was too far 
away from the village, so logistics were particularly important. With good 
weather, it would normally take us two or three days to enter the mountain. 
But now we’d have three bases on the route, with five people at each base 
waiting for orders round the clock. This could save us time when we had to 
rest at night and also shorten the amount of time it would take to get 
support from the village to the lake. 

With this setup, the support staff would consist of fifteen people who would 
all be led by Xiuxiu. The remaining two good players would go down with us, 
so with Xiao Hua, Pan Zi, and me, that brought the total up to five. Uncle 
Three’s woman—Mute Sister— was included among the five of us going 
underground. 

When I asked Pan Zi why he arranged it this way, his response was, “We 
need her. I think Master Three trained her because she has real skill. Of 
course, I don’t know if Master Three slept with her, but she’s already 
suspicious of you. It’s safer to take this kind of person with us.” 

“So I have to be on tenterhooks all the time now?” I asked him. 

“We’ll definitely split up after entering. She’ll be on Master Hua’s team. 
Remember, it’s important to save them using any means necessary. 
Everything will be fine as long as they’re rescued. If they can’t be rescued, 
I’m afraid you won’t have the heart to keep pretending to be Master Three,” 
Pan Zi said. 
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I nodded. I had originally thought there were too many people, but I knew it 
was necessary if I wanted to save them in the shortest amount of time 
possible. In a place like that, the longer you stayed, the more dangerous it 
became. 

The village at the bottom of the magic lake still had too many unsolved 
mysteries. If the Zhang family’s ancient building(1) was in the rock formation 
at the bottom of the lake, then the size of the mountain alone showed that 
it had to be extremely complicated. I figured that our progress would be 
very slow after we entered, so good logistics could help make up for our 
previous mistakes. 

Among the people who came to the field with us, there was only one kid I 
didn’t know. He was an extremely thin nineteen-year-old nicknamed 
“Leather Bag”, who was said to have a very good ear. He was an excellent 
guy who was known as a minor celebrity in Changsha. Among those who 
joined our team this time, his price was the highest. I figured I’d have to 
hang around him a while before I could discover what kind of person he was, 
but according to Pan Zi, those with the highest prices were usually difficult 
to get along with. 

Pan Zi eventually asked me if I wanted to see Qiu Dekao, but I refused 
without a second thought. At this juncture, everything was so chaotic that I 
didn’t feel like dealing with social affairs. All I had done so far was put on a 
face and act big in front of Uncle Three’s men. I didn’t know how smart this 
old ghost was compared to those people, and I had no reason to go, so there 
was no need to get near such bad luck 

“That’s not necessarily the case,” Pan Zi said. “The relationship between this 
white-haired foreigner and Master Three was very complicated before. I 

 
(1) Remember, the pinyin for “Zhang family’s building” is Zhang Jialou. So the 
pinyin for “Zhang family’s ancient building” is “Zhang Jiagulou”. I’ll be using 
different variations depending on the context because “Zhang family’s 
ancient building” is a mouthful.  
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don’t know what happened at that time, but if he’s looking for you, maybe 
you can test him.” 

I knew he had a point, but one had to have excellent mental and physical 
strength to test such an old fox. I was too busy thinking about Fatty and the 
other’s safety and wasn’t anxious to think about these things at the 
moment. “Don’t worry,” I said to Pan Zi. “There will be plenty of 
opportunities to test him when everyone’s rescued. Right now, the arrow is 
on the string and needs to be released. When we arrive, we’ll rest for a night 
and then immediately set off for the lake the next morning. We won’t give 
him enough time to respond.” 

Pan Zi shook his head, “This kind of old fox is difficult to avoid, but we’ll do 
what you say since your thinking is on the right track.” 

We worked out our own calculations and discussed all the details again 
before closing our eyes and resting. After seven bumpy hours, we finally 
arrived in Banai. 

The moment I got out of the vehicle and saw those tall wooden houses, 
familiar tropical trees, and villagers dressed in native costumes, I vaguely felt 
that everything I had experienced before going to Sichuan and Changsha 
was a dream. I could even imagine Fatty and Poker-Face waiting for me 
when I returned to Agui’s home. 

The weather had been cool, but it was still much hotter than Changsha and 
Sichuan. I unbuttoned my shirt but quickly noticed Mute Sister looking at 
me. My heart thumped and I immediately buttoned up again before going to 
find Agui. 

He was still the same as ever. It was already dark out at this time, so I 
handed him a cigarette and said, “I’m back at last. Where’s Yun Cai?” 

Agui was leading us to his house and looked back at me in surprise, “Boss 
has been here before? You know my daughter?” 
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I had said that without thinking, forgetting that I was no longer Wu Xie, but a 
stranger to Agui. I couldn’t help laughing awkwardly and said, “Yes, I was 
very young at that time. Your daughter is also called Yun Cai? The last time I 
came here, there was a very famous tour guide here who was also called 
Yun Cai.” 

Agui nodded and said vaguely, “Oh, yes. There are many people with this 
name. It turns out you’re an old expert.” 

I quickly laughed and glanced at Mute Sister, but she didn’t seem to be 
looking at me. The others also arrived at this time, so several of Agui’s 
friends took their luggage and equipment to the homes that had been 
arranged for them. There was no hotel here, so everyone had to stay with 
the villagers. 

“You’ll be in this one.” Agui pointed to the wooden building where Poker-
Face, Fatty, and I had stayed before. I sighed and walked to the door, but 
was stunned when I lifted the curtain and went in. 

There was a familiar man already in the house. He was sitting on the ground 
with a small oil lamp lit in front of him. 

It was a foreigner. A very, very old foreigner whom I recognized 
immediately—it was Qiu Dekao. 

“Sit down, old friend.” The foreigner saw me come in and motioned with his 
hand. “We finally meet again.” 

I took a deep breath and felt myself break out in a cold sweat. In the end, I 
really can’t avoid it, I thought to myself. It came too fast. I glanced outside 
to see where Pan Zi and the others were. 

“When old friends meet, there’s no need to be such a stranger,” Qiu Dekao 
said. “I’ll leave after we have a little chat, so don’t bother your men.” 
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I didn’t see Pan Zi, and the other guys were all talking and laughing with 
each other. I cursed to myself before turning to look at Qiu Dekao. But just 
as I was forcing a smile on my face, I noticed something lying beside him. 

It was a blade. And one I recognized. That was the ancient blade Xiao Hua 
had given Poker-Face before they came here. 

My heart thumped and my first thought was, Poker-face lost the blade again 
so quickly. He’s really a fucking failure. My second thought wasn’t a good 
one. How did they find it? Did Qiu Dekao’s people enter the bottom of the 
lake? 

Qiu Dekao looked at me staring at the ancient blade and pushed it towards 
me. He then spread his hands and said, “It should be yours. My people 
picked it up by chance and now it’s back with its owner.” 

“Where did you get this?” I pretended to be calm as I walked over and sat 
down to take a look at it. There was no mistake. It was Poker-Face’s blade. 

It was very heavy but didn’t weigh as much as his original black sword since 
even I could barely lift it. The body of the sword was caked in mud and 
didn’t seem to have been cleaned at all. 

“Why ask when you know perfectly well?” Qiu Dekao took a sip of tea. 
“Unfortunately, my men were carrying too much weight to bring the dead 
bodies out with them. I pity your men. They took on such a dangerous job 
and don’t even get a funeral. But you Chinese don’t seem to care about 
these things. This is an advantage I’ve never been able to learn.” 

“Dead bodies?” I felt as if something exploded in my head. “Is he dead?” 

“This was taken from a corpse. If you’re talking about the owner, I think he’s 
dead.” Qiu Dekao was surprised when he saw my expression. “Why, is this 
person very important? Master Wu, you hardly ever showed this kind of 
expression when death was mentioned before.” 
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I looked at the blade, completely dazed. Absolutely impossible, I said to 
myself. It’s not Poker-Face! 

How did Poker-Face die? If Poker-Face is dead, doesn’t that mean Fatty’s no 
better off? No way, no way, no way. Poker-Face is completely insulated from 
death. Where else in this world can he die?! He would never die. 

After a moment, I immediately forced myself to calm down and looked at 
the sword carefully. “Can you describe the body’s characteristics?” I asked 
Qiu Dekao. 

He was confused by my reaction. Maybe he had been using such a profound 
attitude to try and stand up to the Chinese. He may have played mind games 
with Uncle Three before, but I wasn’t actually Uncle Three and couldn’t 
cooperate with him. I just wanted to know the answer to my question. 

He looked at me in surprise and then burst out laughing. After taking a sip of 
tea, he suddenly said, “Are you really Master Wu, or am I mistaken?” 

I went up and slapped the teacup from his hand, grabbed him by the collar, 
and said, “Don’t talk nonsense. Answer my question.” 

Qiu Dekao was very old, so after the initial surprise wore off, his face 
darkened, “What’s wrong with you?” He asked me. “You’re crazy to be so 
rude to me. Aren’t you afraid I’ll disclose your secret? Wu Sanxing, where’s 
your reverence?” 

What the fuck?! I said to myself. Who the fuck taught you Chinese? Yu 
Qiuyu(2)?  

 

(2) He’s a modern Chinese writer/scholar. More info here  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yu_Qiuyu
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But once I thought about it, I realized that I was so rude just now that he 
couldn’t talk to me normally(3). As soon as I came to this conclusion, I let him 
go and said, “Answer my question first. This is a serious matter. Do you still 
remember what happened to you at Dart Summit? Do you want it to happen 
again?” 

Qiu Dekao paused and then fixed his clothes before asking, “Is it that 
serious?” 

“Answer me, what did that person look like?” 

“I don’t know,” he said. “My man found him.”  

“Take me to see him so I can ask him in person,” I said. 

Qiu Dekao looked at me for several seconds. Once he determined that my 
anxiety wasn’t fake, he immediately stood up, “Okay, follow me. But he’s in 
terrible condition, so you should mentally prepare yourself.” 

 

  

 
(3) I think Qiu Dekao was trying to say “respect” instead of “reverence” (like 
respect for your elders, which Asian countries are all about), but Wu Xie had 
him shook lol. 
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Chapter 12 People from the Zhang Family’s 
Ancient Building 

Qiu Dekao’s people were staying at the top of the village, which might have 
been the reason why there were so many of them. The tall buildings there 
were very densely distributed, which made them suitable for many people 
to live in at the same time while looking after each other. 

I called Pan Zi over, explained the situation to him, and had him follow us as 
we went around the familiar stream. The night was very cool and refreshing, 
the moon was shining in the clear stream, and the sound of insects 
everywhere reminded me of the situation half a month ago. 

After going up, I found that Qiu Dekao’s people practically occupied the 
whole village. Lights were blazing everywhere, big round tables were set up 
in all the yards, boxes of beer were piled up, and naked foreigners were 
eating. Most of the rooms here had obviously been turned into a kitchen 
area. 

Grave robbing was something that could enliven the economy, and I told 
myself that a valuable tomb that went undiscovered could enrich a country’s 
soil and water, which was definitely reflected here. 

When they saw Qiu Dekao coming, several foreigners—who were so drunk 
they couldn’t even stand up straight— picked up their beers and shouted at 
him, “Boss, come on! Don’t be too upset! (Boss, come and drink with us. 
Have some fun!)” 

Qiu Dekao ignored them and went straight around to the back of the house, 
where the atmosphere suddenly changed. I saw a very cold and cheerless 
building that was very small and seemed to have only one room. There were 
two stone-faced people standing guard at the door. There wasn’t a drink in 
sight and only a dim incandescent lamp shone on the door of the house. 
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Qiu Dekao made a gesture to the guards and brought us in. As soon as I 
entered, I smelled the pungent scent of medicine. 

There was an oil lamp on the ground that was casting its dim light on a mass 
of what looked like flour sacks lying on a straw mat. There was a man 
wearing glasses sitting nearby who looked like a doctor. 

“How is he?” Qiu Dekao asked him. 

He shook his head. I leaned forward for a better look and gasped—the mass 
of “things” on the straw mat turned out to be a person. 

But was it really a person? I looked at the “person” and suddenly felt 
extremely nauseous. All of the skin on his body was sunken, like an orange 
rotting from the inside out. But a closer look at all the sunken places showed 
that there seemed to be a bubble of liquid right under his skin. At first 
glance, the man seemed to have been rotting there for a long time. 

But he was alive. 

I looked into his eyes and saw that he was looking at me, but he obviously 
couldn’t move. 

“How did this happen?” Pan Zi asked. 

“I sent seven people down, but he was the only one who came out. He was 
fine when he came out, but he suddenly had a high fever three days later 
and then he became like this.” Qiu Dekao was livid. “He was the one who 
brought the sword out. He told me that he had entered the deep part of the 
stone passage and that was where he encountered the corpse with the 
blade. He separated from the others at that time. They kept going, while he 
brought the sword out to me. As a result, those who continued to go deeper 
never came back.” 

“What happened to his body?” 
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The bespectacled doctor shook his head, “I don’t know. All I can say is that 
his body is melting into a strange liquid from the inside out.” As he said this, 
he poked the man’s arm with a needle. The skin in the depression 
immediately broke and a black liquid flowed out of it. 

“If you want to ask, ask quickly,” Qiu Dekao said. “His time is running out. 
You can ask him questions, but he can’t answer them. He can only nod and 
shake his head.” 

I approached the man and asked him, “Don’t be afraid. After you answer 
these questions, I may be able to save you. But you must answer me 
truthfully. Did you find this sword on a corpse?” 

His expression didn’t change, but he nodded slowly. I asked another 
question, “Were this person’s fingers particularly long?” 

He looked at me but didn’t respond. 

I glanced at Qiu Dekao, but he didn’t respond either. Pan Zi said, “He 
probably didn’t notice the man’s hand. Ask about some other 
characteristics.” 

I thought for a moment and asked, “Did that man have a tattoo?” 

The man lying on the straw mat still didn’t respond, but he continued to look 
at me. As I stared into his eyes, searching for the answer I wanted, I 
suddenly noticed that his eyes were very strange. 

Just a moment ago, I suddenly saw a familiar look flash through them. 

This person’s eyes were extremely desperate. I could understand that 
nobody would have bright eyes under such circumstances, but I clearly saw 
some familiarity in this despairing look. 

I couldn’t fully grasp this feeling, but I was sure that it was very familiar. I 
had seen it at a certain moment in time, and it had been very memorable. 
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Is it Poker-Face? I asked myself. Did he put on a human skin mask again, 
replace Qiu Dekao’s person while he was inside, and switch places? 

Impossible. It couldn’t be Poker-Face. His eyes were so distinctive that I was 
sure I would recognize them in an instant. Moreover, these were Qiu 
Dekao’s people. If Poker-Face knew Qiu Dekao was coming and also knew 
this person would be sent down, he would’ve had to make a human skin 
mask and replace it. If that happened, then Poker-Face would have to have 
eight legs. 

I still looked at the man’s hand just to be on the safe side. It already looked 
like a liquid-filled rubber glove, but there weren’t any signs of unusually long 
fingers. 

I was relieved. Even if it was Poker-Face, it was impossible for him to cosplay 
someone like this. And it was even more unlikely to be Fatty. Not only could 
Fatty’s eyes indicate yes or no, but they could also sing “Eighteen Touch”(1). 

After careful consideration, I finally came up with the answer. 

This was the way Xiao Hua had looked at me when I met him before the big 
fiasco at Crescent Hotel. 

At that time, Xiao Hua thought I was familiar, but he couldn’t remember 
who I was. 

I looked at the man and he looked back at me. He must’ve been trying very 
hard to remember. Like Xiao Hua at that time, did he also think I looked 
familiar? 

I suddenly had a bad premonition, as if something terrible was about to 
happen. “Answer me, did that person have a tattoo?” I quickly asked him 
again. 

 
(1) It’s a sexually provocative Chinese ballad. This was all I could find. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwISeDSu-Nk
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But after I asked, the man’s eyes suddenly opened wide and he struggled to 
get up. It seemed he had finally recognized me. As he fixed his eyes on me, 
his chest was heaving and he kept growling with something that was no 
longer a human voice. 

Everyone was startled and could only watch his strange movements as he 
tried to get up. The doctor tried to push him back down but ultimately 
failed. As he kept struggling, black pus and blood flowed out of the several 
sunken places on his skin that had broken open. 

I was shocked as I watched him stand up and growl at me. 

What I saw was a person with an extremely strange posture, as if his body 
had melted completely. His two arms were hanging on both sides of his 
body, the sunken parts in his skin had broken open, and black liquid was 
flowing all over. 

But I didn’t feel scared at all. In fact, there was another, more terrible feeling 
rushing through my whole body. 

I suddenly realized that I had seen a person with this posture before. And I 
had seen it right in front of me! 

The feeling was so strong that I stood my ground as I watched the man 
coming towards me. I broke out in a cold sweat as I eyed his movements. 
Then, I remembered two things. 

The first one was the strange photo Brother Chu had given me, which 
showed an image of a strange shadow behind a screen. 

The other one was that shadow I had seen in the second-floor window of 
Agui’s house that had a very similar posture to this person. 

Could it be… the two strange shadows were a prototype of this kind of 
person? 
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The man looked at me and shouted as hard as he could before trying to 
jump on me. But he fell to the ground after only two attempts and could no 
longer move. I looked at him coldly, but couldn’t hold on any longer.  
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Chapter 13 Proposal for Cooperation 

I practically ran out of the house, and it took me a few minutes to recover 
from the disgusting scene. 

Qiu Dekao had followed me out and handed me a bottle of beer. I took a 
few sips before I finally calmed down. 

“Do you feel anything?” He asked. 

I looked at him, unsure of what he was asking. “I’m sorry,” He said. “Chinese 
people like to beat around the bush. I’ve been somewhat influenced by 
them over the years and have picked up some bad habits. What I mean to 
say is, do you want to cooperate?” 

“Cooperate?” 

“I also don’t have much time, which means it’ll soon be your world. I’m 
always an outsider in this land and can’t get any favorable connections, so I 
always choose cooperation. You would be smart to consider my proposal,” 
Qiu Dekao said. 

“You don’t need to sound so grandiose. I know what you mean,” I said. 
“What do you want?” 

“We all know that there’s a door four hours into the journey. But no matter 
what method we use, we can’t break through. I can provide all the 
information to you,” Qiu Dekao said. “There’s just one condition—you must 
take one of my men in.” 

I thought for a moment. Pan Zi looked like he wanted to refuse, so I 
immediately grabbed him, “Wait a minute, I think it’s acceptable.” 

“Master Three, they’re all thugs. We don’t need their information. This 
condition is of no value to us.” 
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“Not necessarily,” I said. “Since Mr. Qiu said before that he never makes 
impossible deals, he must be very confident with his terms. His information 
should be different from what we have.” 

Qiu Dekao nodded, “My idea isn’t that simple. The reason why I want to 
propose this cooperation is that I don’t want you to make unnecessary 
sacrifices. Without this information, at least one of you will die on this four-
hour journey.” 

“That’s because you’re useless,” Pan Zi said. 

Qiu Dekao smiled and shook his head, “Well, you won’t believe anything I 
say anyway. You have to go in before finding out what kind of place this 
ancient building is. I’ll prepare four coffins and wait for you to sit down and 
talk again.” 

As the conversation ended in discord, Pan Zi winked at me. In fact, I really 
wanted to cooperate, but what Pan Zi said was also reasonable. I nodded, 
“We’ll cross that bridge when we get to it, Mr. Qiu. You go on ahead.” 

Pan Zi and I sat by the stream, pondering over what the old foreigner had 
said and what we had seen just now. “It seems that the Zhang family’s 
ancient building is extremely strange,” Pan Zi said. “I thought that after all 
the trouble they had been making outside, Qiu Dekao and his men were able 
to enter the building. But unexpectedly, so many people died in so many 
days that they couldn’t even find it.” 

“Are you sure this ancient building is in the mountains?” I asked. 

“There have been many legends about Shiwan Dashan since ancient times, 
but only the legend of the Ming Dynasty fire is here. Plus, many things have 
happened in modern times. We don’t know how many people have entered 
this remote mountain village over the past hundred years, but they must’ve 
had a purpose. There are bound to be lots of clues on the Zhang family’s 
ancient building in these mountains. But you were so distracted just now 
that I thought you were going to blow your cover. Did you think of 
something?” 
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I looked at the darkness in the distance—there was a huge no-man’s-land 
deep in the mountains and forests here. 

I lit a cigarette and compared the grotesque patient I had just seen with the 
shadows I saw in Agui’s house and Brother Chu’s photo. “This definitely isn’t 
a coincidence,” I told Pan Zi. “I think there’s a possibility that the shadow 
and the person we just saw are similar in nature.” 

“Tell me more about it.” Pan Zi obviously didn’t understand. 

“We don’t know what happened to that man in the stone passage,” I said, 
“but assuming he survived by chance, you should be able to imagine what 
his body would look like.” 

Pan Zi nodded. When the man stood up just now, his body basically looked 
melted. This strange kind of deformity was absolutely impossible to cure. 

I continued, “The photo Brother Chu gave me is very similar to the strange 
shadow I saw on the second floor of Agui’s house. It’s also similar to that 
man’s posture when he stood up just now. I believe that there’s someone in 
this village who suffered the same accident as the man just now, but he 
survived and became deformed.” I took a puff of my cigarette, coughed, and 
thought some more, “This man is probably from the archaeological team 
that was here twenty years ago.” 

Pan Zi didn’t say anything, so I went on to tell him everything I had 
experienced in Banai. I knew he wouldn’t understand everything, so I was 
really just sorting it out for myself. 

“Suppose the archeological team went into the mountains and—either 
before or after the switch—carried out archaeological activities on the shore 
of that mountain lake. Based on the scale and amount of time the team 
invested in the project at that time, they would certainly find something. 
They may have even entered the cave and met with misfortune. Some died, 
some survived, and some disappeared. Then, the people from the team left 
here. But unbeknownst to them, someone who they thought had been killed 
climbed out of the cave by himself. He survived and went back to live in the 
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village,” I said. “This man has lived for decades and knows many secrets, so 
he didn’t dare go back to the world outside the village. He thought he would 
die here in this village, but he never imagined that the incident wasn’t over. 
Decades later, the “conscious successor” of the former archaeological team 
appeared in this village again.” 

“Did you make this up yourself?” Pan Zi asked me. “How do you explain the 
photo Brother Chu gave you?” 

“The background of that photo is Golmud Sanatorium. The strange shadow 
is behind the screen. Little Brother was also found in this village. The 
timeline is the same. Although I don’t know the specific relationship 
between them, there are obviously more secrets in this small village than I 
can imagine,” I said. 

“Then don’t sleep tonight,” Pan Zi said. “Let’s ask Agui what’s going on. We’ll 
go to the second floor of his house and find out what’s going on with this 
shadow.” 

I shook my head, “No.”  

I thought of the previous fire at Poker-Face’s “former residence”. Although 
Uncle Two was evasive with me at the time and hinted that he had set the 
fire, he didn’t blatantly come out and say it. I figured this was probably the 
person who lived in Poker-Face’s “former residence”. He thought nothing 
would happen, but then we showed up out of the blue. He probably thought 
it wasn’t over yet and immediately burned down the house and destroyed 
everything. 

So, we wouldn’t find anything on the second floor of Agui’s house. This man 
wasn’t some poor wretch. After so many years, he still showed a very high 
vigilance and ability to execute actions. 

But why? 

During the time Qiu Dekao was here, this man must’ve erased all traces of 
himself and definitely wouldn’t be staying in the village. 
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If it were me, I would hide deep in the mountains and move around Qiu 
Dekao’s camp. 

“Do you think they found the Zhang family’s ancient building?” Pan Zi asked, 
“Didn’t the iron-like things they brought out come from there?” 

I shook my head. I didn’t know this person’s position yet, but all his actions 
showed that he didn’t want the previous things to be exposed. I didn’t know 
whether he did it to protect himself or because he didn’t want to expose 
everything, but I had a very ominous feeling. 

This premonition probably had something to do with Poker-Face’s house 
burning down. I was so close to seeing those photos, but was distracted by 
someone in a moment of carelessness and ended up overlooking them. 

“Pan Zi, can the team leave without resting first?” I asked. 

“Yes. I picked all these people. They can go three days without sleep,” Pan Zi 
said. “Why, what are you thinking?” 

“We need to enter the mountain immediately. I think something might 
happen,” I told him. “Tell them we’ll rest in the mountains. We have to get 
to the lake before tomorrow night.” 

My sudden decision caught everyone off guard, but fortunately, Uncle Three 
was a deterrent force. The atmosphere was very strange as everyone 
started packing up the equipment that had been opened and had Agui 
prepare dogs and mules so we could set off for the mountain overnight. 

Even so, by the time the mules arrived and we set off, it was almost three 
o’clock in the morning. The mountain forest at night was full of mosquitoes 
and even though I was extremely tired, my heart was full of anxiety. I knew 
it might be nothing, but I couldn’t help worrying. 

Along the way, I walked in front of the team and followed Agui closely. He 
and three dogs were leading us while Pan Zi and several of the men drove 
the mules over the long distance. 
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We didn’t rest until dawn. We set up the first supply point at the place 
where we stopped and made sure to mark the way. After walking through 
the dense canopy, we saw the big blue tents of Qiu Dekao’s procession not 
far off. We ignored them and moved on. 

We continued our journey without speaking and finally arrived at the magic 
lake on the evening of the second day. The last of the sun’s rays were faintly 
reflected on the calm lake and cast an extremely dim light over everything. 

Bonfires were blazing brightly on one side of the lakeshore and the series of 
red flames painted an incredible scene. 

In addition to the cooking fires everywhere, a lot of makeshift shacks 
covered in thatch had been built between the rocks. Among the twenty or 
thirty people, there were mules, dogs, and even ducks mixed in among 
them. 

The radio was playing music, and beer and coke cans were scattered in the 
rock crevices. 

In the light of the fire, groups sat in twos and threes, playing cards in a daze 
while drinking and smoking. It painted a leisurely and incomparably modern 
picture. 

“The bosses couldn’t lay in their sleeping bags on the stone beach and fall 
asleep, so they built shacks. And the ducks are raised to eat since it’s too 
much trouble to bring them in one by one. Each group has caught more than 
a dozen ducks and raised them in the lake first so they can’t run away,” Agui 
said. “In a few days, I’ll have to get some lounge chairs from the outside. 
Does the boss want me to get one for you too?” 

“Sunbathing.” Xiao Hua gave me a pat on the back. “People in this line of 
work are naturally fond of having a good time.” 

I looked at a man and a woman— two foreigners— sitting on a big stone 
beside the lakeshore, kissing. I sighed. 
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Not only did no one pay any attention to us, but they all looked at us 
indifferently when we entered their camp. Pan Zi passed by a place where 
beer boxes were stacked up and took several cans for us without any 
protest. 

“It appears they’re treating us as their own,” Pan Zi said. “Qiu Dekao’s 
fucking unreliable. There’s not even a sentry.” 

“It’s not that he doesn’t have one, they’re just skilled and brave.” Xiao Hua 
took a sip of beer and pointed at a spot in the distance. I turned to look and 
saw a spark in a tree in the woods just outside the firelight. It seemed that 
someone was smoking over there. 

“Just one?” 

“Just one,” Xiao Hua said. “I think there’s a gun in his hand. He’s got good 
eyes.” 

“Let’s stay away from them,” Pan Zi said. “It’s very smoky and there are a lot 
of people with eyes.” He pointed to the other side of the lake, which was 
dark. 

When we walked over, everyone was so tired that they laid their equipment 
down on the ground. Pan Zi kicked them and told them to get up and cut 
firewood. 
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Chapter 14 Lake Monster 

First, Xiuxiu and I took an inflatable raft out onto the lake. 

When we arrived at the center, Xiuxiu grabbed a safety line and went down 
into the water. Several of Qiu Dekao’s boats were also on the lake in the 
distance. Lights were blazing on one side of the shore and we could hear 
strange noises that sounded just like Pattaya in Thailand(1). In the distant 
center of the lake, those noisy, profane sounds were filtered out by the wind 
and the water, giving off a sense of ethereal tranquility. 

This kind of feeling was truly wonderful. Maybe it was because the lake 
center was quiet and the distant sound was blown to pieces by the wind, 
wrapping around the ear like an otherworldly whisper. 

Under the yellow light of the lantern, the drizzling rain looked like cow hair 
and the lake water seemed especially dark. The small waves rocked the raft 
gently as the other boats stayed far away from us, looking like isolated lights 
floating on the water. 

As I watched Xiuxiu’s safety line stretch taut, I kept an eye on the time and 
enjoyed the strange feeling. If only everyone was safe at this time, then I 
could thoughtlessly watch beautiful women swim, open a few bottles of 
beer, and lie on the boat in a daze as I listened to the wind, the rain, and the 
voices in the distance. 

After thinking about it, I rejected my own idea. If things were really that 
leisurely, I definitely wouldn’t have any idea how to enjoy them and would 
be craving some excitement. Men were fucking bitches, after all.(2)  

 
(1) Pattaya is a city on Thailand’s eastern Gulf coast. It’s got a reputation as a 
hub for sex tourism and prostitutes. It’s also got a huge nightlife with lots of 
clubs and stuff. 
(2) Yes, that’s what it translated as. 
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The ringing of the nearby timer suddenly broke through my daze. I looked at 
the lake and pulled the safety line—Xiuxiu should be coming up. 

But after pulling, I found that the safety line was loose. I gave a few hard 
tugs and was shocked when I didn’t feel any resistance at all. Did her safety 
line break? 

As I was thinking about whether something was wrong with her, I suddenly 
heard a “hello” from behind. 

I quickly turned around and saw Xiuxiu leaning on the side of the raft, 
looking at me with a smile on her face. The diving equipment was already 
hanging on the side and her wet hair was sticking to her skin. Her face 
looked especially white against the black lake water. It was so white, in fact, 
that I couldn’t seem to look away. 

I breathed a sigh of relief and said, “You scared me to death. What 
happened? How did the safety line break?” 

“I came up and saw you in a daze,” she replied. “I just wanted to scare you a 
little.” 

I walked over to pull her up, but she swam away with a splash. She glanced 
back at me and said slowly, “I don’t want to get on the boat yet. Do you 
want to come down and swim with me for a while?” 

I gave a wry smile, this girl’s character is really strange. “If we don’t go back, 
they’ll worry,” I answered her.  

“If I were afraid of people, I wouldn’t be here.” Like a mermaid in the water, 
she leaned against the side of the raft, “Come on, Brother Wu Xie. Swim 
with me for a while.” 

I watched her white skin and slender body stretch in the water and had a 
sudden impulse to jump down and swim with her. But I wasn’t really in the 
mood right now. I motioned with my hand, “Then you can swim a little 
longer. I’ll wait for you here.” 
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She gave me an exasperated look and then giggled before diving 
underwater. When she resurfaced, she was far away from the boat. “So 
boring,” she called out. “You really will become an uncle at this rate.” 

I gave another wry smile and then lit a cigarette as I continued to watch her. 

Beautiful and lovely girls always made people relaxed and happy, so even I 
felt a little relieved at this time. But I suddenly noticed that some places on 
the lake seemed different from before. 

One of Qiu Dekao’s boats in the distance had come closer, but none of its 
lights were on and it was now completely dark in that direction. 

Did they return to shore? I was a little surprised but knew that it was 
impossible. I could see them just fine a few minutes ago. 

Maybe the foreigners started messing around on the boat and turned off the 
lights to keep others from seeing, I said to myself. Those kinds of people are 
just different. They do whatever they want, wherever they want, and don’t 
care about anything else. Just as I was thinking this, I suddenly heard a few 
loud screams come from another one of Qiu Dekao’s boats in the distance. 

I stood up and turned to look. Suddenly, the lights on the other side of the 
raft also went out and a series of screams carried across on the wind. Then, I 
heard something falling into the water. 

Sensing that something was wrong, I immediately shouted at the lake 
“Xiuxiu, come back.” I turned the raft’s searchlight on, shined it in that 
direction, and picked up the walkie-talkie to call Xiao Hua who was on the 
shore. 

As I waited for someone to answer, I moved the searchlight so that it was 
shining on the water. I only saw that there was nothing in the direction of 
where the other boat had stopped. 
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“Xiuxiu!” As I gave a loud roar, I suddenly saw a ripple appear on the water’s 
surface where I was shining the searchlight, as if something huge was 
floating right underneath. 

That thing was still far from my raft, but my back was already prickling. I 
started looking for the paddles while yelling into the walkie-talkie and calling 
for Xiuxiu in the lake. 

I didn’t know whether it was a psychological effect or something else, but I 
felt as if I had called for a long time and still didn’t hear her response. I also 
knew that when swimming underwater, you could only hear the sound of 
water and nothing else. Just as I was really starting to worry, I suddenly felt 
the boat sway very strangely, as if something were swimming beneath it. 

“Xiuxiu?” I immediately turned around, raised the lantern to look at the 
water around the raft, and froze. 

Other colors had appeared in the dark lake beneath the raft. 

There was a huge monster just below the surface. 

It was light in color—at least under the searchlight’s illumination—but there 
were dozens of black spots on it that initially made me feel that it was a 
huge lotus seed head popping up from the water. 

What is it? 

I was horrified but felt puzzled at the same time. After diving here so many 
times, we had never seen anything like this. This wasn’t Loch Ness Lake, 
after all. Why was there such a big thing in it? 

I raised my oars, looked over carefully, and saw that as soon as the color of 
the thing darkened, it seemed to sink again. My mind was already clouded 
and I didn’t dare call out anymore. I only saw that the shadow in the water 
quickly crossed beneath the raft, reached the other side, and came close to 
the surface again. 
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I noticed that the black spots on it were bigger and my instincts told me that 
the lights needed to be turned off now. No matter what happened to Xiuxiu, 
she couldn’t see the lights and would be better off swimming directly to 
shore. Otherwise, I was afraid the results wouldn’t be good, no matter who 
was in the water. 

I carefully retreated to the edge of the raft where the searchlight was and 
touched the switch with shaking hands. The light turned off with a bang, 
immediately plunging the surrounding water into darkness. I couldn’t see 
anything except for the raft’s edge, which was illuminated by the lantern’s 
glow. 

Just as I was terrified that I was going to die, the walkie-talkie sounded—
Xiuxiu had already reached the shore. 

With a lingering sense of fear, I immediately rowed back to shore. I suddenly 
had a very bad feeling about the waters here. 

The next day, I took Xiao Hua and Pan Zi to find the place where Uncle Two 
had rescued me before. 

His men had all withdrawn and I didn’t remember exactly where the place 
was. I searched the woods according to my memory and soon found the 
entrance, which someone had camouflaged. 

I calmly removed the camouflage and found that the crack was completely 
different from what I had seen before. It had become so small that only a 
hand could pass through. Although the inside was bottomless, it was 
absolutely impossible for a person to pass through. 

Xiao Hua took a look and started laughing. “Were you a cockroach before?” 
He asked me. 

“This isn’t funny at all.” I didn’t have time to talk to him. After pulling away 
all the camouflage, I found that there were no other gaps. 
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“What’s going on?” I muttered to myself, “Has the crack in this mountain 
healed?” 

“It’s possible but unlikely,” Xiao Hua said. “Maybe it’s the thing in the rock 
you mentioned before that’s playing tricks.” He grabbed a handful of rubble 
at the edge of the gap and sniffed it, but he didn’t seem to have any ideas, 
either. 

He took out the Yangshi Lei drawing and compared it to the mountain 
before saying, “Nevermind. This place is completely different from the 
entrance marked by the drawing. It seems that the situation in this 
mountain is very complicated. It’s likely that all the cracks here are 
openings.” He pointed to the mountain on the other side of the lake, “The 
main entrance should be over there—shit!” 

I was startled by his sudden exclamation and looked down. Xiao Hua’s 
flashlight was shining in the gap in the rock, where an eye was staring at us. 

I nearly fell to the ground as a bloody hand suddenly came out of the gap 
and grabbed my foot. 

I was so scared that I shouted and gave the hand a fierce kick. It started 
ceaselessly beating against the ground and an extremely vague voice came 
from the gap. 

I was stunned for a few seconds before I suddenly realized that the voice 
was very familiar. As I looked at the hand and listened to the voice, it 
suddenly clicked: Fatty! It’s Fatty! 

But how did he get stuck here? 

I was pleasantly surprised and immediately shouted to those standing 
nearby, “Somebody, pry open this crevice! This is one of our own people!” 
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Chapter 15 Fatty in the Gap 

Xiao Hua immediately whistled and yelled, “Get a shovel!” With a loud 
crash, several young men tore open their backpacks and rushed up, their 
movements quick. Pan Zi had obviously trained them very well. 

They would know what was going on as soon as they got near. I was wearing 
a mask and my identity was hidden, so I couldn’t do anything but watch 
from the side. Under Xiao Hua’s command, they immediately pried open the 
gap with a shovel and brick hammer. 

I soon found that although the color of the stone around the gap looked 
exactly the same as that of the rock, it was much softer. After a few 
moments, the stone around the gap was all cracked and the men started 
moving the gravel aside with their hands. The gap soon changed back to the 
width it was when I had first climbed out of it, but then it became extremely 
difficult to enlarge it any further. 

I was surprised to see that the sight before me looked like a kind of 
concealment. It was like the gap was a circle of rock growing from a wound. 
In fact, it wasn’t stone at all but looked exactly like it. It had almost the exact 
same texture but was softer. 

I didn’t have time to think about it further as Fatty was dragged out. An 
extremely unpleasant smell suddenly reached my nose. He didn’t move as 
he was pulled out, and he seemed to be completely unconscious. 

Fatty was at least one fold thinner than the last time I saw him and even 
looked lighter around the waist. He was covered in dark green mud and his 
eyes were as wide as death. I went up to feel his pulse and was relieved to 
find that it was still strong. 

Several people rushed to carry him to a place with good airflow by the lake, 
but Fatty was so heavy that those lacking strength dropped him. I felt even 
more anxious as he fell to the ground a few times. 
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It was only when we dragged him to the lake and turned on the lantern that 
I fully saw the sorry figure he cut. Fatty wasn’t good-looking on a normal day 
and was already very untidy at his most presentable, but now he seemed 
like a zombie that had just been dug out of a coffin. His clothes were in 
tatters and he was covered in green mud. When Xiao Hua rushed to get 
some lake water to clean him, we found that his exposed skin was full of 
rotten, egg-sized boils. 

“Fuck, this is one sick pig,” One of the guys whispered. 

“Is he dead? Why isn’t he moving?” Someone patted Fatty on the face and I 
grabbed him. Xiao Hua called for a doctor to come and examine him. 

I saw Mute Sister come over. She gave me a look as she tied her hair up and 
bent over to examine Fatty. I didn’t worry about avoiding suspicion at this 
time and forced myself to watch from the side. My face muscles were tense 
under the mask, but luckily, they couldn’t see it. 

When Mute Sister cut Fatty’s clothes, we all saw an amazing scene. Fatty’s 
belly was full of countless bloody marks that had been carved deeply. 

Although it didn’t seem to be in any kind of order, I could still tell at a glance 
that these marks had some very obvious patterns to them. Mute Sister 
carefully wiped Fatty’s bloodstains with a wet towel, looking for more fatal 
wounds. I watched the blood get wiped away and found that the wounds 
were extremely detailed, forming a totem-like pattern on his belly. 

“Is this a word?” Someone asked. “There are a few words written on his 
stomach.” Mute Sister continued to check Fatty’s stomach and found that 
even more wounds were covered by his clothes. Since the clothes were no 
longer usable, she cut them all the way off, revealing more scratches on his 
lower abdomen. The outline of the whole thing really did look like words. 

These wounds must’ve been made by a sharp object using moderate force 
upon the skin. 
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I picked up Fatty’s hand. Sure enough, he had bitten his thumbnail until it 
had formed a sharp point. 

It looked like Fatty had made these scratches himself. Although he was very 
muddy, scratching so many marks onto his belly with his nail wasn’t 
something an ordinary person could do. What was he trying to say? 

Some of the earliest scratches were scabbed over, while the most recent 
ones were still stained with blood. The strokes had obviously taken a long 
time, and it was easy to see that the first stroke on his belly was at least 
seven or eight days old. 

I thought it over and said to Xiao Hua, “We should stand up and see what’s 
written. Let’s move his clothes out of the way.” 

As we spoke, we all stepped back and looked at Fatty from several directions 
to see the scratches. I tilted my head but still couldn’t make sense of it. 

“Search through his clothes and see what’s there,” I told the people around 
me, hoping there would be some hints. 

A few of them started scrambling to flatten out the cut-off clothes, but Mute 
Sister said, “If you want to look through them, go further away. Don’t get in 
the way here.” 

It was only then that I realized we still didn’t know what Fatty’s condition 
was. I immediately waved them off and had Xiao Hua lead them away. 

Worried about Fatty, I lowered my voice and asked Mute Sister, “Is he in 
danger?” 

She pressed her hand against Fatty’s neck and didn’t answer me. I thought 
she was counting his pulse and dared not ask again. She eventually dropped 
her hand and asked me, “Are you finally willing to talk to me?” 

Shit! I felt my heart lurch as I thought to myself, how should I answer this? I 
was worried about Fatty and didn’t want to turn tail and run. 
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A thought flashed through my mind and I wondered how, with Uncle Three’s 
character, he would answer such words. I knew what he looked like when he 
was eating, drinking, whoring, and gambling, but I didn’t know what feelings 
he had for this girl or what he looked like with women in private. 

I didn’t say anything for a long time and just stood there and watched as she 
opened Fatty’s eyelids. She didn’t look at me, but continued, “I don’t care 
what you did this time. Only those idiots would believe what you said. I 
believe you had your reasons for doing things, but when you came back, 
why didn’t you come to me first?” 

“Wang Ba Qiu and Lao Liu…” I said a little evasively. 

“It’s not been a day or two since they wanted to oppose you,” Mute Sister 
said. “Can’t I help you? You really don’t believe anyone but your crazy Pan 
Zi, do you?” 

“I didn’t want you to be involved this time.” My legs were shaking a little. I 
didn’t expect to have to lie to a woman under so much pressure. I 
immediately lit a cigarette, but before I could take a puff of it, she turned 
around, grabbed it, and stubbed it out on a stone. “Since you just had 
surgery on your throat, don’t smoke so much.” 

I gave a dry laugh. This wasn’t a mistress, but a clear example of an empress. 
It was quite good, though. If Uncle Three was still alive, he would definitely 
need someone like this to take care of him. But it seemed pointless since 
Uncle Three’s fate was still uncertain. 

“You haven’t explained it to me.” She started checking Fatty’s bones. 

“Things are a little complicated…” I was wracking my brain to come up with 
a plausible explanation. If I told her the truth that I was her nephew, would 
she promise to stand by me? It was hard to say. Moreover, I bet she’d have 
difficulty believing me anyways. After all, the things that Uncle Three and I 
had experienced in recent years weren’t what ordinary people would 
believe. If she thought this was a conspiracy, we would be in even more 
trouble.  
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“I think you…” I don’t know where she pressed, but before she finished 
speaking, Fatty suddenly grabbed her hand. She was so startled that she 
cried out. 

Fatty was obviously too strong, so she couldn’t break his hold. Then, he 
started talking nonsense while practically convulsing. 

His pronunciation was extremely vague so I went up, grabbed his hand, 
pulled it away from Mute Sister’s wrist, and bent over to listen to him. It 
took a long time to figure out what he was saying, but when I did, a hot, dry 
heat made the hair all over my body stand on end. 

When the people around us heard the noise, they thought that something 
had happened and all gathered around. 

“What did he say?” Xiao Hua asked as he came up with the medicine bag. 

“He said they’re still alive, but the situation is very dangerous,” I told him. 
“Let’s go down and save them immediately.” 

In fact, Fatty had said these eight words, “They’re alive. Save them by 
following the map!” 

Even though he kept talking, it was hard to hear it clearly. Only someone 
who was very familiar with his speech could understand it. Fortunately, I 
was that kind of person. 

For a moment, I suddenly felt like collapsing. 

Fuck, Fatty thinks of himself as a messenger. He came out to give us the 
news. 

I couldn’t tell whether I was relieved, anxious, ecstatic, or something else. 
Before, I was constantly worried about their situation below the mountain 
and tried my best not to think about it because I really didn’t know what 
would happen. Now that I had settled down, I didn’t know what emotion to 
express. 
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Fatty kept talking, descending into a state of madness. I had to lean down 
and whisper in his ear, “I’m Mr. Naïve, I heard you.” 

After repeating it several times, he grabbed my wrist and slowly relaxed. He 
eventually collapsed and fell into what appeared to be a coma. 

“What map?” Xiao Hua looked at Fatty’s stomach. “Is that the picture on his 
stomach?” 

I nodded. Now I knew what it was, “Get someone to trace all these 
patterns.” 
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Chapter 16 Mysterious Figure on 
Fatty’s Stomach 

It took us nearly two hours to draw the pattern on Fatty’s belly, which 
showed how complicated it was. 

Mute Sister spent a long time checking him over, but couldn’t figure out 
what was wrong with him. His physical signs were normal and other than 
the scratches he had made, he only had some light bruises and cuts. In Pan 
Zi’s words, it was much more serious for him and his concubine to get out of 
bed. 

But Fatty still didn’t wake up. His eyes were wide open like he had 
unexpectedly died, but it was useless to hit him since he was unresponsive. 
It took a lot of effort just to close his eyes. 

A lot of people had gathered around, so Mute Sister didn’t say anything else 
to me. I breathed a sigh of relief, but I already knew that she would corner 
me sooner or later. And when that happened, I wouldn’t last long at all. 

Xiao Hua also knew a little about medicine and discussed some possibilities 
with her, but they were all rejected. “He’s just like a human vegetable,” she 
said. “We don’t have the equipment now and can’t test whether he has 
brain damage. But for now, he seems to be in a vegetative state.” 

I looked at the wounds on Fatty’s body and felt my heart swell with 
emotion. 

Judging from the number of bloody marks on his stomach, the passage 
inside the stone crevice had to be extremely complicated. He couldn’t 
remember it completely, so he could only use this method of self-harm to 
record the route. 

“Vegetable? What kind? Giant Chinese knotweed?” Leather Bag smiled from 
where he was standing off to the side. “If you eat it, you’ll die.” 
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“This is Master Three’s friend. Behave yourself,” Pan Zi said. 

“Yo, Master Three. You can dig a friend out of the ground at random. You’re 
truly Master Three,” Leather Bag said. No sooner had he finished speaking 
than Pan Zi slapped him to the ground. 

I didn’t have the heart to watch Pan Zi teach his men a lesson, so I focused 
on asking Mute Sister, “Is there any other possibility?” 

“The problem now is that there are too many possibilities. He’s now in a 
deep sleep, which may mean brain injury. But there’s no head trauma, so it 
may also be caused by asphyxia. The best-case scenario is that he wakes up 
by himself after a period of time. If he doesn’t wake up, we can only take 
him out to a big hospital.” 

Just then, Fatty suddenly turned over, smacked his lips, scratched his crotch 
and ass, and murmured, “Little Cui, what are you hiding from?” 

Mute Sister froze and looked at me. I didn’t react either, and it took me a 
long time before I asked, “Do vegetative people behave like this?” 

Mute Sister shook her head and suddenly started smiling. She then held her 
forehead and started laughing. I finally understood what was going on and 
couldn’t stop myself from laughing, either. I was just about to go up and 
shake Fatty awake, but Mute Sister stopped me. 

“Let him sleep,” she said. “If it’s just the kind of sleep where he couldn’t 
wake up just now, it means he probably hasn’t slept for a long time.” 

Mute Sister stayed to take care of Fatty while Pan Zi and I left the tent and 
immediately went to find Xiao Hua to discuss some countermeasures. Xiao 
Hua was in the middle of explaining something to the other people in our 
group, so I asked him and Pan Zi to come to my tent. 

As soon as I entered, I couldn’t hide my emotions anymore and said to 
them, “We have to go down now!” 
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“Don’t worry,” Xiao Hua said. “The more we know about this situation, the 
less urgent it is. We need to analyze everything thoroughly before we can 
decide what to do.” 

“How long will it take?” I asked. “Why don’t we discuss it as we go down?” 

Xiao Hua grabbed my shoulder, pointed outside the tent, and whispered, “I 
know you’re in a hurry, but we also need time to prepare things.” 

Pan Zi said, “Little Master Three, we’re going down to save lives. We have to 
properly prepare. Otherwise, not only won’t we be able to save them, but 
we may also endanger ourselves.” 

I knew what they were saying was right and sat down anxiously, but Xiao 
Hua pointed outside the tent again, “Let’s go outside to discuss this. With 
this group of new guys, they’ll feel suspicious if we discuss it by ourselves in 
the tent.” 

I sighed in my heart and followed them out. After nightfall, the strange 
magic lake in the remote mountains became brighter. The moonlight looked 
like pale speckles on the surface of the water and we could see the cliff on 
the opposite side. The sudden brightness had a strange effect where we 
couldn’t see Qiu Dekao’s team on the other side of the rocky beach. 

Xiao Hua called the others over and spread both the Yangshi Lei drawing and 
the map from Fatty’s stomach out on the tent tarp. As we compared the 
maps, we found that they had nothing in common. Based on Fatty’s route, 
we could infer that there was a very complicated system of natural fractures 
in the rock of this mountain—almost like spider webs—and one of them 
seemed to lead to the area where Poker-Face was. But Poker-Face and the 
others had entered from the route marked by the Yangshi Lei drawing. In 
other words, these gaps in the mountain rock matched up with the Yangshi 
Lei route. 

I didn’t know how Fatty found the right route through so many gaps and 
forks. Maybe it was his good luck or he had tried them out one by one, but 
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looking for Poker-Face through this gap was obviously the best choice at 
present. 

This meant that I had to enter that confined space again. I had sworn more 
than once that I would never let myself get into that kind of situation again, 
but fate had other plans. 

“There are several points that must be considered,” Xiao Hua said. “For 
example, how many days was Fatty trapped in that gap? It seems like he 
may have been trapped for several days. Maybe the others were still alive 
when he had first been trapped, but now they could be dead. He was 
delirious when he was first rescued and asked us to save them, but it may be 
too late.” 

“If Fatty doesn’t wake up and explain the situation, our planning is 
meaningless,” I said. 

“Correct. Besides, we have to plan everything as if the people below are still 
alive,” Pan Zi said. “Whether he wakes up or not, we still have to go down. 
Life requires seeing people, death requires seeing corpses.” 

I thought of Poker-Face’s ancient sword and became upset, “But we can’t 
wait indefinitely. We have to prepare now. I’ll wake him up in five hours and 
we’ll set off as soon as I hear what he has to say. If I can’t wake him, we’ll 
still set off.” 

Pan Zi and Xiao Hua glanced at each other, apparently feeling a little 
hesitant. “We can’t waste the information Fatty brought us,” I said. 

Pan Zi lit a cigarette and nodded before saying to our gathered companions, 
“Alright, listen to Master Three. Go prepare separately and be ready in five 
hours.” 

The kids were excited and nodded immediately. Xiao Hua went with them, 
but Pan Zi stayed behind and gave me another look as if he had something 
to say. 
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“What’s the matter?” I asked him. 

Pan Zi said softly, “Little Master Three, these children have led hard lives. 
When we think about things, we should leave some room for them. They’re 
not cannon fodder. They’re also human beings.” 

When I looked at Pan Zi, I suddenly had a strange feeling in my heart and 
couldn’t react for a while. Pan Zi handed me a cigarette, “In five hours, 
Master Hua and I will take half of the people down. Xiuxiu and Leather Bag 
will stay up here. If something happens to us, there will at least be another 
chance.” 

I nodded and immediately turned to go pack my equipment, but Pan Zi 
unexpectedly grabbed me, “Wait, you can’t go down.” 

“Why?” I suddenly became anxious. “I’d rather go down than wait up here. 
Otherwise, I’ll go down with you, and Xiao Hua can stay up top.” 

“There’s no other way. This is a necessary measure.” Pan Zi pointed to my 
face. “You are Master Three right now. If you’re here, there’s still hope. If 
something happens to you, it’s really over. If all three of us are dead, who 
here will care about us?” 

I paused, realizing that what he was saying was very reasonable. 

Pan Zi leaned in and whispered, “Little Master Three, since you’ve chosen 
this path, you should tread it well.” He lit the cigarette for me and then 
stood up and shouted to the others, “Master Three said to hurry up and 
don’t dawdle. Don’t you want to get rich? If you’re not ready in five hours, 
just stay here and starve!” 
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Chapter 17 Young Grave Robber Leather Bag 

Leather Bag was really a little kid. He was so young, in fact, that when the 
others were busy preparing, he went to go play by the lake. “Everyone in 
this line of work has their own equipment,” Pan Zi said. “He doesn’t have to 
go down, so naturally, he doesn’t have to prepare anything. Moreover, he 
must have a unique skill if he’s so arrogant; otherwise, he’d die 
immediately.” 

Xiao Hua’s things were obviously very well organized, so he had been 
studying the “belly map”. I watched Pan Zi busying himself everywhere and 
felt upset when I thought back on his words. 

Pan Zi’s words were an accusation, and although I was uncomfortable 
hearing them, I knew he was right. A true leader had to consider everyone 
equally. 

But I wasn’t a real leader, I was just a fake. I had wanted to refute him at 
that time, but the last thing he said to me made me realize that I was being 
a coward. 

Indeed, I had chosen this path myself and I didn’t have the right to use any 
excuses. Right now, no one would say “no, not yet” when I eagerly told 
them we needed to hurry down. Uncle Three was the only person who could 
say this sentence and he was no longer here. I had taken his place. 

I could imagine what it looked like in the past and suddenly realized that 
when Uncle Three said “no” or nodded with a cold face and said “we can 
try,” his heart could never relax. I used to think that it was so simple to say 
those words, but it seemed that many things couldn’t be truly realized 
without experiencing them myself. 

As Xiao Hua soon began to mobilize, I saw him clapping his hands to gather 
all those who were preparing their equipment. 
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In the process of building a team, all the core information would be 
disclosed to the members before they went underground. Iron chopsticks 
used this method to prevent their team members from getting greedy or 
divulging it to others. 

Xiao Hua was a talented performer and obviously wasn’t worried like me. 
When I was still enjoying a simple life, he was already accustomed to the 
things that I was struggling with now. I watched him chatting with those 
people and arranging everything with ease. He was just like an actor before 
a performance and I couldn’t help but feel a little envious and sour. 

“You can’t usually see the difference, but it’s very obvious when you look at 
it through the reflection.” I walked over to hear him better and saw him 
pointing across the lake. 

Everything around the lake was shrouded in moonlight, but when I looked 
carefully at the reflection, I noticed that the cliffs around us were reversed. I 
could see the rise and fall of the mountain chain that ran opposite the lake. 

“It’s amazing that there’s an extremely rare ancient building hidden in these 
mountains. It’s said to be the mass grave of the Zhang family. The feng shui 
here is quite special in that it shows a pattern of a group of immortals 
holding the moon, inhaling the wind, and drinking the dew. If you look at the 
mountains over there, the trees are swaying but the lake is calm. There isn’t 
a single ripple on the water’s surface. This shows that if the wind blows in 
the wrong direction, it can’t touch the lake. It’s been recorded in ancient 
books that there were probably dragons in the water. The mountains by the 
lake are the back of the dragon and the ancient building is built on that. It’s 
a bit ferocious.” 

“The dragon definitely wasn’t there. We didn’t see so much as a fart when 
we dove down before. There was only a giant salamander,” I said. When the 
others saw me coming, they immediately made way and nodded at me 
while saying, “Hello, Master Three.” 
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I motioned for them to ignore me and let Xiao Hua continue, “According to 
the ancient books, there are two kinds of lakes that are likely to have 
dragons. The first one is calm because it’s bottomless and the second one is 
when the lake makes waves even though there’s no wind. It’s because it’s 
connected to the sea. In fact, if you think about it yourself, the calmness 
indicates that the lake is quiet and the absence of wind and waves indicates 
that the bottom of the lake is connected to underground rivers. These are all 
factors that allow the lake to have big fish. The so-called dragon may just be 
a very big fish.” 

One of the guys asked, “Why is it ferocious? Is there bad feng shui here?” 

“It’s not bad. Generally, feng shui pays particular attention to where it lies in 
relation to Qingyuan(1). Most are found on the ridge and rely on mountains, 
taking water veins as the spiritual breath in order to live forever. But if this 
ancient building really exists and is built on the back of a dragon that has a 
broken feng shui vein, then it’s equivalent to a tumor.” 

“You mean this dragon vein…” 

“Probably already dead,” Xiao Hua said. “It’s no wonder the Zhang family is 
in the habit of moving their graves. Their mass graves are placed on top of 
the dragon’s vein so the vein can tap the bones and absorb their essence. In 
exchange, they get to suck up the dragon’s qi.” 

“Then why? What are the benefits of this pattern?” 

Xiao Hua shook his head, “There aren’t many. There’s only one good thing I 
can think of, but if that’s the case, we have to strike with an exceedingly 
strong spirit.” He frowned and turned to ask me, “Master Three, is it too late 
to quit?” 

I was speechless in the face of his strange joke and didn’t react. He started 
laughing and Pan Zi said, “Master Hua, where did you end the joke? Was it 

 
(1) Prefecture level city in Guangdong. More than half the area is 
mountainous. More info here 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qingyuan#Geography
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the first half? The brothers came here to make a fortune. You can’t scare 
us.” 

Everyone burst out laughing. At this moment, Leather Bag came up from the 
lake and said to us, “Gentlemen, I was thinking about one thing when I was 
in the water just now. I think you should consider it before going down, 
because your speculation may be wrong.” 

We paused and Xiao Hua asked, “Oh, young master, what did you think of?” 

Leather Bag spread out his hands, which were full of small stones he had 
taken from the water. He obviously wanted to go back to play after he was 
finished speaking. 

“You’re suggesting that the Zhang family is in the habit of mass burial and 
the tombs aren’t closed but open. Later generations can enter the tombs for 
burial many times after death, right?” 

When we nodded, he continued, “Let’s assume that the Zhang family’s 
ancient building is in this mountain. Their ancient tombs were used many 
times and the family’s dead were buried in those tombs. Don’t you think this 
is actually quite a waste of resources? Carrying a coffin from far away and 
walking into the mountains once or twice is ok, but not just one or two 
people would die over a thousand years. Such a big family would have at 
least a dozen dead. If there were frequent and mysterious strangers in the 
village, there would certainly be some legends left behind. But in Banai, we 
haven’t heard any legends. It seems a little too unrealistic. Don’t you think 
it’s strange?” 

“Do you mean to say that the Zhang family’s ancient building is an open 
tomb and we’re wrong to speculate that the dead were buried there?” One 
of the guys asked. 

“No, we clearly saw evidence of open tombs in Sichuan. Such a sophisticated 
design definitely isn’t for fun, so the open tomb theory must be right,” Xiao 
Hua said. 
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“I didn’t say that the bosses were wrong. I just meant that it was very 
strange.” 

I had to admit that what this boy was saying was very reasonable and I 
couldn’t help but be impressed with him. It was no wonder he was the most 
expensive one in the new generation. 

“In fact, this might not necessarily be the case,” Xiao Hua said. “There may 
have been some legends over time, but they didn’t survive because this 
village is located in a disputed area that’s seen violence throughout history. 
There have been wars here. People in this village may have been 
slaughtered and died, and then people from other places filled in again.” 

“Even so, the village has never been slaughtered in the past hundred years. 
From Agui’s generation to the present, there are at least four generations. In 
this period of time, it’s reasonable that the Zhang family would have 
gathered in the village.” 

We all frowned. This really was strange, and I couldn’t help but wonder, did 
the Zhang family completely decline sometime during the past four 
generations? Or is it that no one died? 

“We might not have heard any legends, but they still exist. The latest legend 
is still very recent and we’ve been discussing it,” Xiao Hua suddenly said 
after staying silent for a long time. 

“What is it?” 

“An archaeological team with iron blocks,” Xiao Hua said, “is just such a 
‘legend’.” 

I didn’t understand at first, but then I broke out in a cold sweat. I touched 
my chin and said, “Interesting. Is that so?” 

Pan Zi didn’t understand, “Boss, I don’t read many books. Can you stop 
playing charades?” 
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“The legend of Banai that we’re most familiar with is about the 
archaeological team,” I said to him. “We’re thinking about it the wrong way. 
If we combine what Xiao Hua said with this strange area, the archaeological 
team may have come here for a totally different reason than what we had 
originally thought.” 
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Chapter 18 Former Conjecture Toppled 

“Please enlighten me, Master Three!” 

“It’s simple. The Zhang family is a large family and must live outside Banai. 
They’re likely from other provinces. If someone in their family dies, then the 
funeral custom is to bring them to Banai. As a result, outsiders appear. 
There are then two possibilities here: one is that the number of outsiders is 
very small and the bodies are secretly wrapped; the other is that the coffins 
or bodies are very heavy and the number of outsiders is relatively large. The 
group would at least be large enough for a funeral procession.” I lit a 
cigarette. “The former is very unlikely since it takes a lot of equipment to go 
back and forth in this remote mountain area and it’s unrealistic for two or 
three people to carry a corpse up here. All the characteristics of the second 
possibility are too similar to the appearance of the archaeological team.” 

Pan Zi finally seemed to understand and slapped his thigh. 

“Shit, you mean to say it’s not an archaeological team at all?! Fuck me. The 
archaeological team from that year was the Zhang family coming to the 
ancient building to pay their respects.” 

I nodded, “Calling it an ‘archaeological team’ created a preconceived notion 
in our minds, so we always thought that they were here to dig something 
up. But maybe they didn’t come here to dig anything up at all.” 

Xiao Hua nodded, “They were holding a funeral.” 

“But Huo Ling was among them,” I said. “Was she a family member?” 

“No, no, no, no. We need to think of it from the beginning and combine all 
the information,” Xiao Hua said. “We know that the archaeological team had 
very high credentials and was even received by a national leader.” 
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“Someone told me that the incident that year had a strong political 
atmosphere with a very deep background,” I said. “It went all the way to the 
top.” 

“We all thought at the beginning that they were looking for the Zhang 
family’s ancient building and took something out of it,” Xiao Hua continued. 
“The only clue was those iron pieces.” 

“Now we all know that they may not have wanted to take stuff out, but to 
put something in,” I said. “They were taking part in the funeral, but Huo 
Ling—who isn’t surnamed Zhang—was also among the funeral procession. 
There were also many other people there with different surnames from the 
big families.” 

Xiao Hua and I both went silent at the same time. My mind suddenly 
became a little stiff, but it wasn’t from confusion. It was from extreme 
clarity. 

After a long time, Pan Zi said, “Fucking hell, I’m not interested in all this. I 
just want to know, if your conjecture is true, who did they send in?” 

I hid my surprise as I shook my head and asked Xiao Hua, “Zhang is one of 
the most common surnames, so is it Zhang Da Fo Ye?” 

“You can’t use this as an inference. At that time, it was too easy to change 
one’s name. Everyone in the Mystic Nine had at least a dozen aliases. Their 
last names were hardly their original names,” Xiao Hua said. “In addition, 
there’s also a very big possibility that this is a ‘dove occupies the magpie’s 
nest’ sort of situation. The owner who was sent in probably wasn’t a 
descendant of the Zhang family. Maybe the Zhang family’s ancient building 
has some strange function we don’t know about so they sent the body in. It 
could also answer Master Three’s question from a different perspective.” 

“You mean, why was Huo Ling in the funeral procession?” 

“It may be more difficult to send a corpse in there than to take something 
out of an ancient tomb. Assuming that the force behind the Mystic Nine was 
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the same one behind the archaeological team back then, it was probably 
this force that made Huo Ling’s archaeological team send the bodies into the 
Zhang family’s ancient building. One is an act of pure destruction, while the 
other is like building a dojo in a snail shell. The latter demands more from 
the team, so it wouldn’t be unusual for Huo Ling to appear there.” 

I wiped the sweat from my head and thought to myself, now this is a 
situation I didn’t expect at all. 

“Of course, we’re only speculating about the truth now. We have to go 
inside to determine if we’re right,” Xiao Hua said. “No matter what the truth 
is, it obviously has something to do with the previous generation. I suddenly 
have a better understanding of why so many of my predecessors suddenly 
wanted to wash their hands and give up such a big business. They would 
rather let their children run small businesses than let them get involved in 
this industry again. The water is really too deep.” 

I knew he was talking about me and the others in the Mystic Nine. “But 
aren’t there still many families that have passed on the business?” I asked 
him. 

“All the families that have done so have very high-level backgrounds and 
probably couldn’t help themselves,” Xiao Hua said. “Compared to those of 
us who are trapped in this circle and can’t extricate ourselves, Master Wu 
was really an extraordinary person to be able to arrange such a plan to wash 
you guys clean. Although my grandfather, Xie Jiuye, was always recognized 
as a genius in the Mystic Nine when it came to intelligence, he didn’t have 
Old Dog Wu’s courage.” 

Could it really be true? When I heard Xiao Hua say this, I suddenly had a 
flash of inspiration. 

There were a lot of things I didn’t tell Xiao Hua, among which were all the 
things that had happened between Xie Lianhuan and my Uncle Three. Xiao 
Hua said that my grandfather had washed his hands of the business on 
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purpose. I always thought that it had been a very easy process, but when he 
said this, I suddenly realized that maybe my thinking was too simple. 

First of all, judging from my whole family’s situation, my father was the 
completely clean one out of all three brothers. My Uncle Two had one foot 
in and one foot out, while Uncle Three had inherited everything from my 
grandfather. But Uncle Three was self-taught and my grandfather didn’t 
teach him too much. 

Had this structure really been formed naturally? It occurred to me that 
neither Uncle Three nor Uncle Two had any children. It was only my father—
the completely clean one—who gave birth to me. If things were really as 
Xiao Hua said, then this was a “silent agreement”—Uncle Three entered the 
business as a person who would bear everything, Uncle Two weighed in as a 
secret alternative, and my dad quit completely. In this way, the mysterious 
force probably wouldn’t have as great an influence on Uncle Three’s 
generation. In the next generation, neither Uncle Three nor Uncle Two 
would have children, and the relationship between the Wu family and this 
mysterious force would be completely broken. 

When I thought of it like this, such a scheme really seemed plausible. I took 
a hard drag of my cigarette and thought, Uncle Three, you’ve suffered a lot 
even though you’ve been replaced. 

When Yun Cai came with Agui to greet us for dinner, Xiao Hua said to me, 
“No more talking. Everything will be ready in a few hours. If it fails, we’ll 
have to directly ask our elders what’s going on when we get to the 
underworld.” 
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Chapter 19 Fatty Wakes up 

Fatty finally woke up four hours later. We were all anxiously waiting for him 
while Xiao Hua made all the preparations. But after he woke up, he only 
lasted ten minutes before he fell asleep again. After that, he woke up two or 
three more times but was sluggish and unable to communicate at all. 

Mute Sister said he was extremely weakened and gave him some protein. In 
the meantime, we had been studying the picture on his stomach, trying to 
determine the general direction based on the condition of the old and new 
wounds. Each turn of these scratches must’ve been a fork, and judging from 
the complexity of the pattern, the path through the crevices below was far 
more complicated than we had expected. 

I was very impatient since I didn’t know if we were wasting time waiting like 
this. Fatty had told us to follow the map to save everyone so we should’ve 
been able to rely on it. Xiao Hua was the calmest among us and believed 
that we didn’t have any useful information other than this map. There was a 
lot of danger in going down now and it was possible that not only might we 
fail to save them, but we would also get trapped down there ourselves. 

Pan Zi had reminded me before that I was responsible for everyone’s lives, 
so I knew Xiao Hua was right. I had been telling myself this the entire time, 
but no matter how many times I repeated it, all I could think about was my 
own anxiety. 

After another four hours of waiting, Fatty still showed no signs of waking up 
completely, so Xiao Hua decided to move. 

He and Pan Zi would copy the map and take some people down first to see if 
it was accurate while I waited for Fatty to wake up. This was basically Pan 
Zi’s original plan. 

I told Xiao Hua to be careful. He and Pan Zi were too important to me and I 
couldn’t play this game alone. He told me that once he realized the dangers 
we were facing, he wouldn’t take any risks; otherwise, he would have split 
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the team with Pan Zi and gone down separately. The two of them were 
going down together, so if something happened, one of them could bring us 
the news while the other one waited for our second team to arrive. 

After they left, I went to Fatty’s tent to take care of him. I brought Xiuxiu 
with me in case Mute Sister challenged me when we were alone. 

A whole day had passed since Xiao Hua and the others went down into the 
crevice and Fatty fully woke up the evening of the next day. 

Everything seemed to be going well and there wasn’t any bad news—which 
barely lessened my anxiety—so when Fatty woke up, I waited patiently for 
him to recover. 

It was the first time I saw someone wake up like that. He opened his eyes 
first and stared at the top of the tent for ten minutes before he finally 
moved them. Then, his eyes slowly swept towards us, and after that, he 
closed them again. 

I thought he was going to sleep again and couldn’t help but want to pour 
cold water on him. I didn’t expect him to open his eyes again and say, 
“There are men in this dream, so it’s definitely not a dream.” 

“Do you feel uncomfortable anywhere?” Mute Sister asked him. 

“Yes, but I figured you’d call me a scumbag if I said so… I would like that 
place massaged,” Fatty said slowly. 

Mute Sister looked at me. She had obviously never seen such an unreliable 
person before, so she turned around and left the tent. 

Fatty’s eyes turned again, “Master Three, aren’t you dead? What, am I dead 
too and you came to pick me up? Damn, that smelly bitch didn’t even come 
to see me when I died?” 

“Cut the crap,” Xiuxiu said. “Can you do it or not? Tell me the situation 
quickly. We have to go down and save those people.” 
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When she mentioned this, Fatty’s eyes glazed over and it took him a long 
time to respond, “Fuck, I almost forgot. How many days have I been out?” 
Then he seemed to return to his senses and tried to sit up, but he had slept 
for too long and his muscles were stiff, so he fell back down. Xiuxiu 
immediately went to pull him up and put some backpacks behind him to 
lean on. 

His eyes were still a little glazed, so Xiuxiu covered his head with a towel and 
opened the flap of the tent to let the sunshine in and stimulate his nerves. 

She gave him a rough idea of how we found him while he looked up at the 
sky and seemed to be thinking. After a long time, he said, “I was away from 
that place for twelve days.” He turned his head and said, “Mr. Naïve? I 
seemed to have heard his voice before.” 

“He already went down. You said he should follow the map to save those 
people. He and Pan Zi have been down there for nearly forty-eight hours,” I 
said. 

After Fatty heard this, he murmured, “How many people went down?” 

“Four,” Xiuxiu answered. 

Fatty thought for a moment and then said, “In that case, I still have some 
time. That boy managed to do something right this time. I thought we were 
all going to die. What’s the matter with you, Master Three? Why did you 
show up again?” 

I gave a quick laugh, “It’s a long story. Tell us what happened to you first.” 

Fatty made a gesture of wanting something to drink and Xiuxiu immediately 
went to make him a cup of coffee. Fatty took a sip and said, “I’ll tell you 
later. How many more people do you have?” 

When I gave him the number, he said, “We have to leave in twelve hours. I’ll 
lead the way. We may still be able to catch up with them.” 
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“You want to go back in?” 

“The situation there is very special. I’ll tell you about it later. But you should 
know that there’s basically no danger in following my map. Mr. Naïve should 
be able to cope with it, but they definitely won’t be able to pass the final 
hurdle.” 

I knew Fatty very well and could tell from his expression that he wasn’t 
joking. I immediately called to Leather Bag outside the tent and asked him to 
prepare everything immediately. 

Fatty moved his hands and feet but was still a little slow. His face became 
clearer to see in the sunlight and I noticed it looked very swollen and tired. I 
asked him if he would like to sleep again, but he shook his head, drank the 
rest of the coffee, and continued, “I don’t have much time. I have to hurry 
up and tell you what happened to us.” 

When I nodded, he sighed, “Fuck, Master Three. This time was really an eye-
opener. I didn’t think there was such a strange place in the world.” 
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Chapter 20 The Ancient Building is the 
Strangest Sight in the World 

Over the next two hours, Fatty gave us a detailed account of the whole 
process of their entry into the Zhang family’s ancient building. Fatty’s 
narration was extremely vivid and would be a very good-looking short story 
if I wrote it down completely. But I obviously didn’t have much time and 
could only choose the most critical parts to write down. 

The entrance in the mountains was more than ten miles away from the 
magic lake. Although that seemed like such a huge distance, it was really just 
a mountain away. Fatty pointed to the cliff opposite the lake and said that it 
was on the other side. 

The entrance was a stone tunnel hidden behind a large tree. It had been cut 
into the mountain at a downward angle. This large tree practically grew 
horizontal on the mountain and its trunk was covered in vines. In fact, there 
was only enough space for one person to fit between the trunk and the 
mountain, so people had to squeeze into the gap to find the entrance. 

Fatty figured this strange-looking tree was specially planted to cover the 
entrance, but Granny Huo disagreed. She said that trees like that were more 
conspicuous on the mountain, so it was probably due to changes in the rock 
stratum that the project had caused. The tree probably didn’t look like that 
originally. 

The most likely explanation was that the nearby project loosened the rock 
and soil layers here. After the craftsman left, part of the tree roots broke 
and fell on the rocks but didn’t die. Over time, this scene slowly took shape. 

But they didn’t bother thinking about it too much since it didn’t make much 
sense. They cut down some of the vines hanging on the tree and finally 
found the entrance. 
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After they entered the tunnel, they were blocked by a lot of mechanisms 
that turned out to be very thick stone walls. These mechanisms opened very 
strangely and they had to use the passwords Xiao Hua and I provided in 
order to crack them. But after opening that first one, the journey between 
each blocking mechanism was very calm and peaceful. 

As they walked further in, the passage became so narrow that they 
practically had to crawl, but that was the norm with grave robbers’ tunnels. 
The basic shape of the whole passage was square and there were a lot of 
decayed and cracked logs that had been abandoned on the ground. Fatty 
thought they were the remnants the local people had left behind when they 
dragged the coffins inside. 

Everything suddenly changed at the third mechanism, which was the one we 
had provided the wrong password for when we were at Sichuan’s Siguniang 
Mountain. It really was very strange when we thought about it carefully, 
because Fatty said that the stone door opened and nothing fatal happened 
even though they had pressed the wrong buttons. 

What was even stranger was that they had walked through the whole 
passage and found almost no signs of any mechanisms. Poker-face was the 
first to discover this since he had a deep understanding of tombs and 
mechanisms, and his judgment was credible. In other words, it seemed as if 
the secret carvings for opening the stone doors were mere decorations and 
their only function was to remove the doors. 

This was very strange, because it took so much energy to set up such a 
complicated password thousands of kilometers away on Siguniang 
Mountain, but when the password was actually used, it was just a 
decoration. It seemed too unreasonable. They became even more uneasy 
when faced with this situation because it meant two possibilities: the first 
was that there really was no mechanism here and they were being too 
cautious; the second was that the mechanism here was beyond Poker-Face’s 
scope of expertise. 
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They soon discovered that the situation they encountered wasn’t the first 
one, but they weren’t entirely sure whether it was the second one either. 

They passed through the stone door with the wrong password and 
continued their journey along the low passage. It was only after they had 
gone about one or two kilometers that they realized something was wrong. 

When the incident happened, Fatty was the first to see a very strange light 
in front of him. He thought that they had finally arrived at the Zhang family’s 
ancient building and was extremely excited, but they still had to approach it 
cautiously. It took them almost three hours to grope their way through the 
hundred-meter section of tunnel and it wasn’t until they came to the light 
that they realized that everything wasn’t what they had thought—it was 
sunlight. 

Fatty poked through the vines in that place and walked out, only to find that 
they had actually reached a hidden valley. It turned out that the end of the 
passage was also an exit on the mountainside. 

I could almost empathize with that feeling. It was just like when you went to 
a very grueling talent show and won first place, only to find that the prize 
was just a merit certificate. 

Even if the prize was a lump of shit, it would’ve been better than this. By the 
same token, it would’ve been better for them to go to the end of the tunnel 
and find it completely sealed than to go out to this strange sight. 

They climbed out of the mouth of the tunnel and made their way up the 
mountainside. But when they reached the top of the mountain, they found 
themselves still near the part of the mountain where the entrance was 
located. They had seen many sights before but this really made them feel 
incredulous. After such a long journey, they had actually come directly out 
of the mountain. They thought that the stone path leading to the Zhang 
family’s ancient building would be underground like the subway, but it 
turned out that it was aboveground like the light rail. In the end, they 
decided to continue moving forward. 
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They searched the mountain for a long time but didn’t find any other 
entrances. Based on their deductions, the tunnel to the Zhang family’s 
ancient building that was marked on the Yangshi Lei drawing was an almost 
straight stone path, but the one they had gone down didn’t lead to any 
ancient building. 

Granny Huo didn’t think it was a fake at all and figured something must have 
gone wrong. They climbed over the mountain, returned to the entrance 
behind the large tree again, and began passing through the doors according 
to the instructions I had written at that time. The result this time was even 
more incredible. They came out, but the exit was on another mountain this 
time. 

They were at the foot of a mountain and there was a very beautiful waterfall 
beside it. 

They told themselves that something must’ve gone wrong, and it didn’t take 
them long to realize that this was the result of the wrong password we had 
given them. 

At that time, Fatty also thought of the same question we had back in 
Sichuan. For example, was it a fake defense mechanism? It was possible that 
the people who opened this ancient tomb remembered the password 
wrong. If some mistake occurred with the Zhang family’s descendants, or if 
the information relating to the password was missing due to war or other 
social factors, at least their descendants wouldn’t be killed by their 
ancestors’ traps because they had started the mechanism wrongly. 

Since moving graves and holding mass burials in the Zhang family’s ancient 
building required a lot of work to relocate the bodies, such mistakes were 
likely to occur. In such a case, the builders of this ancient building would 
certainly take this into consideration. Would they use some weak traps to 
make a fake defense mechanism to avoid mistakenly killing future 
generations? 
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On the other hand, they triggered the trap in the tunnel because we 
provided the wrong password, which made the original tunnel to the 
ancient building turn into another one that led them outside. This was 
plausible, but the theory was later rejected because it was still a question of 
probability. Granny Huo said that if this was the case, then the mechanism 
had no meaning. Even if the password was wrong, everyone could keep 
trying without having to worry about any danger. 

It was the same as the mechanism problem I had encountered in Siguniang 
Mountain. It was the kind of problem that required logic. When I heard this, 
I almost immediately guessed what would happen next, “It’s the number of 
times. The key is the number of mistakes.” 

“Yes!” Fatty nodded. “Shit, I told them that at the time, but there was 
nothing we could do. Granny Huo said that we were all alive and the stone 
door could be opened, which proved that there shouldn’t be anything wrong 
with the password. She believed we must have overlooked something when 
we passed through the tunnel, so we turned back again.” 

It was this decision that changed things beyond comprehension. 
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Chapter 21 Paradox in the Tunnel 

The entire process was almost the same as before, but this time they were 
even more tired as they searched the rock walls inch by inch. In Fatty’s 
words, Poker-Face’s two long fingers touched almost every inch of the rock 
wall but there was no result. 

Just when they thought that they would reach the outside of the mountain 
again, this time, the situation changed—they quickly arrived at a dead end. 
The tunnel came to an abrupt end and a rock wall appeared in front of 
them. 

After taking part in three talent shows, the prize of this one had really 
changed to shit. 

Poker-Face somehow had a bad feeling, so they immediately turned to leave 
the tunnel, deciding that they would think about it later. But after only a 
dozen meters, they found that the prize this time wasn’t only shit, but 
smelly shit. 

They soon returned to the entrance, only to find that everything was all 
wrong. It wasn’t the entrance they had originally taken, but some strange 
place. 

There was a small cave in front of them that was full of pools of water and 
various holes. 

At first, they thought that they had found the location of the ancient 
building by mistake and these pools were the key. But after studying them, 
they found that they weren’t very deep at all. Fatty immediately discovered 
that there were a large number of bones at the bottom of the pools that 
were all human. But just as they were wondering what was going on, Granny 
Huo started to have a reaction. 

“It was also because the old woman was weak. We just thought the air was 
very thin and didn’t think much of it until she suddenly suffered a 
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subcutaneous hemorrhage. That was when we realized that there was 
something wrong with the air in the cave. It was poisonous, which may have 
been due to the accumulation of minerals and gases underground. We put 
on gas masks, but they were useless. The poison gas was very corrosive and 
was directly absorbed into our skin,” Fatty said. “We immediately retreated 
to the other side of the tunnel opening and went further back until we got 
to a place where we could hold on a little.” 

At this point, the situation had become very clear: the mechanism in this 
tunnel only allowed for two mistakes, and on the third one, it would lead 
everyone to a cave full of poisonous gas. 

With modern technology, it wasn’t difficult to create this kind of trap since it 
only needed a three-way valve. But this phenomenon had occurred after 
Poker-Face was a hundred percent certain that there couldn’t be any traps 
here. As a result, both groups began to distrust each other. 

In that situation, both Fatty and Granny Huo began to doubt Poker-Face’s 
judgment, but nobody else had any convincing ideas either. Later, Granny 
Huo used her authority to control the crisis, but the next few hours were 
very difficult. They used everything they could find to block the tunnel 
entrance and prevent the poisonous gas from flowing in too quickly. 

It was strange that after walking along the same route twice, the exits were 
completely different. It led to the question: how was this mechanism built? 
They figured it had to be a space paradox. 

I couldn’t help recalling what happened in the Heavenly Palace at Changbai 
Mountain and wondered, did the ancients have this kind of technology? 

Fatty and the others could only try again and again, but they came out at 
different exits almost every time. They didn’t know how many there were in 
this mountain, but the mechanism managed to make them different every 
single time. 
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They initially discussed the possibility of a ghost baby causing this 
phenomenon, but when Fatty burned his rhinoceros horn again, it was 
completely ineffective. 

This kind of feeling of being unable to advance or retreat made them nearly 
collapse in despair. At that time, the whole team had no idea where they 
were and even felt that the Zhang family’s ancient building wasn’t in this 
area, but another. Unfortunately, the passage to that space had not yet 
been connected to this one. 

As I listened, I already knew that Fatty and the others had finally found the 
Zhang family’s ancient building, and I was relieved that the incorrect 
password didn’t kill them. Although I wanted to know how Fatty finally 
escaped, I was anxious to know about the ancient building. In fact, I was 
even more anxious than usual. 

“Don’t tell me the details, just tell me the result,” I said. “How did you finally 
get into the ancient building?” 

Fatty shook his head, “It wasn’t me; it was them. I didn’t go in. I also don’t 
know how they got in but don’t worry. I’m not going to start from the 
beginning. Everything I’ve said is meaningful. It’s what happened next that’s 
the key. I can only tell you what happened and why they must still be alive.” 

After a long period of helplessness, they finally stopped and started thinking 
about the truth of the matter. As they made some assumptions, Fatty listed 
out his theories: 

First, there were ingenious traps in this tunnel that they couldn’t 
understand. The operation of the mechanism led to this result. 

Second, this tunnel really exceeded the limit of time and space. 

Third, their minds were affected by something other than a ghost baby that 
couldn’t be found by burning a rhinoceros horn. 
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In fact, these were all old observations; that is, they were the possibilities 
the group had already speculated on before. 

They went through and tested and refuted them one by one. After Poker-
Face repeatedly confirmed that there wasn’t a mechanism in this tunnel, 
Fatty used his own method—digging several small holes in the rock wall, 
placing some explosives in them, and then carrying out small-scale blasting. 

To his surprise, the rock here wasn’t as strong as he thought and he ended 
up blowing a large part of the wall out. A big pit appeared, so he continued 
bombing inside of it, trying to find evidence that there might be a room 
behind the rock wall. After doing this several times, the pit became deeper, 
but it only revealed more rock. 

He found several more places to conduct these blasting tests, but the results 
were all the same. 

The mechanism couldn’t be buried too deep behind the rock, so the first 
theory proved to be impossible. 

Fatty didn’t believe the second one at all. He was still angry with the last 
ghost baby we had encountered and thought that something in the tunnel 
must have ensnared them. He wanted Poker-Face to sprinkle his blood 
around to see if it had any effect, but Poker-Face ignored him and suggested 
the only way to save them at the time. 

They would split up and stand at each end of the tunnel. The people at the 
entrance wouldn’t change, but if the tunnel exit moved, the people walking 
in the tunnel would come back. After coming through the entrance again, 
the people guarding the exit might see the truth of the tunnel entrance’s 
movement. 

Since the situation at the tunnel’s exit could be dangerous, Poker-Face was 
the only suitable candidate. Fatty would stay at the entrance while the 
others passed through the tunnel as quickly as possible. 
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Fatty was chosen for the entrance position because only he and Poker-Face 
had remained considerably mobile among those in Granny Huo’s team at 
the time. This came from their many strange experiences before, so when 
everyone else was close to collapsing, both of them were working alone. 

At that time, they split up. Poker-Face put on gloves, fastened his sword 
securely to his back, and entered the cave. 

After that, he didn’t appear again. 

One of them went out to check on the situation and ran back after only 
three minutes, saying that Poker-Face had disappeared. 

Everyone was devastated. Fatty went out to check one pool of water after 
another, only to find that Poker-Face really was missing. 

This professional missing person really lives up to his reputation, I said to 
myself. 

“A lot of things happened later and the poisoning became worse and worse. 
Eventually, I passed out,” Fatty said. “When I woke up, I found all the people 
around me were gone.” 

It was thanks to this that Fatty could talk to me now, since the team that 
entered the tunnel hadn’t returned yet. 

He waited until dawn the next day before determining that something was 
wrong. When he went into the tunnel this time, he found that it had 
changed. He walked for more than ten minutes before he came out of the 
passage again, but he didn’t end up outside of the mountain this time. 
Instead, he had entered a dark place. 

He turned on his flashlight and found himself on the edge of a completely 
different cave pool. It was a very strange pool that was shaped like a gourd, 
with water gathered at the bottom while the top was completely dry. There 
was a wooden beam placed in the middle of the water’s surface that led to 
the opposite side. Fatty walked over and found that it led to a dead end, but 
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he happened to notice something under the water’s surface when he was 
standing in the middle of the beam. 

It was a flat object, but he didn’t know what material it was made of. He 
reached down to grab a handful of it and found that it was relatively heavy. 
He went down into the water to get a closer look and found that the object 
reflected a very dazzling light. 

He realized that it was a mirror. It stretched across the whole pool of water, 
was about two or three feet wide, and sat about a palm’s distance from the 
surface of the water. 

He looked into the mirror and saw a huge reflection of a giant ancient 
building with carved beams. 

Fatty’s first thought was that the building was hanging from the top of the 
cave. He immediately looked up but was surprised to find that nothing was 
overhead. He looked back down, but the ancient building in the mirror was 
clearly under him. 

If it wasn’t overhead, then did that mean it wasn’t a mirror, but a piece of 
glass? This ancient building actually sank in the water? 

He shouted several times, but no one answered him. He then walked to the 
edge of the mirror to see if the building was really underwater, but he knew 
immediately that it was impossible. It turned out that the pool was 
extremely shallow and didn’t even come up to his waist. The mirror was 
right under the water’s surface, so he dove under it and circled around, 
finding that the bottom of the pool was only so deep. Not to mention hiding 
the ancient building, it was even difficult for him to float on his stomach. 

Then what was going on? Fatty climbed up to the mirror again and began to 
wonder if the building was just a picture. 

The cold cave and strange ancient mirror weren’t enough to scare him, but 
what he saw when he leaned over the mirror to look at the ancient building 
again definitely made his hair stand on end. 
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It was same ancient building as before, but then he suddenly saw Poker-
Face and Granny Huo resting in a corridor of that building. Their flashlight 
beams were shining through the gaps in the corridor. 

This was really too weird. Fatty’s head was covered in a cold sweat, as if he 
were in a plot of some strange novel. He banged on the mirror to attract 
Poker-face’s attention, but the people below didn’t seem to notice him. 

When I heard this, I was completely shocked and asked Fatty, “Do you mean 
they’re in the mirror?” 

Fatty nodded, “Yes. The Zhang family’s ancient building is in a mirror.” 

As I wondered how it was possible, I asked him, “Are you sure you saw it? 
It’s not just your imagination?” 

“Master Three, although I’ve not entered as many tombs as you, I’m still 
very credible among the grave robbers in Beijing. Do you think I can’t tell 
whether it’s real or not? It’s true that the building is in a mirror and they’re 
all trapped in it.” 
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Chapter 22 What’s in the Mirror? 

Fatty didn’t dare do anything to the mirror, so he had to go back the way he 
came. But things didn’t go as smoothly as he thought they would. He walked 
back for several hours but couldn’t find an exit. 

Although the tunnel seemed pretty straightforward, he couldn’t reach the 
end by any means. No matter how many times he ran or shouted, there was 
always a dark tunnel stretching out in front of him. 

At that time, he felt that the tunnel was alive and could change its shape 
arbitrarily to tease people. Maybe their behavior eventually angered the 
tunnel and it was going to have him die in despair like this. 

He was right on the brink of collapse when he suddenly saw a savior. It was 
the deep pit that he had blown out of the rock wall at the front of the 
tunnel. 

He remembered that the location of the pit should have been at the 
entrance of the tunnel. The rock in this section wasn’t that hard since the 
tunnel was dug at an angle in the mountain. 

At this time, Fatty showed his ferocity. He divided all the explosives he 
carried into more than a dozen batches and tried to forcefully blow out a 
path. He blew a hole about six or seven meters deep. Although he didn’t 
blow out a path, he did manage to blow out a shadow person from the rock. 

He remembered our experience in the miners’ cave from that time and 
directly smashed the outer stone skin until the stone man had been beaten 
to death. Then, he squeezed into the crevice where the stone man had been 
moving and crawled through it for several days. He finally found the way 
out, but he didn’t expect that the crevice was so small that he couldn’t 
squeeze through. He waited there for four days before we showed up. 

After listening to Fatty’s account, I looked up at the sky and felt an extreme 
sense of discomfort well up from the bottom of my heart. 
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It was a chill. An extreme chill. And I knew exactly where it came from. 

Fatty’s overall narration, including all the details, gave me a sense of déjà vu. 

In fact, it wasn’t only déjà vu, but something I knew by heart. 

Fatty’s experience in this cave was very similar to that of Uncle Three in the 
undersea tomb. In fact, it was exactly the same. 

When Uncle Three was at the bottom of the sea, he also encountered a very 
strange situation. After he went to sleep, he found that all the people he 
was with had disappeared and his location had changed. He also discovered 
strange phenomena and left the place by himself. 

I felt some confusion because I was a little uncertain of these things, but 
there was one thing I was almost sure of. Whether it was in the undersea 
tomb, the Heavenly Palace, or here, the style of the “traps” was very similar. 

According to previous investigations, almost all of these techniques 
originated from the ghost craftsman Wang Zanghai. 

In those days, Wang Zanghai first built the Heavenly Palace and then built 
the undersea tomb for himself. Now almost the exact same technology had 
appeared here. 

There were a lot of bits and pieces to figure out, and I didn’t even know if 
Wang Zanghai was the source of all these technologies. If he was, then he 
was really too good. But at the same time, it was also possible that he was 
just a very talented craftsman. When he helped the people of Eastern Xia 
repair the imperial tomb, he learned various structural designs which he 
then used to build his own tomb. 

Wang Zanghai couldn’t be alive now, so had his skills been passed on to the 
Zhang family or even the Yangshi Lei? 
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Geographically, the Zhang family was said to be a mysterious ethnic group in 
the northeast, which was close to the Heavenly Palace. Meanwhile, the 
Yangshi Lei family was located in Guangdong, which was close to Xisha. 

There were two possibilities: the first was that when Wang Zanghai was 
active in Eastern Xia, he left or spread these technologies due to an 
accidental opportunity; the other was that these technologies were handed 
down to fishermen along the coast when Wang Zanghai was building his 
huge treasure ship for the undersea tomb. 

I preferred the first one. The Zhang family used these technologies near the 
ancient building, which obviously fit better with the whole mechanism 
system. As for Yangshi Lei, all we had so far was that they designed this 
ancient building. We had only found a large number of architectural—not 
mechanical—designs, which was very telling. 

If we didn’t return to that original moment in history, no one would know 
the truth of what had happened. 

I also thought of Poker-Face’s extensive knowledge of the business, which 
gave rise to all sorts of strange feelings in my heart. Fatty had said that he 
had a very definite hunch that the mechanism’s structure here was huge 
and all-encompassing, which was why Poker-Face didn’t find the trap. It was 
also similar to that time in the undersea tomb when the whole room moved. 
Poker-Face hadn’t found the mechanism back then, either. 

But I was almost certain that with Poker-Face’s IQ, even if he didn’t feel the 
mechanism behind the operation, he should’ve been able to figure out the 
general situation based on his experience in the undersea tomb. 

But why didn’t he say anything? 

The key was that he always had his own purpose for doing things. I bet he 
had even guessed the operation of the overall mechanism and proposed to 
look in the cave outside because he knew how to crack it when he saw it. 
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But he was also a person who wouldn’t let others die, so he must have gone 
back to save Granny Huo and the others and brought them into the ancient 
building. But instead of bringing Fatty along, he sent him to another place. 

What was the purpose of this? 

Did he send Fatty to a place where he would see them so that Fatty would 
know they were still alive and convey the message to us? 

But there was no reason for this. As soon as Fatty sent the message, we 
would definitely increase our efforts to save him. But if it were true, Poker-
Face shouldn’t have been so stupid and should’ve at least left a clear 
message. 

I couldn’t figure it out. Everything seemed to indicate that he was trying to 
prevent Fatty from entering the ancient building. 

I had a bad feeling. The only reason Poker-Face wouldn’t bring Fatty into the 
ancient building was because he knew this was a journey of no return. With 
Poker-Face’s skills and energy, if he determined that this was the case, then 
there definitely wasn’t any chance of survival. 

Poker-Face thought they were going to die. 

But he brought Granny Huo and the others in. Did Poker-Face think it was ok 
for them to die? He and Granny Huo had a lot of memories I knew nothing 
about. Moreover, the old woman still chose to come here even though she 
was in her nineties. It seemed that their respective problems were so big 
that they had to be solved, even if it resulted in death. 
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Chapter 23 Preparation for Departure 

At dinner that night, Xiuxiu asked me what we were going to do, but I didn’t 
have any sort of plan. Pan Zi had already done everything for me, so all I had 
to do was make a sign and Leather Bag began preparing the equipment. I 
figured Pan Zi must have arranged it all beforehand. 

Although I was currently Master Three, I was still far from the point where 
Pan Zi and Xiao Hua felt assured that I could make my own decisions. 

No matter how big the risk, I had already come this far and accepted it. 

Now we could only continue. 

According to Fatty, Pan Zi and Xiao Hua wouldn’t encounter any problems at 
first. It was just a matter of whether they could get back to the tunnel. As 
long as they could get out, everything would be fine. But if they were 
trapped in the cave with the gas…. 

Fatty was able to get up and walk around that night. When I went to the 
tent to see him again, he was looking at his belly and sighing. “If we’re to be 
successful this time, your stomach is very important,” I said to him. “I’ll send 
you a pennant and write ‘World’s Number One Belly’ on it.” 

“Master Three,” Fatty said, “don’t make such sarcastic remarks. With this 
scar on my stomach, I’ll have trouble picking up girls. They’ll see it and panic. 
I have to find a tattoo shop to fix it. What do you say I make it a chessboard? 
In the future, the girl will be able to play chess on my stomach after we do 
it.” 

“I think it’s more poetic if you just paint it black and then make a few 
diamonds and say something about the night sky,” I said. 

“Good idea Master Three, you’re so cultured. I’ve read less so I’m at a 
disadvantage.” When Fatty said this, he looked out of the tent. “None of you 
told that girl about me, did you?” 
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“I didn’t say you were going back down, but she’s very happy to know that 
you’re back. But even if you tell her, she won’t know what we’re doing. 
Don’t flatter yourself. You’re only a few years younger than me. There’s a 
limit to an old cow eating young grass.” 

We heard Yun Cai moving around outside. Fatty touched the stubble on his 
face and secretly looked out. “I dig up other people’s ancestor’s graves, but 
you say I don’t have the balls to pick up young girls? Let me tell you, I’m 
really ready for true love this time around. No one can stop it and no one 
can make her happier than I can.” 

“What happiness can you give her?” I laughed, “The fact that you won’t 
have to go to the market if you want lard in the future?”(1)  

“I have arms,” Fatty said. 

I was extremely depressed when I heard him say this since it brought up all 
sorts of thoughts about myself. He didn’t seem to recognize me at all. But I 
couldn’t expose my identity because I was uncertain about the whole 
situation and didn’t know whether exposing myself would bring any 
unexpected changes. 

I quit bantering with him and asked, “Have you recovered?” 

“Didn’t I sleep for more than ten days?” Fatty asked. “A night’s sleep 
would’ve been fine. I’m a talented person in my prime. Like you, I’ve 
suffered a lot so it’s nothing to feel tired. And you can’t do it without me, so 
if you want to persuade me to stay, you’d better save it. I’d die of anxiety if I 
stayed here. You know my temper.” 

I nodded and he continued, “There’s nothing to fear, but that building is so 
fucking weird. Don’t be worried about taking things slow since we can’t rush 

 
(1) Tiffany said Wu Xie’s being mean lol. He’s saying Fatty is a pig already, so 
he can produce lard himself. 
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in. We’ll need to bring as much as we can since we packed light last time and 
suffered a loss.” 

He had already said that, but I nodded anyway. He pointed to Qiu Dekao’s 
camp on the other side of the lake and then told me to come closer. I leaned 
over and he whispered to me, “Master Three, call that Leather Bag boy over 
here. We have to get some guns from the foreigners. I need his help.” 

“I don’t think we should deal with them,” I said. “These kinds of people are 
outlaws.” 

“They can’t be more ferocious than us.” Fatty sighed, “This must be what 
that Xiao Hua kid said. Master Three, don’t listen to him. He’s an opera 
singer, so of course he doesn’t like to fight and kill. Your traditional family 
has skills and courage, but I don’t. I’m telling you, it’s alright if you don’t 
have a gun; if you did, I’d have to get another one even if I sold my ass. It’s 
insurance.” 

I knew that many of Fatty’s ideas were basically right, so I asked him, “What 
are you going to do?” 

Fatty put on his clothes, wiped his face, and said, “Don’t worry about it. Just 
call the man over and let me command him.” 

When I saw Fatty again, he was already wiping his gun. Leather Bag was 
counting bullets with a bloody nose and swollen face, choking as he 
counted. Shit. I wondered what on earth he did, but I didn’t dare ask more. I 
figured Leather Bag had been fooled by Fatty’s offensive tactics. 

I couldn’t name the gun I got, but Fatty said it was an Uzi, which was a 
miniature submachine gun he nicknamed “Doraemon”(2). 

 
(2) Main character from a popular Japanese kid’s show. Think of it as the 
equivalent of Mickey Mouse. 
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I weighed it and found that it was very heavy. I had seen this gun before. It 
was the one Schwarzenegger’s wife used in “True Lies.”  

“Why is it called Doraemon?” I asked him. 

“Because when it fires, the muzzle jumps violently just like Doraemon.” 

When did Doraemon jump so much? I asked myself. Fatty definitely lived in a 
different age from us. I seemed to remember a very old Chinese puppet film 
called “Doraemon,” where the puppets in it really did jump all the time. But 
in this case, Fatty must have come up with the nickname himself. 

After wiping the gun, Fatty pressed the bullets into the magazine and said, “I 
didn’t think they could get this stuff. The black market is really reliable. This 
thing is the most suitable for close combat, especially for use in a narrow 
space. It has great lethality, but it doesn’t hold many bullets. “ 

“Just the one?” I asked him.  

He immediately threw me something. I caught it and found that it was a very 
strange pistol that seemed to have been modified. 

“Beretta. Italian gun,” Fatty said. “But they seem to have modified it so it’s 
much lighter. What? You can use it for self-defense if you don’t mind.” 

I noticed that Fatty seemed to be smiling like he was hiding something and I 
couldn’t help but feel a little strange. But I was Master Three and couldn’t 
force him to say it directly like I would if I were Wu Xie, so I had to give up. I 
weighed the gun and found that it was very light. Fatty tossed me a towel 
and told me to wrap it up, “Pack it up and don’t let anyone see it. They’re 
looking for it.” 

I did as he said and realized that I would have been surprised to see a gun 
just a few years ago. But now, I saw it as an old friend. When I packed the 
gun away, Fatty snapped the bolt on his Doraemon, untied it, and stuffed it 
into his bag while saying, “I can sleep well at night.” Then he held the bag in 
his hand and kissed it. 
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I looked into Fatty’s eyes when he said this and found that they were very 
serious. I felt my heart sink. His attitude of “hiding something” and that 
resolute look in his eyes made me feel uncomfortable. 

I only hoped that the information he was hiding was as unreliable and 
harmless as everything else had been. 

I wanted to talk to him about something else—especially the details of his 
experience in the tunnel—when I suddenly heard a loud bang coming from 
outside the tent, as if something had exploded. Fatty responded faster than I 
did and immediately went out. Everyone around heard it as well and looked 
in the direction it had come from. We heard a series of gunshots coming 
from the direction of Qiu Dekao’s camp. I looked at Fatty, “Did you do this?” 

“Of course not. Your fat man steals guns, he doesn’t do sneak attacks.” 

“Let’s go and see!” Leather Bag was very excited and had already rushed 
over. 

I looked at the situation over there and gestured to the others to pack their 
things and take everything we needed into the woods. Then, I went with 
Fatty to check it out. 

It felt like a warzone before I even got there. There was gunfire everywhere 
and the streaking trail of bullets in the night was just like a battlefield. 

“What’s going on?” Fatty scolded, “Are we surrounded by the People’s 
Liberation Army?” 

Leather Bag said, “Brother Wang, look. They’re not firing the bullets at each 
other. They’re only shooting and not returning fire. It’s all aimless.” 

“It’s not aimless,” Fatty said. “I first touched a gun when I was ten years old. 
Do you think I can’t even see it clearly? These guns are all hitting something 
at close range, and whatever it is, it’s attacking them over there.” 

“What is it?” 
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“I don’t know, it’s from the lake,” I said while pointing to the tree where the 
sniper was. Now all the bullets were being fired into the lake one by one. 

Fatty pulled on the bolt of his Doraemon and leaned towards the lake. I 
trailed after him. Looking at it from afar, the view in front was completely 
dark and nothing could be seen. At that time, we suddenly heard the sounds 
of screams coming from our own camp behind us. 

We immediately turned back and started running quickly. We saw several 
lynx emerge from the lake near our camp and rush towards the shore. 

Fatty instantly raised his gun and sent a lynx straight back into the lake. 

I rushed over and pulled a piece of firewood from the bonfire, throwing it at 
the place where Mute Sister and Xiuxiu had cried out. 

When the lynx was forced back by the firewood, I took the chance to lean 
over and look at its ears. I found that it was the lynx that had attacked me 
when I went to find Father Pan Ma in the mountains with Poker-face and the 
villagers. Fatty was obviously very handy with “Doraemon” and dropped two 
of them at once. In this kind of battle, this gun was really a killer weapon. 

Xiuxiu and Mute Sister were clutching each other, completely scared to 
death. I pushed them behind me while Fatty and Leather Bag gathered 
around to form a circle. In a flash, two or three more lynx rushed out of the 
water and Fatty cried out, “Triangle Defense!” 

I didn’t know what it meant, but I pinned Mute Sister down and fired three 
shots behind me. I had already experienced this particular lynx’s agility 
before and missed every single shot as it dodged and almost reached me. 
But I wasn’t afraid this time. Although years of training hadn’t improved my 
marksmanship, my mind was numb and I used my hand to block it. 

In a flash, the space behind me was empty and I saw Mute Sister standing in 
front of me. My heart was shocked and I couldn’t help thinking that there 
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was no need for this kind of dog blood(3). Fortunately, Fatty grabbed my 
hand and swung it up while shouting, “Shoot!” 

My bullet passed under Mute Sister’s armpit at almost the exact same 
moment the lynx went for her throat. It flipped back and then retreated into 
the woods once it landed. 

I raised my hand to shoot it, but Fatty pulled the trigger and said, 
“Amitabha, Master Three.” 

Just then, there was a loud noise in the woods and a fire blazed in the sky. I 
didn’t know what had exploded. 

 

  

 
(3) Cliché 
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Chapter 24 Mysterious Sneak Attack 

The scene of the explosion was extremely terrifying. A large, fiery red cloud 
was released into the night sky and the flames shot very high. Many things 
were thrown into the air and sparks flew everywhere. 

“It’s gasoline. The generator was blown up,” Fatty said. “Now they’re 
screwed.” 

“How could it explode?” Leather Bag was holding a shovel. “It’s not like 
these big cats can bite the generator and cause it to explode.” 

The words were no sooner out of his mouth than another explosion went 
off. This time, the momentum was slightly smaller, but the foreigners’ camp 
was blown to pieces. 

Fatty looked pale and glanced in the other direction where the forest sat to 
the left of the foreigners’ camp, “No, fuck me, that’s—” 

“What is it?” 

“Impossible. It sounds like mortars,” Fatty said. 

“Mortars?” I was surprised. “Someone is using mortars to hit them?” Was 
there really an army coming? But that was impossible. Even an armed police 
force only needed guns to deal with us. They were thinking too highly of us if 
they were using mortars. 

Fatty also had a look of disbelief on his face but kept his ears open in hopes 
of hearing the next sound. 

I looked over at Qiu Dekao’s camp. There weren’t any further explosions and 
the attack on the other side also seemed to be over. The only thing that 
remained was the fire pit left from the explosion. Everything was suddenly 
silent, as if they had all been killed by the explosion. 
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Fatty listened for a moment and suddenly started cursing. He turned to look 
at the campfire behind him and shouted, “Bag, put out the bonfire!” 

Before he finished speaking, there was a small flash in the dark woods and 
the sound of a small cannon going off. Fatty immediately shouted, “Get 
down!” 

I pulled Mute Sister and Xiuxiu down on the ground as everything exploded 
behind me. My ears buzzed, my body was lifted several feet into the air, and 
a wave of hot air came directly from the soles of my feet. The whole beach 
was blown up and rubble rained down upon us. 

Fatty swore as all the pebbles fell, “Son of a bitch.” I looked back and saw 
that our bonfire had been blown up and there were only scattered coals left 
around it. 

“Guerrilla fighters use wild animals to drive people to the campfire first and 
then use mortars to strike accurately,” Fatty explained. 

“You even know this kind of thing?” I asked him. 

“Master Three, you don’t know how to analyze.” Fatty said. “How did you 
become like your nephew? You can see clearly with your eyes what’s going 
on.” 

As I secretly scolded him in my heart, he continued talking, “But there’s only 
one person.” 

“Why do you think so?” Xiuxiu asked with an ashen face. 

“The fact that we’re still alive is enough to illustrate this point. With this 
tactic, we’d be dead if someone sniped at us before the mortar fire. This 
man is an expert who has a strong intuition when it comes to calculating 
distance. The shots are flawless, so we can’t expose our heads or we’ll be 
shot at again.” 

“Then we’ll escape under the cover of darkness,” Leather Bag said.  
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I shook my head, “The foreigners must be in the same situation as us. If they 
also try to escape this way, our two sides might meet and there will 
definitely be an accident. For now, we have to wait and see.” 

Just as I finished speaking, we suddenly saw bursts of light and heard the 
muffled sound of gunfire in the woods. 

All of us instinctively bowed our heads. Shit, where’s it going to hit next? I 
thought to myself. I heard a slight whistle in the air, which turned out to be 
a shell coming right towards us. 

Is he aiming for the same position? I cursed in my heart. The explosion 
wasn’t around us, but in the forest about several hundred meters away. 

It was still a long way off and the impact wasn’t strong, but the area 
immediately burst into flames. 

Fatty and I glanced over and Fatty asked me, “What’s over there?” 

As I watched, another mortar instantly shot out and landed in the same 
place. 

I immediately knew where the other party was attacking. We’re fucked! 

“Crevice!” I shouted, “He’s bombing that crevice!” 

“Which one?” 

“The one we pulled you out of!” I hurled abuse at him as I stumbled my way 
over to the bushes. As I rushed into the woods and came to the edge of the 
mountain, I knew it was all over. The whole mountainside had been blown 
up and the crevice was buried underneath all the rubble. Not only were the 
people who had been guarding it in danger and likely trapped underneath, 
but Xiao Hua and Pan Zi might never come out of there again. 
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I rushed forward and tried to move the rubble, but Fatty pulled me back. 
Almost at the same time, another shell landed on the cliff, blasting out a 
heavy rain of gravel. 

In the firelight, I saw a man standing on the ridge in the distance. 

I couldn’t see him clearly, but I recognized the shadow. He didn’t have any 
shoulders. 

Leather Bag and Fatty were about to go forward to encircle and suppress 
him, but I stopped them. The shadow quickly turned around and 
disappeared into the woods. 

This night attack had caused heavy losses to everyone. I could do nothing 
but watch as dozens of shells landed on the cliff and completely destroyed 
the crevice. 

The shells weren’t fired from the same direction, which made it obvious that 
the shooter was moving the entire time. But he was too familiar with the 
layout here and could accurately hit the crevice on such a dark night. 

Fatty wasn’t interested in hearing my theory about the strange, shoulderless 
man from Banai. Instead, he was looking at his stomach, completely furious. 

At first, I only vaguely thought that this man was the one who had started 
the fire at that time, but now it seemed that he was putting his foot down. 
He probably knew a lot of inside information, so I knew I had to find a way 
to catch him if I had the time. 

After daybreak, we cleaned up our camp. When I sent a few people to visit 
Qiu Dekao’s camp to check on their situation, we learned that they were 
worse off than we were. Seven were dead—most indiscriminately shot by 
their own people—and countless others were severely injured. Almost all of 
them had minor injuries. 

Those lynx had obviously come from the lake. Both ours and Qiu Dekao’s 
sentries were located near the woods and weren’t expecting a sneak attack 
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from that direction. After that, the attacking power was so heavy that no 
one could come out unscathed. 

Not only did these lynx appear to have been trained, but the one who 
attacked us could actually control their behavior. But I couldn’t think deeply 
about it right now. What made me lose all hope was that the crevice had 
been blocked. Not to mention saving the others’ lives, even Xiao Hua and 
Pan Zi couldn’t come back now. 

What should I do? It was all I could think about. Moreover, since everyone 
was looking to me, I had to give an answer; otherwise, I could only say, 
“Let’s go back to our homes.” 

But we couldn’t go home! I got back Fatty and lost Pan Zi and Xiao Hua. The 
deal wasn’t worthwhile and I still lost money. 

Fatty was very depressed because the map he had carved on his stomach 
had suddenly lost its value. We sat on the rubble, silently eating food that 
still smelled of gunpowder. 

“Master Three,” Xiuxiu said, “you have to come up with an idea.” 

I sighed, knowing that I had only one choice. “The plan remains unchanged,” 
I said to them. “We can only change the path now. The crevices here extend 
in all directions, so maybe we can find other entrances.” 

Fatty shook his head, “Impossible, we don’t have that much time. The only 
way now is to return to the original junction and go back to that 
unfathomable corridor.” 

We could only go to the original intersection. Although I didn’t know what 
would happen, it would definitely save time compared to digging through 
the rubble here. 
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Chapter 25 No Choice 

Fatty went to Qiu Dekao’s camp again and came back with two rifles. I didn’t 
bother thinking about it as we set off immediately with Fatty leading the 
way. 

It took much longer going over the mountain than it did going down through 
the ground. Fortunately, Fatty had walked through it before and knew a lot 
about it. He led the team all the way and hardly spoke. I didn’t even have a 
chance to tell him my real identity. 

I had never seen Fatty like this before, so I felt even more uneasy. The way 
he traveled seemed to indicate that he was very anxious, but he didn’t 
appear to be when he and I discussed the whole process beforehand. Did he 
really have something to hide from me? 

I didn’t dare ask, but I had to keep going. We went over the ridge that was 
across from the lake and arrived at a place I had never been to before. Fatty 
took us down while saying that there was a shortcut here. Once we climbed 
down and went into the valley, Fatty jumped into the grass and 
disappeared. 

I didn’t expect the grass to be so thick and thought it was impossible. I 
jumped like Fatty and passed right through it, tumbling straight down. There 
turned out to be a tunnel underneath. 

“Little Brother found it. It’s awesome. This ancient road was built on top of 
the valley using a huge wooden frame. But it’s so old that it ended up 
covered with grass. It would have been easier to walk on top of it originally, 
but the grass is too thick now. The grass below, however, didn’t get much 
sunlight and didn’t grow as much, so it’s easier to walk and relatively flat. It 
ends right by the entrance.” 

The sun shone through some gaps above, but it wasn’t completely dark 
inside. We could even see that the ground was full of large and small pieces 
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of rubble. It wasn’t the best way to go, but it was better than hanging on a 
cliff. 

“After walking more than ten miles from here, I made a mark and went up 
the mountain. It wasn’t far from the big tree at the entrance,” Fatty said. 
“It’s very humid further on so we might as well rest here. After that, we 
won’t stop until we get to the entrance.” 

As everyone sat down one right after another, Fatty winked at me and said, 
“Master Three, may I have a word?” 

Fatty and I went further in and came to a place where a big stone lay. The 
two of us turned around and he squatted down. 

I didn’t know what he was going to do, so I squatted down with him. He 
immediately pinched my face and tugged so much that it almost made me 
burst into tears 

“What are you doing?” I scolded him. 

“Mr. Naïve, your original face is pretty. Why do you need to be the same as 
your Uncle Three?” Fatty whispered. 

I was surprised, “How can you tell?” 

“You act so stupidly. You think just because others can’t see it doesn’t mean 
I can?” Fatty asked me. “Do you think I was really fooled when you talked to 
me? My heart is like lightning after all. I already knew what was going on.” 

“Then you should have said so earlier. I couldn’t find a chance to talk to 
you,” I said before starting to explain Xiao Hua’s plan to him. 

“Shit, if you didn’t tell me, I wouldn’t know what your plan is. Of course I’ll 
cooperate with you. And don’t you know that your doctor is interested in 
your Uncle Three? When taking care of me, she treated me like a tree 
stump. When she had nothing to do, she would talk to me while I was half 
asleep. It was very annoying.” Fatty looked over there. “Do you know what 
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she said? It’s too sickening. I’m considered the world leader of sourness, but 
her love for your Uncle Three has made even my teeth ache. Luckily, I was 
too tired and could still fall asleep while she was talking. Otherwise, I would 
have strangled her first. She said she thinks you’ve changed. I didn’t know 
what your situation was, so I decided not to say anything.” 

I relaxed a little and was just about to start talking when he motioned me 
not to and said, “It’s useless to say more. You know I know who you are. If I 
ask you one thing, you have to answer me.” 

“What?” 

“Can you trust that Master Hua?” 

I wondered why he asked that but I still nodded, “He helped me a lot. I think 
he can be trusted.” 

“Have you checked him out? Is he really your childhood friend?” 

“I’m sure of that. What’s the matter?” 

“Have you seen the old photos of the Mystic Nine?” 

I shook my head. I really didn’t know anything about it so I said, “Just tell 
me, what’s wrong?” 

Fatty paused before saying, “It’s fine. Maybe I’m just being paranoid. I just 
don’t think he’s very reliable in giving you this idea.” 

I didn’t think Fatty was lying, so I said, “But there really wasn’t anything I 
could do at that time. Otherwise, I couldn’t have come to save you.” 

“There were some difficulties, but it may not have necessarily been as 
difficult as he said,” Fatty said with a wave of his hand. “But I still want to 
thank him. This matter… forget I asked about it. We don’t have too much 
time to think so let’s get things straightened out first.” 
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I remembered my own worries and quickly asked, “About Poker-Face, you 
didn’t lie to me, did you? I keep feeling like you’re not telling the truth.” 

Fatty patted me and said, “I could have hurt you long ago, so why wait until 
today?” 

That was true, but Fatty had lied to me more than once or twice. “Just 
because you won’t hurt me doesn’t mean you won’t lie,” I responded. 

“Mr. Naïve, you don’t understand.” Fatty pointed behind him. “You trust 
everyone and you pour your heart out when you see them. I’m not like you. 
I don’t trust anyone behind us.” 

“What does this have to do with trust?” 

“It matters a lot.” Fatty said, “I saw much more in that mirror than I told 
you, but I can’t tell you now. You have to find a chance to spend some alone 
time with me.” 

I looked behind me and found that both Leather Bag and Mute Sister were 
looking over at us as if they were curious. 

“See?” Fatty said. “The people here don’t trust anyone and watch each 
other.” 

I was uncomfortable with Fatty’s remarks, but he continued anyway, “I 
didn’t want to expose you, but we’re going this way instead of climbing 
through the crevices. I must remind you that you shouldn’t be surprised at 
anything that happens from the moment you enter this mountain.” 

“Will anything strange happen?” 

“Anything can happen here,” Fatty said primly. “The evil spirit of the Zhang 
family’s ancient building affects many things, so it’s not surprising that 
anything can happen.” 
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Chapter 26 Nothing Can be Considered Strange 

Fatty then got up and headed back, muttering something as he walked. He 
was making it look like he had an unpleasant talk with me, so I had to 
cooperate and make a helpless expression. On my way back, I saw everyone 
chatting with each other. As I sat down, Xiuxiu softly asked me what Fatty 
and I were talking about. I told her I’d talk to her later and that now wasn’t a 
good time before sending her away. 

After sitting down, I felt confident and started to relax a lot. I still felt a little 
strange when I thought about some of Fatty’s problems just now, but I 
didn’t think he was lying. 

It wasn’t that he wasn’t good at deceiving people, but I was very sensitive to 
lies since Uncle Three often lied to me. I could actually feel it in my gut when 
he was lying, but I would always chalk it up to paranoia. This time, however, 
I had a sixth sense that Fatty wasn’t lying. 

I thought of his previous performance and decided not to think about it so 
much. Fatty was right, if he wanted to hurt me, he would have already done 
it. 

Leather Bag gave me a strange look and asked, “Where have you been?” 

“Scoping out the situation ahead,” I said. 

“You look so mysterious, Master Three. Don’t hide anything from us.” He 
complained.  

As soon as I saw the situation, I immediately winked at Xiuxiu to get her to 
change the subject. “What are you talking about?” I asked her. 

Knowing my intention, Xiuxiu immediately said, “We were talking about the 
Mystic Nine. I heard that when the army was in Changsha, there were all 
kinds of people in the troops, as well as refugees from all over the country. 
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“In those times, many high officials in the capital were able to sing a few 
lines of Beijing opera, so the army entered Beijing after the founding of the 
People’s Republic. But they didn’t sing Flower Drum opera during the whole 
journey. The old incident was mentioned in gossip, but fortunately, Er Ye’s 
family had declined since then. Otherwise, they wouldn’t know what to 
dress up as in this era. Now people’s hearts are alienated and there are 
fewer defenses against outsiders. In contrast, our own people have become 
a major worry.” 

Leather Bag seemed to like Xiuxiu a little, so his attention immediately 
turned to her as soon as she spoke. She started talking about her two 
brothers. According to her, the two men were Beijing celebrities, but not 
particularly outstanding ones. The two had long been dissatisfied with 
Granny Huo’s appreciation of Xiao Hua and the feud between them may 
have been accumulating since childhood. I couldn’t get a word in edgewise, 
so I let her keep talking. 

Fatty sat down and threw a few bundles of branches onto the fire before 
saying, “I’m not interested in this episode of ‘The Story of a Noble Family’ 
and ‘Fate in Tears and Laughter’(1). Do you have any love affairs in the Mystic 
Nine that we don’t know about? Tell me about them. It’s said that Er Ye was 
quite a player after he was widowed and hung around prostitutes. One of 
them was as white as snow and had a blue and white pattern on her hand 
that you would normally see on porcelain. She was called ‘Little Qing Hua’(2). 
Is that true?” 

“Little Qing Hua is still around, do you want to go and have a look? She’s at 
the nursing home,” Xiuxiu said. “The blue and white porcelain pattern 
painted on her is the same as the ones on porcelain dolls. It’s the kind that’s 
cracked.” 

 

(1)2 Chinese Dramas 

(2) Little Blue and White (porcelain) 
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I took a sip of tea and said, “You’re talking about old friends of the 
deceased, be careful with your words. Most of the women in the old society 
had poor backgrounds, so this Little Qing Hua may not have had any other 
choice.” 

Leather Bag disagreed, but wasn’t willing to accept the change in topic and 
said to Fatty, “If you want to listen to something juicy, how can people like 
us talk? Why don’t you say something?” 

“Nonsense. I promised Yun Cai that I would try and be a decent person from 
now on. You have such bad taste. You deserve to be rejected.” 

Fatty turned around, put his hat over his face, and said, “It’s getting late. 
This fat man is short of sleep so I’ll rest first. You all continue your ‘Qiang 
Qiang Three Men’ talk show.” 

I looked at the moon and thought that the terrain here was too special. The 
cross-beams overhead blocked most of the moonlight, leaving only a dim 
white light. If it weren’t for the decayed section of wood above my head 
that had fallen into the deep ditch, I was afraid there wouldn’t be a trace of 
light at all. 

This secret ditch wasn’t created by the builders of the Zhang family’s ancient 
building at that time, but by the remains of ancient Yao people in the 
ancient country of Lingnan. Obviously, there had been many mysterious 
activities in this remote mountain for a long time, but I just didn’t know 
what the purpose of building this secret trench in the mountain was. I didn’t 
even know whether there was any inevitable connection with constructing 
the Zhang family’s ancient building here. 

Some of those in the group wanted to nap for a while, so they all lay down 
separately. I was just about to close my eyes when I saw Fatty sit up again 
and go pee in the pool. Some things don’t change, I said to myself as I pulled 
my hat down over my face. I soon fell asleep with the plan of waking up in 
an hour. 
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I had formed a very accurate biological clock here, so I would definitely wake 
up on time as long as I reminded myself before going to sleep that it was 
only a short rest. And sure enough, I woke up after a short while. My face 
was covered with a hat that smelled like shampoo and I was very glad that I 
could smell the familiar scent of the city in this wilderness. 

I breathed a sigh of relief, thinking of those days when I went to the Seven 
Star Lu Palace and Heavenly Palace. At that time, I was a demoralizing 
member of the team who would never wake up until Pan Zi kicked me. But 
now I was Master Three and didn’t have the right to stay in bed since 
everyone else was looking to me. I quickly grabbed my hat and moved to 
turn over, but when I grabbed it, I found that it was wet and greasy. 

I was so startled that I immediately slapped the thing away and sat up, only 
to find that something was wrong—water droplets were falling down 
everywhere that was illuminated by the bonfire near the edge of the secret 
ditch. I thought it was raining, but when I looked up, I found that the water 
wasn’t dripping from above, but splashing down from the stone. I was sitting 
beside a stone at the edge of the ditch where the vines around me had been 
cut down. The water was dripping down from the top of the ditch wall and 
splashing on the stone. A number of people around me had also been 
awakened and a few of them covered their heads and ran out of the splash 
zone while saying something like “what’s going on?” Fatty immediately 
made a gesture to silence them all. 

We all looked at him, unsure what he had found. As I watched him smell his 
water-splashed body, I followed his example and smelled my hat. The stench 
of urine immediately made me gag. 

It was pee. Someone was peeing on top of our heads. 

“Your mother!” Leather Bag scolded softly in disgust. He started spitting, 
making it obvious that the urine had choked his mouth. 

Fatty continued to tell us to keep silent. Everyone was so disgusted that they 
were at a loss as to what to do. Only Fatty went forward and began climbing 
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the stone beside the ditch. I didn’t know what he wanted to do, but I gritted 
my teeth and followed him. I grabbed the vines and began climbing to the 
bottom of the cross-beam. I heard someone talking in English and 
immediately understood that it was Qiu Dekao’s team. 

There was still some urine dripping down Fatty’s face but he didn’t seem to 
care. He couldn’t understand what they were saying above us so he made a 
gesture for me to listen. 

I held back my strong nausea and listened. There must have been a lot of 
people above us. They were obviously on the high ground and completely 
oblivious to the ditch that was covered by layers of cross-beams, as well as 
the secret passage below. 

But Qiu Dekao’s people shouldn’t have been here at this time. 

I couldn’t hear the foreigners’ specific conversation clearly and could only 
shake my head at Fatty. He asked me to turn on the recorder on my phone, 
but at this moment, I heard a Chinese voice say, “Let’s hurry up and go. 
There’s no time to rest. Who saw where the new guide went?” Then 
someone translated it into English. 

When I heard the voice, I was stupefied—it was one I was very familiar with. 
But just when I wanted to hear more, the people above moved out. 

Fatty and I dropped back down. He spit a few times and waited for the 
voices to go away before saying, “Damn, foreigners make me so fucking 
angry. The smell of urine is too strong. Xiuxiu, listen to what they said.” 

I thought that the Chinese voice had also been recorded and immediately 
leaned over, but Xiuxiu completely ignored us. She unfastened her clothes 
and went to the pool to wash. 

“Oh, girl, don’t wash over there. I’ve peed in that pool. Won’t it be the same 
after washing?” Fatty said. 
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Xiuxiu and Leather Bag, who was already washing on the side, both paused. 
Then, Leather Bag immediately jumped up and asked, “Which one have you 
not peed in?” 

“I peed in all of them. I was bored last night and peed a few times in every 
pool,” Fatty said. “Don’t wash first, let’s listen to the recording.” 

“I won’t!” Xiuxiu said. “I’d rather die than stand the smell.” 

I also found the smell very uncomfortable. Fatty had no choice but to point 
to a pool in the distance, “That one’s clean.” 

We immediately rushed over and washed our hair and clothes over and over 
again until the smell of urine was too weak to detect. 

“You’re not afraid of the dead, but of urine? Let me tell you, according to 
scientific research, the rotting matter of a corpse is definitely dirtier than 
urine. It’s okay to drink urine,” Fatty said. 

Xiuxiu took a hat full of water from the pool, “Then drink!” 

“It’s okay to drink it, but it doesn’t mean it’s delicious,” Fatty said. “Finish up 
quickly. We can’t be overtaken by them.” 

After listening to the recording, Xiuxiu said, “Don’t worry, they’ll never catch 
up with us on the mountain road. This group must have set out before we 
arrived in Banai. They’ve been walking in the mountains for several days. We 
simply caught up with them.” 

“What did they say about the new guide?” Fatty asked. “How can there be a 
guide here?” 

I shook my head and kept thinking about the sentence I just heard. Who was 
the speaker? Why did they sound so familiar? 

Fatty saw me thinking hard and asked what was wrong. When I told him, he 
didn’t remember it at all. He obviously hadn’t noticed the problem. 
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“Anyway, Qiu Dekao sent another team before we came, but I heard him say 
something different to Master Three,” Xiuxiu said. “He’s obviously hiding 
something from us.” 

Based on Qiu Dekao’s character, he definitely wasn’t randomly sending 
teams out to explore. He must have gotten new information and the new 
guide was probably the key. 

“But what should we do? Ignore them and continue?” Fatty thought about it 
and then looked at me. 

I was too worried about that voice and had a very bad premonition. “We 
have to climb up and look,” I said. 

Fatty and I split the most corroded beam with a machete and climbed out. 
The moonlight was bright outside and there were no big trees around. As I 
climbed slowly along the slope, I heard people’s voices carried on the wind. 
The team had been moving forward overnight and had already walked a 
certain distance, but Xiuxiu was right—it was especially difficult to walk on 
the slope. We could still see a fire up front, which meant they didn’t go very 
far. 

Fatty and I started to follow after them, but Fatty grabbed me after a few 
steps and shoved my head into the grass. I looked at the place he pointed to 
and saw a spark high up ahead—someone was there. 

“Sentry! We can’t follow them any further,” Fatty said as he handed me a 
scope. 

“Where did you get this?” 

“From a gun,” Fatty said. 

I picked it up, looked at the team in front of me, and saw a group of 
foreigners climbing the hill. They were using torches instead of flashlights 
because it was too easy to get lost using flashlights on the mountain where 
there weren’t any roads. 
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There were about fifteen people in the team. Foreigners all looked the same 
to me, so I couldn’t tell if they were from the lakeshore. I moved the scope 
to find the guide. 

I soon found a Chinese man with his back to me, chatting with another 
foreigner. I felt a jolt as soon as I saw his back and a very strange feeling 
came over me. 

The man suddenly turned his head and looked back, enabling me to catch a 
glimpse of his face. 

At that moment, I was stunned. Then I became so agitated that it was like 
my whole body had been injected with chicken blood, my pores swollen 
with it. In that instant, I suddenly wondered if I had seen it right. 

That was my face. 

I saw myself. I saw Wu Xie. 
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Chapter 27 I Saw Myself 

I couldn’t believe my eyes. If Fatty wasn’t around, I would probably think I 
was dreaming. I looked carefully again, but the man had already gone far 
and couldn’t be found in the crowd. 

Maybe I had reacted too much since Fatty pushed me further into the 
bushes. I handed him the scope and let him take a look. 

I had felt strange before, but now I felt surprisingly calm after my 
momentary panic. 

This wasn’t a calm that came from confidence, but a calm that was 
completely incomprehensible. For an instant, I was in a trance and couldn’t 
seem to remember what I saw just now. The scene was so strange that it 
seemed it shouldn’t be written down. 

Who was that guy? 

How much did a person really know about his face? It was a valid question. 
When we looked in the mirror, was the face we saw a complete impression? 
Was that really my own face? I wasn’t sure yet. 

My heart was calm as I waited for Fatty’s observation. But when he finished 
looking, there wasn’t any surprise on his face. He lay down and said, “There 
aren’t many Chinese, but it’s too dark to see clearly. What did you see?” 

“I think there are some acquaintances on that team,” I said, feeling that the 
voice and face I saw just now were both very familiar. 

“Do you have acquaintances? I wish I had acquaintances. It’s a bit creepy if 
you have acquaintances,” Fatty said. “Is it the tea egg seller at your door?” 

“I don’t have time to argue with you. Did you see anything strange?” I asked 
him softly.  
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He shook his head, “This team isn’t large-scale, but it’s equipped with all 
kinds of equipment that’s typical of the old American style. Everything 
depends on the equipment, after all. But they’re going in the wrong 
direction. It looks like they’re going back. It seems that they came from the 
mountain and should be heading back to the camp. It shouldn’t conflict with 
us.” 

“Are you sure?” I asked him. “Why do you think so?” 

“I’m sure. From the direction they came from, there’s a stream to the west 
that you can follow until you reach the village at the next set of cliffs. Qiu 
Dekao set up ropes over there. If you have time to check it out, it’s quite the 
sight. Moreover, you can see that their packs have shrunk and their supplies 
are gone. It must be the team returning to the village. Qiu Dekao didn’t lie to 
us and certainly didn’t send a new team.” 

I nodded but was still hesitant. It appeared that Fatty didn’t see the “me” in 
the team. Was I wrong? Or did Fatty miss the chance to see him? Did I need 
to follow up and confirm? If I wasn’t mistaken, the whole thing could start to 
develop in a direction I wouldn’t be able to understand. 

“Mr. Naïve, what’s the matter with you? Did you see something just now 
that has you so distracted?” Fatty asked. 

“Have you seen… a person who looks like me?” I asked him. 

Fatty looked at me, “Do you mean like you now, or like you before?” 

“Before.”  

When I told him what I saw, he frowned, “Mr. Naïve, did you knock your 
head on the way here?” 

I became a little angry, “Fuck you! How long have we been together and yet 
you still doubt my judgment?” 
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“It’s because I’ve been with you for a long time that I don’t trust your 
judgment. It’s not like I haven’t suffered a lot before,” Fatty said. “You must 
be wrong. Let’s go back.” 

I was a little hesitant, but when I heard Fatty say this, I knew I had to get up 
and verify it before I would let it go. While we were wrangling, the sudden 
sound of bushes shaking came from behind us. We looked back and saw 
Leather Bag crawling up, “Master Three, Elder Brother, I’m here too.” 

“What are you doing here?” Fatty asked. “Don’t interrupt the two of us. I’m 
here making out with your Master Three.” 

“I came to learn from you. Didn’t you say you want me to follow you more?” 
He answered. 

“When did this kid start worshiping you as the boss?” I asked Fatty.  

“Charming personality,” Fatty said. He then turned his head and shooed at 
Leather Bag. “Get out of here. Don’t worry, it’s useless for you to learn the 
things here.” 

“Actually, Sister Xiu was afraid that you were short-staffed and told me to 
come up and help you,” he said. 

Fatty gave me a meaningful look, as if to say, “He’s here, but I agree that we 
should follow up and take another look.” 

“Why? One more person won’t change anything.” 

“Master Three, entering tombs requires tracking and stealth, which are all 
skills I’ve acquired from my ancestors. When I was young, I climbed through 
a dozen dog holes without losing my breath in order to chase a chicken. If 
you don’t want to get caught in these woods, you have to listen to me.” 

Uncle Three was also a mischievous guy when I was a child, I thought to 
myself. Although those things might not have been worse than this, I really 
couldn’t. Besides, if Fatty could also fit into a dog hole with his size, how big 
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was that dog where he was staying? But this kind of complaint was 
something Wu Xie would say and I was currently wearing Uncle Three’s 
human skin mask. In front of the younger generation, Uncle Three couldn’t 
be so heartless under such circumstances, so I refrained from speaking 
again. 

Fatty said to Leather Bag, “Follow up from the left and watch out for the 
sentry.” Then he turned to me and said, “Master Three is old. Follow me.” 

I nodded to Fatty and he pointed in one direction. The three of us sank into 
the grass that was half a person high and slowly moved forward. 

After Leather Bag separated from us, I wanted to ask for more clarification, 
but Fatty made a motion to stay silent and pulled me to slow down. 

I didn’t know what he meant, but it always made sense to listen to Fatty’s 
ideas. I followed his rhythm and slowly shrank back, watching Leather Bag 
gradually leave us behind and run to the front. He obviously hadn’t noticed 
that we’d been left behind. 

“What help? He must’ve been sent by that smelly girl to spy on us,” Fatty 
muttered softly. “Well, let me show you what this Fat Master can do.” 

I knew Fatty didn’t trust Xiao Hua’s group, but I didn’t want to pester him at 
this time, so I didn’t say anything. 

The bushes in the woods were very lush and the smell of urine on my body 
attracted many small insects. I was a little distracted at first, but I was soon 
influenced by Fatty after seeing his focused expression. All his attention was 
drawn to Leather Bag and his expression was completely different from the 
one he usually wore when he was talking and laughing. 

At this moment, I felt a twinge of doubt in my heart. 

Fatty’s expression was too solemn. He used to be superficially somber, but 
when I looked at his eyes now, I felt that it was completely different from 
the occasional seriousness he revealed in the tombs before. 
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But when he talked to me just now, he obviously didn’t care that much. 

This expression of his made me feel that he was very nervous about the 
present situation. Did he only pretend to not see anything just now, but 
really did see something? Did he do this so as not to worry me? 

No way. When did Fatty become such a character? He would normally be 
happy to see me so nervous. 

We followed Leather Bag for ten minutes, at which time we were already 
more than ten meters behind. Fatty still maintained the same expression 
but refused to shorten the distance between us. 

I finally couldn’t help asking him, “What do you really want to do? If we 
continue to follow like this, we’ll lose sight of him and miss everything.” 

Fatty immediately hissed, drew me closer, and said, “Following is not the 
goal here; getting a clear look is.” 

I whispered, “Can you see clearly from this distance?” 

Fatty was about to speak when we heard a warning whistle ring out ahead. 

Leather Bag suddenly stopped moving and then a gun suddenly went off 
from the tree. A flash of light hit the area where Leather Bag was. 

Fatty and I immediately looked up and saw a commotion in the direction of 
the team in front of us. All the torches had turned back and were shining in 
his direction. Fatty nodded to me, “Alright, now everyone has turned back 
and we can see clearly.” 

Fuck, you’re using him as bait, I said to myself. I immediately picked up the 
scope and saw a light coming straight down from a distant tree, moving back 
and forth in the grass. It was the sentry’s laser sight. No matter how Leather 
Bag ran in the grass, the laser continued to land on him. This sentry 
appeared to be a real expert. 
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“This boy’s an opportunist, but he’s too subservient to observe the situation 
by himself. He doesn’t have enough experience in chaotic scenes. This time 
around, the sentries Qiu Dekao brought are especially fierce,” Fatty said. 
“The direction I just pointed him in was in the sentry’s key line of sight.” 

“Are you trying to kill him?” I asked. 

“No, foreigners are very environmentally friendly. The gun is full of rubber 
bullets so it won’t shoot easily. That one shot just now was to remind the 
people in front to pay attention, while also testing Leather Bag to see 
whether it was a man or an animal. If they were using real bullets, they 
wouldn’t have delayed their best defensive time by changing their ammo 
when the camp was attacked by the lynx.” 

I looked at Fatty. I had no idea he had those kinds of thoughts. “You’ve 
never seen this version of your fat man, have you?” He suddenly asked me. 

I shook my head, “You’ve been a little too fucking smart lately. I’ve never 
seen you like this before.” 

“In this business, it’s not that I haven’t been ruthless, it just didn’t make 
sense to live like this,” Fatty said. “Now I’m the only one you can trust, so 
how can I live up to our relationship if I don’t help you be smarter?” He then 
pointed to the front, “Come on! Since Leather Bag caught their attention, 
let’s get closer.” 

I looked at the poor kid surrounded by all the people who rushed over and 
sighed darkly in my heart, but Fatty was already quickly pulling me over. 

People always seemed to do this, often ignoring the real danger when there 
was something to focus on. Fatty chose a circuitous route and tried to move 
forward bit by bit, sticking to the places where the light from the torches 
couldn’t reach. Since Qiu Dekao’s big troops were gathering in one place and 
Leather Bag was running everywhere, we didn’t need to worry about making 
noise and could move very fast in the dark. 
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By the time Fatty pulled me to a stop, we were very close to them. I looked 
up, startled to find that we were so close to them that we were almost 
beside them. 

“Even if we go out now, they may not find anything unusual,” Fatty said 
softly. “Ok, find him. Where’s the man you mentioned?” 

I picked up the scope and looked for the person I wanted to see in the 
crowd, but the torches caused some reflection, which made it difficult. I 
scanned the faces one by one and suddenly saw him. 

This time, I had enough time to observe him. Despite the torches reflecting 
the light, I was coldly aware that I was not wrong just now. 

I really saw a face extremely similar to mine. 
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Chapter 28 Chasing Wu Xie 

When I paused, Fatty asked, “You see him?” 

“Yeah, ten o’clock,” I said. “It should be right. Now you should believe me.” I 
turned to hand Fatty the scope, only to find that no one took it. 

When I looked back, Fatty wasn’t there. 

I paused for a moment and thought to myself, shit, Fatty was the one who 
dragged me to this place just now. Why did he suddenly disappear? 

I looked at the darkness behind me, feeling puzzled when I didn’t see any 
movement. “Fatty?” I quietly called out. 

I tried to look around again and eventually decided to look with the scope 
when I was sure no one was there. But as soon as I picked it up, I reflexively 
looked in the direction of that person. 

It really was my own face. I had seen it twice now, but the feeling of horror 
was only now starting to slowly grow in my heart. 

At this time, I saw that Fatty had actually appeared behind the fake “Wu 
Xie”. 

He suddenly stood up from the bushes, but no one noticed because this Wu 
Xie was at the outermost edge of Qiu Dekao’s team. I was stunned as I 
watched Fatty grab him from behind at lightning speed and drag him into 
the bushes. 

In less than a few minutes, there was nothing in my scope’s view. 

I put it down, unable to predict what would happen next. It was completely 
beyond anything I could imagine. I grabbed my hair as I felt a sudden wave 
of dizziness wash over me. 
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Leather Bag had finally been caught. I watched him being forced out of the 
bushes with a frustrated look on his face, but I didn’t have time to worry 
about him at all. In Fatty’s words, I didn’t know anything about this boy, so I 
would let the enemy test him first. It really didn’t matter if he exposed the 
secret channel so foolishly; it was nothing more than a big gift to Qiu Dekao. 
The thing Qiu Dekao lacked wasn’t time, but a way to get into that passage 
and get out alive. 

It seemed that the foreigners also didn’t want to do anything to Leather Bag 
and were just surprised that a person suddenly appeared here. 

I didn’t go see what happened to him since Fatty soon appeared in the dark 
with a man slung over his shoulder. As he told me to hurry over, my mind 
was full of two big thoughts: I knew who he was carrying, but I didn’t know 
how the plot would develop. 

This kind of feeling was very strange. It was almost like I didn’t want to catch 
the adulterer in bed, but my troublesome friends had already kicked the 
door open. 

I thought this would be a very important turning point, but I didn’t expect 
the mood to be like this. 

I followed Fatty as we quickly left. He didn’t take me back to the ditch, but 
climbed over a ravine in the distance and kept walking. It took at least half 
an hour before we finally came to a stop. 

I didn’t know what the others would think of this person, but this situation 
was very inconvenient for us. Moreover, Fatty didn’t trust Xiao Hua’s group. 

He lit a small fire and tamped it down with stones. The boy on the other side 
had already been firmly bound with vines. 

At such a close distance, I looked at his face carefully and found that my 
knowledge of my own face wasn’t as clear as that of other people’s faces. 
Even if I looked at it closely, I couldn’t find any flaws. Besides, I didn’t have 
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anything to compare it to now. But under this kind of firelight, the face still 
looked a little handsome. 

Fatty was looking at the boy with a livid expression on his face. 

“Why didn’t you warn me…” I asked him. 

“At that time, he was standing in a position so suitable for a sneak attack 
that he was practically asking for it. I didn’t have much time to think it over. 
He just needed to take a few more steps and it wouldn’t have been so easy, 
so I took the initiative,” Fatty said. “Fortunately, this boy is as weak as you, 
but he really does looks like you. If I hadn’t met you first, this boy would’ve 
surely killed us all. Now I’m starting to doubt it.” 

We looked at each other and I asked him, “Who are you?” 

The other party looked at me but didn’t speak. His face was calm, but I still 
found that he was surprised by my appearance even though he hid it well. 

“Who the hell are you?” I asked again. He frowned but still didn’t speak. 

The anger in my heart suddenly rose up. Although this boy looked good, his 
expression was unpleasant. I never knew I had a face that looked like I 
needed a beating. 

No wonder things had been so bad before. If everything went well here, I 
would have to fix the feng shui on my face when I went back. 

“It’s useless to ask that,” Fatty said. “Being able to pretend to this extent 
shows that he knows the two of us very well. Since we asked him who he 
was, he knows he’s been exposed and won’t say anything more. Now he has 
to suffer a little. Get out of the way, I’ll smash his fingers one by one.” Fatty 
picked up a stone on one side and reached out to tear the guy’s mask off. 

I knew Fatty wasn’t bluffing and would really do what he said, but the other 
party still didn’t respond. First, I didn’t want Fatty to hurt this guy since I 
didn’t know where he came from. Second, I figured my appearance here 
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may be unexpected, so Fatty’s threat wasn’t as effective as mine. I stood up 
and stopped Fatty before picking up a stone from the side and walking 
towards him. 

I certainly wouldn’t do it; I was only trying to scare him. But it was more 
effective than Fatty since the boy immediately lifted his head. I walked up to 
him and stopped. 

“If you hit me, you’ll regret it.” The boy suddenly said in a voice very similar 
to mine. 

But at this time, I recognized the flaw. Although the voice was very similar, 
his tone was still somewhat different from mine. 

That was it. I stopped my hand and said, “Why?” 

“Because I’m really your nephew,” he said. 

I couldn’t help but sneer, an almost unconscious reflection of the sneer in 
my heart. This was a person’s normal reaction after hearing a definite lie. 

I didn’t know what effect this sneer had on my Uncle Three’s face, but the 
man’s body shrank back a little even though his expression was still callous 
and calm. 

I felt my heart stir when I realized this guy’s body and face weren’t 
synchronized. It seemed even more likely that he was wearing a mask, but 
the craftsmanship of this one didn’t seem to be very good and couldn’t 
accurately show his facial movements. Maybe his real face was already 
showing a terrified expression. 

I felt a pleasant sensation at the thought of this and mocked myself for 
apparently having a very deep self-abuse complex. When I kicked him to the 
ground, he rolled over and desperately pressed his tied hands underneath 
him. 
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“If you want to keep your fingers, tell the truth,” Fatty said from off to the 
side. “You must have learned all about Master Three’s temper while doing 
your investigation.” 

The man looked at me as I pulled a cigarette from my pocket and remained 
silent. I knew that talking would give him a chance to breathe and think, so I 
continued to press forward. 

He got up and backed all the way to a tree, but there was a bush behind it so 
he couldn’t retreat anymore. “I’m really Wu Xie!” He immediately cried out. 
“I don’t know why you think I’m a fake. You’d better show me some 
evidence.” 

I’m the evidence. I’m the real Wu Xie, I thought to myself. 

Fatty went up and said, “Evidence, right? Here’s your proof.” Fatty went to 
tear his mask off and pulled at it for a long time but didn’t manage to tear it 
off. 

“Shit, that’s strange. This face seems to be real,” Fatty said. 

I didn’t know the technology, nor did I know why it wouldn’t come off. I also 
went up and tugged at it a few times, only to find that this face was the 
same as a real one. 

I felt a shock go through my heart and I immediately noticed Fatty looking at 
me suspiciously, “Damn, don’t tell me…” 

“Don’t guess.” I touched my face. “We just don’t know the trick. Don’t 
guess.” 

As Fatty tugged the fake Wu Xie’s face a few more times, his own face 
quickly revealed a completely suspicious look. He glanced at me and 
involuntarily pressed his hand against his gun. A terrible feeling started 
churning in my heart and the sudden distrust made me feel a little 
suffocated.  
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Chapter 29 Difficult to Distinguish True 
from False 

I never expected to see such a scene. Since the beginning of this mystery, 
there had never been such a thing as my companions not trusting me. 

Along the way, I had always doubted this and that and now it was finally my 
turn to be doubted? 

No, this absolutely was not possible. If my companions no longer trusted 
me, then everything I could rely on in this mystery would be gone. I 
immediately said to Fatty, “Ask questions and don’t be fooled by him. If you 
have any doubts, ask me a question.” 

Fatty looked between me and the other Wu Xie. “Let him answer first and 
determine who’s telling the truth,” I said hastily. 

Fatty’s hand holding the gun slowly loosened and he walked up to me and 
said, “No, I believe my first feeling. Let’s continue.” He went up to the guy 
and said, “Let’s have a tacit understanding. I’ll ask you a question and if you 
can’t answer, be good and tell the truth. How about it?” 

The man looked at me and Fatty before suddenly shaking his head, “No, 
you’re right. There’s no need to waste time.” 

Fatty grinned at me, but the man suddenly said to me, “You tell this fatty to 
go away and I’ll tell you what this is all about.” 

Fatty was fuming and started scolding him, “Boy, I thought you must be a 
tough character if you could dress like this. You sure changed real quick.” 

The guy laughed, “It’s not that I’m not tough, I just don’t think it’s worth it 
because I’m on Master Three’s side. But I can only tell Master Three. If 
you’re here, I won’t talk. If you don’t believe me, you can try to extract a 
confession. If you kill me, you’ll regret it when you learn the truth.” 
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I glanced at Fatty and saw he still wanted to keep scolding him. I knew it 
would waste time, so I gestured at him and asked him to accept it so we 
could know what the truth was quicker. Fatty walked bitterly towards the 
woods. 

I turned to ‘Wu Xie’, “Don’t fool me. It’s meaningless for you to delay.” 

He looked at Fatty walking away and said, “Little Master Three, I’m not that 
simple. And things aren’t as simple as you think.” 

I paused for a moment and then looked at the “me” who was staring back at 
me with a smile. For some reason, the atmosphere suddenly felt different. 

I didn’t answer him as I wondered what was going on here. Did he find 
anything wrong with my disguise, or did he really know my true identity? I 
had only been silent for a moment when he added, “You don’t have to think 
about it. Long-term thinking has already exposed the problem. Besides, I 
really know what’s going on.” 

I didn’t show any expression and just threw away the stone in my hand 
before finding a place to sit down. 

The man watched Fatty leave slowly and then crouched down in the bush on 
one side before saying, “Little Master Three, I’m with Master Hua.” 

“Xiao Hua?” 

He nodded. “Little Master Three, do you remember another man wearing a 
Master Three mask who went to dig out Wang Ba Qiu’s nest behind his 
back? That person was me.” 

“Oh,” I remembered. Indeed, it wasn’t me who played the decisive role in 
the Changsha incident, but a man I had never met before, Xiao Hua’s buddy. 
Xiao Hua had said he didn’t put any money on me during the whole gamble. 

“I took part in Master’s Hua’s whole scheme,” he said. “You may not be very 
impressed with me. In fact, this isn’t the first time we met. To a large extent, 
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we’re old friends.” When the other party said these words, his tone was 
surprisingly calm. “I worked in Master Three’s store before and was the one 
that went to your shop to take inventory. You usually don’t look straight at 
people’s faces, so you didn’t have much of an impression of me. Your buddy 
Wang Meng is a very good friend of mine.” 

I felt a little sentimental, which was kind of inappropriate given the 
circumstances. ‘Wu Xie’ went on to say, “And I was placed here to observe 
you as well.” 

“I don’t understand.” I shook my head. “I have absolute trust in Xiao Hua, so 
you don’t have to sow discord between us. If you talk nonsense again, I’ll kill 
you.” 

“I know it’s hard for you to believe, but Master Hua planned it this way. It 
wasn’t for his own purpose, Little Master Three. Many things were handed 
down from the previous generation.” The guy smiled and I found that it was 
actually very similar to my own. 

It was really a very strange thing to have a battle of wits with someone who 
looked so similar to me. When I looked at his expression, my mind kept 
freezing and I realized that although ‘Wu Xie’ looked very similar to me, he 
definitely wasn’t as easy to deal with as me. 

But there wasn’t any more discord in my heart because of his words. After 
so many experiences, I couldn’t easily believe anything. Even if Xiao Hua said 
these things himself in front of me, I wouldn’t believe it. In this huge 
mystery, I could only believe what I saw, which was already basic common 
sense. 

I looked at him coldly and wondered what he would say next. I knew that 
the calmer I was, the easier it would be to find flaws in his words. And it was 
only when I found his flaws that I could get more information. 

“I’m also not willing to follow Master Hua’s arrangement, but I just have to 
perform. I put on your mask, got here before you, and joined Boss Qiu’s 
team.” 
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“What’s the purpose? I want to know.” 

“Little Master Three, Boss Qiu knows a lot of things you don’t. Your Uncle 
Three’s been running this business all his life and you know his purpose very 
well. It’s the same for Master Hua. But since I joined Qiu Dekao’s team, you 
mustn’t appear again. If Master Hua had been more ruthless, he could have 
killed you. But he still believed in justice in the end, so he gave you a layer of 
skin and let you come.” 

Everything the man said seemed logical, but I found that he was vague on 
many details. 

I was also a person who liked to deceive people, so I knew there were two 
possibilities for such a dialogue: one was that this person liked to point out 
subtleties and wanted others to think that he was very shrewd; the other 
was that this person didn’t know the details of the matter at all and 
deliberately used this way of speaking in order to avoid intense scrutiny. 

Under the current circumstances, no one would usually be in the mood to 
keep lying. It wasn’t like we were picking up girls, after all. 

He was obviously talking nonsense, so I came to a decision. 

After he finished speaking, I looked at him quietly and said, “I asked you 
what the purpose was.” 

He gave me an assessing look. He didn’t panic in the face of my question, 
nor did he show any timidity, but he obviously found it a little difficult to 
answer. After a long silence, he eventually said, “I really have a whole new 
level of respect for you.” 

“If you don’t answer, I’ll have Fatty come back. I told you, there’s no point in 
delaying. I don’t want to talk about this with you, I just want to know the 
answer to my question. You were talking nonsense before,” I said to him. 
“Last chance.” 
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He bowed his head and smiled before saying, “Well then, I’ll tell you the 
truth.” He looked at his left pocket. “My phone is in my pocket. You can take 
it out and see the text inside. You’ll know what’s going on after reading it. 
It’s useless for me to say anything now when you can see it with your own 
eyes.” 

I looked at his pants pocket and figured it was reasonable. I went up to him 
and reached for it, but as soon as I touched it, I found that it was empty. 

I looked at him and saw him smile at me. In an instant, his hands that had 
been tied behind his back were free of the rope. He grabbed my neck and 
hooked my feet at the same time. When I lost my balance and fell on him, 
he turned over and pressed me to the ground. 

My throat had been blocked by his stranglehold and I couldn’t say a word. 
He looked at me coldly. Seeing my face like that drove me absolutely crazy, 
what the hell is going on here? Am I going to be strangled by myself? 

“You’re right, I’m really talking nonsense. Although you’ve improved a lot, 
you’re still too trusting of people.” When he said this, he picked up the 
stone I had just thrown away and hit me hard on the forehead. 

I didn’t even feel the pain; all I felt was dizziness. Then, another blow 
landed. 

“There’s only one thing I’m not talking nonsense about. I’m really on your 
Uncle Three’s side,” he continued. “Unfortunately, you’re not as important 
as you think you are. On the way to the underworld, try and guess who I 
am!” 

The third blow hit me and I lost consciousness. 
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Chapter 30 Isolated and Helpless 

It was the cold stream that woke me up. When I opened my eyes, I was lying 
between two mossy stones, behind which was a small cliff. The stream 
formed by rainwater flowed down from the cliff and rushed directly onto my 
face. 

It was very cold and my hands and feet were almost numb, but it wasn’t the 
first time for me to wake up in such a state. I knew everything would be 
better in a few minutes, but I also couldn’t lay there and do nothing. I tried 
hard to move my hands and feet and felt my body slowly start to respond. 
Then, I tried to move several more times and finally managed to stand up. 

It was already bright and fog was everywhere. 

Where am I? 

I got up and tried to rub my body to speed up the blood flow. As I slowly 
warmed up and my mind became clear, I immediately noticed that 
something was off—the vegetation here wasn’t the same as the vegetation I 
saw before I was knocked unconscious. 

Shit, that bastard. My heart was alight with abuse, but I didn’t have the 
strength to shout out my grievances. 

“Unfortunately, you’re not as important as you think you are. On the way to 
the underworld, try and guess who I am!” I immediately remembered his 
last words and wondered what they meant. 

If he was someone I didn’t know at all, then he wouldn’t have said such a 
thing. Did I really know him? 

My mind was in turmoil and I suddenly realized that I should have cut his 
mask off with a knife the first time instead of trying to rip it off. 

I couldn’t remember who told me that it wasn’t foolproof to use a human 
skin mask to change into another person. First of all, the person you wanted 
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to change your face to had to be somewhat similar to you. I was related by 
blood to Uncle Three—or Xie Lianhuan—and my face shape was basically 
similar, so it was possible to do. If it wasn’t similar, it would be impossible to 
change your face shape to match the person you wanted to copy. 

I couldn’t figure out who he really was, and the pain and cold I felt all over 
also made it hard to think deeply. Judging from the man’s skill, he wasn’t 
particularly strong, but he was at least better than me. 

I looked around. I had to be in a mountain stream that had dried up for a 
long time since the ground was full of fist-sized pebbles and weeds were 
growing among them. Since the mountain climate was humid, all the stones 
were covered in a thick layer of moss and the small stream of water flowing 
down the cliff seeped under them. I could hear the sound of the water but 
couldn’t see it. 

I looked around at the trees—the trunks were thick and covered in moss. 
The humidity in this place was completely different from the place where I 
had been knocked out. 

Had I been taken far away? 

I still had a headache and felt dizzy for a while, but my body was much 
better than before thanks to all kinds of blows I had received during this 
period. It was always good to receive blows as long as it didn’t destroy or kill 
you. I found a relatively large stone and sat down, feeling kind of afraid to 
touch my face. 

In fact, it wasn’t my face I wanted to touch, but my mask. I knew the man 
meant to kill me, but Fatty was nearby, so the guy couldn’t make much 
noise. Otherwise, I wouldn’t have woken up. But even if I didn’t die, the 
injuries on my face would be beyond my control. 

My mood was very strange and I didn’t know whether I wanted this mask to 
be ruined or not. In short, there were conflicting ideas. The only advantage 
of this mask was that it brought a lot of people here, but after that, it 
seemed to bring me all kinds of trouble. 
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When I touched my forehead with my hand, I knew it was severe—I felt 
extreme pain coming from the place where I had been struck. My face inside 
the mask must have been completely bruised, but the surface of the mask 
wasn’t damaged at all. 

It didn’t seem so easy to escape from such a life. Whoever made the mask 
must have fully considered any possibilities. 

The mask covered my face, so I couldn’t check the wound, but it didn’t seem 
all that serious to me. I didn’t see a stream and I couldn’t look in a mirror, so 
I had to forget about it and figure out where I was. 

I walked all the way along the cliff until I got to an area where it gradually 
dropped in height. I discovered a place where I could use my strength to 
climb up and found that it was a very steep slope. Strangely, there were a 
few trees on the slope and only some small shrubs. This was a debris flow 
slope, which might have been caused by a landslide in recent years. 

I must have rolled down this slope. I moved my hands and feet, surprised 
that my body hadn’t fallen apart after rolling down something like this. But 
after moving around a little, I found that I felt a very uncomfortable pain all 
over my body. 

It was different from ordinary bruises, so I knew it had to be the pain of 
injured bones. It was just that my body hadn’t fully recovered and I was still 
cold. After a while, all kinds of injuries would surface and I might not even 
be able to walk. 

I leaned against a tree and looked at the surrounding environment. I could 
imagine what kind of scene it was last night. The place where I had stayed 
yesterday must’ve been above this slope. After that bastard knocked me 
out, he must have pushed me down and I rolled over the small cliff. I didn’t 
know whether he wanted to kill me, but he obviously didn’t want Fatty to 
find me again. 

There wasn’t such a steep slope in the area where Fatty and I had 
questioned him yesterday, so he must have dragged me along for quite 
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some time. There was probably a slim chance I would find Fatty when I went 
back. 

I lifted my leg and started to walk towards the slope, stopping and resting 
often. It took me more than an hour before the plants began to look 
familiar, but I was still a long way from the top. I couldn’t walk anymore, but 
after looking down, I saw that I hadn’t walked very far at all. The slope was 
too steep and really hard to walk on. 

The last section was close to a ninety-degree angle and I had to practically 
climb on my hands and knees. Fortunately, this section was only a few 
meters. After I reached the top, I found that there was a gentle slope where 
the trees grew tall and the vines coiled and tangled with shrubs, leaving little 
room to walk. 

The sun was getting stronger and stronger as I leaned against a tree and 
basked in its light. I felt that all the pain was infinitely magnified and became 
unbearable in some places. Moreover, my whole body had lost most of its 
strength after walking for such a long time. 

Please don’t break any bones, I chanted to myself. A fracture was 
tantamount to death in this kind of place, but a few broken ribs would 
probably be ok. 

When I thought about it, I suddenly wanted to laugh. I recalled my various 
experiences over the past few years and realized that this wasn’t the first 
time I had encountered such a mess. Now that I was in this kind of situation 
again, my sense of calm was far greater than my panic. I felt like a fly, 
beaten by the flyswatter countless times but still not dead. In the end, I 
suddenly realized that my question wasn’t “why didn’t I die”, but why was I 
beaten like this and stayed trapped under the flyswatter? 

But I at least knew that I didn’t want to be killed here. God beat me to death 
so many times, so he certainly wouldn’t let me end it here, I thought to 
myself 
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After a light nap, I clenched my teeth and stood up again. I knelt on the 
ground to look for any traces of our passage through the bushes and 
searched bit by bit until the evening sun set. By that point, I seemed to have 
returned to the place where Fatty had interrogated the boy before. 

We came here at night, so there wasn’t any special geographical feature 
that I could remember and now I didn’t have any impressions at all. Of 
course, Fatty was nowhere to be found. 

I didn’t stop but continued to try and recall the way back in hopes of finding 
the place where the foreigners had camped. There would be bonfire 
remnants and garbage there, so if I find those things, I could determine the 
location of other places. 

I didn’t know where I went wrong this time, but I didn’t find anything at all. 
No matter how carefully I looked for signs of broken shrubs, or how hard I 
tried to remember the location, there was absolutely nothing. 
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Chapter 31 Ghost Appears 

After it became completely dark, the moon gradually rose. I found a tree to 
lean on and felt my heart waver for the first time. I couldn’t help thinking, 
am I totally going in the wrong direction? Did I follow the wrong route when 
I walked all the way here? I also couldn’t remember whether I had learned 
how to find traces based on foliage damage from TV or if Fatty had taught 
me. Was it all a bluff? 

“It’s only the first day,” I immediately told myself as I began to think about 
what Fatty would’ve done last night. If he discovered that I wasn’t there, 
then he couldn’t go back alone and proceed with the team as if nothing had 
happened. Since fake Wu Xie and I were both gone, he would definitely 
assume that I must’ve been taken away by him, in which case Fatty would 
definitely go back and inform the others. 

No, Fatty wouldn’t notify anyone else. Based on his recent performance, he 
didn’t trust anyone now. Moreover, how would he say such a thing when he 
went back? 

If Pan Zi were there, he might inform him, but now he would definitely try to 
find me out here alone. 

I continued to speculate on what I would think first if I were in his shoes. He 
would feel that I was taken away by fake Wu Xie, who would either take me 
back to the foreigners’ team or kill me. He would determine which one was 
more likely according to the situation at that time and take corresponding 
measures. In short, it was very likely that he went out to find me by himself. 

Of course, I couldn’t ignore another possibility; that is, the guy might have 
gone back to ambush Fatty after finishing me off. But I didn’t believe Fatty 
was easy to sneak up on. And since the guy dragged me so far down the 
steep slope, he was definitely trying to make it so that Fatty wouldn’t be 
able to find me. As a result, this possibility was unlikely. It was more reliable 
to think that Fatty was looking for me. 
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But even though Fatty had good eyes, he would’ve only been able to shout 
my name under the circumstances at that time. But I had been in a deep 
coma. What would I do if I looked for someone and shouted all night, but 
that person didn’t respond? Wait for morning and then look for any traces 
he might have left. 

Fatty obviously didn’t find me, but the area was very large and too hard to 
canvass in one day. He was probably resting somewhere in this area now. 
But with his character, I knew he wouldn’t give up so soon. 

As I was thinking all of this, I looked up at the moon in the sky. It was silent 
all around me, except for the slight chirping of insects. It was much quieter 
than it was when we first arrived during the summer and I realized that this 
was a good time to rest. 

I looked for a tree to climb up but found it too difficult. In the end, I 
continued climbing the gentle slope until I could clearly see the whole valley. 
In fact, I didn’t reach a high position but stood by an open section of a tree’s 
canopy. After standing still for a moment, I yelled at the top of my lungs, 
“Fatty!” 

With this single sound, almost all the insects stopped chirping. This seemed 
to be a very opportune angle because the sound traveled down and 
unexpectedly echoed back from the opposite mountain. It even startled a 
flock of birds into flight in the valley below. 

I was a little surprised but didn’t immediately give up. I quickly raised my 
voice and continued to yell. I called a few more times, stopped, and listened 
carefully for Fatty’s reply. 

There was no reply no matter how I called. All I heard was the sound of the 
wind in the valley. 

I thought that maybe I couldn’t hear Fatty’s voice because he didn’t have a 
natural loudspeaker like I did. I was wondering if I should make a torch so 
that he could see my location, coordinate with my voice calling him, and 
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maybe find me here, but at this time, I suddenly heard the sound of a 
rustling bush coming from the gentle slope below me. 

I didn’t have a flashlight. When I looked down, all I saw was the area 
mottled by moonlight, but I couldn’t see anything. 

“Fatty?” I called immediately. I heard the rustling in the bushes quickly move 
from one side to the other at a very fast speed. 

I immediately shut up, thinking that if Fatty could move through the bushes 
at such a fast speed, then he must be a ninja. There had to be an animal 
down there, and it wasn’t a small one based on how much noise it was 
making. 

I thought of the lynx in this mountain and touched the ground at my feet. 
Luckily, there were a lot of stones around me. I grabbed one and threw it at 
the place where the noise had come from. 

The stone hit the bushes and bounced several times. I threw out another 
two, certain I wouldn’t miss, but the thing left quickly, the bushes continuing 
to shake until it slowly disappeared. 

Was it a wild boar or something? I breathed a sigh of relief, thinking that I 
had to find a tree to climb up; otherwise, there was a big possibility of 
encountering wild animals. I had to rest well tonight, or I would be ruined 
tomorrow. The further I delayed, the lower my chances of survival were. If I 
couldn’t find any clues by noon tomorrow, I would have to go back to the 
place with the stream so that I could drink some water and follow it to find a 
way out. 

The stream would probably lead to the canal beside Banai, or at least I 
hoped so. 

I held the tree trunk and walked down the gentle slope again. At this time, I 
was already struggling to walk and just wanted to find a bush-covered area 
quickly so that I could go to bed after shouting a few more times. But after 
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taking a few steps, I suddenly felt that something was wrong. In the mottled 
moonlight, I saw a short tree in the dark that looked a little strange. 

I felt my heart jolt as I stood and looked at it carefully. I suddenly realized 
that it wasn’t a tree, but a person. 

The figure’s shoulders were completely collapsed like a ghost and he was 
standing motionless in the darkness. I couldn’t even tell if he had been there 
the entire time. 

I froze in place, not knowing whether I should rush to catch him or turn my 
head and run. Then I realized that I couldn’t do either now and the choice 
was in his hands. 

I simply stopped moving and stood there looking at him. He didn’t move 
either, and in the dark, I didn’t even know if he was facing me or had his 
back turned. 

If the latter, he would now be motionless with his face against a tree, which 
was really creepy. Was this thing human or not? 

My hands began to sweat as we stood there in a long stalemate. Then, I 
suddenly saw him standing with a very strange posture. It was probably 
because of his body structure, which didn’t seem like something a human 
being could manage at all. 

I thought for a while and realized that it was an invitation for me to come 
over. I felt buzzing in my head, but before I could react, the shadow moved 
toward the bottom of the gentle slope. 

He was—telling me to follow him? 

Confused, I saw the shadow take a few steps, stop, and make a movement. 
It was still the same meaning—follow me. 

I thought for a moment and realized that if it was bad for me, it wouldn’t be 
necessary to do this. He didn’t kill me out here in the wilderness, and if I 
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didn’t go, he might think I wasn’t worth it and would be all too happy to kill 
me right here. 

I held the tree trunk and walked with him. 

I didn’t know how long we had been walking, but every time I couldn’t hold 
on, he would stop and wait for me. After a while, he suddenly stopped and I 
also immediately stopped. I didn’t dare get too close to him, because I had a 
genuine fear of what he might really look like. 

I looked up and found that there was a huge rock in front of me. It was so 
big, in fact, that I couldn’t see the top of it. In the moonlight, a huge cave 
appeared in the rock wall, with a faint light coming from it. 

He walked into the cave without looking back, but I hesitated for a moment. 
Nothing ventured, nothing gained, I told myself before following him in. A 
few meters after I entered the cave, the firelight became brighter and I 
finally saw him sitting there, the original black shadow clearly illuminated. 

When he motioned me to sit down in front of him, I felt my heart beat 
faster. I looked at his face and body and started trembling a little. 

It really was a person; or at least, he should’ve been. But now, no one would 
doubt that he came from another world. 

His whole body was like a mass of wax that had quickly melted at first. All 
the skin was mottled with holes, but the melting process seemed to have 
stopped abruptly. His shoulders were practically nonexistent, his hands hung 
on both sides of his body, and all the flesh and skin on his shoulders were 
wrapped around his body. I could even see the joints through the thin skin 
covering his shoulder bones. 

His whole face had been melted and his hair was so long and unkempt that 
it was practically knotted together. 
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But I found that he didn’t have a beard. If his hair was so long, then his 
beard should be very long, too. But I couldn’t see a beard on this man’s face 
at all. 

I felt a little scared and thought of a possibility that made me 
uncomfortable, is this a woman? 

He was bare to the waist, but it was completely impossible to tell whether 
he was a man or a woman from his upper body. His physical appearance had 
been damaged to such an extent that it was pointless to wonder whether he 
was a man or a woman. But if a man became like this, I could accept it. After 
all, if I put myself in his shoes, as long as my heart was steeled, I wouldn’t be 
unable to cope with it. But if she was a woman, then she was awfully pitiful. 

Maybe the hair follicles on his face have just been damaged, I thought to 
myself. It’s not like I can take his pants off just to see if he’s a man or a 
woman. 

He didn’t speak, but grabbed the dead branches and leaves on the side with 
his hand and threw them into the bonfire. As the fire slowly flared up, I saw 
that there were other amazing things in the cave. 
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Chapter 32 Secrets in Caves 

There were piles of old wooden boxes, several of which had been opened. 
There was a lot of straw in them—all rotten and blackened—which had 
mortar shells nestled in them. All the oil paper that was torn looked 
completely rusted. 

On the other side, I could see several mortars and shotguns that had been 
neatly placed. 

It appeared this was the guy who had bombarded us earlier. 

“A lot of them are useless,” the guy suddenly said as he watched me looking 
at everything. His voice was so faint that I still couldn’t tell if he was a man 
or a woman. 

I turned to him and he handed me a military porcelain cup that was full of 
boiled water. I was surprised that he could speak. I figured I could accept it if 
he only made some strange sounds, but now he was making sounds that 
were so easy to understand. Then I realized that he was a human being. It 
was common to have a physical disability and not have a bad voice. 

“You…” I didn’t know what to say. 

“Wu Sanxing, you got old too.” He looked at me and seemed to be smiling, 
but any expression on that face seemed very strange. “No matter how old 
you get, there’s always someone who will recognize you, unlike me.” 

I paused and suddenly realized that I was wearing Uncle Three’s mask. I was 
surprised that he could call out Uncle Three’s name, but that must’ve meant 
this guy actually knew him. 

“Do you know me?” 

“Well, after thirty years, you probably didn’t think I was still alive.” 
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“Who are you?” It suddenly dawned on me why he had brought me here. If 
he really knew Uncle Three, then he would’ve also been surprised to see him 
suddenly appear in the wild mountains. 

I reflexively stared at his face, trying to figure out who he was. But I was Wu 
Xie and had none of Uncle Three’s memories, so I quickly realized that it was 
futile. 

“I never expected to meet you again in such a place.” His pronunciation was 
very strange. It was a strong dialect that wasn’t Guangxi, but I couldn’t tell 
where it was from. “You certainly don’t recognize me.” His misshapen hand 
was flipping through the debris pile on one side and I noticed that his nails 
were yellow and very thick. 

This was the man who had tried to steal the box from me in Poker-Face’s 
“former residence”. 

Now I understood. 

He dug for a while, took something out from the debris pile, and then tossed 
it to me. 

I barely caught it and found that it was a small object folded with a thin coin. 
I couldn’t see what it was but it appeared to be a five-pointed star. 

In the past, when aluminum coins were put on railway tracks, the passing 
trains would press them into aluminum foil, which could be folded into 
various small things. When my father took me to see the trains when I was 
younger, he often pressed several for me. But the coins were still valuable at 
that time, so this kind of thing was generally only done by relatively rich 
people. 

If he was giving me this thing, did that mean Uncle Three would remember 
who he was when he saw this? It seemed that the other party had some 
kind of close relationship with Uncle Three. 
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My mind was racing as all the information pieced together the many stories 
in my head. Who was this person? 

He knew Uncle Three and participated in the archaeological team’s project, 
so was he also a descendant of the older generation and Uncle Three’s 
peer? A scene popped into my head: a young man took part in an 
archaeological team’s project but got caught in a trap after entering the 
mountain. His body festered all over and others thought he was dead, but 
he survived and was rescued by young hunters from a nearby village. He was 
treated with herbs and then recovered, but became disabled and lived in 
seclusion in the mountains, continuing to survive. In order to protect others 
from such harm, he played tricks in the mountains and scared many people 
away. However, more and more bad people were attracted by the legend of 
treasure, and then the heir of the archaeological team finally appeared. He 
watched and waited for the perfect opportunity to show himself, while also 
feeling very conflicted because he had now become a monster. While 
threatening the team and trying to scare them off, he suddenly ran into his 
good friend XXX, who grew up with him. Now they had recognized each 
other and were ready to start mutually complaining… 

What would happen next? Was he going to try and persuade me that this 
was dangerous and turning back was the only way? If I listened, then I would 
have to obediently go back. But how was that possible? I was certain I 
wouldn’t listen, and then he would turn against me and eventually kill me, 
or just watch me take risks and let me die. If it was a sad ending, then he 
might reluctantly become my guide and we would enter the Zhang family’s 
ancient building together. In the end, he would die to save me. But before 
he died, he would tell me, “You see? I told you so long ago. You must get out 
alive!” 

I shook my head and got rid of these cliché TV drama ideas. Of course, such 
a thing wouldn’t happen in real life. In fact, he probably didn’t plan on 
seeing me at all and was at a loss as to what to do. Maybe he just wanted to 
catch up with me for old time’s sake. 
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But this man had used mortars to attack us. I wasn’t sure if he knew I was 
part of the team at that time, but judging from the merciless things he had 
done, he wasn’t afraid to hurt others and had no qualms with killing people. 

If that was the case, then I couldn’t relax too much. I knew too little about 
him. In case he and my Uncle Three had been enemies for a long time and I 
hadn’t said a word just now, I would probably be killed. His pants were 
bulging, so I knew he had to be a guy. 

I pretended to think and then made a slightly shocked expression, “Is that 
you?” I made my expression look downcast, “How did you become like 
this?” 

“Can’t you guess?” He took a sip of water and suddenly asked, “Which side 
are you on now?” 

What? What does this sentence mean? 

I wanted to slap my own mouth. I suddenly felt like I was under a lot of 
pressure. This kind of dialogue was too jumpy and contained too much 
information. Only people with a very deep understanding of the situation 
could continue the conversation. I didn’t even know what kind of question 
he was asking. If it went on like this, I would definitely reveal the truth. 

“On your side.” I thought for a while and figured this would be the safest 
answer. 

But as soon as I finished speaking, he unexpectedly began to laugh strangely, 
“Wu Sanxing, will you be on my side? What happened outside to make you 
like this?” 

At this point, I was already throwing caution to the wind, so I drank some 
water and said, “Times have changed.” 

“Then you also agree now that all these things shouldn’t be known to the 
outside world?” 
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“No,” I said. 

He didn’t continue speaking, and the atmosphere fell into a deep silence. 

“What exactly happened to you back then?” I asked tentatively. 

I had been thinking about this sentence for a long time. Based on his 
attitude, Uncle Three certainly didn’t participate in the activities here. This 
person’s appearance must have been caused by entering the Zhang family’s 
ancient building, so Uncle Three probably didn’t know the details of what 
had happened here. As a result, it was safer for me to ask this question. 

“They gave up,” he said. “They gave up on me, but they certainly didn’t 
expect that I would survive.” 

“You’ve been in these mountains for so many years?” 

“Where else could I go?” He asked. 

I looked at the debris around him, noticing a lot of modern supplies that 
wouldn’t have been left by them at that time. “I’m very familiar with these 
mountains and there’s a village outside if I’m hungry. And I still have these 
things.” He pointed behind him. “When they left, they dropped everything 
here in order to carry the dismembered bodies. I use mortars as traps and 
can hit a lot of good things.” 

“Have you ever thought of going out to find us?” 

“In this mountain, I’m safe. I can’t walk out of this village alive.” As he said 
this, he stood up. “Come with me.” 

He took a burning branch from the bonfire and walked into the cave, which 
was more than ten meters deep. When I walked close to the bottom, I found 
a big pit that was about three or four diameters and emitting a strange 
smell. 
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He threw the branch into the bottom of the pit, illuminating piles of bones 
that were all yellow and mixed into the mud at the bottom. I didn’t know 
how many there were. 

“These people have been looking for that place for decades. They must not 
have realized that they would die by my hands.” 

I was shocked, “Did you kill all these people?” 

“They’re dead as soon as they enter the building anyway. Rather than die in 
that demonic place, they can die by my hands. There can be no more dead 
people in that building. If there are more dead people, then there will be 
enough food.” 

I looked at the pit and then at the fire outside. The two places were only a 
few meters apart but the bodies had been thrown into the pit. Wasn’t he 
afraid of the stinking odor of rotting flesh? They should’ve at least been 
buried. This man was clearly crazy. Did he like to watch the corpses rot? 

He kept a certain distance from me, looking like a ghost again with the 
firelight behind him. “There’s nothing anyone can do if it’s full,” he 
repeated. 

I didn’t quite understand and was just about to start asking questions when I 
suddenly heard a strange sound come from the bottom of the pit, as if there 
was something else down there. 

What? Are there wild animals in the pit? These bodies didn’t rot to the bone, 
but were eaten? 

As the burning branch at the bottom of the pit grew dimmer and dimmer, 
several skulls rolled out of the darkness. 

“What’s in there?” I finally asked. 

Before I could finish asking, something rolled out of the darkness, and I 
couldn’t help feeling dumbfounded. 
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It was Fatty. He was stripped naked with his hands and feet firmly tied up. 
His mouth had also been tied with a cloth and he rolled in the mud like a pig 
at the slaughter. 

“Why is he here?” 

“I saw him in the village. He’s your man, so I didn’t do it,” the man said. “He 
was looking for you around here during the day.” 

“Quick, let him go,” I said. 

Ghost pulled out a knife from his waist and threw it into the pit. Fatty 
immediately rolled over and grabbed the knife against his body. Then, he 
quickly cut the rope, tore off the cloth covering his mouth, shook all his fat, 
and rushed toward the side of the pit, “I’ll kill you!” 

He had barely rushed up when Ghost pulled Fatty’s “Doraemon” from 
behind his back and pointed it at Fatty. I immediately made up my mind, 
“One of my own, one of my own.” 

“One of your own?” Fatty looked at me. “Master Three, you have too many 
contacts. You also have business dealings with aliens?” 

“It’s a long story, it’s a long story,” I immediately said while giving Fatty a 
wink. 

Fatty was obviously very angry. Anyone who was stripped and thrown into 
the mud definitely wouldn’t feel comfortable at all. He cursed more than a 
dozen times before he calmed down and shouted to Ghost, “Where are my 
clothes, you son of a bitch?” 

Ghost walked back, found some clothes in the mess, and then threw them 
to Fatty. 

Fatty grabbed me and asked, “What’s going on?” 

“I don’t know, don’t ask,” I mouthed at him. 
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Fatty scolded Ghost, “Monster, I was walking on the road just fine when you 
got me with your fucking sneak attack. Hope you have the fucking nerve to 
practice with me alone.” 

Ghost ignored him and asked me, “Since you’re on my side, why are you 
here?” 

I sat down and ran through the whole story in my head for a while. Then, I 
gave him the rough idea that my nephew’s friend was trapped in the Zhang 
family’s ancient building and I had to save him. 

“Is that group of people… are they related to you?” He bowed his head. 

“Have you seen them?” 

“One of them was a young man with a sword,” Ghost said. 

I quickly nodded, “Yes.” 

“They’re dead,” he said. “They entered the building and are no longer in this 
world.” 

I glanced at Fatty, who was trying to rub the mud off. He wasn’t listening at 
all and just kept swearing. 

“Impossible,” I said. “He’s seen them before. They’re still alive and…” 

“You don’t believe it?” Ghost drank some water, “You two come with me, I’ll 
show you the truth about this place.” 
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Chapter 33 The Truth of the Mountain 

Ghost took us out of the cave without even lighting a torch and then walked 
up the huge rock. 

When Fatty put on his clothes, his neckline was still covered in mud. He was 
already tired of scolding and gestured at me several times, silently asking if I 
wanted to subdue Ghost, but I shook my head. Ghost’s previous agility and 
his demeanor of keeping his distance from us gave me a very strong 
feeling—even if he looked like this, his skills had to be above ours. 

Just imagine, this person had stayed in the mountains for such a long time 
and didn’t leave. He was obviously aware of his surroundings and found it 
impossible to fully relax even when he saw an old friend. Although he was 
walking casually, he had to be very vigilant. If Fatty wanted to attack, I didn’t 
think the probability of success was high. 

I couldn’t talk to Fatty about this, so I ignored him and told him what had 
happened to me before. “Damn,” Fatty said. “I tied him up tight. How did he 
break free? Surprisingly, that guy wasn’t a pushover. Is your face alright?” 

“Maybe he had a knife on him,” I said. “We didn’t frisk him, which was 
clearly a mistake. Time was too short.” 

“It’s bone contraction,” Ghost said while turning to look back at us. He was 
far away from us, but clearly heard what we were talking about. “Wu 
Sanxing, you don’t even know this?” 

I knew that I shouldn’t talk anymore and immediately said, “No, I was on 
guard. It wasn’t bone contraction.” 

Ghost didn’t speak again, so I motioned for Fatty not to say anything else. 

After walking for more than ten minutes, a cave appeared in the rock face. 
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When we walked into it, we saw that it was full of clay pots. Ghost picked up 
a branch from the side, stretched it into one of the pots, and lit it. He then 
picked up another pot filled with water and poured it on the wall. 

I knew what he wanted to do and immediately went to help. Soon, the 
water had seeped into the rocks. 

The lighted branch was leaning against the rock wall and we immediately 
saw that the whole rock wall was full of strange shadows. 

After soaking in water, the whole wall presented a translucent texture like 
jade. 

“These are the stone men,” Fatty said. “Fuck me, there are so many of them. 
If they come out, we’re done for.” 

“Do you know how many of these things are in this stone? Do you know 
their real origin?” Ghost asked Fatty. 

Fatty shook his head, “Isn’t this the mountain god here?” 

Ghost shook his head and looked at me. I didn’t show whether I knew or 
not, just touched the rock wall and looked thoughtful. 

“These are all people,” he said. 

“I’ll start with how this demon building was constructed. When we 
conducted archaeological research on it, we made several speculations,” he 
said. “We believed that there were a large number of underground karst 
cave systems in this area of Guangxi and that the Zhang family’s ancient 
building probably used one of these systems to develop deeper into the 
underground mountain range. But then we carried out various kinds of 
exploration on the mountain here and found that the dark cave system here 
was too complicated. With the construction scale of the Yangshi Lei 
drawings, it would’ve taken too much manpower and material resources to 
build such a huge building in the cave.” 
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It seemed that I had guessed right and he was truly a member of the 
archaeological team. 

“At first, we thought it really wasn’t feasible. We figured the Zhang family’s 
ancient building was just a distinguished family’s tomb and not an imperial 
tomb. It wasn’t a problem of financial resources—it was really difficult to 
estimate how much money this kind of tomb-raiding family had—but mainly 
a matter of convenience. In that world, as long as it wasn’t the emperor, it 
would be very difficult to carry out such a huge project in secret. 

“But after we explored the mountains, we found a problem that surprised 
us—the vegetation on the mountains here was very strange. 

“The vegetation near Yangjiao Mountain was especially different from other 
places. In particular, the trees there were all very good wood.” 

My heart thumped when I heard this and I already understood what he 
meant. “I heard that there was a big fire near Yangjiao Mountain during the 
Ming Dynasty,” I said. 

“Yes,” Ghost said coldly. “They had it planned for a long time.” 

The ancestors of the Zhang family had planned to move the building to the 
mountain as early as the Ming Dynasty, so they burned the mountain forest 
and planted wood that could be used in a thousand years. 

What kind of spirit was this? How terrible was this family that would carry 
out a hundred-year-old plan? 

“Nearly a thousand years after planting these woods, they grew into a whole 
mountain forest near Yangjiao Mountain. As a result, the craftsmen could 
use the local materials after coming in. You’ll find that there are many 
shrubs here because they were very careful to cut the trees down evenly. 

“But even if all the wood could be obtained locally, it was almost impossible 
to transport it into the underground karst cave. This kind of large building 
needed whole wooden beams, but it was impossible for this huge wood to 
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pass through such fine caves. The best way, of course, was to use 
underground rivers, so that once the wood was thrown into the water, it 
could flow into the hole. But such conditions were rare and undesirable. 
They looked for underground water systems everywhere, but the terrain 
here is too high. This is the highest place in the Guangxi mountains so it was 
absolutely impossible. 

“You’ll never be able to guess how the Zhang family transported the 
timber,” Ghost said. “Right under this rock, there’s a deep vertical hole that 
reaches almost directly to the bottom.” 

“The grave robbers’ tunnel technique,” I said. 

Ghost nodded, “Uncanny workmanship. The problem was how to dig this 
hole. Even if there were a large number of people, it would take many, many 
years to dig such holes back then. 

“All the wood was hoisted from this cave to the underground cave. 
Moreover, they also found a lot of strange ironware in the mountain 
crevices here that looked like very long spoons. They brought a lot of 
rainwater from the mountain into these gaps. We thought it was to 
accelerate the dissolution of the karst caves, which was also a measure laid 
out in the Ming Dynasty. We also found the same ironware near the 
entrance of the cave. Do you know what this means?” 

I shook my head and he continued, “This hole was washed out by thousands 
of years of rain. They set up a copper ball at the entrance of the cave and 
made a mechanism. After knocking off the rocks on the surface, the inside 
was full of easily dissolved limestone. The copper ball was very heavy, so 
when rainwater was concentrated in this hole by the ironware, the rock 
below decomposed and became brittle. The weight of the copper ball itself 
would crush the whole rock. So for nearly one thousand years, the copper 
ball had been sinking continuously until it finally penetrated the dome.” 

When you wanted to make a hole in a mountain and you had nearly a 
thousand years, many things were easy for you. 
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As I listened, the chill spreading through my body got worse. Was this 
possible? My first thought was that it was too mysterious, but my 
experience told me that it was absolutely possible. And it wouldn’t even 
take that long if the current stayed stable and contained certain chemicals. 
It would probably only take a few years to drip through a stone. This was 
also the cause of frequent landslides in many places. 

I had woken up under a mudslide slope. There had been a lot of vegetation 
there, so debris flow wouldn’t logically occur on such a large scale because 
there were many cracks in the rocks. This premise was true. 

But the most frightening thing was, why would anyone have such an idea? 

What we wanted to know was: what kind of people were they? What kind of 
life did they live? What was the purpose of this terrible design? 

“I’m sure they didn’t just find this kind of place. Too many changes would 
have occurred over a thousand years, so this place may have been one of 
the ones they chose,” Ghost said. “There are many such places in Guangxi, 
but the hinterland of the Shiwan Dashan may be the only place that can 
eventually escape the development of tourism and various industries. In a 
few years, it may be the only place to remain wild. As a result, it’s likely that 
only the Shiwan Dashan’s hinterland will be left.” 

“Have you proven all of this?” I asked him. A lot of things couldn’t be 
speculated on. 

Ghost’s only answer was, “No, but you’ll believe me after listening.” 

“Basically, all our theories could be reduced to facts, but when the 
explanation got to this point, there was a big problem.” Ghost patted the 
edge of the rock, “That is, what’s going on in this mountain? We did a lot of 
research on these rocks and soon found a very terrible truth. Then, we 
discovered the truth of the whole mountain.” He continued, “Now watch, I 
want to let you have a look at what this mountain really is. Why else would I 
say they’ll die when they enter the building?”  
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Chapter 34 Miluotuo 

“Before, the local people here called the shadows in these stones miluotuo,” 

Ghost said. “We always thought they were referring to these things in the 

stone. But after we studied the ancient books, we found that we had 

misunderstood. Miluotuo didn’t refer to these things, it meant ‘old 

grandmother’ in the Yao language. They referred to miluotuo as the whole 

mountain here." 

“The mountain?” I asked. 

“The mountain is the old grandmother and these shadows are its children. 

When we arrived here, the Yao people weren’t completely civilized and still 

attached great importance to the taboo parts of their culture. At that time, 

when we were investigating, we found that some of the best hunters here 

received a strange tattoo on their bodies when they came of age. The tattoo 

pattern was an animal similar to the Qilin. In the early days, we conducted a 

deep study of this kind of behavior and through understanding the evolution 

of their tattoos and some legends, we found that the origin of this tattoo 

had two key points. 

“The first point was from a Han tattoo master. According to the local elders’ 

legends, their tattoos didn’t look like this at the beginning. Both the 

technology and the shape of the tattoos were very simple and primitive. 

Later, a master tattoo artist of Han nationality came to teach here and the 

tattoo eventually became like this. 

“When did this Han tattoo master come to Banai? According to their 

speculation, it should have been around the Ming or Qing dynasty. There 

was very little information about him. Only one legend mentioned that he 

came here to avoid sin, but it was impossible to verify and it wasn’t 

important. The first thing we learned was that over the past thousand years, 

this tattoo had been improved by a Han Chinese. 
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“So, no one knew what the previous tattoos looked like. Fortunately, in our 

next investigation, we got some supplementary information from other Yao 

villages. 

“Legend had it that the Banai hunters created the tattoo with regional 

restrictions. It was said that only those hunters who hunt deep in Yangjiao 

Mountain need these tattoos. In everyone’s minds, Yangjiao Mountain 

seemed different from other places. 

“The second point is, what was the purpose of getting this tattoo? 

“Was it to ward off evil? Our folklore experts denied this statement. If it was 

a design to ward off evil spirits, then there should've been a corresponding 

cultural heritage in the village. But when we asked the villagers, no one 

knew the use of the tattoos. They only said that it was a custom. Moreover, 

a design to ward off evil spirits couldn’t be changed. If a master of the Han 

nationality changed the design, it would be a big event that could destroy 

the clan and the master would be lucky not to be skinned. 

“There were many twists and turns during the process of researching the 

texts at that time, but that generation was very good. First, the real masters 

of the previous generation were still alive, so if you wanted to ask, there 

were always some clues. Second, all sorts of old data were slightly better 

than the present ones. In the end, we finally discovered the purpose. 

“The tattoo was a very precise topographic map. Of course, it wasn’t in the 

modern sense, but after countless forays on the land, the ancient Yao 

people found the safest hunting path. This path was very complicated, and 

in a time when there were no maps or texts, ancient Yao people tattooed it 

on themselves. 

“At that time, the tattoos were only used to record the route. But later, due 

to various historical reasons such as war, the original intention of the tattoos 

was forgotten and they became a custom without a cause. By the Ming and 

Qing dynasties, a Han Chinese who fled to Yaozhai had the skill to create 
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tattoos. He improved these crude designs until they eventually became the 

present tattoos.” 

“So, the tattoos on the hunters’ bodies were actually the route to the Yao 

ancient road.” I recalled Poker-Face’s tattoo, but I couldn’t think too much 

about it for the time being. I knew Ghost was right and we had also found 

this. 

“Later, when we entered the Yangjiao Mountain area, we slowly started to 

doubt,” he said. “Why tattoo the route on the body instead of memorizing 

it? In other words, if the mountain roads here were so complicated and 

secretive, why bother going in? If the place where an iron mine was located 

was very difficult to get in and out of, and it took one kilogram of gold to 

mine one kilogram of iron, then why mine it?” 

“Was it really that complicated?” I couldn’t remember the details of Poker-

Face’s tattoo, but I did have the impression that it was quite complicated. 

“It’s so complex that it’s impossible to remember it either with your head or 

by instinct. If it weren’t for the tattoo map, the hunters would’ve given up 

before they reached a third of the distance, and the road would be too 

difficult to walk.” Ghost continued, “I’m the only one in this world who can 

walk that road without the tattoo.” 

At that time, because they found that it had no hunting value, they tried to 

find the end of the ancient road according to the tattoo map. The ancient 

Yao people had spent so much energy to open up this ancient road that it 

must’ve been for something more important. 

They were carrying out the archaeological project of the Zhang family’s 

ancient building at that time and naturally thought about the two being in 

one place. They speculated that the ancient building’s location here had 

something to do with the very important things on this tattoo map. 

As a result, Ghost’s team began to explore the ancient road. 
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But what they didn’t anticipate was that the ancient road didn’t have an end 

point and was actually a closed loop. 

“What does that have to do with this mountain?” Fatty asked impatiently. 

The shadow on the wall had faded gradually as the water evaporated. 

“Don’t you understand?” Ghost asked while stamping his feet on the 

ground. 

We bowed our heads and it took me a while to react, “Is this the ancient 

road?” 

“Yes, this ancient road was built on the rocks here. Almost every section is 

on the edge of the rock, and all the rocks along the road are full of such 

things. The whole road looks like a very complicated charm pattern that 

encloses the whole mountain here. All of these miluotuo are found only in 

this circle. They walk very slowly through the rocks, but when they reach the 

edge of the stone path, they can’t get out.” 

“That’s… interesting. Go on.” Fatty seemed to be getting more spirited. 

“Is this ancient road like a fence?” 

“Yes. The ancient Yao people seemed to be raising these things,” Ghost said. 

“This was our conclusion. There was further speculation that these ancient 

roads were like the indentations on rubber trees and the Yao people cut off 

the surface of the mountain along these roads. These miluotuo are very 

sensitive to heat sources, so lighting a stove near the mountain road can 

lead these monsters to the surface and allow for them to be dug out. We 

didn’t know why these monsters came into being in the mountains or what 

their value was, but there were many signs that this was what the Yao 

people did.” 

“Is it possible they were raising beautiful girls inside?” Fatty touched his 

chin. “This is really good. I can’t believe the people here still have this 

awesome technology.” 
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“It’s not like you haven’t seen these monsters before. They’re as green as 

beer bottles. Even if they’re girls, can you do it?” I was distressed by the 

thought of it. 

“Those we met probably weren’t well-developed yet. When Bai Suzhen(1) 

wasn’t well-developed, her lower body was a big tail,” Fatty said. “I don’t 

have any reservations. Green is fine as long as those girls don’t cheat on 

me.” 

I shook my head and looked at Ghost, but there wasn’t any change in his 

expression. He continued, “The question is, since they’re bred, what do 

miluotuo eat?” Ghost extinguished the torch and walked back, “Wu Sanxing, 

you know what I want to say.” 

 
(1) Lady White Snake 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legend_of_the_White_Snake
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Chapter 35 We Are All Miluotuo’s Food 

“Do you mean those miluotuo eat people?” 

“They eat anything they can catch. The most common method is their 
unique way to trap creatures that have strayed into certain crevices and 
caves. They eat their corpses.” 

We followed him back to the cave. 

“What’s this unique way you’re talking about?” Fatty asked. 

“They can seal caves and crevices with their secretions and trap their prey 
inside the mountain. The process is very rapid. There are a lot of crevices in 
the mountains here—just like a maze—so many people will find that their 
entrance has suddenly disappeared.” 

Fatty and I looked at each other as we realized that was what had happened 
in the closed cave at the bottom of the lake. 

“They can also form rocks themselves. There are two kinds of rocks here: 
the real rock that already exists and the rock that forms after their 
secretions solidify. The stone formed by this secretion is exactly the same as 
the original stone here. They devour and corrode the rocks and then fill in 
the gaps with their secretions like concrete. With this method, the whole 
mountain is basically like a huge jelly. They can move slowly in it since the 
rocks are like liquid, but this method is only effective for sedimentary and 
metamorphic rocks. They can’t advance when they encounter igneous rocks. 
Another way to stop them is to pour strong alkali on the stones.” 

“Does it mean that the rock walls around this ancient road are covered in 
strong alkali? Although we can see the miluotuo inside, they won’t come 
out?” Fatty asked. 

I shook my head, “Wouldn’t the rain wash it away after all these years?” 

“When it rains, the mountain roads become a diversion canal. There’s an 
alkali seam at the top of this mountain and all the rain washed down from 
the top is introduced into this diversion canal. As you can see, these 
mountain roads look very strange. Since the rainwater flows very slowly 
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here, these mountain roads were designed to accumulate a lot of water. So, 
there will be countless pools of water when the rain flows down the 
mountain. After these pools dry up, the alkaline substance will cover the 
rock surface.” 

I thought of the old log-covered road Fatty led us through earlier. Sure 
enough, there had been a lot of pools of water there. 

“So, this is an extremely unusual ranch?” 

“I don’t think the word ‘ranch’ is appropriate,” Ghost said. “At that time, we 
thought it was like a fish pond. The rock is the water, and these miluotuo are 
the fish in the water. They can swim freely in this area, but they’ll never 
reach land.” 

“But does this have anything to do with what you said about everyone 
definitely dying when they enter the Zhang family’s ancient building?” 

“I don’t know if you’ve ever gone fishing, but there’s a very common 
phenomenon in fish ponds: when bait is put into a crowded pond, all the 
fish will be attracted to it and gather by it. After the miluotuo were put into 
the mountain, that ancient building was surrounded by rocks covered in 
strong alkali. It can’t be breached, but the miluotuo will be attracted by the 
heat emitted by whoever is inside and crowd around the building. More 
specifically, they’ll all crowd around the entrance.” 

“Buddy, you mean to tell me that everyone will be trapped to death?” 

“Probably so, but the situation is worse than you think. If there are too 
many miluotuo gathered around, the ancient building’s mechanism will be 
activated. A large amount of strong alkaline water will flow down from the 
top of the cave, forming a mist that will flood the entire building and force 
the miluotuo gathered around to retreat. The whole area will be covered in 
a strong alkaline fog. Nobody will survive.” 

Fatty looked at me, but I didn’t know what to say. “Wait a minute,” Fatty 
said. “If you’ve been to the Zhang family’s ancient building, then why are 
you still alive?” 
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Ghost lifted his hair to reveal an extremely terrifying face and then leaned 
toward Fatty, “Do you think I’m really alive? I just didn’t die completely.” 

When I saw his face, I immediately understood how his body had melted 
and become this way. It was the effect of strong alkali. 

“I was in the tunnel at that time. It only took a light spray of alkali gas to 
become like this. Our people that were already in the ancient building were 
liquified in an instant.” 

As he spoke, he regained his composure. Although his whole face was 
melted, I suddenly had a thought—I seemed to recognize him. 

He wasn’t in that photo and didn’t have the kind of relationship I thought he 
did with Uncle Three. As I was thinking this, I immediately broke out in a 
cold sweat. I had met him before, but where? Who was he? 

But the more I tried to remember, the harder it was. After trying to recall for 
what felt like half a day, I finally gave up. I knew that it was impossible to 
remember who he was if I didn’t flip through a photo album or relax 
completely. Trying to rack my brain here and now would only make it 
worse.  

“Brother, I sympathize with you.” Fatty walked around the edge of the cave 
a few times, eventually sitting down beside me once he found that there 
was nothing there. “What are you going to do? I know doctors from 
Concord, but I think it’ll be too difficult for you to look like a human being. 
With the whole look you have going on right now, maybe you can tell the 
doctors to make you look like a bat.” 

“I won’t leave here,” Ghost said after taking a sip of water. “I brought you 
with me just to ask you something. What you want to do afterward has 
nothing to do with me. There’s nothing you can do here, anyway.” 

I felt my heart thump and looked up. I was just wondering what he was 
going to ask, when he said, “I’ve said so much, you should also tell me 
something I don’t know.” 
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“What do you want to know?” I asked, feeling a little nervous. But when I 
thought about it, didn’t that mean I could just make something up since it 
was something he didn’t know? 

“Who’s in charge of you now?” He asked. 

“You mean—” 

“I don’t care about those in the Chen Qing group,” he said. “Nearly thirty 
years have passed, so Old Yu definitely won’t be in that position anymore.” 

“Nobody cares about us,” I said. I could only roughly guess that he was 
asking about the management of the archaeological team that year. “The 
world changed a long time ago. None of us are in charge now.” 

In fact, I didn’t know if it really was nobody’s business but based on the Xie, 
Huo, and Wu families’ development, there was no obvious possibility of 
political interference. 

“Nobody cares?” He muttered to himself, “He also said that nobody cares. Is 
it true what he said?” 

“Who else have you heard from? Did you have any contact with the outside 
world during this period?” I asked him. Based on his statement, it seemed 
like he had heard someone else say this. 

“You know their habit of doing things. I haven’t contacted anyone. I know 
too much. If I want to live a more comfortable life, it may be better here,” 
he said. 

“But times have really changed,” I said to him. “When you leave here, no 
one will persecute you. The organization from those days has disappeared. 
Everyone—everyone is making money.” 

“Impossible. Times will change, but that thing won’t change. Wu Sanxing, 
why are you lying to me?” 

I sighed, not knowing what to say. This guy had been here for so many years. 
Banai was a very small and isolated village, so he would probably keep 
thinking that the whole environment was the same as it was back then. 
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There really wasn’t a way to let him know that the outside world had 
changed dramatically. 

“Stop pretending.” Fatty finally spoke up. 

When I looked back at him, Fatty said, “You speak so fluently. You’ve 
definitely not been here alone for thirty years. In a place like this, even if you 
were a disabled person with all kinds of abilities, it’s impossible to stay so 
sane for such a long time. I’ve seen it before. If you spend too much time 
alone and don’t talk, it’s hard to understand what’s being said.” 

I also knew this and said, “Fatty’s right. What are you hiding?” 

He made a few strange sounds that sounded like laughter, “Wu Sanxing is 
still Wu Sanxing. He can always see things that others can’t.” 

“I pointed it out first.” Fatty was dissatisfied. 

I shook my head and motioned for him not to speak. “I survived because the 
team’s guide saved me back then,” Ghost said. “Many people in that village 
have seen me and think I’m crazy. I only have a little contact with the old 
guide. He brings me some food and I exchange some things with him.” 

“Is that why you killed those people?” Fatty asked. “You stripped me of my 
clothes and wanted to exchange them for something.” 

“The old guide you mentioned is Father Pan Ma, right?” I asked him. 

He nodded, “No matter what the outside world looks like, the things buried 
in this mountain shouldn’t be known. Now, what happened to the others?” 
He suddenly asked. 

I scrambled to think, what should I say? I also felt very emotional, so I made 
up some stories, tried not to mention personal matters, and only talked 
about a few of the families and some gossip. 

After I finished speaking, he remained silent. I could tell that he hadn’t been 
listening to the later parts. 

At that moment, I suddenly remembered that Xiao Hua and I had come up 
with a theory— was the archaeology team’s real purpose actually 
archaeology? 
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Was it possible that Leather Bag was right and the archaeological team was 
a funeral procession? 

I looked at the man and suddenly felt that such an opportunity wouldn’t 
appear again. In this world, there was probably only one person left from 
that archaeological team. It would be a pity if I didn’t ask him some very 
practical questions. 

But I wasn’t sure what his attitude towards us was. I tried to imagine myself 
in his shoes and felt that his attitude towards us now should be very 
dangerous. 

He was so willing to kill all the others, but he didn’t kill us. We were only 
here because we knew him in some way and he wanted to know something 
from us. People like him wouldn’t change their principles because of their 
feelings. I thought he had said so many things carelessly, but he had 
obviously maintained his extremely high vigilance, which showed that he 
could commit murder at any time. 

Fatty’s gun was with him. We had no chance. 

I couldn’t ask directly and knew I had to be very careful. I thought up a series 
of questions and picked out a few to ask him. Each of them left room for 
maneuvering, so I went through them again before I dared voice them. 

“What exactly is it?” This was the first question. 

He paused and looked up. “What exactly did you bring in that year?” I asked 
him.  
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Chapter 36 The Mysterious Coffin Carried into 
the Ancient Building 

The atmosphere was completely silent as he looked at me. The tension in 
my heart became even more intense, and the tendons on my forehead soon 
began to jump. If it weren’t for the mask, my expression would’ve been 
terrified. 

“I don’t know,” he said after a long silence. 

I was both immediately relieved and elated. 

This response showed two things: the first was that Leather Bag may have 
guessed right and the purpose of the real team wasn’t archaeology; the 
second was that my question didn’t arouse his suspicions, so it would be 
much safer to ask more questions later. 

“You don’t know?” I asked him. “There’s no way you wouldn’t know.” 

“We were all deceived,” he said. “There are probably no more than three 
people who really know. If we had known, maybe I wouldn’t be like this.” He 
suddenly looked up, “Didn’t this matter come from your ‘Chen Qing’ group? 
You don’t know?” 

“Mmm.” I decided that this person didn’t seem to belong to Uncle Three’s 
faction. “Chen Qing group” was just a transliteration(1) I had heard. I didn’t 
know which three words it should be, but it had to be one of them. “We 
don’t know as much as you do.” 

“After all this hassle, nobody even knows what all this is for.” 

 
(1) Transliteration is rendering phonetic value (e.g., of English words in 
Chinese characters) / characters giving phonetic value of Chinese word or 
name (when the correct characters may be unknown) 
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“I’ll know soon,” I said, wanting to test him to see what he would do to us 
next. 

He made a few noises that could hardly be recognized as laughter. But 
instead of answering my words, he said, “Did you not join us because you 
anticipated the result?” 

“Does this result need to be predicted?” I asked. 

“Then why do you want your people to participate in this matter? You 
shouldn’t even be here. You said that the higher-ups already ignored you, so 
you should’ve never come to this place again. It doesn’t make sense.” 

“There have been other changes.” 

“Is it because of those foreigners?” 

I thought about it, but I really couldn’t explain what was going on. I came to 
Banai to find out about Poker-Face’s origins. I didn’t expect so many things 
to happen. 

“In fact, it’s for one person,” I said. “Zhang Qiling.” 

When I said Poker-Face’s name, I watched his reaction. He suddenly 
laughed, “Impossible, you’re joking.” 

“What’s impossible?” 

“Did you come back here for me?” He asked. “Quit bullshitting.” 

I was stunned for a moment. It suddenly felt as if I had been blindsided and 
struck by lightning. As I looked at the person in front of me, my first reaction 
was that I wanted to immediately run out and jump off a cliff. 

Under the current circumstances, I felt like I was about to collapse. I 
suddenly felt as if the whole world was unreal, but fortunately, Fatty patted 
me in time and said, “Master Three, hold your horses.” 
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“What?” The other man asked, “Was I wrong?” 

“I told Master Three not to joke with you. We can’t afford to joke now.” 
Fatty took the lead and gave me a hard pat, bringing me back to my senses. 

I took a deep breath to hide my shock. I wasn’t sure if I had heard it wrong 
just now, so I hesitantly said, “You still remember your name. I thought you 
had already forgotten it.” 

“Our names have no meaning. Unlike your ‘Chen Qing’ group, we have no 
past or future, so I may be better off here. You think I’ve become so 
miserable, but I think it may be a good thing,” he said. “Tell me, what is it 
that got you involved in this matter again?” 

I took a deep breath and thought, shit, I can’t say anything. I really wanted 
to rush up, knock his feet out from under him, turn him over, and throw my 
numerous questions directly into his face. Then I would use tiger bench(2), 
chili water, and all manner of cruel means to make him tell his secrets. 

But there was no way out. Fatty was right: I needed to calm down. 
Otherwise, I might not get anything like the previous times. 

“It really is for Zhang Qiling, but not you,” Fatty said from beside me. “It’s 
another man named Zhang Qiling.” 

Attaboy, Fatty! 

I was surprised when Fatty said it, but I immediately found that he went 
about it the right way. This would throw the problem to Ghost and force him 
to analyze it. His analysis would certainly include a large amount of 
information he knew, thus pushing the initiative on him to analyze the 
problem. 

 
(2) Tiger bench is a torture method in which the victim sits with legs 
extended horizontally along a bench, upper legs held down with straps while 
bricks are inserted under the feet, forcing the knee joint to bend in reverse. 
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But in an unexpected turn of events, Ghost wasn’t surprised at all and just 
said, “Oh, have they found another one?” 

I kept silent and prayed in my heart, say more, say more, say more! 

He paused and continued, “I don’t know what the name means, but they 
found so many people called Zhang Qiling all over the country. I was the 
only one who could stay, but it seems like the plan still continued after my 
‘death’.” 

I thought for a moment and felt my heart drop. It appeared that things 
weren’t what I had originally thought. Based on what he said, their 
organization had conducted an investigation and searched all over the 
country for a person named Zhang Qiling. And it seemed like they had 
gathered this group of people and conducted tests until finally, only the 
person in front of us was left. 

I suddenly realized that in this period of history, there wasn’t only one 
person named Zhang Qiling. Could this be the reason why the information I 
had found was so messy and useless? Did I find the history of two 
completely different people that happened to be interspersed with each 
other? 

But if so, what was that organization for? Was it to win a prize? 

“Maybe it’s because you’re dead that they think you’re not the one they’re 
looking for,” Fatty said. “I’ll be blunt. The Zhang Qiling we’re looking for now 
is unlikely to make such a virtue of himself.” 

Ghost ignored him and merely motioned for me to continue talking. 

I conceived a small story in my mind and told him that this Zhang Qiling was 
very special. I said a lot about his amazing deeds and told him that this 
Zhang Qiling made the older generation of the Mystic Nine very inviolable. 
As a result, they asked me to help him find things related to the past. 
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Ghost didn’t speak for a long time before he eventually said, “Where is he 
now?” 

I pointed to my feet, “He’s among the dead team you mentioned. He’s now 
in the mountains. Fatty said he’s… in a mirror.” 

“You’ve made the biggest mistake of your life,” he suddenly said. 

“What?” 

“You’ll soon lose the key to unlocking all of these secrets,” he said. “The only 
key.” 

“Why are you so sure they’ll die?” 

“In short, it’s already been determined that they’ll die. If I tell you the 
reason, you’ll surely feel that there’s still a chance, which will only add to 
your troubles.” He paused and then added, “Unfortunately, I never thought 
that this secret had a chance of being revealed.” 

“What if you go and save them?” Fatty asked him. 

“I’d be a little better off than you two, but I won’t go in. I can take you in, 
however. Let’s go.” 

“Do you understand our determination?” I was a little surprised. 

“No, it’s because I don’t want to kill you myself,” he said. “You know, I won’t 
let anyone know I’m still alive. I didn’t expect to meet you here and have 
been thinking about what to do with you just now. Now it seems that it’s 
most appropriate to let you die.” 

He stood up and took us to the middle of the mortar shell pile. After 
removing some of the boxes, some long dark green boxes were revealed. He 
picked up a stone from the ground, knocked off the iron lock on the box, 
and kicked the lid off. 

“You’ll need these.” 
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The inside was full of submachine guns wrapped in blackened oil paper. 
There were even copper bullets underneath that were still orange and shiny. 
There were about a hundred rounds in total. 

“Are they still usable? Won’t they backfire?” 

“You’d better hope they still work.” 

“Just give me back my Doraemon.” Fatty said. “These old guns shoot too 
slow.” 

“Your gun has twenty rounds at most. The number of rounds you need is 
twenty followed by two zeros,” Ghost said. “Take them.” He picked up two 
and tossed them to us. 

We put the guns over our shoulders and Fatty began removing the ammo 
from the oil paper. As he put them into the magazine, he asked, “Where can 
you take us? It seems very difficult to enter that building.” 

“It’s not as complicated as you think. I’ll tell you, but it’s no use saying it 
now.” Ghost found a few bags from his belongings, put all of the bullets in 
them, and tossed them to Fatty. “Do it after you go in. There’s no time. 
Dawn is about to break.” 

Ghost quickly left and Fatty and I looked at each other. “Don’t ask, just 
watch,” Fatty said to me. 

I nodded. When we followed Ghost out, we heard him whistle in the night. 
We were just wondering what he was doing when we saw movement in the 
grass and then several lynx jumped out. 

He made some strange noises and then the lynx immediately turned and 
walked forward. Ghost made a gesture for us to follow. 
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Chapter 37 Make Haste 

It was a long stretch of mountain road so I’ll make a long story short. As we 
walked along, Fatty still insisted on asking all kinds of indirect questions, but 
Ghost wasn’t even on guard against us. It didn’t take me long to realize that 
it wasn’t because Ghost trusted us, but because he simply thought that we 
wouldn’t get out alive. 

At that time, Fatty asked several important questions, one of which was 
about the lynx. “Were these lynx raised to attack?” Fatty asked him. 

“Yes,” Ghost replied. He then explained that he used to be a spy and learned 
various ways to tame animals. There were so many lynx in the mountains 
here because there were few hunters. He had raised all of them, so now 
there were a large number of them. Lynx were very intelligent creatures 
that could connect with humans. He used the method taught by the secret 
service at that time and found a way to tame them through trial and error. 

Lynx were very strong and fast, skilled at climbing trees, and could swim 
very well. He used them to attack people, many of whom came here to 
hunt. 

Fatty’s second question was about Pan Ma. When Fatty asked Ghost about 
him, the other man just smiled and said he was probably dead. Pan Ma had 
already informed him when we first entered the village, but he didn’t know 
what had happened to him afterwards. 

I knew he was hiding something, but I dared not ask any more questions and 
kept quiet the rest of the way. After walking for a short period of time, we 
came to a place overgrown with weeds. There was a lot of equipment and 
tent debris in the mud, and it looked like a camp that had been abandoned 
for a long time. 

This was the outpost where Ghost’s team had entered the ancient building. 
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We rested there for a while and then Ghost led us into a crude shack that 
was leaning against the rock. 

The shack was completely rotted but hadn’t collapsed because of the vines 
that were wrapped around it. When we bent down to enter, we 
immediately saw several corpses completely wrapped in vines. There was 
even a layer of something similar to dried mud on them. 

“These people all died when they were dragged out. Those who have been 
soaked to death by strong alkali won’t rot, but will dry up.” As he said this, 
he reached a hand in, groped around some of the corpses, and broke 
something off from them. 

I used the word broken because it almost looked like a scale that had grown 
together with the corpse. After snapping it off, Ghost dumped it and shook 
off the dried mud until its true colors were revealed—it was a cloth bag. 

“This guy, like you, was a good grave robber. He just didn’t have the right 
luck. This cloth bag was his life-long treasure and has many tools in it. 
Maybe you can use it.” With that said, he reached into the mud in front of 
the body and dug a few times. He lifted a cover made from mud-covered 
bamboo strips to expose a hole. “This is it.” 

I reached down and touched it. Without a doubt, the walls of this hole were 
made of slate. 

“This hole is the same as the one I walked through at that time, but it’s 
much smaller.” 

“Some holes are for walking, some are for other things,” Ghost said. “After 
you go in, you’ll see a lot of miluotuo. I don’t know the principle of this 
mechanism, but there’s a trick—you have to find a very special shadow. This 
miluotuo is different from all the others, so when you stand in front of it, 
use this.” 
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He pulled a canteen out of his pocket, “There’s oil in it. You pour the oil on 
the ground in front of this miluotuo and the direction the oil flows will tell 
you the next route.” 

“How is it different?” I asked. 

“I don’t know, it’s different every time. But I can assure you that once you 
see this miluotuo, you’ll immediately feel that something’s different. That 
kind of difference is especially strange.” After that, Ghost patted me. “Please 
take care of yourself and don’t come out alive.” 

He immediately left, leaving us behind in the shack feeling puzzled. 

“He didn’t return the gun to me,” Fatty said gloomily. “I had a hard time 
stealing that, damn it. I’m already attached to it.” 

“If he gives you the gun, what will you do?” 

“Immediately break his leg and roast all his lynx,” Fatty said. 

“Then he’s right to not give it back. Do you think he’s stupid?” I retorted. 
“But he at least has a conscience. He took the weapon, but also gave us 
something.” 

Fatty sighed and opened the cloth bag that Ghost had given us. He then 
spread all the contents on the ground to see what was inside. 

The corpses looked creepy and I thought it wasn’t particularly polite to look 
at their belongings right next to them, but I was also drawn in when I saw 
some of the items. I didn’t recognize many of the things that had been 
dumped out, but Fatty’s face was half confused and half excited. 

When I asked him what they were, he picked out something that was as long 
as an arm and threw it to me. It turned out to be a long iron pick. I picked it 
up and looked at it carefully. The whole iron pick was covered in black paint, 
but I had no idea what the purpose was. There was no sign of the paint 
peeling and its texture looked nonmetallic under the flashlight’s glow. But 
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judging from its weight, it had to be a metal device. The point was very 
sharp and there were some patterns in the middle section to increase 
friction. When I looked closely, I could even see six ancient seal characters 
on one side. 

It was a small tool used by ancient thieves to pry open some very delicate 
jewelry boxes. They would insert this iron pick into the lock seam and then 
pry open the jewelry box with a lot of force. These jewelry boxes were 
usually made of tin and were very difficult to destroy. At the same time, this 
pick could also be used to destroy brick walls that weren’t particularly 
strong. It was forged by the same process used to cast swords. In the center 
of the iron pick was a copper core with a little bend to it that was very hard. 
I had bought a few items like this before, but there were very few people 
who knew what they were and it was too difficult to sell them. Later, I 
played around with them myself. 

Since these corpses were carrying such a thing on them, it seemed that it 
was a small tool they were used to. These people were bound to hold sway 
in their early years, but they died so tragically and mysteriously. They had 
been lying here for dozens of years, which made me feel a little sad about 
the ending of these unsung heroes. 

Dying for the wishes of others reminded me of Pan Zi. I suddenly felt 
uncomfortable and knew that it had been a mistake to call him since I didn’t 
know how they were doing right now. 

Guilt was a very negative emotion, but I actually understood that many 
emotions weren’t generated for others. Did I really care about Pan Zi’s 
safety? Maybe I just didn’t want to feel guilty. If Pan Zi came here with his 
own purpose in mind (whether it was seeking money or realizing some of his 
own ideas), would I be so worried? 

I didn’t think so. “Everyone is ready to meet their own end from the 
beginning” was my mentality. To a certain extent, my heart was already that 
of a true grave robber. At this time, I just didn’t know whether that was a 
good or a bad thing. 
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The bodies had dried up and cracked, making it difficult to determine the 
cause of death. Ghost had said before that many people’s deaths here were 
very strange, so it was impossible to speculate. But if the sight of dead 
bodies made me freeze, then there was no point in going in. 

Fatty classified all the things that had been dumped out on the ground, but I 
didn’t know how to use many of them. In addition to several small items 
that were scattered and fragmented, there were some notebooks that I was 
very interested in. There were also some button-like things hanging on iron 
wires that looked like they had been made from animal nails. Ghost figured 
these things were useful, so I didn’t dare ignore him. I watched Fatty put 
them away. In case we also died, then these things could also benefit those 
who came later. 

There were also a few things among the broken and scattered items that I 
paid special attention to. There were some strange trinkets that had been 
made by flattening coins. When I saw it before, I just thought it had been 
made for fun. But this time, I saw several different ones. I found something 
wrapped in this aluminum foil trinket, and when I opened it, I found that it 
looked like a pill. I sniffed it and realized that it was gunpowder. 

This was a homemade flare. After the gunpowder was lit, the aluminum foil 
would ignite to produce a very bright light. Although the time was short, it 
could illuminate a large area. 

These are good items, I said to myself. I put it all away, picked up my gun, 
and urged Fatty to go into the stone tunnel. 
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Chapter 38 Strange Shadow in the Wall 

The situation inside was exactly the same as what Fatty had said. Although 
Ghost didn’t explain the principle behind these tunnels, I could also roughly 
guess that these mechanisms must have been skillfully designed using 
human psychology and natural fissures in the mountain. Maybe we would 
find more clues after we went further in. 

Using this entrance, we could enter the tunnel that Fatty had gone through 
all kinds of hardships to get out of. We hunched over and went. Since Ghost 
and Fatty had said that there wouldn’t be any danger, we walked quickly 
without any worries. We used a flashlight to shine on the tunnel’s rock walls 
and searched the entire way for the unusual shadow that Ghost had 
mentioned. 

The entire wall was a translucent green and our flashlight was wrapped in a 
green cloth Ghost had given us. In this way, it would act like an x-ray lamp 
we could see through. It was obvious that the stones here were especially 
suitable for the penetration of green light. 

In this light, we could even see the skin of some of the shadows that were 
closer to the surface. I hadn’t gotten a good look at these things before, but 
what I was seeing now was definitely more than a shadow. I found that the 
faces of these things were especially strange. The smaller the shadow, the 
more similar the face was to people. But if it was larger, the face would be 
very elongated. They all had their eyes closed as if they were sleeping 
among the green stone. 

Fatty told me not to get too close since Ghost said that these things would 
gather in places with high temperatures. We also couldn’t stay in one place 
for too long, either. 

As we continued all the way through, we tried to concentrate all of our 
energy on searching. We were afraid of missing the shadow, but we didn’t 
see the kind of “strange” shadow Ghost had mentioned. 
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“Do you think this is unusual?” Fatty preferred to be wrong rather than 
letting one slip by, so as soon as he saw something strange, he would say, 
“Look at this shadow. It’s just like Zhao Benshan(1). Is it this one?” 

“I don’t think that ghost had the chance to know who Zhao Benshan is. He 
probably wouldn’t think something was wrong with the shadow,” I said. 

“What about this?” Fatty pointed to another shadow, which was making a 
swimming pose. “Doesn’t this look like the dog paddle?” 

“I don’t think the difference has to do with just looking at them. It’s 
definitely not that simple. Otherwise, there’d be a problem with all of the 
shadows here.” As I said this, I couldn’t help but have some misgivings about 
whether Ghost might have overestimated our ability to judge. Fatty shook 
his head and said he didn’t think Ghost would make such a mistake in that 
situation. The guy was a spy, so it was impossible for him to give an 
“inaccurate account”. 

I had to believe it. The two of us continued moving forward, looking at the 
shadows one by one. Soon, our activities became a test of our imaginations. 

“Look, this shadow looks like it’s peeing.” 

“Shit, look at this one. The chest is very big. Why is there a tail underneath?” 

In fact, it was quite interesting at first and helped relieve our anxiety. But we 
had looked so much that we eventually didn’t even have the desire to speak 
and just mechanically looked at one shadow after another. 

I didn’t know how long it had been since we came inside. I didn’t see Xiao 
Hua or find the shadow, and the tunnel seemed endless. Just as we were on 
the verge of sleepwalking, we suddenly saw a strange shadow. 

 
(1) A Chinese skit and sitcom actor, comedian, television director, and 
businessman. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhao_Benshan
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Fatty and I came to our senses almost at the same time. We both shivered 
and looked at each other. I realized that Ghost really had been right and we 
had finally found it. Indeed, we would never miss it as long as we were 
paying attention during our search. 

This was definitely a shadow that made people feel very strange. What we 
saw in the rock wall had very long hands and feet that even exceeded its 
height. According to the proportions, it was like a shadow formed by five 
snakes twining together, or a dancer wearing a long dress with long sleeves. 

“Hands past the knees Liu Bei(2),” Fatty muttered. “This twenty-headed body 
is truly the same as the descriptions.”  

“Why is this shadow different from others? Is it a deformity?” I felt a little 
uneasy as I illuminated it with my flashlight. But this shadow was quite deep 
in the rock, and when the flashlight shined on it, there was only the dark 
shadow and nothing else. 

“What’s next?” Fatty asked me. “What did he say? I forgot.” 

“Find this shadow’s location and use the oil there. Where’s our oil?” 

Fatty took out the canteen and gave it to me, “Here, save some.” 

“It’s fine. Don’t we still have you when we run out?” I asked. I took the 
canteen and immediately poured the contents on the ground. 

“You damn psycho, you think I’d allow you to do such inferior things with my 
godly fat?” Fatty scolded. “And we don’t have any equipment to boil the oil 
anyways.” 

As soon as the oil touched the ground, it began to seep through. I found that 
the rock surface there seemed to have been roughly chiseled, but the lines 

 
(2) Liu Bei was a warlord at the end of the Han dynasty who was said to be 
REALLY tall with long arms that extended beyond his knees, and ears so 
large that he could see them. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liu_Bei#Physical_appearance
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on it were actually done skillfully. The oil immediately began to spread 
rapidly and flowed to one place. 

“That’s the way,” Fatty said. We walked slowly in the direction the oil flowed 
to. After a few steps, we saw a fork in the tunnel in front of us. It was so 
small that we had no choice but to bend over to enter. 

“Damn, why didn’t we see it just now?” Fatty asked. “How did this hole 
come into being?” 

I approached the fork and found that the tunnel was wet. After feeling 
around, I found that it was very sticky. I thought it was strange, but then an 
idea suddenly flashed through my mind and I felt as if I understood the 
principle of how this mechanism operated here. 

But when I thought about it carefully, I still didn’t understand it. As I stood 
there in a daze, I suddenly saw a white light appear at the mouth of the fork, 
as if there was a flashlight over there. 

I immediately looked at it and saw a source of white light in the depths of 
the tunnel. I couldn’t see it clearly because it wasn’t as bright as a flashlight, 
it was far away, and there was also a backlight. 

I used my flashlight to counteract the white light. The beam went more than 
ten meters in, but I found that there was no one inside. Fatty also saw it and 
shouted into the tunnel, “Who’s there?” 

When I moved the flashlight away, the white light dimmed. 

“What was that just now? Fireflies?” I asked. 

“Those are some amazing fireflies. With the light that bright, how big is the 
bug? It has to be at least as big as my shoes.” 

“Then what kind of light was that? Was it a ghost fire?” I asked. “The white 
light was too real just now. I think it’s an artificial light source.” 
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“You have no imagination,” Fatty said. “Based on my life experiences, that 
light should be a cell phone.” 

“Cell phone? Is it Xiao Hua’s?” 
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Chapter 39 Secrets in Xiao Hua’s Phone 

Fatty was right, it was a cell phone. 

We crawled in and found that it was a tunnel surrounded by stone slabs. The 
rock had been structured in such a way as to form a square passage. 

I could just barely sit upright inside, but Fatty was a little cramped. When we 
came to the place where the light source was shining just now, we found a 
crack in the stone. 

The slabs before and after it were tightly connected, and only the slabs here 
had gaps in them. I didn’t know why, but I figured it was probably related to 
the mechanism’s operation here. It turned out that the light really was 
emitting from a phone that had fallen into a crack in the stone slabs. 

I recognized it at a glance. Indeed, this was Xiao Hua’s phone. 

“That’s great, they’ve been here,” Fatty said. 

“Not necessarily. Look at the width of this gap.” I gestured with my hand. 
The gap was much narrower than the phone. “It couldn’t have fallen from 
here.” 

“Then why is it down there?” 

“This gap should be able to move,” I said. “The phone was brought from 
some other place because the mechanism moved.” I had seen this kind of 
thing in Xisha and knew that it wasn’t impossible as long as it worked 
properly. 

“Then how do we get it out?” Fatty asked. “I have fat hands, so why don’t 
you try it?” 

I rolled up my sleeve, spit on my hand, and reached into the gap. I knew I 
had made a stupid choice halfway through since my palm could go down but 
my arm couldn’t. I couldn’t reach the phone at all. 
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“Do we have any tools? Let’s use force.” Fatty said. I remembered the iron 
pick Ghost had given us earlier and pulled it out. Fatty inserted it into the 
gap, yanked it hard, and broke off a chunk of rock. But the iron pick was 
bent now and we still couldn’t get the phone out. 

“Forget it,” Fatty said. “It’s not like it’s valuable. At most, I’ll buy him another 
one since this style looks old. We’ll send him a frying pan as a present, too.” 

This brand is still on the market, I thought to myself. At this time, the phone 
in the gap lit up again, flashed a few times, and then went out. 

“What’s going on? Is there any signal in this tunnel?” 

“No, this is the phone’s battery power warning. It’s running out of power,” I 
said. “The cover isn’t closed, so it consumes a little power.” 

Wait, why isn’t the cover closed? My heart thumped, and I couldn’t help 
thinking that Xiao Hua wouldn’t have accidentally dropped it since the cover 
was opened so wide. The impact from the fall wouldn’t have opened it like 
that. 

So, Xiao Hua must have opened his phone at that time. But there wasn’t a 
signal in this place, so why would he bother to turn it on? There was no 
need to call or text here. 

“No, I still have to get it,” I said. “I think there’s a problem.” 

Fatty sighed and said, “You’re just being paranoid.” I ignored him, dug out all 
the equipment Ghost had given us, and began smashing the gap open. After 
smashing hard for half an hour, I finally opened a gap big enough for the 
phone to pass through. Fatty used some iron wire as chopsticks and picked it 
out carefully. 

It was battered and covered in dust, so I blew the dust off, turned it on, and 
saw a text message waiting to be sent. 

“Open the phone’s memory. Everything we’ve experienced is there.” 
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“What does this mean?” Fatty wondered. “What’s he playing at?” 

“Watch the video,” I said. The phone still had ten percent power left, so it 
would probably last until I finished watching it.  

I immediately opened the phone’s video app and saw a video in the library. I 
pressed it and immediately saw Xiao Hua’s face. Pan Zi was behind him 
smoking. Xiao Hua said something to the people on the opposite side, but 
the microphone was too far away to hear clearly. After saying a few words, 
he turned his head to the camera and said, “Master Three, I don’t know if 
something has happened to you, but we’re in big trouble.” 

Xiao Hua looked completely ridiculous since he was too close to the camera 
and Pan Zi was behind him lighting him up with a flashlight, which made his 
face very dark. He was gasping for breath and looked around before saying, 
“Based on the current situation, we’re likely to die here, so we’re ready to 
take a risky approach. The accident happened only half an hour after we 
entered the cave. Many places on Fatty’s map have collapsed and there’s no 
way to get through. There’s nothing we can do now.” 

As Xiao Hua moved the camera to the surrounding walls, Pan Zi illuminated 
them. The camera moved over the walls very quickly, but I could still see 
that there weren’t any shadows in the wall. 

When the camera turned back, Xiao Hua continued, “There’s nothing in the 
wall here. We smashed it and found that the inside was sealed firmly. 
Obviously, someone found that Fatty could get out of here and closed all the 
passages.” 

The camera turned to a bottomless rock crevice behind Pan Zi, “Both sides 
of the crevice are sealed off. We don’t know what happened. It’s 7:12 now.” 
After that, the camera suddenly shook and turned to a gasping Pan Zi, who 
said to Xiao Hua, “Stop recording. There’s no time.” 

“There must be a record, or we’ll die for nothing.” I heard Xiao Hua’s voice 
say. 
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Fatty frowned as the camera turned back to Xiao Hua, “Ok, now let me show 
you something. Light!” 

The lens began to adjust and the distance shrank. The aperture of light next 
to the wall enlarged and then the lens moved forward. We immediately saw 
that it wasn’t that there weren’t any shadows on the wall, there just weren’t 
that many of them. 

A huge shadow appeared in the flashlight’s beam. It wasn’t clear on the 
phone’s camera, but we could still determine its size. 

At the very least, it was more than four people tall, and one wall simply 
couldn’t accommodate it. Almost the entire top of the cave and the walls on 
both sides were surrounded by this dark shadow. It had very long hands and 
feet that extended far like a ribbon. 

“This thing travels very fast. It started to appear about half an hour after we 
were trapped here. At this speed, it will come out of the rock in little more 
than ten minutes. At first glance, this thing is of another breed. We’re ready 
to attack it first, so before it comes out, we’ll see if we can kill it. But I don’t 
know what it is, so it’s hard to predict what will happen.” Xiao Hua 
continued, “Whoever sees this, if you come to a place where you can see 
this shadow, be careful.” 

After he spoke, Pan Zi gave a loud roar, “The rock is cracked, everyone get 
ready!” The camera shook and then it went dark. 

I thought there was something wrong with the phone and shook it, only to 
find that the video was finished. Soon, the screen lit up again and went back 
to the video selection screen. 

Fatty and I silently looked at each other for a long time. 

“Do you think something happened to them?” 

“Xiao Hua recorded this video four hours ago. Whether they’re ok or not, 
there’s nothing we can do for them now,” Fatty said. “It seems that there 
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are two kinds of miluotuo in this rock wall. In addition to the most common 
human form, there’s another kind that is especially huge like the one we 
saw just now.” 

“Will we be alright?” I suddenly felt uneasy, remembering that Ghost had 
told us not to stay in one place for too long. We had been here for a long 
time, but there was real stone slate all around so we were probably 
relatively safe here. 

“I don’t know, but it’s better to move forward quickly,” Fatty said while 
subconsciously shining the flashlight behind him. 

We both instantly froze. Fatty’s flashlight lit up the place where we had 
come in just now, and we saw a strange thing sticking out from the edge of 
the entrance. 
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Chapter 40 Ancestors of Miluotuo 

What made my blood run cold was that it was too big. 

It was a huge black ball of flesh with no facial features, and all we could see 
was that it was covered in black hair. It looked just like a huge, wet meatball 
covered in black hair. 

Only half of it was sticking out from the edge of the entrance, as if a shy 
person were secretly looking at us. 

Before I could look at it any more, Fatty shouted, “Shit… fucking run!” Then 
he turned the flashlight in the other direction. 

We practically rolled and crawled into the depths of the tunnel. After a few 
steps, the passage made a sharp right turn and we rushed out—there was a 
cave in front of us. 

Fatty shined the flashlight around and found a pool in the cave. He rushed 
over and then turned back to me and said, “This is it! Look at the mirror!” 

I didn’t have time to look at such a thing. I searched our surroundings and 
suddenly noticed a stone door at the entrance of the cave. I immediately 
said to Fatty, “Help me block this first!” 

He came to help me push it closed and we managed to block the entrance. 
“What the hell was that?” He asked. 

“The miluotuo’s ancestor,” I said, thinking that nothing was surprising in this 
place. 

We waited behind the door for a long time, but nothing happened. 

“These ancestors might be more manageable.” Fatty wanted to open the 
door a crack but I quickly grabbed him and said, “No, maybe the ancestors 
are just old and slow.” 
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The two of us pressed our ears against the door and listened closely, but 
there was no sound behind it. 

“What should we do?” Fatty asked. 

I only saw a head just now and the passage was very narrow, so I didn’t 
know if it could come in. I figured that maybe it was stuck at the entrance 
and said, “If it’s behind the door, we’re not even sure if we can kill it. Don’t 
move yet. Just wait.” 

Fatty thought for a moment, “Fine. Then come with me and I’ll show you 
something.” 

I looked at the door before following him down the stone beam near the 
pool. He used his flashlight to illuminate the water and I immediately saw 
the scene he had mentioned earlier. 

It was a big mirror that was six or seven meters wide. With the flashlight, I 
could see that the ancient building displayed in it was pale and white. But it 
wasn’t as clear as Fatty had said, and many details couldn’t be seen. The 
Zhang family’s ancient building in the huge underwater mirror was as quiet 
as a picture. The whole building was shrouded in a dark blue light and I 
didn’t see any sign of flashlights flickering. 

Fatty pointed to a spot and said, “This is it. I saw them resting here before.” 

There was nothing in that place now. Not to mention people, there weren’t 
even any flashlight beams. 

Is it because the flashlights died? I wondered. But I knew it was unlikely. 

Poker-Face and the others were carrying two kinds of flashlights. In addition 
to the most basic “Wolf-Eye” flashlight(1), there were also some hand-
powered ones. Although the range and intensity of these lights couldn’t be 
compared with the “Wolf-Eye” ones, they wouldn’t have a battery problem. 

 
(1) Apparently it’s a brand. 
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As long as your hands were strong, you could use them for thousands of 
hours. The purpose of this configuration was to maximize the lighting time. 
You could use the “Wolf-Eye” flashlight during exploration and the hand-
held flashlights while resting and camping. The hand-held flashlights also 
had a reserve battery that could be changed out in the time it took to 
masturbate. They could even be used for forty minutes up to an hour. 

With this distribution of lighting power—plus spare batteries, glow sticks, 
and cold fireworks—we could extend the expedition’s lighting time more 
than a hundred times. And staying in a cave for ten days or even half a 
month wasn’t a problem. 

At that time, when the store owner explained the flashlight’s reserve battery 
to Fatty, Fatty joked that if he counted the times he beat the plane, he could 
charge up the flashlight.(2)  

“Look at how quiet it is inside. You don’t think Little Brother and the others 
were fucking melted by strong alkali, do you?” Fatty murmured. “That 
deformed freak was right. We’re too late.” 

I shook my head and said, “I won’t give up until I see evidence that they’re 
dead. Even if they’ve melted, I’ll find their bones and bring them back. 
Besides, the real situation may be different. They might be deep in the 
building and we can’t see them. Or maybe the flashlights were turned off 
because they can use these blue lights to do a lot of things.” 

“It makes sense. That dead old woman is stingy,” Fatty said. “Maybe their 
condition isn’t good and they’re too lazy to take the time to recharge their 
flashlights. Or maybe they’re simply asleep. Let’s not think too much about 
it. First, study what’s going on with the mirror, comrade. As a college 
student, you’ve seen a lot of things and can help me analyze it. I really think 
it’s too weird.” 

 
(2) If you couldn’t tell, “beat the plane” is a euphemism for jerking off lol. 
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I waded through the water and took a few steps around the mirror, finding 
that it was attached to the stone beam with copper nails. The whole shape 
was like a round fan. 

The mirror was entirely made of copper. The brass was shiny like polished 
gold foil, and the two sides were sloped upwards. In fact, it was more like a 
large basin immersed in water. In other words, I thought it was more 
appropriate to think of it like a giant hot pot. The edge of the mirror was 
carved with animal patterns. I couldn’t determine the dynasty by the style, 
but I noticed that the patterns hadn’t been cast on. They were carved by 
someone using the silk carving method. 

If the mirror wasn’t very smooth, I would think that it was actually more like 
a “reflection” than a mirror. 

I stroked these carvings and soon realized that my first impression was 
wrong. This thing wasn’t copper, but a gilded mirror. I didn’t know what kind 
of material was used to stick the extremely smooth gold foil on the surface 
to maintain such high reflectivity for such a long time. 

It happened to be the thing I was most familiar with, though—gold gilding 
was my old profession. 

The workmanship of the mirror was amazing. If you stood on the water’s 
surface, the smooth mirror’s surface was almost integrated with the water’s 
surface. When walking in the water, the waves would tremble and the 
underwater mirror would also produce ripples. The flashlight reflected off of 
these ripples to the four walls of the cave in such a way that it looked as if 
the whole cave was fluctuating. The scene was very beautiful and dreamy. 

I dove under the water and looked at the back of the mirror with my 
waterproof “Wolf-Eye” flashlight. There were more than a dozen huge 
buttons on the back of the mirror that formed a huge star map. There were 
many ancient seal characters in the middle of the map, but I didn’t know 
what most of them meant. The outer edge had a lot of patterns similar to 
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the eight divinatory trigrams of the “Book of Changes”, which enclosed the 
star map inside. 

I dove back and forth several times, trying to understand the contents of the 
ancient seal script. But I soon found that it was impossible. This script used 
special brushwork that looked strange, and it was very difficult for me to 
identify. I could only recognize the words “heaven and earth”, “longevity”, 
and “spring stream”, but it was difficult to link them into a phrase. 

I surfaced and climbed back onto the beam, certain that there wasn’t any 
kind of mechanism in the mirror itself. It was only as thick as a palm, which 
didn’t leave much room to set up a mechanism. 

If there was something strange inside, then the only possibility was that 
there was a huge LCD display in the mirror that was connected to a monitor 
in the Zhang family’s ancient building. But based on the antiquity of this 
mirror, it must have been made before the Ming and Qing Dynasties. Not 
only was it impossible for there to be an LCD display, but even glass lenses 
hadn’t appeared at that time. 

To a large extent, this was an old thing, just like those bronze mechanisms 
found in Siguniang Mountain’s cliff cave that had all been brought out from 
the previous Zhang family’s ancient building. But if it wasn’t the mirror itself, 
then what was going on? Was the Zhang family’s ancient building really in 
this mirror? 
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Chapter 41 Mystery in the Ancient Mirror 

Fatty was right. At this time, the basic knowledge I had learned before was 
very critical. If you didn’t understand basic physics, then many people would 
only pay attention to how the building appeared in the mirror. But I knew 
that the strangest part of this mirror wasn’t here at all. 

Mirrors needed light sources to reflect things. When there wasn’t a light 
source, then mirrors wouldn’t have any reflection points. 

But the ancient building in the mirror was shrouded in a miserable blue light. 
This light wasn’t our light source, but the light from the ancient building 
itself. 

It was coming from inside the mirror. 

In other words, as long as I turned off the flashlight, the only light source in 
the whole cave would be the blue light passing through the mirror and 
making the place look dark. 

But when we first came in, the cave was dark and there was no light from 
the mirror. 

“Turn off the lights,” I said to Fatty, immediately turning off my own 
flashlight. 

The whole cave instantly darkened. According to normal physical conditions, 
the blue light in the mirror should have become the main light source. 

But now the whole mirror was dark and the cave also became pitch black. 
The only thing shining was the fluorescent logo on Fatty’s flashlight. 

“Click!” The flashlight was turned on again. 

Looking in the mirror again, the contents were exactly the same as what we 
had seen before. The bleak ancient building was as quiet as a fossil. 
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Fatty asked me what I was doing and I gave him a rough idea of my theory. 

He didn’t fully understand, but he got the gist of my experiment and said to 
me, “Get to the point, Mr. Naïve. Don’t be so polite to illiterate people like 
me.” 

“This shows that this phenomenon has nothing to do with the propagation 
of light. As long as there’s a light source shining on the mirror surface, the 
mirror will start to display images. But as far as I know, there was no 
photosensitive technology in ancient China. There are records of the use of 
light to turn on mechanisms, usually using the phototaxis(1) of animals. 
They’re short-acting mechanisms, usually just handicrafts for amusement,” I 
said. “It’s good that ancient China didn’t have this technology; otherwise, we 
would have to fight in the dark in ancient tombs. Even a little light would 
trigger the mechanism and kill us.” 

“That’s not helpful.” Fatty touched his chin. “You’re basically telling me that 
this mirror is amazing, but you don’t understand why?” 

“It’s different. I made some deductions about the principle of the matter, so 
I can rule out a lot of wrong theories. Let me think about it. I believe that the 
great proletarian warriors won’t be defeated by strange forces and will 
overcome this confusing mystery. All phenomena have their natural 
principles behind them.” I was a little irritated by what he said, so I told him 
not to talk anymore. 

“Stealing my lines,” Fatty grunted. “Well, while you think about it, this fat 
master will go have a smoke.” As he spoke, he retreated to the stone beam 
and lit a cigarette. 

I finally got Fatty to shut up for a little bit! I smiled and thought about 
looking at the mirror again. 

 
(1) Geh, science. Phototaxis is the bodily movement of an organism in 
response to light, either toward the source of light or away from it. 
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To be honest, I really thought that this mirror was too amazing. But with my 
understanding of some ancient Chinese technology, I had to learn how it 
worked. 

In ancient China, the craftsmanship of some skillful craftsmen had reached 
an uncanny level. But they were still craftsmen and wouldn’t become real 
gods and ghosts. So, what our eyes would conceive as a miracle would really 
be called “deceptive ingenuity” when the truth was revealed. 

The first thing to consider was: if I were to make such a mirror myself, what 
method would I use? I pointed my flashlight at the mirror and looked at the 
light sources, suddenly recalling an untested method my teacher had 
mentioned when doing experiments before. 

A phenomenon had to have a starting and ending point. Sometimes the 
points themselves weren’t even important. What mattered was how the 
starting point reached the ending point. As long as the parameters were 
constantly changed and the changes were carefully observed, many clues 
could be revealed. 

I raised my hand and began to twist the aperture of the flashlight. Before, 
we had only two parameters—bright and dark—but now I wanted to see 
how this mirror changed from the brightest setting to the darkest setting. 

Fatty turned off his flashlight to cooperate with me. I slowly dimmed the 
flashlight and immediately found that the blue light in the whole mirror was 
also slowly darkening. Moreover, the rate was exactly the same as my own 
flashlight. 

I slowly turned the flashlight on, and the blue light in the mirror also 
appeared slowly. 

I couldn’t help but smile as my previous overestimation of this mirror 
technology disappeared. I immediately said to Fatty, “Look, it’s not that 
amazing. The blue light in this mirror is coming from our flashlights. When 
our flashlights are bright, it’s bright inside the mirror. When our flashlights 
are dark, it’s dark inside the mirror.” 
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Fatty could also see it clearly from his position on the beam and nodded, 
“Our flashlights’ light energy passes through this mirror and shoots into this 
building?” 

I shook my head. Although our flashlights were “Wolf-Eye” flashlights and 
could blind people, it was impossible to use them to illuminate such a large 
building. 

I couldn’t fully speculate on the real situation, but since the light problem in 
this mirror was so simple, I didn’t think the other situations would be too 
difficult. 

Uncle Two had taught me that everything depended on a purpose. And from 
that purpose we could infer many aspects that couldn’t be speculated on 
otherwise. This was the most useful thing I had learned from the older 
generation. I felt my legs tingling from the cold water and asked myself, 
what’s the purpose of this mirror here? 

“Do you think this mirror has anything to do with feng shui?” I asked Fatty. 

“Some Yangzhai feng shui masters use eight divinatory trigram mirrors, but 
this is too big,” Fatty said. “If this mirror was hung on the balcony, it could 
bring planes down. You could just fucking watch the planes fall out of the 
sky from the balcony all day long. It would be really noisy to lose an Airbus 
today and a Boeing tomorrow.”  

“Just how much do you fucking hate airplanes? We don’t have time for this, 
think seriously.”  

Fatty finished smoking his cigarette, pinched the butt, and threw it into the 
water before lighting another one, “I would have thought of it if I could 
have. I would have blasted my way into the ancient building and saved them 
all. We could be eating roast duck in Beijing, but I’m here eating this 
cigarette butt instead. You think more. Don’t rely on me.” 

“Aren’t you a great feng shui master? Why are you asking me?” I retorted. 
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He shook his head, “I’m sure I can’t do anything about it with my profound 
knowledge. Besides, you didn’t know anything at that time, so I could talk 
nonsense. Now that you’ve made some progress, I’ll have to keep an eye on 
it.” 

Fuck, so you really were talking nonsense. Fatty continued, “I don’t think it’s 
useful for you to think about feng shui. If you want to understand feng shui, 
you would understand it at a glance. If you don’t understand it, you won’t 
be able to even if you’re blind. If you really want my opinion, I can tell you 
that my first reaction at that time was that it was a reflection. But look 
overhead—” he pointed the “Wolf-Eye” flashlight above his head. This cave 
was very tall, and I could see that it was all rocky, but the details weren’t 
very clear. 

I pulled out a cigarette, grabbed the one from Fatty’s mouth to light my 
own, and then shoved it back into his mouth. Fatty’s flashlight swung back 
and forth overhead. 

“It’s nothing but rock. That’s why I think this building is in the mirror.” Fatty 
stepped on the mirror. “If the image in the mirror was reflected from there, I 
would definitely block the image if I walked on top of it. But that’s obviously 
not the case. Although I’m not cultured compared to you, a college student, 
I still understand this basic truth.” 

I looked at the rocks above and then at Fatty posing on the mirror. After 
looking back and forth several times, I started to think that Fatty was right, 
but I couldn’t help feeling that something was strange. 

Maybe it was because I had experienced too many deceptions and schemes 
around me recently, so I had a sensitive intuition when it came to the flaws 
of things. I suddenly felt that this cave was insufficiently compact. 

It was like a magic trick. And when it came to magic, the most powerful kind 
was street magic, where magicians performed in front of you without any 
kind of disguise. Magic experts often gave people the feeling that they had 
special powers, which was a very powerful experience. 
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The second kind was stage magic. Many of the most basic tricks required 
cloth coverings or boxes. The principle of stage magic lay in the fact that the 
use of cloth coverings and boxes couldn’t change the impossibility of this 
matter. But because we know that magic is mostly illusions and traps, wise 
people immediately realize that the mystery must be behind the cloth or 
inside the box. It’s just that the cover is very clever and we can’t see it. 

My gut feeling right now was that it was stage magic. If the designers here 
wanted to put the Zhang family’s ancient building in the mirror, then they 
would have looked for a shorter cave so that we would look up and know 
that it was impossible for it to be on the ceiling. 

But the ceiling of this cave was too high and some parts couldn’t be seen 
clearly. Even though we had basically determined that there was probably 
nothing but stone up there, the cave’s height had me feeling that if there 
was even a one in ten thousand chance, then the mechanism would surely 
be hidden up there. Especially because the situation around us was too 
obvious and there was no possibility of a mechanism being anywhere else. 

That meant it had to be somewhere we couldn’t—or hadn’t—seen. 

Of course, this could only be my momentary illusion. If someone told me 
that I had to break through the stage magician’s tricks or lose my friend, the 
first thing I would do, of course, is to kick over the magician’s box to see if 
something was inside. 

“We have to climb up and take a look,” I said to Fatty. 
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Chapter 42 There’s Something at the Top of 
the Cave 

After the adventure in Sichuan, climbing was no longer a problem for me. I 
visually inspected the height of the cave and found that it was more than 
sixty meters, which was about twenty stories high. Fortunately, this 
mountain rock was a lot easier to scale and I climbed very high in less than 
an hour. What made me feel most proud was that the cigarette placed 
behind my ear didn’t fall down during the whole process. 

I tied a rope with iron spikes to create a simple safety rope. When it became 
very difficult to climb again, I was about ten meters away from the roof of 
the cave. 

Fatty’s voice echoed below me. I used my flashlight to illuminate the cave 
ceiling and found that it was full of stalactites that were hanging upside 
down like spikes. As expected, there was something between these 
stalactites. 

But they were too big and jagged, so I still couldn’t see clearly from my 
position. 

“Do you see anything?” Fatty’s voice sounded eager.  

If you don’t climb on your own, I won’t tell you. I'll just piss you off instead! I 
didn’t bother answering him. 

Fatty kept shouting from below while I hesitantly tried to change my 
position on the cliff to get a better angle. I almost fell off several times, but I 
still couldn’t see clearly. 

I took a few deep breaths, feeling a little depressed. It wasn't very easy to 
climb so high and it had all been for naught. 
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Fatty cried, “Sunshine incense burner gives rise to purple smoke. Purple 
smoke is born in the mountains.(1) It’s impossible to see clearly from your 
position. Shine your light on it for me. The flashlight is at its brightest so I’ll 
see.” 

“If you’re not fucking educated, don’t recite it," I scolded him. "Would you 
mind straightening out your tongue before reciting it again?” 

“I was trying to liven up the atmosphere since you get impatient when 
you’re in a hurry. Don’t be so short with me. If you keep doing that, I’ll fuck 
you up until you become smoke. And it won’t necessarily be purple fucking 
smoke, either.” Fatty became angry. 

I cursed darkly as I pointed my flashlight at the stalactites for what felt like 
half a day, but he also couldn’t see any mechanisms. He did see something 
in the middle that wasn’t big, but it had to be artificial. 

“Can’t see, it’s too far away and the light’s not strong enough. That 
deformed bastard took away my scope; otherwise, I could see better.” 

The core problem was still too far away. The distance the “Wolf-Eye” could 
shine actually wasn’t all that close, but my eyesight was limited. Under such 
concentrated light, if something was too small and unfamiliar to you, it 
would be difficult to determine what it was according to its shape. In this 
case, we’d have to either use a scope or get closer. 

I looked up and saw that it would be really difficult and dangerous to climb. 
But at this time, I had already decided to take risks. 

I gestured to Fatty that I would continue to go up, but it didn’t matter 
whether he saw it or not. I struggled to find a place to move since there 
were only smooth lime walls at a reverse angle a few steps up from my 

 
(1) I think these first 2 sentences are a butchered recitation of Li Bai’s poem 
“Gazing at a Waterfall on Mount Lu”. 
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position. As long as I stepped on them, I would land in front of Fatty as a 
bloody pile of flesh within three seconds. 

I don’t know how long I struggled in that position while Fatty called me 
countless times below. But I continued to ignore him. I had climbed so high 
that I was unwilling to go on like this, but there was really nothing I could 
do. Fatty could only stand at the bottom helplessly, so he eventually 
shouted at me, “Come down! The foreman promised to pay.” 

I had stayed in the same position the entire time and had run out of energy, 
leaving me no choice but to climb down despondently. Fatty shook his head 
at me as I fell to the ground. 

I clapped my hands and sighed, “I’m at a loss now. We’ll do whatever you’ve 
come up with.” 

“I hate to say it, but I’ve thought all day and can’t think of a way. But we’re 
not without results. At least we know there’s something up there,” he said. 
“In fact, there’s a slim chance that I have a solution, but I didn’t want to say 
it because it’s too risky. You can make a hook out of an iron spike to see if 
you can hook anything over there and then swing over for a closer look.” 

“Then how am I supposed to get back?” 

“Come back, my ass. When I find the entrance, I’ll go to the building to save 
Little Brother and get them out. Then I’ll come back to save you. You just 
hang up there, smoke, and think about our bright future.” 

Fatty’s method would work, but it was bullshit and I definitely wouldn’t do 
it. Regardless of whether the above thing really was related to the entrance 
or not, if I let Fatty go and he died, then I’d be hanging up there until I 
starved to death. That kind of death was just too painful. 

My body was exhausted and my fingers trembled a little after climbing up 
once, so I went to soak in the water. At this time, I suddenly found that my 
hands felt off. 
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I used my flashlight to take a look and found that my fingers were dark and 
my fingernails were all black. 

Was it dirt? Mud? 

But it was very slippery and didn’t feel like mud at all. When I smelled my 
fingernails, I detected a strange odor. Not everyone would notice, but I 
knew what it was right away. 

“Don’t worry about it. Old ladies like you are so fastidious,” Fatty scolded. 

“No, it smells like kerosene,” I said as I looked at the rock walls around me. 
“There’s oil in these seams.” 

I went up to the edge of the rock wall and reached up and touched it, but it 
was dry and there was nothing noticeable. Then I continued climbing until I 
got to a height of about three or four people. I put my hand in the stone 
crevice and touched black oil. 

Kerosene was a special kind of oil made up of strange ingredients. Honestly, 
any oil prepared using many formulas could be called kerosene. The only 
common feature was that the oil was gelatinous and flowed easily, but was 
very viscous. In the case of a cotton core, the combustion was very slow and 
was usually used in a closed place like a pilot lamp or torch. Moreover, it 
didn’t deteriorate or dry up after long-term storage. 

The crevice was so narrow that my hand couldn’t fully reach inside, but 
when I used a flashlight to illuminate it, I found that the oil content was very 
high and there were many fist-sized cotton balls in there. 

I looked all the way up the crevice and found that the entire thing was 
continuously filled with kerosene, spiraling all the way up to the top of the 
cave. 

This was a way to start a fire, and after looking at these cotton cores, it 
seemed that they could still be lit. 
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Fatty also climbed up and was surprised when he saw it. “Yo, it’s covered in 
sesame paste. What is this?” 

I pointed to the cotton cores and explained the concept to him. He looked 
up and said, “Fuck, it must be spectacular when it’s lit.” 

“But what’s it for?” I asked. “Do you need so much kerosene just to look in 
the mirror? These bastards are extravagant and wasteful. Moreover, this 
stuff must be disposable. If the kerosene is lit, it can’t be extinguished at all. 
Even if you have a fire extinguisher, it’s not easy to climb up and spray it. 
We’d have to wait for the oil to burn out.” 

“Not necessarily,” Fatty said while pointing to the cotton cores. “Look at 
these cotton cores. There are burn traces on them. These things have 
already been ignited before.” 

I shook my head, “They must’ve been lit to test the quality of the cotton 
cores before they were put in. If you light them here, the oil has to be 
burned through before the fire can be extinguished. How many people 
would die if they climbed against a wall of fire to put it out? And all the oil 
paths here are connected so you’d have to extinguish all the cotton cores at 
the same time. If you extinguish only one, the flames on the edge will ignite 
it again immediately.” 

Fatty touched his chin and nodded, “That makes sense. However, this oil 
channel and this mirror should be connected, right?” 

When I nodded, he said, “That’s fine.” As he spoke, he pulled out a match. 
“Comrade Marx said that practice is the only criterion for testing truth.” 

I was immediately shocked when I saw this, “What are you doing?” 

He lit the match, but the flame almost went out as he threw it into the 
crack. A spark immediately appeared inside and a fire dragon emerged out 
of the crack in the rock. 
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Neither of us thought that the flames would be so fierce. They caught the 
two of us off guard and we threw ourselves into the water. 

Fortunately, the water below prevented me from hurting myself and I 
struggled to get up immediately. When I looked up again, I saw a spectacle 
that left me stunned. 

A fire dragon was circling all the way up as if it were frightened, crawling on 
the cave wall and leaving a burning mark of flames. The whole cave was lit 
by the fire almost instantaneously. 

At the same time, the temperature began to rise, and a smell of fire and oil 
immediately filled the whole space. 

We were stunned to see the fire dragon spread upward in circles. It was 
almost dizzying. 

It took ten minutes for the dragon to climb to the top and stop. As the flame 
spiraled over the whole cave wall and completely revealed it, I found that 
the shape of the cave was like an inverted horn. All the flames were 
concentrated in the mirror under the water and the ancient building was 
illuminated as if it were daytime. 

“Amazing.” Fatty sounded dumbstruck. 

I looked back at him and snatched the other matches from his hand, “You’re 
crazy! What if this oil was connected to explosives? This place isn’t the same 
as it used to be. Could you be more reliable and let us live a few more 
years?” 

“If you want to live a few more years, you shouldn’t be here,” Fatty retorted. 
He didn’t look at me at all, but stared at the ceiling, “I’m not as slow as you 
are. Look, what is that?” 

I looked up and immediately saw a very tiny building model in the area 
above the ceiling that had originally been dim. 
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The small model hung upside down on the roof of the cave in such a way 
that if it weren’t for the strong light, it would be impossible to see with all 
the shadows. 

“Zhang Jialou!” I frowned. At the same time, I could see that many light 
spots were flashing on the ancient building. There appeared to be a lot of 
lenses around the model that were reflecting the fire here. At that moment, 
I also saw countless light spots dimly flashing on the walls around us, making 
the whole cave look like colored glass. 

Fatty murmured, “It turns out that the whole Zhang family is from 
Lilliputian.” (2)  

“No, it’s a filter,” I said. I looked at the shape of the whole cave and 

immediately understood the operation of its mechanism. I knew that it was 

impossible to verify after seeing the wall of flames, but I was almost certain 

that there was no other possibility regarding the secrets of the ancient 

building in the mirror. 

  

 
(2) Nation of tiny people from Gulliver’s Travels 
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Chapter 43 Yangshi Lei’s Mirror Magic 

This was actually a very simple trick that originated from Persian magic and 
used a gem from the western regions. Mirrors made of this gem were dim in 
the sunlight but especially bright in the moonlight, so they were called 
moonstones. 

The reason for this phenomenon was that this gem could only reflect dim 
cyan light. If the light was too strong, it would be the same as stone. In other 
words, the stronger the light, the lower the reflectivity. 

The mirror in the water was a light concentrator. When our flashlights 
shined on the mirror’s surface, the light was vertically reflected to the top of 
the cave and then reflected by the small lenses around the model of the 
ancient building to countless moonstone lenses on the wall. 

The reflected light of a single lens was extremely weak and almost 
imperceptible, but the accumulation of countless light rays could make the 
ancient mirror in the water reflect the appearance of the ancient building 
above. Since it was the superposition of numerous weak reflection points at 
360 degrees, we wouldn’t form a shadow on the mirror no matter where we 
were. 

And since moonstone could only reflect cyan light, the image in the ancient 
mirror would be cyan no matter what color light we used. 

“It’s the principle of a shadowless lamp,” Fatty said. “I’ve seen the Science 
Discovery Channel. But why did I see everyone in the mirror before?” 

“There must be something strange with this model,” I said. “As expected, 
Yangshi Lei is impressive. This is western technology. With the development 
of science and technology in the Qing Dynasty, it’s surprising that 
mechanisms could’ve been brought to this point.” 

“What’s it for? The designer must be crazy. Did he do it just to scare 
people?” 
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“I can only use these aspects to guess what the purpose of this mirror is 
here. First of all, this is probably the Zhang Jialou’s lighting device.” I 
continued, “It’s a lighting system. Just think, the building is deep in the 
mountains and the site must need a lot of light if such a huge project is to be 
carried out. They couldn’t use torches, because it would take too much 
manpower to bring grease to such a remote area, let alone continue 
construction. These people planned to plant trees nearby, knowing that the 
wood would be needed for the project in nearly a thousand years. So, they 
couldn’t have failed to consider the lighting problem.” 

I did some calculations and figured that it would take two to three years to 
complete the construction of this place if they used two hundred people. 
The lighting during that time couldn’t have depended solely on grease. 

I looked up at the top of the cave, “At first, the sun would definitely shine 
down from the top, so it’s likely that they damaged or hid the lighting mirror 
set on the top of the mountain.” 

When Fatty asked me why, I went to the edge of the cave and said, “It’s 
often rainy here. Sunshine is the most common, lasting, and unreliable light 
source, so they must’ve had an emergency light source. These fire channels 
should be the emergency light sources. When they needed illumination, 
they would ignite the channels here. So, there must be a passage nearby 
that sends the firelight into the cave where the Zhang family’s ancient 
building is.” 

When I finished, I waited for Fatty to praise me and tell me that I was good 
and that my conjecture was impeccable. But Fatty didn’t respond at all. 
Instead, he looked around at the fire dragon on the wall. 

Right as I saw his expression change, I also noticed that the flames on the 
fire dragon dimmed. 

“Has the oil burned out?” 
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“No, it’s the oxygen that’s suddenly being consumed in large quantities.” 
Fatty stretched out his hand to feel the air flowing around him. “Damn it, 
what kind of lighting? This definitely isn’t for lighting.” 

I copied him and held out my hand, feeling the air current surging. 

“The oxygen here was consumed, so now the oxygen in the cave outside is 
being pumped in and will form a big pressure difference. It’s like a suction 
cup. All the holes here that are connected with the outside world will draw 
in air.” 

“But what for?” I asked. 

“I don’t know,” Fatty said. “But I have a bad feeling.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, I heard a series of chain-pulling sounds 
from the surrounding walls, as if some mechanism had been activated. 

“It’s over,” Fatty said. “Run!” 

“What’s the matter?” I shouted. He grabbed me and ran to the exit while 
shouting, “The air pressure has activated a trap! The mechanism here is all 
heavy stone, so it has to be driven by air pressure! This place is an air 
pump.” 

I immediately understood, but at this moment, the pool under my feet was 
suddenly moving. I hadn’t even run a few steps before I realized that I 
couldn’t stand at all. A slope appeared below me and at the same time, all 
the water began to swirl. At the last moment, I had a sudden burst of 
strength and threw myself at the stone beam. As a result, I severely scraped 
my fingernails and my whole body was thrown into the water, instantly 
getting caught up in the current. 

I was in awe. Damn it, there’s such a trap under this pool?! As soon as I 
started to worry about how high the drop was and what was underneath, I 
fell to the ground. My flashlight landed not far from me. Then, the water 
came rushing down from above, pushing my whole body further onto the 
ground. 
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I was overwhelmed. Although the pool above wasn’t deep, there was at 
least a few tons of water. I kept rolling around, barely able to find a space to 
breathe in the rushing current. 

This state of semi-asphyxiation wasn’t relieved until all the water had run 
out. I was exhausted. As I vomited and coughed incessantly, all the water in 
my windpipe was sprayed out, which felt like a relief. 

Where the hell was I? My flashlight had been washed far away, so all I could 
do was wipe my face and look around. But all I saw was darkness. I touched 
the ground and found that it wasn’t stone, but sand. It had been washed out 
of a big pit, and I was in the middle of it. 

It seemed to be a sandpit. 

The fall was only two or three meters high, and I was glad I didn’t fall into a 
fatal trap as I struggled to get up. 

After two or three steps in the flashlight’s direction, however, I felt as if 
something was wrong. 

The moment I put my foot down, it sank into the ground. And after three 
more steps, I found that I was dragged further down. 

When I looked down, I found that the pit was full of a type of sand that was 
too fine to bear people’s weight and I was sinking further. 

I immediately reacted—it was a quicksand trap! 

The most common trap in ancient tombs was the quicksand trap. It had no 
elaborate design and just required you to pour a large amount of quicksand 
around the tomb. And because quicksand was the same as water, the sand 
would surge back no matter how you dug into it. At the same time, the 
ancient tomb’s craftsmen would design a turnover board on the floor. So, as 
long as grave robbers fell onto it, they would immediately fall into the 
quicksand layer at the bottom of the tomb and soon be asphyxiated. 
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Ghost said that the channel was very safe, so how can there be such a trap 
here? I wondered as I lay on the quicksand, distributing my weight so as to 
decrease the rate at which I sunk.  

I felt around my body, searching for half a day but not finding anything 
useful. Instead, my eyes gradually adapted to the light here and I saw Fatty 
not far away. He was worse off than me: he had landed headfirst into the 
quicksand. His two feet were kicking furiously as he tried to get his head out, 
but the more he struggled, the more he sank. 

I had learned not to despair in this kind of environment. In the past, the 
more dangerous the environment was, the more I was able to win in the 
end. 

However, just as I was calmly and quickly thinking about the problem, I 
found that this time was different from before. 

This time, I had no time to think. 

It had only taken twenty seconds before the sand almost reached my neck. 
But at this time, I found that I had stepped on something. 

Was it the bottom of the quicksand trap? 

Whatever it was, it was something hard that had stopped me from sinking. 
Fatty had finally got his head out with a triumphant shout, so I asked him to 
come over. He tried desperately to crawl to me but had only made it 
halfway before only his head was sticking out of the sand and he had to 
stop. 

I was panting heavily as I tried to feel what I was stepping on. What’s going 
on? I asked myself. Were ancient people so short? Did the ancients not 
expect modern people to grow so tall, so they dug the trap too shallow? 

Impossible. Although I believed that quicksand was the kind of trap that 
could kill a person so long as it was just a few centimeters above the head, 
such traps were usually dug very deep just to be on the safe side. 
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“Mr. Naïve, are you ok?” Fatty shouted from the side as he tried to leap 
towards me. 

“It’s nothing,” I said. I had hardly finished speaking when Fatty let out an 
“ouch” and stopped moving. 

“What’s the matter?” 

“There’s something in the sand,” Fatty said. “Fuck, it’s hitting my lungs.” As 
he spoke, I saw the sand in front of him turn over. 

“What the hell? Is it alive?” 

“No, it’s hard like stone. I’ll pull it out,” Fatty said. “Shit, it feels a little 
weird.” 

With that said, the sand parted and a horned object emerged. Fatty gritted 
his teeth, apparently straining under the sand. After waiting for a while, the 
skull of an unknown animal finally emerged. 

“It’s a deer,” Fatty said. “It seems that he was also a poor devil like us.” Then 
he threw the skull away and moved towards me. 

“How could a deer come to this place? Is Santa Claus buried in this 
building?” 

“Maybe it broke in by mistake. There are many more.” Fatty continued to 
flop around and soon pulled a bone out of the sand. I didn’t know what part 
it was from, but it was very long like a bone spur. “Shit, there’s quite a lot. 
It’s making me uncomfortable.” 

I was also flopping in the sand like him. It was hard to move my hands, 
because unlike the sand on the beach, the quicksand here was very fine. The 
deeper you dug, the stronger it became. Soon, I also felt something hard. 

I grabbed the thing, pushed it up bit by bit, and soon a bulge in the sand 
swelled up in front of me. I gave it a hard push and the bone emerged out of 
the sand. The first thing I saw was a mass of hair. 
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I was stunned for a moment and then continued to push it up to the surface 
until a sinister face emerged from the sand. 

It was the mummified body of a man. I saw the faded green army clothes on 
him and realized that he should be the victim of a grave robbery. 

“Hello, Santa Claus.” Fatty finally came to my side. “It looks like this is a mass 
grave. Don’t look. We have to think of something; otherwise, we’ll become 
Santa Claus.” 

Our method was to use the cloth strips torn off from our clothes to connect 
the bones from this sandpit and form a bone frame. We then covered it with 
anything that could be used as a cover in order to make something similar to 
a sled. 

We had to make two pieces so that we could first climb to the top of one 
piece and then climb to the top of the other piece. In this way, the contact 
area between us and the sand would be much larger, and we could move 
forward instead of sinking down. 

After we quickly finished, I found that our plan was silly—we couldn’t go 
straight and could only walk sideways. 

Fatty pointed in one direction and said, “Go over there first. We’ll try crab-
walking and see how long we can run amuck.” 

“Stupid, that’s not a nice thing to say,” I scolded as I lay down on the “sled” 
with Fatty. He handed me the chassis on one side and I turned to the other 
side, then we both rolled over and repeated the same process. 

The entire way forward, we were really rolling. We rolled and rolled until we 
suddenly arrived at a place where the sand sank down. 

I was shocked and thought, shit, can this quicksand not hold anything with 
such a large surface area? But it wasn’t quicksand at all, it was rogue sand. I 
immediately heard a series of sounds that sounded like stones rubbing and 
crashing against each other under the sand. 
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Chapter 44 Quicksand Trap 

Before the sound coming from under the sand disappeared, I suddenly 
heard countless rumblings from the darkness in the distance, as if something 
had fallen from the top of the cave and into the quicksand. The sound was 
very dense like rain, as if a considerable number of things were falling. 

Fatty was rolling hard, but after hearing the sound, he stopped immediately 
and said to himself, “I think I just heard the sound of bad luck.” He 
immediately sat up. Since we didn’t have anything to protect ourselves with, 
he took out the iron picks. 

I also knew that something must’ve happened, but after looking around, I 
could only see quicksand. Moreover, the sound had come from a certain 
distance away. Although the “Wolf-Eye” flashlight could illuminate far into 
the distance, it was hard to see the details clearly in the yellow sand, and 
downright impossible to see what was falling down. 

I was uneasy since I knew we didn’t have any defense at all now. Once the 
chassis we were lying on was damaged, we’d sink into the quicksand. 
Although it wasn’t deep enough to trap us, we’d essentially become turtles 
in a jar. To put it bluntly, if we were trapped in the quicksand, even a few 
patient mosquitoes could kill us here. I said to Fatty, “Your stupid toothpicks 
won’t do much good either. Keep crawling. How far can you crawl? Maybe 
we can stick to the side.” 

Fatty looked at the iron picks in his hand and immediately nodded, “Ok, let’s 
go.” We lay down again and immediately began to roll and crawl. Fatty had 
obviously sped up, proving that fear was the primary motivation of mankind. 

We had only been going for a while when something suddenly fell beside us. 
Fatty shined his flashlight at it and we saw that it was a bone. He then 
proceeded to move the light to the roof of the cave again. With a single 
glance, we saw a bunch of corpses sticking to the ceiling as if they had been 
flattened and glued there. At the same time, we found that the roof was 
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shaking, and the bodies stuck on it were crumbling as debris fell from time 
to time. 

The falling objects continued to sound like rain, and this time, I heard very 
clearly that the sound seemed to be moving and approaching us quickly. 
Fatty shined his flashlight in that direction, and we could vaguely see that 
the bodies were being knocked down by something. A huge shadow hung 
upside down on the ceiling, looming under the flashlight’s glow. 

Now I was certain that this seemed to be a feeding ground. All the animals 
that entered the ventilation and light shafts would eventually be brought 
here and disposed of by whatever was here. But we just didn’t know what it 
was. 

Fucking hell, why didn’t Ghost tell us more about this? If I knew that there 
was such a fucking mechanism here, I at least wouldn’t have been so quick 
to fall into such a simple trap. If we had been more careful, we might’ve 
entered the ancient building by now. 

As I scolded in my heart, I suddenly felt very desperate. Based on the 
situation around us and the size of this thing, it was impossible to run. Even 
on a level road, we wouldn’t be able to outrun it. Were we also going to be 
flattened by this thing on the ceiling? In this state, it seemed impossible to 
have a more dignified death. 

Previous experience told us that we had to hold on until the last moment, 
no matter what. Fatty handed me the iron picks, which used to be used by 
emperors in the Qing Dynasty. At most, the iron picks could be used to prod 
a widow to death or prod some unlucky rich men that were roused from 
their sleep at midnight. Although this stuff wasn’t easy to sell, it was still an 
antique and I wanted to take it back for a souvenir. I just didn’t think that it 
would be necessary to use such a thing to fight now. Luckily, it was very 
sharp, so the other party wouldn’t be too happy when they were met with 
this. 

Fatty didn’t have much ammo for his gun, so we stepped on the half-bent 
skeleton chassis and waited for that thing to approach. In doing so, we could 
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at least choose whether to jump out and try to escape or take the 
opportunity to fight back when it first attacked. 

We pulled the sled for half a day before the thing stopped a certain distance 
from us. Damn it, I said to myself. This thing is so big yet still quite cautious. 
What is it? Is it a living creature or a dead body? As I looked at the huge 
shadow on the cave ceiling in the distance, the sweat on my hands squeezed 
out from between my fingers. How could a living creature appear in such a 
place? I had never seen such a wild animal before, and a dead creature 
wouldn’t act so cautiously. 

At this time, the sand in front of us suddenly moved, and a ripple appeared. I 
shined my flashlight on the surface of the quicksand and saw a sudden 
change come over the bone that had just fallen. It appeared to be alive and 
was crawling on the sand. 

The bone was twisting in the sand, and the cotton wool still stuck on it was 
shrinking and expanding. Several black tentacles could be seen sticking out 
from underneath. 

If we looked at the roof of the cave again, we’d be even more stunned. All of 
the bones stuck on the ceiling moved, and a large number of black tentacles 
as thick as toothpicks stretched out. 

These tentacles quivered as if the whole roof of the cave suddenly sprouted 
thorns. Soon, many black insects the size of fingernails fell and crawled 
directly into the quicksand before disappearing. Fatty reacted quickly and 
immediately picked up the other chassis to act as an umbrella to block our 
heads so that we weren’t covered in bugs. 

I knew immediately what it was. It was a kind of stone silkworm, which was 
a common aquatic pest. But I didn’t know why it could survive here on land. 
This kind of worm used the liquid it secreted to glue many stones and bones 
into a cocoon, which it hid in. This thing’s bite was very painful, but its 
mobility wasn’t strong. It usually escaped from its cocoon only when it was 
invaded. 
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Fatty’s hand holding up our makeshift umbrella was bitten several times and 
soon swelled up. I asked him to hold the umbrella with the iron picks instead 
of his hands and calmed him down at the same time, “This insect isn’t 
aggressive.” 

“I disagree,” Fatty said. “If we sink into the quicksand, we’ll become the best 
food for these bugs. They’ll definitely eat us clean.” 

Most of the silkworms had soon fallen from the roof of the cave into the 
quicksand, so Fatty quickly put down the umbrella. I suddenly realized that 
the bones probably weren’t flattened as we thought, but were transported 
there by the worms one by one and glued together. Fatty used the umbrella 
as a shovel to move some of the sand aside and found that almost all of the 
silkworms were under the surface. 

He started cursing, “Fuck me, I’m not afraid we’ll starve to death anymore. 
The protein content of these things must be too high. Eating them will be 
cleaner and more nutritious than anything in the city.” 

I looked at the shadow crouching in the distance and thought that this thing 
was probably thinking along the same lines as us: I don’t have to be afraid of 
starvation anymore. These two things look very nutritious. 

“If you want to eat it,” I said to Fatty, “the better nutrition just means that 
you’ll be more delicious when others eat you. While that big guy is still 
pretending to be a literary art piece, let’s continue to withdraw. He didn’t 
respond to all this noise so maybe he didn’t even notice us.” 

Fatty said, “Impossible. It’s in the direction we’re going and we have to pass 
under it. Shit, I don’t have this kind of hobby.” 

“What do you want to do?” I asked him. “Wait for it to suddenly change its 
mind and destroy us both, or wait for it to die of boredom?” 

“It’s going to attack us and there’s nothing we can do about it. It’s no use 
thinking about it.” Fatty kept changing the chassis and moving while looking 
around. “The best way is to find a place to hide. This place is too big, so we’ll 
use a flashlight as bait.” 
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“Is it attracted by light?” I was doubtful. “The deer that fell here didn’t bring 
a flashlight. I think it’s probably smell and sound.” 

“Which is it?” 

“Smell is more likely,” I replied. Fatty immediately pulled a bottle of 
something from his pocket. 

“What the hell is that?” 

“Huoxiang Zhengqi Shui(1). Quick, help me.” Fatty took off his socks, put the 
bottle inside, and then swung it like a meteor hammer (2), throwing it out as 
fast as possible. The bottle flew in an arc, hit the post on one side, and broke 
with a loud crash. 

“This liquid has a very strong odor. If that thing is attracted by the smell, it 
might be drawn away.” 

The shadow didn’t respond. 

“Maybe your socks are too smelly and are masking the smell of the 
Huoxiang Zhengqi Shui,” I said. 

Was it sound? Too many things had fallen from above just now, so did the 
shadow stop in order to wait for the sounds to subside? 

There was still the sound of insects falling down, but it was getting lighter 
and lighter. I felt uneasy and looked at the black shadow before suddenly 
giving a loud shout. 

Sure enough, the shadow moved. Fatty immediately covered my mouth and 
asked me softly what I was doing. 

“This thing seems to be determining our position by sound,” I said. “But its 
ability to distinguish between sounds isn’t particularly good. If there’s some 

 
(1) Liquid Chinese medicine 
(2) Kung fu weapon which basically consists of two weights connected by a 
rope or chain 
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interference, it can’t locate us. We have to be prepared. After it’s 
completely quiet, we mustn’t make any noise.” 

Fatty was excited after hearing this, “This approach is too passive. If that’s 
the case, we should take this opportunity to kill it.” 

Even if we can touch it, it’s too difficult to reach the ceiling in our current 
situation, I thought to myself. When Fatty spoke, the shadow suddenly 
shrank back. 

We were startled as we saw it slowly retreating into the darkness. 
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Chapter 45 Shadow 

It wasn’t until the shadow disappeared that I realized that this thing had 
really gone. Fatty and I looked at each other and immediately moved on 
cautiously to our destination. This time, we didn’t dare rest at all. After half 
an hour, we finally climbed up the stone platform and rolled over. Fatty and 
I were too tired to even roll our eyes and just lay there motionless. When I 
managed to get up, I found that we were on a very rough stone platform. 

There was a stone staircase in the middle of the platform that led to the top. 
When we went up, we found a sealed copper door that wouldn’t budge. 
Fatty said it might have to be pulled, so he grabbed a few of the patterns on 
it and pulled down. But all that happened was that his fingernails were torn. 

As we scratched at the bronze door, the sound of things falling began to 
come from the darkness. The giant thing hanging upside down on the ceiling 
was coming towards us again, this time at a very fast speed. 

Fatty reminded me, “Your watch also has an alarm clock function on it. Turn 
it on quickly and we’ll let the behemoth chase it.” 

It was only after he said that that I thought of another trick. I quickly set the 
alarm clock on my watch and threw it out violently. The crashing sound of 
broken bones immediately turned, but the watch was too light, so I couldn’t 
throw it very far. 

In the flashlight’s beam, a huge miluotuo swept across the roof in front of 
us. It was so big that it almost looked like King Kong, and its green skin was 
shining with an emerald luster under the flashlight’s glow. It was presumably 
the male god of creation in Yao mythology. As a god of violence and 
destruction, it was trapped here as a scavenger, and we were probably the 
few idiots who could entertain it for thousands of years. 

After a slight pause, the miluotuo reached out its long hand and looked in 
the direction of the watch in the quicksand. It seemed puzzled and 
interested, but the yellow sand soon buried the watch and the sound 
couldn’t be heard anymore. 
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I knew this wasn’t good, because I saw the miluotuo listen for a long time 
and then suddenly turn its head towards us. 

It had no facial features, just like a strange doll. As it slowly leaned towards 
the stone platform where we were, I suddenly saw that this thing’s face had 
almost been smashed in and was full of bullet holes. 

We lay there quietly with the huge miluotuo hanging over us. It seemed to 
know that we were nearby, but it wasn’t sure where we were, so it hung 
there quietly. 

What I feared the most was Fatty farting. He always made such mistakes 
when nervous, but fortunately, he had matured a lot this time. This kind of 
feeling was too fucking weird. My heart was beating wildly and I couldn’t 
help feeling that the miluotuo was lingering because of it. 

I dared not take a deep breath to adjust my state and only slowly took 
shallow breaths, but it was too difficult in this situation. It took me almost 
three hours to calm my heart down. In the end, it wasn’t due to my own 
efforts, but because this tense state had lasted too long and required too 
much physical strength. My consciousness began to blur and my heartbeat 
started to calm down. 

I began to entertain foolish ideas and wondered what to do. If this thing 
kept hanging here, we would turn stupid. Maybe we’d become two 
mummies after completely choking each other to death. 

I knew that with Fatty’s character, he definitely wouldn’t be helpless. He 
would absolutely give it a shot when the critical point was reached, but no 
matter what you do, either way led to death. 

What to do? What to do? What to do? 

I tried to remember if there was something else on me that could make a 
continuous sound after being thrown out. 

I went through all the things in my head and suddenly remembered Xiao 
Hua’s cell phone. 
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I slowly put my hand in my pocket—the phone was still there! My heart beat 
faster as I secretly rejoiced and I slowly pulled the phone out. 

Well, I hope there’s still some power left. God, please let there be power! I 
said to myself as I slowly opened the phone. 

Unexpectedly, as soon as I opened it, the phone whose battery had already 
hit rock bottom issued a clear and crisp warning of insufficient power. 

I was shocked. This noise sounded completely quiet at ordinary times, but 
now it sounded like thunder. Almost at the same time, I saw the huge green 
monster hanging right above my head. Its head was right on the verge of 
touching mine and was only one finger away at most. 

It kept turning its head and seemed to be looking for the thing that had just 
made a sound. I could see the green skin constantly moving as it reflected 
my face. 

In these few seconds, I didn’t know what kind of nerve I had to switch Xiao 
Hua’s phone to the video player. The damn phone would make a slight 
sound every time I pressed the button, and I had to press it six times. The 
behemoth hung behind the back of my head and came around to my other 
side. At this point, I finally pressed the video player, swung my arm, and 
threw the phone out. 

Right as it made a sound and flew off the stone platform, the huge miluotuo 
began to attack, flying to that place with great speed. Since it had been right 
by my head, I was knocked down in an instant and fell headlong into the 
quicksand. 

I immediately began to sink, and by the time I dug my way out, I saw that 
Xiao Hua’s phone had been destroyed in an instant. The behemoth’s huge 
long arm waved a few times at the sandpit. I didn’t know if Xiao Hua’s phone 
was smashed, but I knew that it and the watch must’ve shared the same 
fate. 
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There was a momentary silence as I saw the thing’s huge body slowly curl up 
on the ceiling. I didn’t dare disturb the atmosphere and let myself slowly 
sink into the quicksand. 

I succeeded in getting this thing away from the stone platform, so now it 
was up to Fatty. I was just about to relax when I noticed something was 
wrong again—there was something in the sand! 

I suddenly felt a stabbing pain all over my body, as if I were being bitten by 
some insect. 

Silkworms, I cursed in my heart. And sure enough, just as Fatty had said, I 
was in quicksand, which basically put me on the same level as a dead thing 
in their book. They were carnivorous insects and definitely came to eat me. 

I slowly reached my hand into the quicksand, feeling around one of the 
throbbing spots. Indeed, it was a bug, and it was as big as a shrimp. I 
grabbed it and pulled savagely. 

Its pincers clamped my skin so tightly that I didn’t even manage to pull it off. 
I pulled hard again and felt my flesh tear open. 

That kind of pain was awful, but I didn’t want to be bitten by bugs. Even if it 
hurt again, I immediately went to touch the other side. 

I clenched my teeth as I finally ripped it off, but sand quickly adhered to the 
wound, exacerbating the pain. At this time, however, I suddenly found that 
all the pain in my body was relieved, and the feeling of being bitten had 
disappeared instantly. 

Then I saw the sand around me begin to boil, and countless silkworms began 
to pour out of the sand, fleeing from me. 

This movement was very big, and the huge miluotuo hanging on the ceiling 
was immediately alerted. It watched the silkworms quickly move into the 
distance before immediately giving chase. 
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I understood that this may be the effect of my blood. I didn’t know whether 
I should be surprised or happy, but I immediately called out to Fatty. He 
looked surprised at this sudden change of events, but leaned out, reached 
over, and pulled me onto the stone platform again. 

I looked at my bleeding wound and couldn’t help but curse darkly as Fatty 
said, “Shit, if you continue like this, you’ll become half a Little Brother.” 

“Don’t talk nonsense, can you open the door?” 

Fatty shook his head, “The bronze door is too strong to open with our 
strength. But I have a plan. I just have to sacrifice you.” 
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Chapter 46 Fatty’s Desperation 

Fatty’s plan was to lead the huge miluotuo to attack the bronze door since 
we couldn’t open it. Otherwise, with our strength, it would take several 
years of practicing pushups and eating silkworms as supplementary protein 
before we could manage it. 

All my sound-making equipment had been thrown out, but fortunately, I 
knew where it had landed. 

I went to the place where I tossed Xiao Hua’s phone just now and dug 
through the sand. All the silkworms I encountered ran away. The huge 
miluotuo that was off in the distance began to come back when it heard the 
noise I was making. 

I suddenly felt that it was very sad to only be able to rely on hearing to find 
prey in the dark. I frantically dug in the sand and quickly pulled Xiao Hua’s 
phone out. 

It was still playing the video, and the sound became clear as soon as it was 
free of the sand. When I pushed the volume to the max, the monster sped 
up and rushed towards me. 

I immediately pulled my arm back and threw the phone to Fatty. He caught 
it mid-air, stuck a piece of chewing gum on it, and pressed it to the bronze 
door with a deft movement that was totally out of line with his figure. 

Almost at the same time, the monster flew to the edge of the stone 
platform. Fatty dropped down and threw himself onto the quicksand, just 
like a fat pig rolling hard in the sand. 

I watched in amazement as the monster hanging above the stone platform 
only paused for a moment before crashing into the bronze door. The door 
almost immediately flew out like a cannonball, revealing a dark passage 
behind it. Xiao Hua’s phone was smashed in an instant. 
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This kind of power surprised me. If it was a person instead of a phone, his 
lungs would definitely be knocked out of his nostrils. 

After the collision, things changed unexpectedly—when the copper door 
was knocked off, it flew across the cave for a period of time, fell heavily, and 
made a loud sound. The huge miluotuo was immediately angered by the 
noise and desperately tried to enter the door. 

But the door was so narrow that it only ended up shaking the roof of the 
cave and couldn’t get in at all. The most troubling thing was that every time 
it struck, the copper door on the floor made a sound, which infuriated it 
even more. 

At this time, I dug my electronic watch out of the sand, but it was 
completely damaged. 

I crawled to Fatty’s side and we watched quietly, waiting for this thing to die 
down. But it seemed to be relentless and kept hitting the door opening 
almost at a fixed frequency. We didn’t know how long we waited, but this 
thing just wouldn’t leave. 

“This is the first time I’ve seen such a simpleton," Fatty said. “Is this your 
relative?” 

“You’re the simpleton with a green face," I said. "Do something quick. We 
don’t have time.” 

“This thing doesn’t care about anything else now. It only cares about that 
hole. If you want to distract it, you have to give it more stimulation.” Fatty 
took out his submachine gun and broke the butt open. We leaned against 
the stone platform, tied the gun's trigger with shoelaces, and pressed the 
gun into the sand. Fatty opened his backpack, pulled out all the things that 
weren’t very useful, pinned down the gun, and gave me a wink. 

I knew what he was going to do, so I nodded and immediately got ready. As 
soon as he pulled the shoelaces, the gun opened fire and a spray of bullets 
hit the miluotuo directly. 
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Green blood flowed everywhere and the miluotuo fell completely off of the 
ceiling, landing heavily on the stone platform. 

Fatty and I immediately clung to the platform and watched the gun continue 
firing. The backpack couldn’t hold back the recoil, so the bullets were flying 
around and hitting both the stone platform and the monster. 

The monster finally became furious.  

I watched as the huge black shadow practically swooped down from the 
platform, and with one slap, flung the whole layer of sand the gun was 
resting on up into the air. 

As gravel scattered, the gun swept out the last volley of bullets mid-air, 
directly sweeping over the top of Fatty’s head. Luckily, he had reflexively 
shrunk his head down; otherwise, the top of his head would've been gone. 
The gun hit a pillar on one side and broke into several pieces, completely 
silencing the gunfire. 

Fatty was so frightened by this last volley that I lifted some sand and patted 
him on the face to get a reaction. Then, the two of us quickly climbed up the 
stone platform. But just as I got up, I heard a loud noise on the ceiling 
behind me. I looked back and saw the monster jump onto the ceiling again, 
hit the roof frantically, and pounce onto the stone platform. 

Countless bone fragments fell down and the bronze door made another 
sound. I knew the situation had taken a bad turn because the monster 
crashed into the doorway again in a fit of rage. 

I couldn’t help myself and rushed in. But Fatty was behind me and was 
immediately blocked by the monster. 

I shouted “Fatty!” and was just about to see what the situation was when 
the monster’s hand reached in through the doorway and slapped me out. 

I rolled on the spot, and when I got up again, I saw Fatty lying firmly on the 
monster’s arm with his eyes closed, stabbing it to death with an iron pick. 
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I shouted to him, “Let go!” He opened his eyes, but there was no need for 
him to stop since he was immediately thrown off and rolled away. 

I was gasping for breath as I watched the hand constantly reaching in and 
slapping the ground. The further we retreated, the further we got from the 
hand’s attack radius, and the two of us eventually collapsed to the ground. 

Fatty listened to the sound of the bronze door shaking and then 
immediately went to pick it up. He sat down on the ground again, letting his 
body act as a meat cushion. My mind was blank and I didn’t know how long I 
sat there before the hand finally retreated. 

We felt the vibrations on the floor diminish and knew that it had gone far 
away. Fatty carefully lowered the bronze door so that we would have time 
to look at where we were. 

With just one glance, we immediately found that we were still in a cave in 
the mountain, but as soon as we turned around, we froze. 

There was a huge ancient building standing behind us. The ancient structure 
looked very old in the dark, its dull gray appearance like a fossil that held 
countless unspeakable secrets. 

“Zhang Jialou…” The words seemed to come from deep in my throat. 
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Chapter 47 Finally Met the Zhang Family’s 
Ancient Building  

Fatty gave me a pat and I found that he was trembling all over, just like me. 

We’ve finally arrived, I said to myself. Fuck, it wasn’t easy. I could practically 
feel the tears pouring down my face. 

The whole building was dark and there weren’t any light sources, so the 
atmosphere seemed kind of ominous. I never thought that the Zhang 
family’s ancient building would be so huge. 

Where are they? The eagerness in my heart burst out and I gave a loud 
shout, “Zhang Qiling!” 

It echoed in the empty cave. I even shouted several more times until the 
echoes practically filled the whole space. 

It’s absolutely impossible not to hear that, I thought to myself. If they’re still 
alive, they couldn’t have missed it. 

As the echoes slowly disappeared, the whole space returned to the kind of 
silence that made people feel cold all over. 

I gasped for breath as I waited for a response to come from anywhere. 

I waited for a long time, but the silence wasn’t broken and my unease began 
to increase. The nightmare that had always existed in the back of my mind 
reared its head. 

What if all of them are really dead? 

The problem that I had been unwilling to consider had now rushed to the 
forefront and I could no longer escape. 

There was no reply and everything was as quiet as hell. It was almost as if 
we were the first group of visitors in nearly a thousand years. Even the 
sleeping dead couldn’t be awakened. 
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“Let’s go.” Fatty patted me on the shoulder and added, “Whether they’re 
dead or alive, you have to see it with your own eyes. Didn’t you say so 
yourself?” 

I lit a cigarette, took three consecutive puffs, and then threw it to the 
ground, “Let’s go!” 

The Zhang Jialou’s door was completely gray, and when I touched it, I found 
that it was all dust. The door was badly decayed, and the window paper on it 
was so completely rotten that you could see the darkness inside. 

I looked at those checkered windows—typical Qing Dynasty architecture; it 
was indeed Yangshi Lei’s style. 

“Look here,” Fatty said to me. I saw that dust had been knocked off in 
several places on the windowpane. Fatty gave it a push and the door 
opened. 

The door shaft gave a shrill creak and then dust surged everywhere. 

Fatty and I immediately took a step back, covered our mouths, and waited 
for the dust to slowly settle. 

We looked each other in the eye and Fatty made an “after you” gesture. I 
tilted my head and said, “Didn’t you lead the way before?” 

Fatty said, “This is giving you a chance to perform. If you can’t do it, then I 
will.” 

I took a deep breath and stepped towards the door, “Well then, don’t mind 
if I do.” 

It was dark inside and I could see a huge space when I swept the area with 
my flashlight. It was a huge floor with four pillars standing in the middle of 
the hall. 

There was nothing on this floor, only a lot of equipment spread out in the 
middle of the room. 
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As we walked over, we found that it was indeed Poker-Face’s equipment 
bag, but it was covered in white dust. Fatty looked at the beams overhead—
they undoubtedly matched the Qing Dynasty’s architectural style—and saw 
countless patterns on the ceiling. Right now, the whole building was 
miserably white no matter what angle you looked at it. 

“Why is this place so big?” Fatty squatted down and shook a package that I 
saw contained food. The white dust on it was shaken up so much that I 
suddenly felt uncomfortable and immediately pulled him back. 

He covered his mouth and looked at his hands, which were already a 
burning red. 

“Strong alkali dust,” he said. “That deformed brother didn’t lie to us. It 
seems that Little Brother and the others came into contact with it; 
otherwise, the equipment wouldn’t be covered in such thick powder.” 

“But here’s the thing, where is everyone?” I asked. It wasn’t like they had all 
melted away; there would definitely be some traces. 

I thought the atmosphere was a bit strange, but I couldn’t say what the 
problem was. Fatty told me to treat my wound first since there was strong 
alkali dust here. If it touched my wound, I’d be in trouble. 

I didn’t notice in the chaos just now that the place the bug had bitten was no 
longer bleeding. But if it was left untreated, it would probably fester. 

After I wrapped it up, I looked at Fatty’s watch. He asked me if we should 
split up and look for them separately, but after thinking it over, I didn’t 
agree. Who knew what would happen in this building? If the two of us were 
going to die, we'd die together. And once it was over, there wouldn’t be so 
much trouble. 

Fatty turned on his flashlight and slowly shook the powder off of the 
equipment bit by bit. When he saw that many of the bags were open, he 
went up to take inventory. “Gas masks and flashlights aren’t here,” he said. 
“They probably put their equipment down here and went for some light 
exploration.” 
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There was a huge hole in the hall’s ceiling, which was probably formed by 
corrosion. The edge of the hole was very irregular, and there were many 
rotting pieces of wood on the ground that were covered in the thick white 
powder. They almost looked like cotton. We shined our flashlights upwards 
and saw that the ceiling on the upper floor looked the same as the one on 
this floor. 

The first floor was clear at a glance, so we walked to the side. According to 
feng shui theories and the usual design habits of Yangshi Lei, the best 
location of the stairs should be at the edge of the building, generally in the 
east. Of course, for such a large structure, there should be stairs in all four 
directions; otherwise, the running distance would be too long and 
troublesome. 

But we looked around the hall several times and didn’t find any stairs going 
up. Fatty muttered, “Could the stairs be outside? In a lot of the ancient 
buildings’ designs, there would be a staircase that wound all the way up. It 
was specially designed for viewing.” 

Damn it, there’s nothing good to view in this place. After taking a turn 
around the outside of the building, I found that Yangshi Lei agreed with my 
idea. There weren’t any stairs outside, so they probably also thought that 
there was nothing to look at here. 

Shit, don’t tell me everyone in the Zhang family is like Ximen Chuixue(1) and 
they all fly up with their swords, so they don’t need stairs. 

Back inside the building, Fatty went to look for rope in the equipment bags, 
only to find that it wasn’t there either. “Maybe there aren’t any stairs in this 
place and they took the rope to get upstairs.” 

“There must be a place where ropes can be used.” There was strong alkali 
powder everywhere, no gas masks, and dust was flying everywhere we 
walked. Not to mention inhaling it, just blinking might make your eyes go 
blind in an instant. 

 
(1) Fictional protagonist of the wuxia novel series “Lu Xiaofeng” by Gu Long 
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Just when I was at a loss as to what to do, I suddenly remembered the feng 
shui problem that Xiao Hua had told me about by the lake. Zhang Jialou was 
located in a place where the bones were laid to absorb the essence of the 
land. The so-called Dragon House Treasure Hall was built just for the 
purpose of long-term peace, but the Zhang Jialou devoured the dragon spirit 
and destroyed the dragon vein. 

I seemed to have heard before that some places needed to scrap the stairs 
in order to achieve some feng shui effect. 

But scrapping them entirely wasn’t really necessary, they just couldn’t build 
visible stairs. That meant that there had to be a place to go up to the second 
floor, and the invisible stairs were marked somewhere. 

We continued our search and soon focused our attention on several pillars 
that were carved with several Qilin. Their bodies looked like dragons and 
there were several of them that had especially prominent heads. 

Fatty stomped his feet, grabbed some of the floating dust that had been 
kicked up, and dodged to the side. When the dust had calmed down, he 
wrapped his clothes around his mouth and nose and climbed up. 

This was indeed the place. We stepped on the Qilin’s head and quickly 
climbed to the top of the pillar, but when we pushed, we found that the 
floor above didn’t move. 

“It’s stuck,” Fatty said. When he spoke, a large amount of white powder was 
shaken off. Fatty immediately turned around, jumped down, and ran away, 
coughing incessantly. The sputum that came out was already bloody. 

“We can’t stay in this place for too long. Even if the mechanism isn’t 
triggered, our internal organs will rot after staying here for so long.” When 
he said this, I suddenly heard a crack. I looked over and saw that the Qilin he 
had stepped on just now had actually moved and a staircase came down 
from above. 

Fatty and I looked at each other and immediately climbed up carefully. 
When we shined our flashlights around, our hearts shook. We could see that 
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there were numerous shelves on the second floor of this ancient building. At 
first glance, there were hundreds of them stacked up one by one like the 
upper, middle, and lower floors of a train, but with more layers. 

What made us uncomfortable was that the shelves were full of those iron 
figurines. 
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Chapter 48 The Second Floor of the 
Ancient Building 

The two of us walked past the shelves full of iron figurines on the second 
floor of the Zhang family’s ancient building. When we reached the collapsed 
area, we carefully stepped over it. It took us a long time to get to the center 
of the floor, and when we did, we found that it was a large empty space. 
When we looked around, we could see that all of the racks on which the iron 
figurines were placed were arranged in a radius around this point, 
representing a complete set of Fuxi’s(1) sixty-four hexagrams. 

But there was nothing on this floor except for the figurines that had all been 
cast from crude iron. And just like what we had seen under the remains at 
the bottom of the lake, they must’ve all been the sealed remains of 
miluotuo. 

“This was a warehouse,” Fatty said. “When they were working on the 
project here, they may have put all the miluotuo they killed up here.” 

“So many? There’s a battalion here.” 

“Not really. Didn’t the deformed brother say that these things follow human 
body heat? They must’ve kept coming together during construction.” Fatty 
continued, “There were so many iron figurines that they couldn’t be 
transported out, so they were all piled up here. The floor where the Zhang 
family’s tomb is located may still be up here, so we’ll continue our search to 
see if we can find a way up.” 

This layer, like the bottom layer, had four huge pillars. From the outside, it 
looked like this ancient building was eleven stories high. Discounting the one 
level buried in quicksand, we should have eight more to go. This building 
was constructed with stone and wood from the surrounding mountains, and 

 
(1) Legendary Chinese emperor, trad. 2852-2738 BC, mythical creator of 
fishing, trapping and writing 
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the stone was mixed with a large amount of “miluotuo stone”, which was 
very rare. 

There were a large number of messy footprints on the ground, which 
showed that Poker-Face and the others had also apparently searched here. 
The footprints were too messy to provide us with any reference, though. 

Fatty touched his chin and looked up, pondering over the footprints. After 
thinking for a long time, he said to himself, “There are too many to judge, 
but there must be some other traces of them.” 

As he spoke, I looked up and saw that he was sweeping the ceiling beams 
with his flashlight. 

They were thickly dotted with peculiar characters that seemed to have 
different systems. Each line came from a different place, and the only thing 
they had in common was that we couldn’t understand them and didn’t know 
what they meant. On one line, I unexpectedly saw a passage from a 
heavenly book. 

Fatty stopped and said to me, “It seems that my theory is correct. As the 
most primitive tomb-raiding family, the Zhang family may be the only ones 
in the whole world who know China’s true history. They sealed all the 
secrets they brought out of their tomb robberies into this Zhang Jialou.” 

“But what do these words really mean?” I asked. “Do you think the people 
who built this place understood them?” 

“You don’t have to know the hen if your eggs are delicious,” Fatty said. “I 
think it was the Zhang family who provided the pattern, which was then 
incorporated into Yangshi Lei’s design. These strange characters should all 
come from the fragments of Chinese civilization that have already been 
destroyed. If my guess is correct, the closer to the top floor we get, the 
closer we get to modern times. Some of the secrets of Chinese civilization 
should be on that huge bottom floor, but it’s already been completely 
buried in quicksand.” 
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“Then, when we go up, are we not getting farther from the biggest secret?” I 
asked. 

“Isn’t our main task to save people?” Fatty retorted. “Think about it. If even 
I’ve given up snatching artifacts in these circumstances, you should forget 
about those secrets. All the damn things here are heavenly books anyways. 
But I saw inscriptions in them that should be from the early Spring and 
Autumn period. If we go up one level, I think we can see a large number of 
seal characters.” 

So, we continued our search. When we finally found a climbing mechanism 
on the west side of the building, Fatty rushed up. 

After going up, the sight that met our eyes was unexpected. On this level, 
there were no iron figurines, but there was a huge tortoise with a very long 
neck and limbs. It was a human face on a tortoise’s body, with human hands 
at the tip of its forelimbs and a tortoise’s feet on the hind legs. The face was 
that of a woman, and it was sinister and fierce. It looked like some horrible 
Tibetan scroll figure with a smile that wasn’t quite a smile. There was a 
depression on the tortoise’s back, inside of which was a black ball that was 
carved with human faces. It seemed to be removable. 

Fatty marveled at the stone statue, “Do you know the origin of this thing? 
This is a statue from the Shi people’s country. They’re the descendants of 
the Shennong clan. The ‘Imperial Readings of the Taiping Era’ quoted the 
‘Comprehensive Meaning of Customs’ book as saying that primitive people 
at that time lived in groups, were polygamous, and had chaotic births. In 
order to clear up the birth problem, Nüwa(2) asked each cave group to make 
a clay figure and counted up the total number. Among them was the clay 
figure used by the Shennong clan, which was a human-faced tortoise. It later 
became the national emblem of the Shi people.” 

“This national emblem is really too ugly. But why did you, an uneducated 
person, go to see the ‘Imperial Readings of the Taiping Era’?” I wondered. 

 
(2) Creator of humans in Chinese mythology 
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“Because Nüwa’s chest on the cover was so big. I thought it was a very 
exciting book, but I didn’t expect it to be so serious,” he said. “I still 
remember a passage inside—‘The country of one eye. The people had only 
one eye that was above their noses. Their last name was ‘Sheng’ and they 
were descended from Fuxi. The country of three heads. The people had 
three heads and were ruled by the Yellow Emperor Huangdi. In the Shi 
people’s country, people looked like tortoises but had human faces. They 
were descendants of Shennong. Goumang was a human-faced bird, and the 
grandson of Fuxi.’(3) Do you still remember the human-faced bird we saw at 
the Heavenly Palace?” 

I squatted down and looked closely at the details on the tortoise. Indeed, it 
was similar to the human-faced bird statue we found in the Heavenly Palace. 
“Goumang’s a wood and spring god, and Fuxi and Yellow Emperor Huangdi 
are all people from the mythical era,” I said. “I don’t know where this thing 
was dug up from, or why it was carried here, but it’s definitely not 
something we could find now. It must’ve been brought in by grave robbers 
from the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms period. This kind of thing could 
only be found in the tombs they dug up at that time. The Zhang family’s 
ancestors were really veterans; no one else would know what these things 
are now.” 

“What god of spring, the one that controls Viagra?” Fatty asked. 

“It’s the god of spring. Let’s look around and see what else is on this floor. 
Maybe there are things from other tribes around here.” 

Just as we were about to explore, Fatty suddenly coughed again. But this 
time, he coughed even harder and almost fell to the ground as his lungs 
strained. I immediately went over to help him and saw that the sputum he 
coughed up this time was all blood. 

 
(3) It’s a passage from “The Classic of Mountains and Seas” aka “Shan Hai 
Jing”. It’s a book collection of Chinese Mythology 
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As soon as I saw it, I knew it wasn’t good. The amount of blood was 
definitely not a small matter. Did he breathe in too much dust when he 
shook that equipment bag a while ago? I thought he’d be fine if he coughed 
it up, but now it seemed that his condition had deteriorated. His whole face 
turned pale as he coughed and I immediately gave him a canteen and told 
him to rinse his mouth out. “Are you ok? Don’t force it.” 

He looked at the blood he coughed up and started scolding me, “Let’s hurry 
up. If we stay here any longer, sooner or later you’ll do the same.” 

I supported his weight for a while, but he eventually pushed me away. Then, 
we looked around the level. 

It was relatively empty here, with only a string of very clear footprints on the 
ground leading all the way into the darkness. 

When walking in the dark, I thought about all the things I might see, but I 
didn’t expect that after walking around, there was nothing on this ancient 
building’s third floor. The footprints extended all the way around the four 
sides, making it clear that their owner had the same idea as us: the upward 
opening must be near the edge of the pillars. 

“Isn’t this place unfinished?” Fatty coughed a few times. “I once robbed a 
tomb where all the murals and reliefs were quite complete, but nothing was 
inside. I thought another grave robber had gotten there first, but all the 
tomb doors were intact.” 

I had some doubts. Looking at the footprints on the ground, I found that 
they showed a strange image of “walking flower blossoms.” After a few 
steps, the footprints’ owner would stop and turn around in a very small 
spot. 

“What kind of sign do you think this is?” I asked Fatty. 

He put his hand over his chest and said, “This is a national standard dance. It 
looks like Little Brother was in a good mood when he came to this level. 
Who did he waltz with?” When he said that, he began to waltz. 
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Your fucking lungs are rotten, and you still have the mind to dance? When I 
looked down at these footprints again, I realized that they were made as the 
person was wandering around, not dancing. They may have found 
something strange here and stopped to look at it carefully. 

But there was nothing around and it was empty. What were they looking at? 
There was nothing worth staying here for unless they met with an 
unexpected situation. 

“Be careful.” I looked at their footprints’ tracks and saw the situation after a 
few steps. “According to my previous experience, something will happen 
soon.” 

“I’m already half a tuberculosis patient now, can you stop looking for trouble 
for me?” 

“Early warnings aren’t always a bad thing,” I said. 

Just then, the two of us heard a series of light footsteps in the empty hall. 

Fatty and I exchanged a glance and I asked, “Is it Little Brother?” 

Fatty shook his head and whipped his flashlight around, but I couldn’t see 
anything. “Listen carefully,” Fatty said to me. 

The two of us quieted down and stood back-to-back as we looked around 
and tried to track the footsteps. I knew immediately why Fatty shook his 
head. 

They had come from the ceiling. When we pointed our flashlights up, we 
immediately found something strange about this floor. 

The ceiling was extremely high, with many beams forming a huge 
checkerboard-like structure above our heads. I saw countless things hanging 
in the squares of these boards, which were in the shadows of the beams. 
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“Amazing.” Fatty’s eyes were pointed straight up. There were tens of 
thousands of boxes hanging in the shadows of the entire ceiling. They were 
big and little and had different shapes and various patterns on them. It was 
an extremely spectacular sight. 

“Immortal fruit,” Fatty said. “It’s the fruit of the gods. Fuck, there are so, so 
many of them!” 
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Chapter 49 Immortal Fruit on the Ancient 
Building’s Third Floor 

“What’s immortal fruit? Is it the same as a devil fruit?” I recalled an anime in 
which there were a lot of fruits that would give you superpowers after 
eating them.(1) I found it strangely funny. 

When I looked at Fatty, he said, “I heard an older sister say it. This guy was 
extremely cocky and wanted a prostitute. Once she went to the boss’s 
house to ‘deliver takeout’, she saw a box hanging in his room. He wouldn’t 
let her touch it, saying that it was an immortal fruit. She didn’t understand, 
so he asked her if she had seen ‘The Legend of Chu Liuxiang’(2). Monk Wuhua 
had never fallen on the ground since he was born. He sat on the bed and 
meditated on the imperial chariot, just like free-flowing water. The man had 
a very high Buddha-like nature and had never touched the world of mortals 
since he was born. The same was true of some other things that had never 
fallen to the ground since they were made. They were all hung up and 
preserved. The box containing such treasures is called immortal fruit. I just 
heard about it, but I didn’t expect there to be so many.” 

“Are you a fucking storyteller?” I asked. “I’ve heard stories, too. In the past, 
eunuchs had a treasure room where all the things cut off from them were 
put in boxes and hung up. This might be the same situation here because 
there are all kinds of boxes. Some of the big eunuchs’ treasures had their 
own special rooms. I think this place is the treasure house.” 

“You mean there are tens of thousands of dicks hanging from this ancient 
building’s third-floor ceiling? Shit, this landlord’s aesthetics are really 
disturbing. Absolutely impossible!” Fatty started to pull his submachine gun 
from the bag and said “Just you wait, this fat master will show you his skills 
and shoot with great precision.” 

 
(1) He totally means the Japanese manga/anime “One Piece” lol 
(2) A 2007 Chinese TV Drama. Wiki link here  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Piece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Legend_of_Chu_Liuxiang_(2007_TV_series)
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He started coughing until his face was almost blue, so I said to him, “Don’t 
fucking bicker with me, just shoot it down.” 

Fatty pointed to one in the distance, “Let’s do things with style. Look at that, 
the smallest one.” I couldn’t see it clearly, but he raised his hand and fired a 
single shot. A box hanging from the ceiling dropped and rolled on the 
ground several times. 

We covered our noses and mouths until the dust settled and then Fatty 
picked it up. It was a wooden box, the outside of which was pretty badly 
rotted. Fatty pried it open with an iron pick and dropped the contents to the 
ground. 

It was a dry hand with two unusually long fingers, but they weren't the same 
as Poker-Face’s fingers. 

Fatty and I looked at each other silently before he stood up and immediately 
shot down several more. I opened the boxes and found that they all 
contained dry hands. Some hands had completely rotted and were just 
bones, but I could see that there was something wrong with the fingers of 
these hands. 

Moreover, some of the boxes were old and some were new, and there was a 
huge difference in age. 

“The Zhang family’s dicks look very special,” Fatty teased me. “How do you 
like that?” 

“Fuck off.” I cursed and looked above our heads, “This is a mass grave. These 
hands obviously have the Zhang family’s characteristics. There are so many 
of them, and they're all of varying ages. Do you know how many Chinese 
returned home when they died overseas?” I paused for a moment as I 
looked at him, and then continued, “The bodies were too heavy to be 
preserved, so they only brought back part of it. I think these hands are 
probably those whose bodies have been damaged and couldn’t be buried, 
so they cut off one hand and buried it here in this way.” 

“Then why are there so many?” 
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“War,” I said. “With so many people, it must’ve been because of a large fire 
or war. Of course, it wasn’t a great war, but since ancient times, large tomb-
raiding families had their own armed forces. And it wasn’t only tomb raiding 
families, but also the wealthy in many places. These people were a very 
strong local armed force during the war.” 

“Do you remember the bodies we fished out of the lake?” Fatty asked. 
“Those didn’t have hands either. They were all cut off.” 

“These hands all have the obvious characteristics of the Zhang family. Other 
than being buried, there must be a reason to hide their identity,” I said. “It 
seems that the bodies we fished out of the lake were also from the Zhang 
family.” 

“Is it really the Zhang family?” Fatty muttered. “It’s too confusing, what’s 
going on?” 

These hands aroused my curiosity, and I couldn’t wait to follow Poker-Face’s 
footprints to continue exploring. We found the next flight of stairs and 
climbed up. 

On the next level, I saw many wooden railings—finally, this level had 
something normal. Like many pagodas, there were numerous rooms and 
corridors further in. After leaving the stairs, we found that all of the rooms 
were sealed shut and the windows were covered with black paper, which 
prevented us from seeing inside. 

Fatty took a few steps forward, picked a random door, and gave it a push. 
When he found that it was locked, he was just about to kick it open, but he 
immediately remembered the dust and put his foot back down. We used our 
clothes to wipe the dust off the door, and then Fatty poked a hole in the 
black window paper with an iron pick. 

We peered into the room but it was completely dark. We shined our 
flashlights into the hole but couldn’t get a complete picture. Fatty took out 
the homemade flare we had found from the dead grave robbers and lit it 
before throwing it into the hole. 
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The thing burned through the aluminum foil and lit up the whole room. I 
immediately realized that it was actually a large-sized flare that had been 
improved by these grave robbers. The working class is really ingenious. 
When we pressed our eyes against the hole again, we found that the room 
wasn’t big—at most three square meters—and there was a large black 
wooden coffin inside. 

The walls were covered with wooden tablets full of words, and when I 
looked at the small Chinese characters, I couldn't help thinking that they 
seemed like an epitaph(3). 

The fire burned for less than a minute and then went out. Fatty threw 
another one in and looked at the room more carefully before saying, “No, 
this floor is the burial chamber. These must be the ones that made it back in 
one piece.” 

I estimated that this floor was at least two thousand square meters, and this 
one room was two to three square meters. In other words, there were 
about a thousand rooms like this. That would mean that there were about a 
thousand coffins holding a thousand corpses here. 

“Does the Zhang family really have so many members?” Fatty asked. “How 
big is this family?” 

“Wealthy families in ancient times were very large,” I said to him. “Have you 
seen ‘A Dream of Red Mansion’(4)? Do you know how many people there 
were in the Grand View Garden? Cao Xueqin wrote four hundred and fifty 
for that place alone. The number of people in Genghis Khan’s family is 

 
(3) A short text honoring a deceased person. It’s usually inscribed on a 
tombstone or plaque, but it may also be used in a figurative sense. 
(4) Also called “Dream of the Red Chamber”. It was composed by Cao Xueqin, 
and is one of China's Four Great Classical Novels. The novel is remarkable 
not only for its huge cast of characters and psychological scope, but also for 
its precise and detailed observation of the life and social structures typical of 
18th-century Chinese society during the Qing dynasty. More info here. It’s 
been adapted into 2 dramas, a 1987 version and a 2010 version.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dream_of_the_Red_Chamber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dream_of_the_Red_Chamber_(1987_TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Dream_of_Red_Mansions_(2010_TV_series)
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estimated to be in the tens of thousands by now. You and I may even have 
the ‘Golden Family’(5) genes for all we know. The Manchu royal family also 
had a large population. Throughout history, as long as a family could prosper 
for three generations, there would be tens of thousands of people all over 
the country by the third generation. The Zhang family had a special status, 
and its rise and fall weren’t affected by historical changes. I’m afraid the 
family was even larger than we think. Those who could get a small room 
here were probably all very prominent members of the family. The seven 
matriarchal cousins and three patriarchal cousins are all hanging 
downstairs.” 

“Man, it’s a good thing Little Brother’s generation has dementia. Now we 
don’t have to worry about China being occupied by them,” Fatty said. 

“China’s third most prominent surname is Zhang. ‘The Yellow Emperor’s fifth 
son, Qingyang, was born to command. When he looked at the arc of the 
heavenly body, he vowed to make a bow. To make this bow properly, he 
made libations to the arc and thereupon became the Zhang clan.’ It’s not 
surprising that the Zhang family is distinguished,” I said. “Do you smell 
something strange?” 

During our discussion, a strong smell of scorching heat reached us. Fatty 
sniffed the air, “It’s ok, it’s just the smell of the flare.” 

I didn’t think it smelled right since it was so strong, and with the 
temperature, it didn’t smell like old smoke. “No, it’s not right.” But before I 
had finished speaking, I saw a light flashing in the room we had just looked 
in. 

When I leaned over and saw it, I knew that we were done for. Just now, the 
flares were thrown on the floor inside… the floor that was made of wood. 
The temperature of the flares was so high that the floor was burning. 

 
(5) “Golden Family” refers to the ruling family of Mongolia, but more 
specifically, the direct descendants of Genghis Kan. 
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“You’re in big trouble motherfucker,” I said. “Quick, quick, quick! The 
canteen!” 

“It’s fine, isn’t it just a small fire?” Fatty said as he removed the lid from the 
canteen, took a sip, and sprayed it into the hole. But it was no use spraying a 
few mouthfuls. The canteen had been completely emptied, but the fire was 
getting hotter and hotter. 

The whole ancient building was made of wood and we were currently on the 
middle floor. If it burned, the whole building would be finished. “Now I 
admit I’ve caused a big problem,” Fatty said as he looked at the beams 
overhead. Originally, as long as you kicked the door in and stomped your 
feet, the small fire would definitely go out. But I was almost certain that the 
toxic powder that had accumulated over the past thousand years would kill 
us before the fire went out. 

“Urine.” I remembered an incident that Uncle Three had told me about 
before, “Do you have to pee?” 

“Shit, it’s full of powder. Who knows if it will burn my ‘little brother’? I’ve 
already sacrificed my lungs for Little Brother; I don’t want to sacrifice that, 
too.” 

“It’s ok. Just poke a hole in the top of the window so that you can see and 
then aim at the bottom. At most, some powder will stick on it and you can 
wipe it off. It’ll be fine.” 

“Then why don’t you do it?” 

“I didn’t drink that much water.” I started scolding him, “Hurry up! 
Otherwise, it’ll be useless to empty your bladder.” 

Fatty looked at me, looked at his crotch, and then looked at the flames 
inside. With an “ugh”, he seemed to make up his mind, “Then squat down!” 

I squatted down and Fatty unzipped his pants, exposing his boxers. As he 
came towards me and stepped on my shoulders, I heard him cry, “Fucking 
eat my….” 
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I really didn’t expect Fatty to be so heavy. As soon as his foot came down, 
my collarbone snapped as if it was broken and I fell down, unable to bear his 
weight at all. Fatty’s word “whip” hadn’t been finished before it turned into 
“shit” as his whole body fell onto the wooden door, knocking it to the 
ground. 

Obviously, the flame was extinguished in an instant. Seeing that something 
was wrong, I immediately shouted, “Hold your breath.” 

The two of us immediately wrapped our clothes around our heads, covering 
our noses and mouths and rigidly protecting our faces. 

I had a hunch that the dust would drift down like snowflakes, but what I 
didn’t expect was that this time, there was only a little bit. Fatty and I waited 
for a long time, feeling weirdly surprised as we flicked the dust out of our 
hair. 

“Is someone cleaning here?” Fatty asked. 

I shook my head, “Maybe it’s because the windows here use this kind of 
black paper. You see, the windows on the floors we walked through before 
were all made of white paper and were rotted to the core. The black paper 
here is still intact. I think it must’ve been specially treated.” I touched the 
dust at my feet and found that it was very thin and gray. 

I felt it very carefully and found that it was real dust, not alkali dust. 

I breathed a sigh of relief—it was relatively safe here. I originally thought 
that the whole thing would be completely rotten, but it seemed that 
empiricism(6) was still out of the question. 

Just then, I smelled something unpleasant, and found that my pants legs and 
the door that we had destroyed were all wet. After getting a whiff, I sighed, 
“Fatty, you didn’t stop the fucking car, did you?” 

 
(6) Empiricism is the theory that all knowledge is derived from sense-
experience (aka sensory perception) 
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“Shit, as soon as I opened the gates, you fucking fell down. Can you be more 
reliable? If you had held on a little longer, I could’ve finished peeing.” Fatty 
lit a cigarette and patted himself on the crotch. “I spent all my last energy 
trying to draw back my magic; otherwise, I would’ve fallen down like this 
and gotten stuck in the door. Shit, even the hard gun would be useless.” 

“Put it away first,” was all I said in response. As he stood up and shook his 
pants legs, he turned on his flashlight and looked at the characters on the 
wooden tablets covering the walls around the coffin. 

The wooden tablets were badly decayed, but based on the Chinese 
characters in the first few lines, I found that it was the introduction of this 
person’s life. The words were all in an ancient style. 

I read it very quickly and suddenly felt a little ecstatic. The things written 
above—although not what I wanted to know—were too valuable. It seemed 
that we could deduce some of the core secrets of the Zhang family from 
them. 

Moreover, the secrets were no longer inferred from all different sources of 
information, since the life written on the epitaph was almost a hundred 
percent authentic. 
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Chapter 50 Zhang Family Tree 

The body in this black wooden coffin appeared to be a member of the Zhang 
family’s thirty-fourth generation. Based on some of the information on the 
epitaph, he should’ve been born in the middle of the Qing Dynasty. His 
name was Zhang Shengqing. 

I won’t go into the details about his life, but the key point was his life span. 
According to the epitaph, he lived for more than 170 years. 

Longevity seemed to be another feature of the family. 

This man died in a firefight when the border conflict was said to be at its 
fiercest. He died in North Korea and his clansmen brought his body back to 
the Zhang family’s ancient building for burial. 

His contribution to the whole family was eloquently written after the details 
of his life. Other than all kinds of strange rhetoric, two points were 
mentioned frequently: first, his parents seemed to be quite meritorious, so 
he had innate advantages; second, “he raided numerous burial sites and had 
lots of gains, so as to continue the family business and make a lot of profits”. 

With these two achievements, he was buried in the building’s tomb. 

It can be inferred from this that the Zhang family had relations with the 
royal family at that time and even did a lot of things for them. This could 
also explain why the Zhang family could survive in troubled times and 
continue their family for such a long time. 

This was a bit like the mysterious families you read about in many novels. 
They lived in seclusion in the mountains all year round and closely guarded 
their secrets—whether they were martial arts, military, or even magic 
secrets. Then, when those people who watched the night sky every day 
found that the world was falling into chaos, they would send a few people to 
join the WTO and make some gains. 
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Fortunately, there were a lot of people surnamed Zhang and each dynasty 
had some very powerful people with that surname; otherwise, I would’ve 
definitely been able to find more associations. 

“What of Zhang Tianshi(1), is he also a member of this Zhang family?” Fatty 
asked. 

“I can’t say for sure, they’re all prominent people,” I said. In fact, I actually 
cared more about obtaining a lot of information from the numerous details 
of their lives. 

First off, I was sure that the Zhang family had always been active in northern 
China. Almost all of their birthplaces and activities were there, mainly near 
North Korea and Changbai Mountain. 

In ancient China, that place didn’t belong to the Central Plains but was more 
controlled by ethnic minorities. The Zhang family was obviously a large Han 
family mixed with other nationalities, so if they wanted to live in a place like 
that, it was clear how powerful they were. 

Second, I was sure that there were many branches of the Zhang family. For 
example, the branch where this person belonged was called “Qipan 
Zhang”(2). Even though all of these families belonged to the Zhang family, 
they formed branches because of their large numbers, just like the Manchu 
Eight Banners(3). In this case, the Zhang family had five branches. 

 
(1) An Eastern Han Dynasty Taoist figure credited with founding the Way of 
the Celestial Masters sect of Taoism, which is also known as the Way of the 
Five Pecks of Rice. More info here. 
(2) Qipan=chessboard 
(3) The Eight Banners were administrative and military divisions under the 
Later Jin and the Qing dynasty of China into which all Manchu households 
were placed. In war, the Eight Banners functioned as armies, but the banner 
system was also the basic organizational framework of all of Manchu 
society. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Way_of_the_Celestial_Masters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Way_of_the_Celestial_Masters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Way_of_the_Five_Pecks_of_Rice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Way_of_the_Five_Pecks_of_Rice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhang_Daoling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eight_Banners
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This person was probably buried after the completion of the ancient 
building. At this time, I thought of the mass grave downstairs and realized 
that the hands might not have been what I originally thought they were. 
Could it be that during the relocation of the ancient building, there were too 
many coffins to transport from the old one, so some of the unimportant 
people’s hands were buried instead of their bodies? 

Moreover, I could see from the text that “Qipan Zhang” was a very 
important branch of the Zhang family, because they carried the Qilin. I still 
didn’t know what the metaphor meant, but I could vaguely guess the key 
point. 

After reading the epitaph, Fatty looked at me and pointed to the big black 
coffin on the side, as if to say: you want to open it? 

I looked at the coffin sitting off to the side, which was made from the same 
wood as that of the ancient building. It was covered in three layers of black 
paint that made it look very solemn. Fatty wiped the dust off with his hand. 
Due to the passage of time, the black paint had cracked in many places, 
revealing the old wood’s color. 

This architecture student made a mistake—I realized another function of the 
quicksand in the lower level. 

The underground water system here was very rich and the interior of the 
mountain was very humid, so it had a considerable corrosive effect on the 
wooden building. The quicksand layer we passed through before was a 
moisture barrier to prevent water vapor from rising. I estimated that there 
was more than one layer of quicksand underground, and even though our 
feet had reached the slate layer under the quicksand, there might be more 
quicksand underneath. 

I looked at the coffin and felt that it had to be opened. But no matter how 
many times I had experienced it before, I was still afraid of opening it. 
Despite this, could I still turn a blind eye to it now? 
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The Zhang family came from the northern faction of grave robbers, so Fatty 
said that he would use their rituals to deal with it. I told myself that he was 
actually just using their rituals against them. 

The northern faction of grave robbers had been declining for a long time. On 
the one hand, grave robbers were becoming more and more utilitarian and 
equipped with more advanced equipment, so they had no intention of 
abiding by this kind of red tape. On the other hand, the northern faction’s 
rules resulted in fewer skills being passed down, unlike the southern school, 
which had no family distinction. The southern faction’s motto was: since it’s 
all for the sake of money, I’ll teach you as long as you and I are together. As 
a result, the southern faction’s skills hadn’t become outdated, but were 
continuously developing. 

I asked Fatty what to do. He started by using his clothes as a broom to 
gather up the dust in the room, which stirred it up and made it dusty. As he 
coughed, he reached the southeast corner of the room with that handful of 
dust and inserted some cigarettes there. After thinking about it, he realized 
that something was off and asked me, “Mr. Naïve, what brand are your 
cigarettes?” 

“Yellow Crane Tower,” I said. 

“Come on, come on. Exchange it.” Fatty asked me to hand over my 
cigarettes, “I can’t let Little Brother’s ancestors smoke my eight yuan pack. 
This is our first visit; we can’t lose face.” 

Fatty lit a cigarette and bowed respectfully to the corner of the wall, “This… 
we’re friends with your family member, Zhang Qiling. We really didn’t come 
here to rob this time. We’re…we’re…we came here to visit. After greeting all 
the elders, umm… by the way, you should supplement Little Zhang’s lessons. 
As you know, your children have poor memory. Well, we don’t know where 
Little Zhang has gone, so we’ll ask for directions. If you do know, don’t do 
anything or say anything. If you don’t know, just stay the same. Respectfully 
yours, Amitabha Buddha, bald donkey has the cheek to steal a nun from a 
monk like me.” 
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What a mess. I smacked him and pulled him to his feet. Then, the two of us 
brought out the iron picks, stuck them into the gaps on both sides of the 
coffin lid, and pried up the coffin nails first. Once that was done, we took a 
deep breath and carefully pushed the heavy lid aside. 

When it fell to the ground, the whole floor shook. As we covered our noses 
and mouths and fanned the dust away, we saw a layer of cotton wool in the 
coffin. I poked it with an iron pick and found that it was a strange mold, like 
a spider’s web covered in white crushed cotton. 

Fatty poked through this layer of stuff with an iron pick to reveal the body 
inside. It had completely decomposed, leaving only white bones. There was 
a small number of sacrificial objects around it, all wrapped in that strange 
“cotton wool”. Fatty picked one up with his iron pick and found that it was a 
small dagger. 

The dagger’s sheath had completely rotted like the eight pieces of an 
osmanthus flower cake, the stones on it looking like red cherries and green 
raisins. When I pulled out the dagger, I found that it was a short black-and-
gold knife. It was slightly shorter than Poker-Face’s blade and was different 
in shape. It glowed black under the flashlight and looked extremely sharp. 

The handle had also badly decayed, so I grabbed the sharp edge of the 
blade, knocked the handle against the coffin plate, and broke off the rotten 
pieces. I was just about to throw it back into the coffin since there wasn't 
much left, but Fatty immediately stopped me and said, “Don’t be like that, 
you went to a lot of trouble to get something and now you’re so picky. Take 
it. Take it out and make a new handle as a birthday present for Little 
Brother.” 

“Do you even fucking know when his birthday is?” I asked. 

Fatty took the knife, wrapped it up, and put it in his backpack. “I guess even 
he doesn’t know when his birthday is,” he said. “Just pick a sunny day and 
tell him that his birthday is coming. With his character, he won’t ask what a 
birthday is.” 
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That’s right. It’s a good idea, I told myself. I didn’t know if there were any 
festivals for deaf-mutes in the world, but a person that stuffy should 
definitely celebrate his birthday at that time. 

I felt a chill when I thought of Poker-Face blowing out birthday candles—it 
would be like seeing a ghost blowing out a lamp—and tried not to think too 
much about it. 

Fatty searched some more and found that everything else had rotted into 
lumps. He cursed, “The Zhang family isn’t rich either. This welcome gift is a 
disgrace to Little Brother.” 

“The Zhang family advocates strength, not money,” I said to him. “As you 
can see from the epitaph, the Zhang family was a large family that used its 
advantage to gain power and protection. With China’s long history, money 
alone is useless.” 

Fatty grabbed all three cigarettes, pinched off the dusty butts, and took the 
last few puffs. When I asked him what he was doing, he said that they were 
already rotted like this and would have no way of knowing, so we could take 
small advantage of this poor ghost. 

“Why are you so unscrupulous?” I asked him. Fatty merely smiled. 

After inhaling the smoke, he poked through the bones with the iron picks. 
We found that the corpse’s left hand had two finger bones that were very 
long. This was the first time I had seen the complete skeleton of an 
extraordinarily long finger. There were many scars on the joints, which 
obviously showed that the process of training such a finger was quite 
painful. At the same time, I also found that many of this person’s large 
joints, such as the shoulder and wrist, had very strange hyperosteogeny(4). 

Fatty said that this should be the effects of bone contraction. In order to 
overcome the habitual dislocation caused by contraction, many special 
muscles at the joints had to be exercised separately. These muscles were 

 
(4) Excessive growth of bone tissue 
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very difficult to train and may not make much progress even after a few 
years. Some muscles were the size of the crescent moon on Bao Gong’s 
head(5) and had to be trained completely while one was still growing, which 
was naturally very painful. 

Fatty said that he had a chance to practice that style of kung fu before. A 
master he knew said his bones were suitable for bone contraction, but Fatty 
went to practice for a day, beat the master, and then escaped. 

I saw two bullet holes on this corpse’s skull, which were very irregular and 
looked like iron sand bullets. The bullets went in one place but didn’t exit, so 
they must’ve been shot at close range (if it was done farther away, there 
would've been many holes the size of sesame seeds), and the iron sand 
remained in the skull. This ancestor must have suffered a lot when he died. 

No matter how powerful the Zhang family was, there was nothing they 
could do about guns. 

Thinking there were no more clues, we went to cover the coffin. But when I 
got up to carry the lid over, I saw that there were a lot of characters 
engraved on the inside. 

When we turned it over, we found that it was a simple family tree with both 
parents’ names and their children’s names listed on it. What made me feel 
strange was that this person’s parents were both surnamed Zhang. He had 
two sons—one of whom was already married—and two daughters. The 
families of the daughter-in-law and two sons-in-law were also surnamed 
Zhang. 

“Do you think this is odd?” I asked Fatty. 

 
(5) A righteous Chinese politician during the reign of Emperor Renzong in 
China's Song Dynasty. In mainstream Chinese mythology, he’s often 
portrayed wearing a judge's zhanjiao futou hat and a crescent moon on his 
forehead. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emperor_Renzong_of_Song
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Song_Dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Chinese_clothing#Hats,_headwear_and_hairstyles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crescent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bao_Zheng
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“How long ago did you say this guy died?” He asked. “He had four kids. 
That’s really fucking awesome.” 

“The main purpose of the feudal hierarchy in ancient China was to increase 
the number of people and expand the family’s power. He may have given 
birth very early,” I said. “And the Zhang family has a very long life span, so if 
they want to have kids, they’ll be alive and well after giving birth to a 
football team. This isn’t the odd thing I’m talking about.” I showed him all 
the surnames. 

“Could it be a change of surname?” 

I shook my head, “I’m almost certain that it’s intermarriage. The Zhang 
family was a closed family, so they didn’t marry those in the outside world.” 

After we re-covered the coffin and embedded the nails, I said, “I’m going to 
the next room. These epitaphs are very important, so I want to have a good 
look at them. I know I can definitely get more information.” 
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Chapter 51 Continue to Explore 

Knowing that there was no toxic dust, Fatty became arrogant and kicked the 
door in when he came to the next room. 

The situation inside was almost the same as that of the previous room, 
except that the coffin had a different shape and was longer. There was some 
hard-to-distinguish gold-colored lacquer on the coffin. It seemed that a 
woman was buried here. 

I ignored it and went on reading the epitaph, discovering that my initial 
judgment was wrong. The coffin belonged to a man called Zhang Ruishan 
who was also a member of the “Qipan Zhang”. I looked through the details 
of his life and found that he was basically the same as the person we had 
seen in the previous room. He must have died in the same firefight, so his 
burial place was adjacent. 

The only difference was that this person’s parents weren’t as famous as the 
one next door, but he was given the same treatment because he was “good 
at management”. As I read through the many details, I could see that Zhang 
Ruishan wasn’t the same as the one next door. While that other person had 
a moderate personality, this Zhang Ruishan seemed to have read foreign 
books and “understood reason and was good at writing”. He seemed like an 
open-minded person with a good style of writing. 

Fatty said that all the people in this row probably died in the same firefight. 
If I wanted to find new clues, I’d probably have to go a little further. Maybe 
that way, I would see something new. 

I agreed, so the two of us went out and walked along the corridor. I was 
planning on walking through half of the building, since it was normal for 
dozens of people to be killed in a firefight with guns, but after walking about 
sixteen or seventeen meters, Fatty and I immediately stopped. 

We suddenly saw that the door of a room in the middle of the corridor was 
open. 
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This obviously hadn’t been opened by us. As soon as we shined our 
flashlights at it, we found that this door was extremely large. It was three 
times larger than the door of the room beside it, and the decoration was 
completely different. When we looked inside, we saw that there was a huge 
coffin that had also been opened, but it looked like they didn’t close the 
coffin lid again like we did since the lid had fallen to the ground. 

“What’s the situation?” Fatty looked at me. “Little Brother and the others... 
have they been here?” 

I shook my head, “But the person in this coffin is definitely different from 
the others. Look at this burial chamber. It’s like a presidential suite.” 

We walked in, but as soon as I looked at the ground, I found that there was 
something wrong. There were no footprints here and the hinges on the 
opened door were old, the cracks that had been kicked in rotten to the core. 
The outer edge of the coffin was covered in dust, and the room was filled 
with dust-covered incense burners that surrounded the coffin. 

This door and the coffin had been opened for a long time now. And based 
on the thickness of the dust, it had at least been more than a decade. 

“It appears that some people have been here before us, but not Little 
Brother.” 

“Was this from the last funeral?” 

“Who would fucking rob a tomb after finishing a funeral? Their ancestors 
would be pissed,” I said. “It can’t be a funeral, it’s a grave robbery.” 

“Damn it, just the few of us are kick-ass by ourselves. If you pick any one of 
us to rob a tomb, we’d have the talent to shake the entire grave-robbing 
industry. And I’m known as the Fat Prince of Grave Robbing. The few of us 
who have come to this place have all worked so fucking hard, yet we’re still 
unclear about how many of us are still dead or alive right now. Is it possible 
that there are people out there who are better than us?”  
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“Ghost said that at that time, many of them had entered the ancient 
building but died in it. So, this coffin may have been opened by them. That 
was thirty years ago.” 

“Didn’t they come for the funeral procession? Why would they steal 
things?” 

“Those people were originally grave robbers,” I said. “And some of them 
weren’t of high quality, so the possibility of stealing was very high. 
Moreover, the struggle was too intense at that time. Ghost may not know—
or be willing to say—whether that group entered the building for any other 
purpose. But under the circumstances, it’s possible.” 

I conveniently took a look inside the huge coffin—there was a skeleton that 
was completely covered in dust, its situation similar to what I had seen 
before. I turned to the wall and looked at the man’s name—who was this 
awesome guy? 

After looking at it, I paused for a moment, thinking that I had seen wrong. I 
walked over, took a closer look, and saw two familiar words—Zhang Qiling. 

“This is Little Brother’s coffin,” Fatty said. “It turns out that Little Brother is a 
big zombie!” 

“Don’t be ridiculous,” I said as I immediately lifted my flashlight and 
carefully looked at the words behind it. 

There had to be something fishy about this. It couldn’t be what it looked 
like. 

**** 

[End Part I] 
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Chapter 52 The Meaning of the Name 
Zhang Qiling 

I realized what was going on after reading a few lines, because I saw two key 
words: chosen as. 

This person was chosen as “Zhang Qiling” at the age of nineteen. I paused, 
realizing that Zhang Qiling wasn’t a simple name, but a title. 

However, this title obviously became this person’s name, just like what 
happened with Genghis Khan—he was originally named Temüjin. 

“Damn it!” Fatty said. “Then this Zhang Qiling is an official title!” 

“Qiling, if seen by itself, is indeed a word with other meanings. It means to 
remove the dead and transport the coffin to be interred. The Zhang family 
was a family of tomb robbers, so this Zhang Qiling may just be another name 
for a very important position,” I said. 

“If the coffin was transported to be buried, then it shouldn’t be the work of 
grave robbers, but the work of a funeral procession. The post of Zhang Qiling 
may be the person who’s in charge of the funerals at the Zhang family’s 
ancient building.” 

I nodded. This was a great discovery, and judging from the size of the coffin, 
Zhang Qiling was indeed a very important position. That was why this place 
was so luxurious and huge. 

We looked into the coffin. Since the bones inside were exposed to the air 
outside, many parts had turned to powder. There was still some cotton 
wadding inside, which Fatty set aside so that we could see the sacrificial 
objects in the coffin. 

They turned out to be under the body. The quilt the body lay on looked very 
neat, with only one corner turned over. We put the corpse’s broken bones 
aside, lifted the decaying quilt, and saw a dozen sacrificial objects neatly 
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arranged there. There were various kinds of jade pendants, two pieces of 
leather products that had rotted beyond recognition, and various other 
things. We saw the traces of where things had been placed in three other 
spots, but they had already been taken away. 

“It really was a tomb robbery,” I said as I picked up a string of beeswax 
bracelets. The gold-rimmed beeswax was old and blackened. As soon as I 
looked at it, I knew that it was from Tibet and was worth a fortune. “But 
why only take some of it? This string of old beeswax is at least worth a state-
of-the-art SUV!” 

Fatty took it, looked at it, and then put it directly on his wrist, “Some people 
have no appreciation for valuable goods!” He gave it a kiss and said, “Ah 
lovely, leave your grievances! Those people don’t know what’s good. This fat 
master won’t hurt you.” 

“Can you be any more disgusting?” I asked. 

I picked out another agate necklace from the neat pile of sacrificial objects. 
Every three agates in the necklace were separated by an old coral, which 
was also something from Tibet. It seemed that this Zhang Qiling had 
exchanged gifts with some people from there before, since these were all 
quite valuable gifts at that time. 

As usual, Fatty took it from me. “Depending on the quantity and quality of 
agate on it, this string of beads is also quite valuable,” I said to him. “As you 
can see, these corals are inscribed in Tibetan, which indicates that the beads 
probably have a history. So, the actual value may be even higher! If these 
things weren’t taken away, what did they take?” 

“As I said, there must not have been many people who knew the value of 
these goods like our buddies. Or, the value of the three things they took was 
much higher than these things, and they could eat for a few lifetimes by 
taking them.” Fatty said. 

I looked at the marks left on the quilt by the three sacrificial objects that had 
been taken away. Two of them, I noticed, were from two rings. 
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One was big and the other one was small. The big one was the size of a dish, 
while the small one was like an ashtray. Fatty compared the two, “Is it 
jade?” 

I shook my head, “I don’t know, but a jade ring definitely isn’t that valuable 
unless it’s of extremely good color. This was especially true at the time when 
Ghost and his people came here. Since there was too much ancient jade in 
the market at that time, the price of jade may have only been one ten-
thousandth of what it is now. So, if we infer from money alone, I think it 
shouldn’t be ancient jade, but something very valuable at that time.” 

“Other than a jade ring, what else could it be?” Fatty asked. “Was it 
porcelain?” 

I sighed and looked at the long mark of the third missing object. Fatty, like 
me, looked at it and suddenly said, “Mr. Naïve, do you think this long 
indention looks familiar?” 

I touched my chin, thinking that he was right and it did look familiar. But I 
couldn’t really figure out what it was. 

“What do you think it looks like?” I asked him after staring for half a day. 

He seemed to have an idea, but couldn’t quite grasp the details. He gave an 
“Uhhhhhh…” for a long time before he suddenly snapped his fingers. I 
looked up and saw him comparing the marks. Then he said, “Sword! It looks 
like a sword! The black-gold ancient sword!” 

I also thought about it, the image of that unlucky soldier’s mysterious figure 
incessantly popping into my head. Slowly, I began to sweat. 

“Indeed, it’s a black-gold ancient sword. Its length and width are quite 
similar,” I said. “Shit! Was this stuff mass-produced? Does the entire Zhang 
household have one?” 

In my mind, I saw a large row of Poker-Faces marching out with black-gold 
ancient swords—it was really terrifying but powerful enough. 
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“Impossible. There would never be so many black-gold ancient swords. If 
there had been such forging technology in ancient times, China would’ve 
conquered the world long ago,” Fatty said. “Little Brother’s sword was very 
fine and perfectly forged. As I mentioned before, it’s hard to lift even with 
both hands. This kind of blade must’ve been forged by the greatest sword 
maker in ancient times. Not to mention the difficulty of getting the 
materials, the blade had to be forged perfectly and it had to be very heavy. 
It definitely wasn’t a traditional process. Success would only be possible 
after attempting it hundreds of times. So, there are probably no more than 
three black-gold ancient swords on the market.” 

After I calmed down, I suddenly thought of a possibility and said to Fatty, 
“Suppose, at that time, Ghost and his team entered the Zhang family’s 
ancient building—we can basically rule out the possibility of small grave 
robbers or other experts entering here, because it requires too much 
information. Small organizations can’t do it. So, the theft of the things in this 
coffin was basically because of Ghost and his team.” 

In other words, it was this group of people who took away the two ring-like 
objects and the black-gold ancient sword. 

In the end, many people in Ghost’s team died because the ancient building’s 
“fumigation” mechanism was activated. But the items must have been taken 
out. 

So, was the black-gold ancient sword that appeared in Uncle Three’s store at 
that time (which was later sold to Poker-Face) the same one that was stolen 
from here? 

I had a strong hunch that this had to be the case; otherwise, it didn’t make 
sense. 

Then, why did the sword brought out of the ancient building by the 
archaeological team/funeral procession fall into Uncle Three’s hands? And 
why did they enter the building, open the coffin, and only take out the 
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black-gold ancient sword and two mysterious rings? What were the two 
mysterious rings? 

It seemed that many things had been started before I ever received the 
“Huanghsa Chicken-Eye” text message from Uncle Three, but I just hadn’t 
realized it. The game had already turned white-hot. 

“Look at this.” As I was thinking, Fatty called me back to my senses. I walked 
over to where he was squatting by the open coffin lid and pointing to the 
genealogical tree carved on the inside. 

At the center of this genealogical tree was the inscribed name of the coffin 
owner: Zhang Ruitong. 

A generation with the ‘Rui’ name? I asked myself. There was a man named 
Zhang Ruishan just now, so is this guy from the same generation as him?(1)  

The two words “Zhang Qiling” on the side were one size smaller, and if you 
weren’t looking carefully, you’d think Zhang Ruitong and Zhang Qiling were 
husband and wife. 

This Zhang Ruitong had six children, two of whom had offspring. Fatty 
pointed to one of them and said, “Look at this name.” 

I saw that one of Zhang Ruitong’s two grandchildren was named Zhang 
Qishan. 

Zhang Da Fo Ye. 

I scratched my head and smiled with interest. Hot damn, I finally found some 
real evidence. 

 
(1) Tiffany says: “Some Chinese people have the custom of naming kids from 
the same generation with the same characters in them. It’s called 
generation names. They may be the first or second character in a given 

name. The example in this book would be: 张“瑞”山，张“瑞”桐 
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Chapter 53 Zhang Qishan’s People 

Zhang Da Fo Ye was one of the top three in the Mystic Nine and led the 
largest of the nine families. Legend had it that a giant Buddha was stolen 
from an unknown place and buried in the family’s courtyard. It was why he 
was called Zhang Da Fo Ye(1), but his real name was Zhang Qishan. He 
robbed tombs at an early age, joined the army in the middle of his life, and 
engaged in politics during his later years. Zhang Da Fo Ye was one of the few 
people who could do great things in the Mystic Nine and also cherished all 
of China. That was why people always sighed with emotion when they heard 
the older generation chatting about his legends. 

I had always suspected that he had something to do with the Zhang family’s 
ancient building, because when Uncle Two talked to me at that time, he was 
very vague. When Zhang Da Fo Ye moved to Changsha from the north, he 
appeared to be a member of the relocated Zhang family branch that had 
been scattered by the Japanese at that time. 

If it wasn’t the same name and surname, then this Zhang Qishan should be 
Zhang Da Fo Ye. 

So, this “Zhang Qiling” Zhang Ruitong was Zhang Da Fo Ye’s grandfather. 
Sure enough, the first family of the Mystic Nine really was the Zhang family. 

“So, what your uncle said is true,” Fatty said. 

“My Uncle Two is very smart. If he wanted to hide something, he would tell 
you irrelevant but true information. You think you understand after 
listening—and it’s all true once you check it out—but no one knows if there 
are any secrets behind it. That’s why he probably wasn’t afraid of me 
proving what he told me.” 

Fatty sighed and I continued, “Zhang Da Fo Ye was in charge of the whole 
thing and his team entered here to pay their respects. Opening the door of 

 
(1) Great Buddha 
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this room must not have been accidental. It’s impossible for there to be such 
a coincidence—I found Grandpa Zhang’s tomb as soon as I looked for it. So, I 
believe that the people who opened this place must have been instructed by 
Zhang Da Fo Ye.” 

He probably had some clues and asked a group of people to find his 
grandfather’s tomb to steal three of the funeral items. 

But why did the black-gold ancient sword end up in Uncle Three’s hands? 

“If Zhang Qiling is a title, then what’s Little Brother’s real name? Can it be a 
name like ‘Zhang Ergou’(2)?” Fatty asked. 

“Based on the epitaph, as long as he was elected Zhang Qiling, then his 
name will be replaced by that title,” I said. “Little Brother—Zhang Qiling—
must have also been selected. The black-gold ancient sword of this Zhang 
Qiling right here finally came into the hands of the new Zhang Qiling. I 
always thought there was something strange about it.” 

Fatty looked at the epitaph again, “Wait, I suddenly had an idea just now. 
Look at this Zhang Qiling. How did he die?” 

I calmed down and looked for the information in the small print on the wall, 
finally finding it in the part detailing his life. 

Unlike the previous two, this Zhang Qiling died of illness. In his life record, 
he suffered from “loss of soul” during a fight. 

“What is ‘Lost Soul Syndrome’?” Fatty asked me. 

I took a deep breath, “Memory loss.” 

At that moment, I had a wild thought, is this Zhang Qiling our Zhang Qiling? 

 
(2) Ergou can mean stupid dog in the Beijing dialect 
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Since he also had the black-gold ancient sword and amnesia, were they the 
same person? 

But there were bones in this coffin, and this “Zhang Qiling” was Zhang Da Fo 
Ye’s grandfather. Wouldn’t that make him more than two hundred years 
old? If it was the same person, then wouldn’t our Little Brother become an 
old goblin? 

We explored that room for a long time, and when we finally came out, I was 
a little distracted. Although I dared not jump to conclusions, my premonition 
that “finding the Zhang family’s ancient building will give me lots of secrets” 
seemed to have come true. 

I was pondering on whether to move on and find some more rooms to see if 
I could get more information, or immediately find the opening to the next 
floor, when I smelled smoke. 

“You’re smoking so much even though your fucking lungs are rotten!” I 
shouted at Fatty. But when I turned to look at him, I saw that his face was 
pale and he had nothing in his mouth. 

“It’s not me smoking a cigarette, it’s the smell of wood burning,” Fatty said. 
He and I looked at each other and immediately thought the same thing: 
even though we had burned the floor before, we had definitely put out the 
fire—was it not completely extinguished and revived after we left? 

We immediately hurried back. After turning a few corners, I saw the fire and 
smelled the strong smoke. It seemed that the corridor behind the next turn 
was already ablaze. When we went around the corner, a heat wave hit our 
faces, completely shocking us. 

One of the rooms we had explored before actually burned up and spread to 
more than a dozen rooms. Flames were blazing across the corridor. 

“Mamma Mia!” Fatty scratched his crotch, “I don’t have that much pee!” 
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We covered our noses and mouths and ran over to find that the window 
paper was burning the most violently. Fatty took off his clothes and used 
them as a broom to try and beat out the flames that had just started burning 
in the rooms closest to us. Then, he rushed to the core area that was already 
on fire. 

I followed closely behind. I didn’t know how long it took, but after fighting 
hard, all of the flames were finally put out. 

I was completely blinded and didn’t know whether I was choking or burning. 
I looked dizzily at the coal-like area around me, very surprised that such a 
big fire could unexpectedly be put out like this. 

The fire had spread to more than a dozen rooms, and the outer doors with 
window panes on them had all burned down. The further away from the 
center of the fire, the lower the degree of burning was. Several rooms near 
the ignition point were completely burned down, and even the epitaphs 
were burnt to black charcoal. 

Fatty coughed violently, blood spurting from his nostrils. I went to help him, 
but he motioned with his hand and said that it was nothing. “Much better, 
much better. It’s a good thing. When I coughed up the blood just now, my 
breathing became more comfortable.” 

Our faces were all black, our hair was all curled up, and we could feel a dull 
sting in many parts of our body that must’ve been from burns. 

I looked around and swallowed, utterly speechless. All the bad luck has been 
spread to us, I thought to myself. Fatty spat blood off to the side, sat down 
on the still hot wood, collapsed a little, and then said to me, “Chairman Mao 
said that a single spark can start a prairie fire. He was fucking right. Mr. 
Naïve, I can’t walk. I have to rest first. You keep watch and put out any 
sparks you see.” 

I nodded, “Watch your ass. Don’t get burned, too.” As I said this, I went to 
stamp out the sparks. 
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“Speaking of asses, we pressed ours on the flames at that time and they all 
went out. How could it burn like this so quickly?” Fatty asked. “There’s no 
wind in this building.” 

“At that time, we were laying on the door and there was window paper on 
it. It was probably a spark that slowly ignited the paper,” I said. 

“I say, Yangshi Lei should’ve put a few fire extinguishers here! This large 
wooden structure is a fire hazard,” Fatty said. 

“No one lives here, and it’s not like lightning will strike,” I said. “Plus, it’s so 
humid that the probability of fire is too low. If your internal organs are 
injured, don’t talk so much. Say less if you can, and have a good rest.” 

“If I can’t talk, then it’s better to kill me directly,” Fatty said. “Life is too 
impermanent to say one sentence less. I’ve said a lot so you’ll remember my 
style a little better—wait. Mr. Naïve, do you smell anything strange?” 

My nose was clogged with soot and I couldn’t smell anything, so I said, 
“What smell?” 

“It’s like barbecued pork.” 

“Barbecued pork? Get up quickly!” I said. “Isn’t your ass ripe? Are you sitting 
on the coals?” 

“Bullshit! The levels of fat in my ass are definitely not the smell of barbecued 
pork! At the very least it should be Peking duck! Where’s the smell coming 
from?” 

Fatty pointed to the coffin in the burial room. It had collapsed and the lid of 
the coffin had completely burned away. If I had known this would happen 
earlier, I wouldn’t have bothered putting it back. 

“Is the body burned? But just now we saw that the corpse was a pile of 
bones. It’s impossible to smell burning protein, let alone the smell of 
barbecued pork.” 
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The floor was also badly burned. I carefully stepped over and shined my 
flashlight into the coffin. 

I immediately saw a strange burnt corpse lying among the charcoal-filled 
coffin. 

This wasn’t the skeleton we had just seen in the coffin. Where did the body 
come from? 

At this time, I also noticed that this wasn’t an ancient corpse, but a modern 
one. Judging from the equipment, it had to be someone from Little Brother’s 
team, but the face had been completely burned. 

Fatty staggered over, looked at it for a moment, and then pointed his 
flashlight above his head, “It fell from above and hit the coffin.” I looked up 
and saw that there was a crack right above the coffin in the next level’s 
floor. 

“The fire burned through the ceiling, and the body fell down and landed in 
the coffin?” I muttered to myself. 

“And then burned to death?” Fatty added. 

“It wasn’t burned to death,” I said. “We didn’t hear any shrieks and you can 
see that there’s no soot in this man’s nose. He was already a corpse before 
he fell. He must’ve been lying upstairs—directly above the coffin. The fire 
broke through the ceiling and he fell into the coffin from above.” 

“Is there such a coincidence?” 

“It wasn’t necessarily a coincidence.” 

I asked Fatty to give me a hand, but he shook his head and said, “No, this fat 
man is old. This time you’re down there.” 
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I looked at his current state and knew that he was right, so I let him step 
onto my shoulders. He stretched out his neck just enough to see into the 
crack and shined his flashlight inside. 

Fatty was extremely heavy, so when his whole body weight was pressed on 
me, I felt as if all the air was about to squeeze out of my stomach. I quickly 
tightened my muscles. 

I couldn’t see what he was doing up there, but I heard him cry out, “Shit!” 

I clenched my teeth and asked what he saw. “I found them,” he said. “The 
old woman and Little Brother are there, but…” 

“But what?” 

Fatty tsked, “Don’t come up yet. You may not be able to accept it. It’s not 
good, so I’ll check it out first.” 
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Chapter 54 Everyone is Dead 

After Fatty went up, I heard various sounds—him coughing and the dragging 
of various things—which lasted for more than ten minutes. 

I finally got impatient waiting below and anxiously asked, “What’s the 
matter? What’s the situation? How are they?” 

I was feeling very uneasy. My heart had clenched when I heard that the old 
woman and Little Brother were both there, but then Fatty told me that I 
might not be able to accept it. 

Could I really not accept it? No, I didn’t think so. When I first entered the 
ancient building, I told myself very clearly that I would probably face some 
death—in fact, I already had a kind of premonition. On a larger level, I had 
been building their deaths up in my mind since the beginning so that I could 
face reality if it turned out to be the case. But the process still wasn’t 
particularly comfortable. 

I called several more times before Fatty leaned over the edge of the hole 
and said to me, “Come on up.” 

You can just say that they’re all dead, I said to myself. It’s not that hard. 
What’s the matter with you? Why do I have to go and see for myself? 

I reached for Fatty, grabbed the edge of the burnt coffin, and scrambled to 
climb up. 

The space above was a very small mezzanine, about 1.23 meters high and 
full of people from Granny Huo’s team. 

There was an indescribable smell filling the whole area, the stench of 
excrement and urine almost indistinguishable from that of rot. 

I covered my nose and mouth and saw numerous traces of dried liquid on 
the ground that must have flowed from the places where these people were 
lying. It had dried on the wooden floor, leaving crimson marks. 
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Fatty kept coughing and said to me, “They’re basically all dead.” 

I looked around, finding it difficult to identify these people in the dark. The 
first person I recognized was Granny Huo, because her characteristics were 
very obvious. I climbed over to her and found that she had been dead for 
quite a long time. Her eyes had become cloudy and turned an amber color, 
her mouth was very wide open, and her facial expression looked very 
restless. 

I sighed. She must have died rather unwillingly. Truthfully, I had no feelings 
for Granny Huo, but she was an elder after all. I couldn’t restrain my sadness 
when I saw someone I knew become a corpse. 

I continued looking around and saw several faces that I knew, but their 
bodies were all stiff now. After their deaths, excrement and urine had 
flowed everywhere, and these normally all-powerful players had now turned 
into this. It was a bit ugly. 

“Where’s Little Brother?” My heart sank completely and I knew that 
everything was over. Although it was different from what Ghost had said 
and they seemed to have found a place to escape the alkaline fog, the result 
was still the same. 

Surprisingly enough, I didn’t feel sad at all. But I could feel a very strong 
emotion ready to rush out at any time, surpassing all other feelings. It was 
called “collapse”. I forcefully suppressed it, not knowing whether my ability 
to escape from reality had improved to a certain degree or whether my 
mind just couldn’t accept such information and chose to bypass it. 

Fatty used a flashlight to illuminate the corner where a pile of clothes was 
laying and said to me, “Don’t look at it yet. Let’s see if there’s anything 
valuable here first. It stinks.” 

I secretly scolded in my heart, could you be more ruthless? Little Brother is 
dead, and all you care about is the fucking stench. After thinking about it, I 
went over and tore open the pile of clothes, immediately seeing Little 
Brother’s shrunken face. 
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I froze, my whole body suddenly going rigid and my mind blanking out. 

I couldn’t describe the desolation in my heart and suddenly didn’t know 
what to do. 

Dead? 

You’ve got to be kidding me. 

Is he really dead? Hey, what kind of international joke is this? 

“Wake up. Let’s go home.” I patted his face, suddenly finding it all very 
funny. I turned to Fatty and laughed. “Look at Little Brother.” 

“I know,” Fatty said in a low voice. 

Then, my hands began to shake uncontrollably. When I looked at them, I 
found that even though there wasn’t any sadness in my heart and my 
consciousness didn’t react, my body still instinctively felt despair. 

He’s really fucking sitting there, I said to myself. He’s really fucking dead. 
Poker-Face is really fucking dead! 

There was still such a thing in this world… Poker-Face was unexpectedly 
mortal. 

The Zhang family’s ancient building was really amazing. I had always felt that 
Ghost was just an alarmist, but now I only felt like the sky was spinning. 

Poker-Face was a walking miracle, so his death suddenly made me feel that 
the whole world had become extremely real and cruel. Couldn’t all miracles 
be eternal in this world? Or was there no such thing as a miracle, and 
everything was a coincidence that had finally ended? 

After a long time, I began to feel a touch of sadness. My instincts were 
pushing down my collapsing emotions, but there were still all kinds of 
uncomfortable feelings leaking from the “pressure cooker” of emotions. I 
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knew that I couldn’t let my emotions go. If I felt that sadness, I may just die 
here, too. 

The feelings in my heart were very strange. It wasn’t only sadness, but I 
didn’t know if others would be able to understand my complicated mood. 

First, there was despair. Then, there was disbelief at what I was seeing in 
front of my eyes. My mind was blank for a long time, and all kinds of 
emotions came out. 

I always wondered how I would feel if Poker-Face died. I thought I might be 
extremely sad or maybe a little numb since I had built up the idea of their 
deaths in my mind so much in order to bear it. But now that I had really 
encountered it, my mood was so strange that I couldn’t handle it by myself. 

After this, I was in a bind, unsure whether I should be sad or pretend to be 
calm and endure the pain. Finally, the former gradually gained the upper 
hand and I couldn’t do anything besides stare at his body blankly. 

But just when I felt the tears about to flow down, I suddenly saw Poker-
Face’s hand move and scratch the floor! 

“What are you doing?” Fatty shouted. “Stop looking and come help me!” 

My tears still fell because of inertia, but the feeling in my heart was 
extremely complicated. I turned to Fatty and stammered, “His, his, his 
corpse just moved!” 

“Shit, if Little Brother can move his corpse, then he’d be an amazing 
zombie,” Fatty said. “The King of the Zombies, even. Stop your fucking 
bullshit and hurry up.” 

“He, he, he really moved!” I said as countless thoughts immediately raced 
through my mind. If Little Brother really became a zombie, what should I 
do? Were we going to rob a tomb with a zombie? In that case, it wasn’t a 
grave robbery, but a diplomatic activity. 
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Fatty gave me a strange look and asked, “What happened?” He started to 
come over, but another body on the side also moved before he could even 
take a few steps. 

Fatty wasn’t afraid and came straight to my side. I pointed to the corpse he 
had just bypassed and stammered, “That body moved too! Isn’t this a room 
of corpses? They’re all moving.” 

“What corpses? Some of these people are still alive,” Fatty said. 

“Alive?” I couldn’t understand.  

“I didn’t say all of them were dead!” Fatty said angrily. “Many people are 
alive, but things aren’t looking so good. You have to look around quickly to 
see if there’s anything useful—water, medicine, etc. All those still alive need 
some water.” 

It was only at that moment that I realized that this was what he had meant 
just now. “You didn’t say that earlier. You scared me to death!” I scolded 
him.  

“I’m not like you. Your mind is on life and death, but my mind is focused on 
saving a few people,” Fatty said. “Little Brother’s pulse was still stable when 
I checked it just now but some of them are definitely on the brink of death. 
We have to hurry with palliative care(1) and rescue them.” 

I took another look at Poker-face and saw that his face was so pale that he 
looked like the bodies around him. I went up and touched his neck, finding 
that he really did have a pulse. 

It wasn’t strong, however, and his physical condition was obviously very bad. 

 
(1) Palliative care is focused on providing relief from the symptoms and stress 
of illness. It’s not first aid but it’s not hospice either.  
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In a flash, all of my emotions receded like the ebb of the tide. My whole 
body softened, my vision went black, and I almost fainted. You son of a 
bitch, I thought to myself. You scared the shit out of me.  

Fatty patted me on the hand again to get my attention, “Save the others 
first. Little Brother is fine, don’t patronize him. These people were raised by 
parents.” 

Fatty was right. Under such circumstances, it also went against my own 
principles to save Little Brother instead of the others. 

I took a deep breath, let go of the tiredness caused by my drastic mood 
changes, and quickly calmed myself down. 

I walked over to the other people and dug out their canteens—the water 
had changed a little after being kept for too long. We put some disinfectant 
in it, found those who still had a pulse and body temperature, and got them 
to drink the water one by one. They were almost unconscious, and their 
bodies had weakened so much that some were just like corpses. 

“What caused this? Was it poisoning?” I asked Fatty. 

He tore open their collars and moved their hair aside, revealing the festered 
skin underneath. 

“Take a look. Many of the cracks here are filled with cloth strips and oil wax, 
basically sealing the place. Although there was very little fog, it’s still highly 
toxic. If you stay here too long, you’ll slowly inhale a lot and still get 
poisoned,” Fatty said. “You’ll die in a second when you fall into potassium 
cyanide, so it’s the same when you inhale it—this is the reason.” 

“You don’t have the education to know about potassium cyanide,” I said. 

“Of course I know what it is. Anyone who’s read detective stories knows,” 
Fatty argued. “Potassium cyanide and Huo Yuanjia are my idols.” 
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“What about these people?” I asked. “Do you think they have anything here 
we can use as medicine?” 

“If there was, they would’ve already used it. But have you noticed that none 
of them are wearing gas masks? It seems they’re useless against this type of 
poisonous gas.” 

I found it strange—generally, people who had gas masks would wear them 
even if it was useless because of the psychological comfort they provided. I 
saw several gas masks scattered around, but I couldn’t figure out what the 
situation had been like at that time. 

“It was like this when you came up?” I asked. Fatty nodded. 

When I thought about it, I felt that something was off and said, “You’re 
wrong. They must’ve been wearing gas masks before, but someone found 
this place and checked their faces to see who died. That person probably 
took off the masks.” 

Fatty nodded, “It makes sense, but who was it?” 

I thought for a moment and figured that the most likely scenario was that 
their opinions had diverged. The team was divided into two—one led by 
Poker-Face and the other by Granny Huo. Then, Granny Huo’s team met 
with some danger and Poker-Face came to rescue them. When he arrived, 
he found that she was dead and that he was also trapped. 

As a result, the people here were in two different states: dead or on their 
last breath. Poker-Face must have been poisoned after he came in, but the 
poisonous fog should’ve dispersed, so he removed the gas masks to see who 
they were. 

I figured this was the most likely scenario given the current situation. But 
when I thought about it, I realized that I was wrong—it was also possible 
that Qiu Dekao’s people came in and found this place. 
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I remembered that Little Brother’s blade was in Qiu Dekao’s hand and he 
had said that one of the guys brought it out. It seemed possible that the guy 
could’ve been here. But even if he wasn’t, someone must have taken the 
blade from here and handed it to him. 

I remembered that guy’s horrible appearance and the way he looked at me. 
I still found it strange since no one knew what that look really meant, but it 
wasn’t like I could figure it now. 

We searched around the secret room and found a hidden door to get out. 
This must have been a compartment for stacking some regular sacrificial 
objects. After I opened the door, I found that the outer room was full of 
things. There were all kinds of strange blue-and-white porcelain jars, but the 
most valuable thing wasn’t the porcelain itself; it was the rolled-up 
calligraphy and paintings inside of them. All of these things were randomly 
piled up outside of the secret room. 

I could see at a glance why there was such a hidden room and why Granny 
Huo had come up here. It was a studio full of all kinds of precious calligraphy 
and paintings that could never be preserved if they were soaked in strong 
alkali fog. At that time, the Yangshi Lei who designed the Zhang family’s 
ancient building must have specially created this small sealed room to 
protect the calligraphy and paintings. 

Granny Huo must have looked at Yangshi Lei’s design drawings before she 
found the room. 

As expected of a master. If it weren’t for this move, they probably would’ve 
melted completely by now and I would’ve only seen a lot of bones covered 
in dried meat. At that time, I could only determine which pile belonged to 
Poker-Face by looking at the length of the finger bones. 
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Chapter 55 Difficult Decisions 

We carried all the people that were still alive out of the room. After coming 
out, we found ourselves in a long corridor with the same structure as the 
one below. There were also a lot of rooms, but we were too lazy to see what 
was inside of them. We lined everyone up in the corridor and then began 
our rescue efforts one by one. 

The toxicity of this strong alkali fog acted on the human respiratory tract, 
forming ulcerations that caused breathing difficulties. Maybe it was because 
of our actions, but several of the weakest people we had moved out ended 
up dying before we could set them down on the ground. 

It was a terrible feeling, as if we had murdered them ourselves. After doing 
everything we could, it was finally Poker-Face’s turn. 

Based on the condition in which we had found him in, it was clear that he 
had wrapped himself tightly with all of his belongings. The tattoo on his 
body could be seen, indicating that his temperature was quite high at this 
time. 

“Is it possible Little Brother adjusted his breathing to the weakest state?” 
Fatty wondered. 

“Is this the legendary turtle breathing method?” I asked. 

“When you say such words, can you stop using the tone of a Hong Kong-
Taiwanese martial arts movie?” Fatty asked. “Fucking turtle breath. You still 
have to breathe. He first made his body very weak and went into a deep 
coma so as to slow his heartbeat. This in turn slowed his blood circulation. 
And wrapping yourself tightly with your clothes to minimize the contact area 
between your skin and the air can reduce the degree of poisoning. This must 
be why, out of all the people here, only he had the lowest degree of 
poisoning.” 
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“How did he weaken himself?” I asked. “By telling himself, ‘I’m weak, I’m 
weak’? Don’t you think you’d want to beat yourself up for saying that? Can 
you really put yourself in this kind of state by doing such a thing?” 

“You don’t understand.” Fatty pointed to Little Brother’s hand and turned it 
over to show me. I saw that Poker-Face had wounds on both wrists. “If you 
want to be weak, you just need to bleed. Little Brother is certainly more 
proficient on how to bleed than we are.” 

The red marks on the ground seemed to contain Little Brother’s blood in 
addition to the other people’s excrement. 

“What should we do now?” I looked at these people and suddenly felt a 
little scared—if the mechanism tripped again, we’d probably become like 
this. “There’s only the two of us and there are so many people here. We 
can’t take them out.” 

Fatty scratched his head and said, “Don’t be angry, but I think it’s fine to just 
take Little Brother out. If we continue to stay here, there won’t be a chance 
for anyone and we’ll run into some bad luck.” 

“Didn’t you say just a while ago that you wanted to share your grace?” I 
asked. 

“Saving people is saving people. When you find that you can’t do it, don’t 
force it. I’m a very utilitarian person. Plus, with my body, it’s impossible to 
carry another person out. I’m not familiar with them, either. They’re all 
better than me in this field so they should be aware of it. You carry Little 
Brother on your back and I’ll take the lead. That’s the truth of the matter, so 
we’ll leave as soon as possible.” 

I thought it over for a moment, looked at the few unconscious people on the 
ground, and said to myself, if I were lying here, would I want others to have 
such a conversation when I was in a coma? 

“Then we’ll go out and come back? To bring these people and Granny Huo’s 
bodies out?” 
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“Damn it, what’s with your fucking addiction to returning here?” Fatty 
asked. “This place is really fucking weird! I’ve never been afraid of grave 
robbing, but this ancient building made me feel uncomfortable as soon as I 
came in. Mr. Naïve, I told you. These people will have died by the time you 
make it back. You’ll have come for nothing, so don’t worry about these 
things at this juncture.” 

I knew Fatty was lying. His thinking was actually very simple—the first 
principle was to try his best to save you first, but if that was impossible, then 
he wouldn’t fight it nor bear any moral constraints. Fatty was a man who 
lived quite straightforwardly, and most of the time, I really admired his 
foolish way of living. 

We didn’t discuss the issue again. I walked back and looked at Granny Huo’s 
body, wondering how I would break the news to Xiao Hua when I got back. 

Of course, Granny Huo had really lived quite well—the several men involved 
in her wonderful life were all great heroes that ordinary women normally 
couldn’t see. It was just...she was dead now. How would Xiao Hua explain it 
when he returned? The Huo family was now in a state of chaos and people 
needed to be seen, whether they were alive or dead. Although Granny Huo’s 
body was withered, it was still quite difficult to bring it out. 

I probably wouldn’t be able to take all of her out, but which part could I take 
to prove to others that she was actually dead? 

The answer was very obvious but I really couldn’t think of how I could cut off 
her head. 

I wondered what expression the Huo family would make if they saw her 
head like that. This whole “demanding to see the corpse at death”… if they 
really saw it, wouldn’t they just flip out immediately? 

But a family of grave robbers had a different view of many things compared 
to ordinary families, and Xiao Hua definitely needed it. Even if it wasn’t 
displayed to all the family members, it should be displayed in front of some 
of the elders who could make decisions and tell them what had happened. 
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But no matter how I thought about it, I felt that this behavior was really too 
much for me to bear. I kowtowed several times in front of her body, then 
said to her, “Granny, you know what I want to do? You also love Xiao Hua 
very much. I really have to. If you don’t mind, don’t move.” 

When I looked at the body after speaking and found that it hadn’t moved, I 
said, “Thank you, Granny. I’ll tell you secretly that you were my grandpa’s 
favorite. If you liked him too, you can tell me in a dream and I’ll bury you 
beside him so that my grandmother won’t know.” 

“You’re a coward, selling grandmas for survival,” Fatty scolded from the 
side. “Your grandfather may already have three wives and four concubines 
down there. If you put the old woman down as well, it’ll be bloody.” 

“I don’t care that much about it,” I said. “How can one not get knifed when 
he floats in this circle?” 

After that, I couldn’t help feeling that I was an extreme fucking asshole. I 
pulled a knife out and held it against Granny Huo’s neck while closing my 
eyes and clenching my teeth. Then, I turned to Fatty and said, “Fatty, I have 
a job. You have to help me do it. I’ll give you six hundred thousand yuan!” 

Fatty, who had been sorting through all of his things on the side, turned to 
me and asked, “Why are you being so polite? Just say it. Depending on the 
work, I’ll give you a discount if it’s simple.” 

“Please help me cut off Granny Huo’s head,” I said. 

Fatty looked at me and froze, “You’re crazy! Won’t Xiuxiu kill you?” 

Once I told Fatty my thoughts, he mulled it over for a moment before 
saying, “I really haven’t done this before. Although I’m a tomb robber, I’ve 
never desecrated a corpse, let alone one I’m familiar with. I really can’t do 
it.” 

I sighed and asked him, “What then? Think of something for me.” 
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Fatty thought for a moment and said, “I’ll do it for eight hundred thousand. 
Eight hundred thousand yuan.” 
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Chapter 56 Cut Off the Head 

I can’t bear to repeat the ensuing process. All I know is that the blood from 
Granny Huo’s wound was black. We gathered several backpacks and packed 
all the things we could take into one of them. We found two strange rings in 
Little Brother’s backpack and knew at a glance that they were the 
originators of the two imprints we had seen in the coffin from the previous 
floor. These things must’ve been very important if they were in Little 
Brother’s backpack, so we stuffed them all into the bag. 

Poker-Face still didn’t wake up. When I pulled him onto my back and tied 
him to my body, I found that he was actually moderately heavy. He was 
especially muscular, so although his body looked thin and symmetrical, his 
actual weight was much heavier than the last time I had helped him. 

Fatty was carrying everything else, including Granny Huo’s head. We 
planned to retrace our steps, but before we left, we put all those who were 
still breathing back into the secret room. Although we knew that they 
definitely couldn’t wait until the next time we came in, we still left some 
food and water for them. If they could survive like Ghost, then we had left 
them a ray of hope. 

To be honest, it was a very difficult decision to make and I felt very 
uncomfortable about it, but I kept telling myself, I’m just an ordinary person, 
I can only do so much. 

Nevertheless, we went down the burned-out hole in the floor and came to 
the previous level we had walked around before. 

I asked Fatty if he wanted to continue going up but he said, “Damn it, our 
aim was to come in and save Little Brother. Now that he’s been saved, why 
don’t we run away? Even if there are countless Russian girls pole dancing up 
there, I definitely won’t go!” 
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The Zhang family’s ancient building still had many unexplored levels, and 
there were doubtlessly various strange situations on each one, but at this 
time, I also had a rare fear that suppressed all of my curiosity. 

We walked back carefully the entire way and soon reached the ground floor. 

I was already sweating and my feet were shaking uncontrollably. This kind of 
rough work was usually done by Fatty, so I felt like I was going to die at any 
moment. I didn’t expect that carrying a person on my back would be so 
exhausting. 

Fatty was too tired to carry anything else and stopped to light a cigarette. 
“Wait a minute,” he said. “We can’t go back the same way. That thing must 
be waiting for us there. Even if it’s not, the quicksand was too fucking 
difficult to walk through. With so many strange insects, we’ll certainly be 
unlucky if we go down there. We have to find the route Little Brother took 
before!” 

The copper door was closed before, so Little Brother and the others must 
not have come in that way. 

How to find it? I asked myself. Ah, too bad this guy is in a deep coma right 
now! 

Fatty suddenly said, “Look at the ground!” 

I looked down and found that it was full of messy footprints. When I looked 
at him with questioning eyes, he said, “You’ve been with me too long. I think 
you’re slowly getting dumber. Look at the door here.” 

I did as he said and realized what he meant. The door we had come in 
through earlier only had two clear sets of footprints. I could tell at a glance 
that they belonged to the two of us. 

“It seems that Little Brother and the others didn’t come in through the 
door,” Fatty said. “Look, the footprints here are very messy. We can find out 
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where they came in from by looking at the patterns on the soles of his 
shoes.” 

I looked down at the countless footprints at our feet and knew Fatty’s 
method was feasible. 

Using this method, we retraced Little Brother’s steps all the way to the 
middle of several pillars. As it turned out, Poker-Face’s footprints actually 
came from one of them. 

“Could it be the pillar man came out of the pillar?” I touched my chin to 
express my doubts. Fatty stuck his nose up and looked at the details of the 
pillar carefully. 

It was full of carved patterns of pixius(1), which was really quite rare in 
ancient tombs. But I discovered that these pixius’ bodies had Qilin scales. I 
thought it may be a new kind of hybrid mythical beast, or the Yangshi Lei 
had made a mistake, but the carvings were so serious that it was unlikely to 
be wrong. 

Fatty touched one of the pixiu’s butts, suddenly let go, and turned to 
another post to touch. After touching dozens of times back and forth, he 
said to me, “The temperature’s different! The two pillars are made of 
different materials. This pillar seems to be wrapped in some metal, but it’s 
been specially painted to look exactly like the other one.” 

“So there’s a mechanism here?” I asked. 

“Needless to say, Little Brother’s footprints came out from here so there 
must be a mechanism. This place may be the official secret passage into and 
out of the ancient building,” Fatty said. “Help me press some as well. One of 
them must be the key.”  

 
(1) Mythical animal that brings luck and wards off evil, having head of a 
dragon and lion’s body, often with hoofs, wings and tail 
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Fatty was about to take off his coat and start experimenting, but I quickly 
stopped him, “As long as the dust here is stained with sweat, you’ll feel itchy 
all over your body. It’ll feel worse than death. As soon as you scratch it, a 
piece of skin will follow. Moreover, we don’t know if we’ll trigger a trap by 
randomly touching these pixiu.” When Fatty heard me say this, he could 
only wrap his clothes tighter around his body. But he didn’t care about 
potential traps and crept up to the pillar while saying, “There weren’t any 
particularly deadly traps along the way so I don’t think there’s any need to 
worry about it. Just be careful. This Fat Master is very experienced.” 

Fatty studied the details one by one. He was so thorough, in fact, that it was 
a little creepy. But no matter how he studied them, these pixiu were fixed in 
place and couldn’t be pressed. 

Just when we were wondering what to do, Poker-Face on my back suddenly 
moved and stretched his hand out. 

I looked back at him. He was extremely weak and his eyes were still closed, 
so I couldn’t tell if he was fully awake or not. 

Fatty also looked back at him and asked softly, “Little Brother, what do you 
need?” 

“I’ll do it,” Poker-Face whispered from my back. 

As soon as I understood what he meant, I took a few steps forward. His long 
fingers pressed up against the cold pillars and then slid gently across all of 
the patterns. 

Carrying him on my back, I quietly circled around the pillars, not daring to 
make any noise. When we circled around the twentieth time, I heard Poker-
Face say, “Thirteenth in the first row, sixth in the second row, and seventh in 
the third row. Give each one a gentle tap. Remember the order.” 

Then his hand immediately dropped down. 
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Fatty hurriedly complied. After finishing, I suddenly saw the pillars begin to 
rotate slowly. After they were done turning, there was a gap in the middle 
pillar that only one person could pass through sideways. Inside the gap was 
a passage leading all the way down to the ground. 

I could even see climbing pins on the inner wall of this pillar. 

“Ah, our family’s brother is such a treasure!” Fatty exclaimed. 

The two of us put down our equipment, and then I passed Little Brother 
over to Fatty. I carefully went down sideways first and then caught Little 
Brother when Fatty lowered him down. At the bottom, we used a lighter to 
look around and were surprised at what we saw—it was a stone room that 
appeared to be an underground palace. 

“Is this also part of the Zhang family’s ancient building?” Fatty asked. I 
nodded—according to the Zhang family’s usual practice, this underground 
palace should be the tomb of the Zhang family’s old ancestors. I was afraid 
that the people buried here were all very old predecessors. 

“What should we do?” 

“Little Brother came out from here so it’s obvious that the entrance and exit 
are here! Little Brother, you’re actually a good man in the end. Do your GPS 
again,” Fatty told Poker-Face. 

There was no reaction from Poker-Face on my back; it seemed that he had 
passed out again. Fatty looked at him and could only shake his head while 
saying to me, “No power.” 

“Let’s go. We’ll just have to be careful. Since the way out is here, we can 
always find it ourselves,” I said. “Whether we meet mountains and open 
roads, or meet water and build bridges, we take one step at a time. I’ll put 
Little Brother down and we’ll look around first.” 

There wasn’t any dust here so we could take the chance to rest. I thought 
Fatty was also gasping for breath, so I told him to put everything down first. 
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I had never been so tired before and immediately felt dizzy as soon as Little 
Brother was off of my back. I rubbed my shoulders and followed Fatty 
around. 

After looking further ahead, we found that the only way out was a stone 
door. It was tightly sealed, but there were traces underneath showing that it 
had been opened recently. 
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Chapter 57 The Ancient Building’s 
Underground Palace 

“Is this the tomb door?” Fatty asked. After touching it, he gasped, “It really is 
the entrance to the tomb!” 

“It seems that this may be the original form of the Zhang family's ancient 
building. The oldest Zhang family tomb may not be a building, but an 
ordinary tomb. Later, after the wooden structure of the ancient building was 
erected, it was preserved by future generations as the lowest underground 
palace. The Zhang family’s oldest ancestors are all here!” 

“Shit, if we go in, isn’t that considered grave robbing?” 

“What, are you afraid?” I asked. 

“No, I’m excited,” Fatty said. “How long do you think it’s been since we 
robbed a grave? If we really go in, it’ll be a trip down memory lane for us. 
Although we’re not taking stuff this time, we can have a good time looking 
at the scenery.” 

Fatty really had a lot to say, so I told him, “All right then, ‘Officer Mojin’(1). 
Please find a way out quickly so we can leave first. I’ll find a few more tombs 
for your enjoyment next time.” 

“No. Even though I said that, I’m a little over it after what we've been 
through this time. I've decided to switch to selling Chinese cabbage when I 
get back.” 

The ancient building we were just in wasn’t actually a grave in the formal 
sense, but entering here felt different. Not only was this the tomb of the 
Zhang family’s ancestors, but it was also the tomb of the old-timers who 
were much better than us. It was disrespectful to disturb them, so we 

 
(1) Mojin can mean tomb raider 
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kowtowed in front of the tomb. Then I asked Fatty to take out his cigarettes 
and do everything we could to follow the rules. 

According to the northern sect’s rules, when entering an ancient tomb, one 
had to burn incense to pay homage and receive forgiveness from the tomb 
owner. This showed the tomb owner that the grave robber was poor, his 
mother was seriously ill, and his wife was forcefully robbed so he had to rely 
on this windfall to survive. 

Fatty certainly spoke more eloquently than that, saying that the 
descendants of the Zhang family were unreliable, the GPS was out of power, 
we were lost and couldn’t find our way out, etc. 

I had lost my watch, so I couldn’t see what time it was. All I knew was that 
we had stayed here long enough. I urged him to finish quickly, because if we 
didn’t leave soon, the mechanism above may really activate. 

“After reciting, we’ll smoke the ‘incense’. Little Brother’s been here once, so 
the old ancestors won’t mind,” Fatty said. 

"They won’t mind? Well, you'll definitely find out later," I said. "I can smoke 
the cigarettes, but you're not allowed to touch them.” 

After Fatty came down here, his cough had obviously lessened and I relaxed 
a little. He was right. Maybe he would be fine once he coughed up all the 
blood.  

“Don’t worry, our future is uncertain," Fatty said. "I won’t joke about my 
own life. When you smoke, take a big mouthful. I’ll just enjoy some 
secondhand smoke.” 

“Don’t talk nonsense," I said. "Let me see what you can do.” 
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After Fatty finished, he pushed the stone door. But after pushing it a few 
times, he found that something was blocking it from behind. I looked 
through the crack and saw a zilai stone(2).  

“You know how to open this stone door?” I asked. 

Fatty nodded and pulled something out of his bag that looked like a strange 
hook. I didn’t know where he had gotten it from, but I figured it probably 
came from one of Granny Huo’s team. He inserted the hook behind the door 
and went to wrap it around the stone. 

Zilai stones were very famous objects because they enabled the stone doors 
to close by themselves when you were leaving the tomb. At that time, many 
new archeologists didn’t understand the principle of this thing when 
entering a tomb for the first time and would choose to use violence to 
forcibly open the door. After they opened it, they would find something 
strange in the debris, but it was often too late and the entrance of the tomb 
had been damaged beyond repair. When Little Brother and the others came 
down, they came in the opposite direction so there was no problem. But 
now the stone door had automatically closed, and it wasn’t so easy to open. 

Fatty didn’t seem to be particularly skilled at using this tool either, for he 
didn’t manage to open the door even after working for what felt like half a 
day. “Brother, you’re not very skilled at this!” I said to him.  

Fatty cursed, “Bastard, I’ve been mixed up with you in recent years and 
haven’t had any serious jobs. The people who followed were all masters, so I 
haven't had a chance to practice. You know, before I got mixed up with you, 
there weren’t so many fucking imperial tombs for me to rob. It would’ve 
been nice to visit a few basic tombs.” 

“So? Shouldn't you be thanking me for giving you a chance to learn more?” 

 
(2) Basically a stone bar, ‘zilai’ means natural 
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“Bullshit, I’ve only learned a lot and don’t have any money. I’m not a 
traveler; I don't just hang out in tombs when I have nothing to do. I’m also a 
person who wants to carry out his hard-earned work.” 

As he spoke, I saw that the door had opened a little more, so I leaned 
against the stone until it finally opened. 

A huge stone path appeared in front of us, stretching into the darkness. We 
turned on our flashlights and looked inside. I found that I still wasn’t used to 
calling this a tomb passage—it was very different from the ones I had seen 
before and had no decorations—but it was very similar to the stone path I 
had seen in the mountains before. 

Fatty’s expression was full of happiness and excitement. He obviously didn’t 
realize what I was thinking and happily said to me, “The tomb passage. Shit, 
it's better than seeing the road in front of my own house.” 

“The Zhangs seem to really have a good foundation! If their ancient building 
was Yangshi Lei's best work and they had to smash through the stone here, 
then this project was obviously much more difficult than the building 
above,” I said. “Moreover, these stones acting as the bottom foundation 
means that the building above is much more resistant to earthquakes.” 

There was nothing in this tomb passage, and there didn’t seem to be any 
mechanisms. Fatty said it was to be expected. Since Little Brother came 
through here, he may have destroyed some of the traps long ago. Moreover, 
the ancient building's setup was particularly strange. It didn’t seem to have 
too many mechanisms and the ones that were used for defense seemed to 
have only that kind of poisonous gas. But that was still the simplest and 
most effective anti-theft method I had ever seen. I didn’t think there was 
any defensive measure more effective than filling a place with poisonous 
gas. 

We moved our flashlights around as we walked towards the tomb passage. 
There was nothing wrong with the air and we breathed to our hearts' 
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content. The painful burning sensation in our chests had basically 
disappeared by this point. 

There weren't any miluotuo shadows on the stone wall here, and when I 
touched it, I found that it was all volcanic rock. This place had obviously 
been built to defend against the miluotuo. 

The two drainage ditches on both sides of the stone road that connected the 
drainage system under the ancient building were very similar to the tomb 
passage in Xisha’s underwater tomb. But it seemed like water hadn't flowed 
here for many years. Was it possible that the rainfall in Banai had decreased 
in recent years and the rain was far less abundant than it was in ancient 
times? Or was there less groundwater flowing here due to some big project? 
Whatever the reason, it was very good for the preservation of the Zhang 
family's ancient building. 

We walked sixty or seventy meters before the passage began to turn. There 
were a bunch of caves on both sides, all containing very small coffins. This 
layout was similar to what we had seen upstairs, but these coffins were all 
made of stone and didn’t look too luxurious. It was obvious that in the early 
days of the Zhang family, they had also complied with the burial customs of 
that time and mostly used stone coffins. 

There were also many characters written on the walls here. Fatty wanted to 
go up and look at them, but I quickly grabbed him. 

We couldn’t abandon any clues until we found Little Brother, but now that 
we had found him, there was only one sentence in my mind: I want to say 
goodbye to the Zhang family's ancient building. 

Fatty didn’t give up and said, “Let’s take a look. The original Zhang family's 
origins must be in these words. Moreover, the contents in these coffins 
must be very old and valuable! Let’s just open one at random and take 
whatever. It’s not a waste of time.” 

“Didn’t you say you were over it? How can you suddenly think of this 
again?” 
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“It’s like a scene that arouses deep feelings,” Fatty said. He thought for a 
moment and then shook his head, “Forget it. It may not be a good thing to 
have you open the coffin. I’ll listen to you and keep walking.” 

“Don’t be ridiculous!" I said. "If you want money, I’ll give you Uncle Three’s 
property when we get out!” 

“Come on, I can’t afford that underworld culture!" Fatty said. "I still want to 
live as a peddler for a few more years.” 

We walked about thirty more meters before a row of huge coffins suddenly 
appeared in the middle of the passage in front of us. Each coffin was the size 
of a double-door refrigerator, and they were all arranged in a line at the 
edge of the stone path. 

When we went up and counted them, we found that there were as many as 
sixty. “These are some of the Zhang family's ancestors who have abnormal 
body shapes," Fatty said. "Look at this one, it’s fucking caught up with 
Japanese sumo wrestlers. A body as good as Little Brother’s seems to have 
been trained day after day.” 

“These are all joint burial coffins," I said. "There are two bodies in them. It 
seems that the coffins of the more loving model couples are all here.” 

Fatty sighed with emotion after seeing it—if he and Yun Cai came to be 
buried together in the future, the coffin would have to be a little bigger. In 
fact, it would probably have to be the size of a chest of drawers. I told him 
that after he died, Yun Cai would be old enough to remarry five or six times, 
so they’d have to share a big bed. Fatty scolded me for being crass, but I just 
told him not to think about it anymore.  

Behind these large coffins was a stone gate with a large black pillar on each 
side. Judging from its thickness, it seemed to extend from the top and may 
even be a part of the ancient building that went deep underground. 

The stone door was half open, making it obvious that someone had come 
out of it. When I started to go over, Fatty grabbed me and showed me the 
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pillar. There were traces of people being treated, and many things had been 
pasted onto it. To my surprise, a quick glance showed that it was all medical 
tape. Looking at it this way, it was as if this pillar had been walking and 
accidentally stepped on a mob boss who violently beat it up. I could even 
picture it with two eyes brimming with tears. 

I climbed up the post to check and found that all of the medical tape had 
been stuck to countless small eyes on the surface of the post. It was like this 
pillar had been eaten by termites, for it was full of small holes. I wanted to 
tear one off but stopped when Fatty said that there must've been a reason 
for them to put it there so I shouldn’t remove it. 

When we looked at it again, I noticed that all of the pieces of medical tape 
had been sucked in slightly. We started to carefully push open the stone 
gate, at which time I saw the medical tape suddenly get sucked inwards as if 
there was a pressure change at the mouth of the openings. 

Indeed, there was a catch here. I didn’t know what would've happened if I 
had taken that piece of medical tape off; maybe countless poisonous 
needles would've shot out. It suddenly occurred to me that this ancient 
tomb used air pressure as a power drive mechanism, and it had actually 
been done quite skillfully. 

After the stone door was pushed open, we slid in and swept our flashlights 
over every corner. We found ourselves inside a stone chamber. 
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Chapter 58 The Coffin That Was Removed 

The size and scale of the stone chamber were very common, and there 
weren't any polishings or reliefs. My obvious first reaction was to use my 
flashlight to find a way to move on, but Fatty’s flashlight was looking at what 
was inside. 

There were wooden boxes all around, and if you didn’t look carefully, you’d 
think they were short coffins. But in the middle of all these boxes was an 
actual coffin that looked very strange—not appearance-wise, but as if it 
shouldn’t be here. 

The area around the boxes was very messy, and it felt like someone had 
moved them so as to make room to put the coffin here. The problem was 
that the coffin hadn't even been placed properly and was lying at an oblique 
angle. 

Fatty was particularly interested in the boxes and kept telling me to look at 
one but I firmly stopped him. When we reached the side of the coffin, we 
saw a lot of strange tools lying beside it. They were completely rusted, but 
we knew at a glance that they were modern. 

“Someone’s been here, but not Little Brother and the others. These tools 
seem to have been here a long time.” Fatty kicked several of them. When I 
looked closer, I found that they were small accessories used to make 
brackets for lifting, sliding, and supporting the transport of the coffin. 

“These things should all belong to the archaeological team that came at the 
end of the 1970s. It seems that they carried this coffin here from 
somewhere else.” 

Fatty picked up a small tool from the ground, blew the dust off of it, and 
said, “Did they want to take this coffin out?” 

I looked at it. 
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The coffin was made of wood and had iron sheets wrapped around its four 
corners to protect it. It hadn't been opened and was left here practically 
intact. 

“Why?” I asked. “This coffin isn’t very impressive and they didn’t even take 
it out!” 

“Don’t say that. We can’t guess what was on the archeological team’s mind. 
If you try, you’ll just get a headache,” Fatty said. “Don’t worry about it, let's 
keep going. You’ll know what God wants you to know. If we know where the 
coffin was carried out from, there will be more clues.” 

“Wait!” I said. I had suddenly noticed a strange phenomenon on the coffin, 
“Do you think we’ve seen the pattern on this coffin somewhere before?” 

“Where have you seen it?” Fatty was puzzled. 

“We saw the same pattern on the coffin upstairs in Zhang Qiling’s tomb," I 
said. "Is this also a generation of Zhang Qiling?” 

“If it's here, then it would be the first generation of Zhang Qiling,” Fatty said. 
He then looked at me and gave a tsk before grabbing my hand and saying, 
“Wait a minute, Mr. Naïve. I want to remind you of something.” 

“What?” 

“Could this coffin be what the archaeological team wanted to transport out 
of the tomb? Maybe because it's the first generation Zhang Qiling? If so, do 
you think there are any key secrets hidden in there? Of course, this is all just 
my speculation but think about your past entanglements. At this point, we’ll 
never come in again after we leave. I’m putting myself in your position and 
thinking about you. Do you want to open this coffin and have a look?” 

“You want to do it yourself, don’t you?” I asked him. 

Fatty shook his head and said very seriously, “No, I just want to leave safely 
now. But thinking of your past...maybe the answer is in this coffin. Just open 
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it, Mr. Naïve. It will only take three minutes. Since you want to know, you 
should try it.” 

I looked at his expression and realized that he didn’t seem to be joking. In 
fact, everything he had said was right and his conjecture was pretty 
reasonable. 

“You’re right.” I looked at the ceiling above my head, but there didn’t seem 
to be any movement. “Fuck, let’s do it. Let’s have a look.” 

Prying open coffins without tools was a hassle. We took out the iron pick but 
found that the top of the wooden coffin was sealed so tightly that even a 
crack couldn’t be found. Finally, Fatty used his sharp eyes to look down and 
said, “Reversed, reversed! The coffin was placed upside down. They really 
don’t respect people!” 

I looked down—sure enough, the entire coffin was upside down. The way 
they had placed it didn't seem strange at first because it was a square coffin. 

After Fatty and I studied it, we found that it was impossible to turn over the 
coffin with just our strength and it was impossible to pry open the lid from 
this angle. Fatty said that no matter what, we could just punch a hole in the 
back part of the coffin and pierce through the bottom. 

We used our iron picks as hammers and beat at the coffin bit by bit. Fatty 
made a determined effort to follow what he said was a three-minute 
agreement. He soon smashed a crack in the coffin’s base, which made it 
much easier to handle. We stuck the iron picks in and started prying the 
wood apart. After a while, we managed to pry out a crack at the bottom of 
the coffin that was as long as an arm and as wide as a coke bottle. 

As Fatty inserted the iron pick into the crack and moved it around, I said, 
“Shove everything that’s in there aside. I want to see the genealogy on the 
back of the coffin lid.”  

“There’s no way to set it aside, we have to get it all out!” Fatty said. 
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Fatty was truly an opportunist, but I couldn't care about that right now and 
just told him to do it quickly. He put on gloves and stuck his hand directly 
into the coffin. He soon grabbed something and started pulling it out, but 
when he was only halfway through, he gave a loud shout. 

What he pulled out turned out to be a wet corpse’s hand. 

“Don’t be surprised! It’s not like you haven’t seen it before!” I said. 

“No, look at the fingers,” he said. 

I saw that all of the fingers on this hand had rings on them, which gave off a 
very strange glow that was unlike any gem or metal. Moreover, the shape of 
the rings was very strange—with only a single glance, I knew it wasn't the 
style of the Central Plains at that time, but maybe something from the 
Western Regions, or even something from Nepal. 

The fingernails of the wet corpse were very long, but there didn’t seem to 
be any danger. Fatty took the rings off one by one and put them directly into 
his pocket while saying, “I was startled by the wealth of this hand! I thought 
the Zhang family was a very simple and low-key ethnic group. I figured they 
were like Little Brother, who only needs to breathe and drink dew every 
day.” 

It’s very valuable to feed Little Brother! I said in my heart. Even for such a big 
shot, the phone bill for calling the Public Security Bureau to report his 
disappearance was far higher than that of a few antiques. And we were 
friends with Little Brother—I heard some other people say that the price to 
hire Mute Zhang for a tomb robbery was too high to be true. The 
appearance fee alone was definitely higher than Jay Chou, even though he 
couldn’t sing. 

Fatty handed me the last ring after removing it, “Come on, Mr. Naïve. Look 
at it. Just give an estimate.” 

“Didn’t you say you don’t want any money?” 
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“I didn’t say that. I said you should open it. But I didn’t say I wouldn’t steal 
anything. Open the coffin for three minutes and lead the sheep for only a 
few seconds. It won’t delay you.” 

I glanced at it. It was a jade ring, the value of which couldn’t be estimated. 
“It can fall anywhere between garbage and a national treasure," I said. 
"When we go back, I’ll ask for you. Now hurry up and continue.” 

“You don’t have to say it twice,” Fatty said. He gripped the wet corpse’s 
hand and pulled the whole body out of the coffin bit by bit. When the head 
was pulled out of the gap, I couldn’t help letting out a gasp. 

“Why does this corpse have such long hair?” I asked. The hair grew so long 
that it enveloped many parts of the body. 

Pretending to be calm, Fatty took a deep breath and said, “The ancients had 
long hair. It's the so-called long-hair-fluttering-disheveled look. You haven’t 
seen many ancient plays in which the prisoners had hair like this. They could 
all be in a Sassoon commercial.” 

I shook my head and whispered, “But it’s not usually that long. This hair is 
long enough to hang yourself without bothering others. It’s probably enough 
to jump rope with.” 

“It’s not surprising that many people have long hair after death,” Fatty said. 

How was it possible? With the length of this hair, it must’ve grown for 
hundreds of years. It was like fucking kelp! I didn’t want to think about it 
anymore and said, “Fine, let's just forget about it and hurry up!” 

Fatty poked the body with an iron pick. When he found that there weren't 
any signs of it changing, he immediately searched the whole body. Coming 
up empty, he threw it aside. The body seemed to have oxidized, so after it 
fell to the ground, it smashed into several pieces—it had shrunk so much, in 
fact, that it fell apart. 
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I told myself that such treatment was too disrespectful, so I immediately 
apologized. Fatty paid it no mind and said, “Dead bodies that don’t change 
into moving corpses aren’t good. There’s no need to be afraid of such 
people who don’t make progress.” As he said this, he continued to look in 
the coffin with his flashlight. 

“But this is the ancestor of the Zhang family,” I said. 

“Cut the crap, have you found what you’re looking for?” Fatty asked me. 

But at this time, I found that something was wrong. I pulled Fatty over and 
said in horror, “Shit! Why is the liquid inside the body green? Was it a 
miluotuo’s body?” 

The dismembered body was lying on the stone. The clothes covering it had 
decayed into lumps of rotting matter, so we couldn’t tell what they had 
looked like when originally worn. There was liquid flowing out from the 
inside, which was too green to be human. The hair covered almost all parts 
of the body, and only the wide mouth on the face could be seen. There was 
quite a lot of liquid, which continued to spread across the stone floor. 

This was the first time I had seen such a situation, and I could feel myself 
break out in a cold sweat. “It doesn’t make sense!" Fatty said. "The body 
was wet, so all of the body fluids should be mixed with the liquid in the 
coffin. Where did this green liquid come from?” 

“In the bones,” I said. “There was green fluid in the bones—probably in the 
bone marrow.” 

But what had me worried was that a wicked man like Fatty, who wasn’t 
squeamish at all, was obviously uncomfortable and started retreating. The 
arrogance from just now had completely vanished. 

I slapped Fatty and said, “Do you want to give me an explanation or give me 
a suggestion—what should we do now?” 
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“Don’t joke," Fatty said. "This isn’t the time to joke. I’m thinking of a painful 
past!” 

“What past? Is this your old lover?” I asked him. 

“This kind of old lover is what your family’s old lover was like!” Fatty said. “I 
have a very good friend who died exactly like this corpse.” 

Fatty pressed the body’s chest with an iron pick and tried to lift the its hair—
a collar appeared on the neck in front of us. 

“Sure enough…” Fatty said. 

“Spit it out, we still have business to attend to!” 

“This man died of very serious corpse poisoning. This Zhang family ancestor 
must have died miserably. He should’ve been interred alive after drinking 
traditional Chinese medicine. His corpse probably showed signs of changing 
after death. This green body fluid should be caused by the corpse poisoning 
reaching the bones. Because he was interred alive and still had cartilage at 
that time, these body fluids were sealed in the bone marrow,” Fatty said. 
“I’ve only seen this neck collar once. It was used to prevent the corpse from 
changing. You see, there’s a lot of ancient jade on it.” 

“Is there any danger now?” I asked him. 

Fatty shook his head, “No, I don’t think so since it’s like this. Even if it was a 
zombie, it would be a disabled one. We don’t need to be afraid of that, but I 
am afraid that these things are poisonous. If inhaled, our nasal cavities will 
be in even more trouble considering how our respiratory tracts are already 
damaged. It’s easy to have an accident. But it seems that this was definitely 
not the first generation Zhang Qiling.” 

“Why do you say that?” 

“He didn't have the precious blood. Zhang Qiling wouldn’t be affected by 
corpse poisoning.” 
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“Then why was the pattern on his coffin the same as the one on the other 
Zhang Qiling’s coffin?” I asked. 

“Maybe the design doesn’t mark his identity, but marks his accidental 
death,” Fatty said. 

This was beyond our ability to judge, and no one knew what the situation 
was like at that time. 

I looked around—on our way in, we didn’t find any signs of a coffin being 
carried, so this coffin must have been transported from inside. They took 
the coffin from inside and left it here at random. The project was quite huge 
and consumed a lot of energy, so if this thing really wasn’t important, why 
would they spend so much effort to lift it? 

“Mr. Naïve!” Fatty called from behind me.  

I turned my head, “What?” 

“I was wrong,” Fatty said. “This thing is still dangerous.” When I turned my 
head, I saw that the body on the ground had grown an inch of black hair. At 
first glance, it looked like a big hedgehog. 
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Chapter 59 Submachine Guns and Zombies 

I shouted, raised my gun, and fired just as Fatty immediately pressed the top 
of the gun down. All of the bullets hit the ground, making an earth-
shattering sound. The hair from the body lying on the ground was growing 
very fast, so I went to look at the corpse’s face. The eye sockets had 
suddenly collapsed, his mouth opened wider, and the green liquid seeped 
out along the black hairs. 

Fuck, it was turning into a zombie! 

The two of us rolled and crawled several steps backwards. I cursed at Fatty, 
“Your fucking words are useless! When will it fully change?” 

“I’ve already admitted my mistake," Fatty said. "I really haven’t seen a 
corpse change like this before. This is a fucking model for the determined 
disabled in the zombie world!” 

“Look in that equipment bag for black donkey hooves or other useful 
things,” I told him. 

“Shit, the bag wasn’t that big! Do you really think there would be such a 
thing in there? Do you think there are chihuahua donkeys in the world?” 

I shined my flashlight on the corpse, which turned over unexpectedly. I 
quickly pointed my flashlight in another direction and said, “Go get Little 
Brother! Or get some of his blood at least!” 

Fatty suddenly remembered something and said, “I have it, I have it! I don’t 
need to bother him! I have blood!” 

“Your blood has no damn use!” 

“Not my blood, it’s Little Brother’s. I asked him for it before.” Fatty took 
something out of his pocket, and I saw that it was a sanitary napkin with 
some blood on it. 
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“You—” I really wanted to bang my head against the wall. “Where did you 
get that from?” 

“When Little Brother was injured once, I secretly saved it. It wasn’t easy to 
save so much,” Fatty said. “I’m telling you, you don’t need to light mosquito 
incense when you leave it at home during the summer.” 

“Fucking hell.” I couldn’t understand this weird situation at all.  

“Don’t sweat it," Fatty said. "Come on, let’s show this thing who’s boss.” As 
he said this, he pointed the napkin at the corpse and said, “Get down and 
hold out your hand.” 

When I glanced over, I found that there was only a pool of green liquid on 
the ground and the body had disappeared. I shined my flashlight on the 
ground, feeling bewildered—the body was now lying on the coffin. 

“He didn’t understand it correctly. Are you sure this is Little Brother’s 
blood?” I asked. 

“Absolutely sure! I’ve never been careless with such life-saving things,” Fatty 
said. “Wait a minute. Ancient people's pronunciation was different from that 
of modern people. Try the ancient pronunciation.” 

“I won’t,” I said. “Little Brother didn’t say anything when he was intimidating 
the female corpse that one time!” 

Fatty tugged at the napkin and called again. Seeing that the body was still 
unresponsive, he said, “Maybe Little Brother’s blood can only deal with the 
female body? Is this corpse a man?” 

I shook my head and looked back at the body covered in black hair—it had 
only one hand, but still managed to jump nimbly from the coffin to the 
ground and start crawling towards us. We immediately retreated more than 
ten meters away, afraid of being caught by it. 
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Fatty was still holding onto the napkin, but the corpse was completely 
unafraid. Fatty had blue veins standing out on his forehead and suddenly 
slapped the sanitary napkin directly on the corpse’s face. He pulled the 
submachine gun from his back and said to me, “Damn it, it’s not reliable. 
Let’s play hardball and give him a second round!” 

I immediately copied him—as soon as the body came within a few steps of 
us, we both lifted our guns up and fired directly at it. The bullets hit the 
body like rainwater, knocking it over a dozen times until it flipped over and 
landed behind the coffin. We immediately went around to look and saw that 
it was covered in smoking holes. But then the body flipped over, turned 
around, and continued to climb towards us. 

“I said it was useless to shoot zombies with machine guns. The caliber of this 
gun is too small!” As Fatty fired several direct shots to hinder the body’s 
progress, I saw that we had broken its hand. 

“Not necessarily!” I said. “Concentrate your fire, we’ll smash his head open!” 
Fatty and I pulled the triggers of our guns and chased the body for a while. 
As countless bullets were fired, I changed one magazine after another. We 
didn’t stop until the zombie’s head had completely broken off and the body 
stopped moving. 

Green fluid was flowing everywhere. 

Fatty and I waited a long time beside the body before giving each other a 
celebratory high-five when we found that he was really motionless. “Yeah, I 
find that each person with a firearm is much better than Little Brother!” 
Fatty said. 

“Don’t say that. After all, Little Brother has more ammunition than we do,” I 
said. 

Fatty pointed to the coffin and asked me if I wanted to check it out. I shook 
my head and said, “From now on, we're not opening anything.” 
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It wasn't that I didn't want to see it—in fact, I still wanted to know what was 
carved on the inner lid of that coffin—but I really had no energy to deal with 
any more emergencies. Just now, I had only agreed with Fatty on a whim, 
but my heart had still been quite uneasy. Our two constitutions obviously 
weren't suited for this line of work—one encouraged me to open a coffin 
while the other was the inevitability of encountering a zombie when 
opening said coffin. I couldn't help but think that I should be more self-
aware in the future. Grandpa was obviously pretty wise not to let me do this 
kind of work. 

Fatty thought for a moment and nodded, “Agreed.” 

The way forward was just behind those boxes, so Fatty and I knocked them 
to pieces. Once we walked past them, we saw a third stone door, which was 
hanging from above and had a beast’s head carved on it. The door was half 
open, supported by a jack that was so badly rusted, it made one feel that it 
may break at the slightest touch. 

There was a three to four hundred kilogram stone above the beast’s head 
that acted as the door’s weight-bearing stone. Such stones were used to 
press the stone door down. 

I leaned my head halfway in and shined my flashlight around. Then, the two 
of us climbed in and saw an even bigger stone chamber. 

This was a huge circular stone chamber that was half the size of a football 
field and had seven huge pillars standing around it. We could see a seven-
star crest above. It was a bit like a tomb, but compared with other large 
tombs, it still lacked details. There was a high platform in the middle of the 
stone chamber that looked very much like the Zhang family's ancient 
building. And in front of this platform were two small rivers flowing through 
the front of the tomb. 

I visually inspected the width of the rivers and saw that the first one was 
about six people wide and had nothing in it. The second one, which was 
closer to us, had six stone bridges that all looked very different from each 
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other. There was a terrifying animal statue at each bridge head. We couldn’t 
see them clearly, but all of them looked sorrowful and malicious. 

Fatty lifted his foot and moved to go up, but I stopped him and pointed 
upwards. A rope was hanging above the tomb. It had clearly been erected by 
later generations and was very new. It was a modern mountaineering rope 
that Poker-Face had apparently set it up when they came in. 

When I looked up, I saw that the tops of the seven pillars were umbrella-
shaped, as if a large umbrella was propped up at the top of the stone 
chamber. They were carved with strange reliefs, some of which had hook-
like shapes similar to the beak of a hawk or the tail of a carp. Such reliefs 
weren’t normal, so I could tell right away that they were camouflage. The 
purpose of installing these hooks must have been to allow a rope to skillfully 
pass through these reliefs. They must have been designed by ancient 
craftsmen to hoist things, and when it was done, the hooks were carved into 
various patterns. 

On the other side was an iron hook, which should have been thrown from 
the opposite side and hooked somewhere on the ceiling. This kind of 
precision could only be the work of Little Brother. The rope was skillfully 
shuttled between the hooks so that it formed a rope bridge. 

There had to be something strange about those seven bridges—if you got on 
the wrong one, you’d likely encounter a disaster. In order to avoid this 
trouble, Poker-Face chose another way—it really was his style to never 
follow the path others had arranged. 

The river was six people wide—about ten meters—so with our current 
strength, it would be absolutely impossible to cross it directly. As a result, 
we had to follow the path that Little Brother had left us. 

We found the end of the rope, climbed up, hung upside down from the 
ceiling, and crossed the outer river. When we came to the other river that 
was further in, Fatty looked down and said, “There seems to be something 
in the river?” 
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“What is it, a crocodile?” I asked, thinking that even crocodiles shouldn’t be 
able to survive here. 

“No, it’s a dead man!” Fatty said. When we came down on the other side, 
Fatty dropped his pack and immediately made a hook out of an iron pick. He 
went to the place where he saw the dead body and waded through the 
water to try to fish it up. Unexpectedly, he managed to pull a black thing up 
from the river. 

After pulling it ashore, we immediately smelled a terrible rancid odor. 

As expected, it was a corpse, but it wasn't an ancient one—was it a member 
of Little Brother’s team? 

“Could it be the body of someone who walked across the bridge?” Fatty 
asked. 

I shook my head, “Little Brother seldom lets his team die from this kind of 
mistake. Well, unless that person was completely unorganized and 
undisciplined.” 

We turned the body over and saw that it was covered in mud and smelled of 
traditional Chinese medicine. When I took some water from the stream and 
poured it on the body, a Qilin tattoo was revealed. The tattoo was extremely 
clear on the bloated body. Fatty exclaimed, “It’s Little Brother! When did he 
die again?” 
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Chapter 60 There’s Another Little 
Brother’s Body 

Although the body was completely soaked, we recognized the tattoo as 
being that of a Qilin. But a simple glance showed that this couldn’t be Little 
Brother. Even though the tattoo was very similar to his, this one was much 
rougher and darker. And most importantly, this man had a lot of white hair 
on his head. 

We put the body back into the water because the smell was so bad. But as 
soon as it entered the water, I realized that the corpse was Father Pan Ma. 

He must have followed Poker-Face’s team in here, but I didn’t know why he 
had died. 

The last time I saw him, he was in a crazed state. I didn’t know whether he 
was really mad or simply pretending to be, but he hadn’t appeared since 
then and I had no interest in his affairs. Someone like him, who had been 
able to kill so many people for several bags of grain and kept in close contact 
with Ghost, must’ve been a small profit-oriented person. No matter what his 
purpose in following Poker-Face’s team had been, I wasn’t interested in 
guessing. 

The body slowly sank again, looking bloated and terrible. Father Pan Ma was 
a very old man, and now the water had soaked his body so that we couldn’t 
see any of his wrinkles. If Poker-Face hadn't been in that other chamber, I 
would’ve really thought it was his body. 

Pan Ma’s life was a tragedy, but he also deserved it. Everyone had to pay the 
price for what they had done, and this was his result. In fact, it was quite 
cost-effective. 
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We turned around, walked up the steps to the platform, and entered the 
curtain(1). After going through so much before, I had already steeled myself 
before opening it, no longer feeling any hesitation or curiosity.  

Behind the curtain was a big bed made of jade. There was nothing on it and 
it was completely empty. 

"Why is there nothing here?" Fatty asked. "For such a big battle, there’s 
nothing in the largest tomb.” 

“You’ve been to many ancient tombs. Do you think this is a coffin bed?” I 
asked Fatty 

“From this point of view, it’s quite possible,” Fatty replied. 

“Look at it," I said. "There are deep marks showing that something was lying 
here for a long time. It's obvious that a very heavy coffin was once sitting on 
this jade bed; however, the coffin is now missing.” I touched the mark—it 
must not have been the mark made by a wooden coffin. No matter how 
heavy the wood was, this kind of jade was especially hard so it was 
impossible to make a mark like this. It had either been a metal coffin or 
there were a lot of metal fittings on the outer edge of a wooden coffin. 

I figured the latter was more likely because the coffins we saw above were 
almost all made of wood. Moreover, the bodies inside were basically all 
bones. Complete metal coffins could be cast here if there was ore, but I 
didn’t see any traces in this room of a smelting stove being used over the 
years. In ancient times, if one really wanted to smelt metal wares, it 
wouldn’t require the usual extravagance. At the same time, smelting also 
required a large amount of coal. Since the Zhang family had designed such a 
far-sighted plan for planting trees here, it seemed to indicate that timber 
was their first choice. This could also be inferred from the fact that the 

 
(1) Not really sure where the curtain came from but it’s definitely not a 
translation error, I totally checked. 
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wooden coffin we saw above was exactly the same as the wood used in the 
ancient building. 

The process of constructing such a building in the remote mountains was 
already very amazing, so the details would have few discrepancies. 

“Gone. Did the coffin grow legs and leave by itself?” Fatty asked. “These 
days, the coffins in the Zhang family’s ancient building can also be refined. 
They're like some kind of Transformer coffin! Damn it, this grave robbery 
has already been a hard fucking battle!” 

“I think this coffin was moved. They freed this place up, presumably to store 
another body.” As I spoke, I looked at the traces on the jade bed—they 
weren’t left when the coffin was placed, but when it had been carried out. I 
couldn’t determine the year when these marks had been left, though. 

I looked around the coffin bed and found that there were several holes on 
either side of the steps I had walked up. 

In ancient times, it was a very clever technique to drill holes into stones. 
Many of the ones here were polished very meticulously, but the holes 
hadn't been drilled vertically and clear traces of spirals could be found 
inside. They were drilled very deep, which would've been impossible with 
ancient technology. I figured it was done by a modern drilling machine—I 
just didn’t know whether it was manual or gas. Simple hoisting equipment 
had obviously been installed here, which seemed to prove my theory 
correct. 

Fatty nodded, “I see. You’re saying that the body they originally wanted to 
bring in was intended to be placed here, so they first removed the original 
coffin that was here using the so-called turtledove-occupies-the-magpie-
nest method. But why is there nothing on it now? Where's the body they 
brought in?” 

We didn't know whether the body was successfully brought in, and I was a 
little regretful that I hadn't questioned Ghost more closely at that time. Did 
they succeed in bringing the body in? But I figured it was a success, because 
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in this business, if you couldn’t do it once, you’d have to do it again. There 
was only one archaeological event in Banai, and judging from Agui’s 
account, it seemed that the departing team was very normal and maybe 
even a little triumphant. 

“What now?” I looked around and found there was nowhere else to go. 
Moreover, I knew that we were basically surrounded by quicksand. Right 
now, we were in the middle of that quicksand layer that we had previously 
walked through. If my calculations were correct, then that layer should be 
right above our heads. 

At that time, I had wondered why it was shallow enough for both feet to 
touch the bottom. But now that I thought about it, it was because the 
quicksand was wrapped entirely around the tomb. As it turned out, my feet 
had been touching the top of the tomb. If you didn’t know how the secret 
passage could be opened and wanted to dig in from other places, it would 
be completely impossible. The fine sand must have been specially treated to 
prevent people from carrying out any projects on it. 

I asked Fatty what to do since this place turned out to be a dead end. Based 
on all of the clues we had now, the most likely situation was that Poker-Face 
had come up from the coffin bed at that time, went out from here, and 
reached the first floor of the ancient building through the secret passage. 

But there was no exit around the coffin bed, so Fatty and I began to explore 
separately in the tomb, hoping to find useful clues as soon as possible. With 
so many people coming out of here, it was impossible to leave nothing 
behind. As a result, I felt that there had to be some clues that could help us. 

Sure enough, Fatty found a cigarette butt near the foot of a wall. 

“Yes! Mr. Naïve, they came out from here. This is a Yuxi. I saw this brand on 
one of the dead guys earlier,” Fatty said. “This man was carrying one of 
these cigarettes. He must be a heavy smoker and smoked this cigarette 
here.” 
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I went to Fatty’s side and looked around the cigarette butts. Several of them 
had been stuffed into the gap in the tomb wall. 

The cigarette butts were in scattered locations—this situation was either a 
very bored person stuffing them into the cracks while smoking, or it was 
caused by a lot of people smoking here. 

I figured it was basically the latter, but it was strange that they had all 
gathered under this wall to smoke. This wasn’t the bottom of the old wall—
everyone smoking and chatting together, watching the sun rise and fall, 
living in poverty and boredom. There were too many places to smoke here, 
but so many of them had gathered in this one spot. Was the entrance of the 
cave behind this wall? 

But it didn’t make sense! Who fucking stipulated that the place you entered 
had to be the place where you smoked? Moreover, according to Fatty, the 
process of their entering was extremely tense. Many people had been 
poisoned, so there was no reason to smoke after entering. 

I turned to Fatty, “Let’s do a scene reconstruction. If you were a person who 
had been poisoned, what would you do if you came here after all kinds of 
hardships?” 

Fatty said, “I’m sure I’d be panting and lying wherever I can. If it weren’t for 
the boss kicking my ass, or if there was any danger behind me, I would lie 
down until I could recover.” 

“Do you smoke when you lay down?” 

“Shit, it depends on what time it is! If I had sex seven times in one night, not 
only would I smoke, I’d have to get some bowls of bullwhip soup to make up 
for it. But if you get poisoned here, can hardly breathe, and still smoke… 
isn’t that a death wish?” 

I nodded. It was just as I thought. “Why are you asking this?” Fatty 
questioned me. 
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When I told Fatty what I was thinking, he said, “Well, let me tell you. After 
looking at all of the places here, the best place to smoke should be the steps 
over there. There’s a wide view and you can sit and smoke. But here, you’re 
either squatting at the base of the wall or just standing. It's super tiring! So, 
there must be something special about this position. I’m telling you, this 
situation is a lot like… like… waiting for a woman to go to the bathroom!” 

“Why the bathroom?” I wondered.  

“Haven’t you ever been in love?" Fatty asked. "I’m telling you, women are 
especially troublesome. They take enough time in the bathroom for men to 
play mahjong three times. So, if several friends go shopping together and 
the women go to the bathroom, the men have to immediately find a place 
to smoke, usually by the wall of the toilet. You can imagine a scene in which 
several men smoke, shrug their shoulders, smile at each other, and talk 
about what they really want to talk about. When they leave, the scene there 
will be exactly the same as here.” 

I scratched my head, unable to understand. “Do you mean that Granny Huo 
and the girls in the team suddenly wanted to go to the bathroom, so all the 
men had to avoid them?” I eventually asked. 

“I think the number of cigarette butts here isn’t quite right. It's not like 
Granny Huo was going to the bathroom to fix her makeup, right?” Fatty 
continued, “I think it was similar to going to the bathroom, but it took much 
longer than that. As far as I’m concerned, it shouldn’t be like taking off your 
clothes to rescue someone who was injured. If you want to save them, you 
can’t do it if you’re worried about etiquette. Plus, men don’t need to avoid 
that thing at all. So I think the biggest possibility is—the women changed 
their clothes.” 

“Changed their clothes? Why would they suddenly have to change clothes? 
It’s not a dinner party where there’s a difference between front and back 
court dress.” 
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Fatty thought for a moment and suddenly looked at the river, “Wet… their 
clothes were wet! They came out of the water!”  
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Chapter 61 Passage in Water 

I immediately jumped into the water and found that it only reached my 
waist. I slowly felt around and soon found that there was indeed a hole in 
the wall at the edge of the coffin river. 

There was a dead body at the bottom of the river that had been soaking 
there for a while, so the water was quite smelly. I used my flashlight to shine 
around the mouth of the hole and touched the outer wall a few times. I then 
quickly shined my light on the position of the corpse, lest it float towards 
me. 

Fatty also came down to help, and when he touched the hole, he stood up 
and said to me, “Yes, they came out of this hole. It seems that the structure 
here is basically similar to that of Xisha’s underwater tomb.” 

All of the mechanisms here seemed to have come from Wang Zanghai, 
which indicated that the Zhang family and Wang Zanghai had a lot of 
connections to each other. A lot of technology and knowledge must have 
passed between them. 

Fatty dove to the bottom, groped around in the water for half a day, and 
then went into the hole. I watched his flashlight slowly get dimmer as he 
went deeper and deeper. 

“It’s very spacious inside. And there are steps leading out of the water only a 
few meters ahead!” Fatty said when he surfaced. “I guess it’s a waterway, 
but I don’t know what’s up ahead. If you want to go out, though, this is 
probably the only way.” 

I finally felt a little calmer. 

We climbed out of the coffin river, retraced our steps, and prepared to 
come back with Poker-Face. 
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I had just picked up Poker-Face and taken a few steps when I felt like 
something was wrong—my throat was really uncomfortable. 

Fatty’s respiratory system seemed to have been injured and his discomfort 
was obviously worse than mine. He had only taken a few steps before he 
immediately covered his nose and mouth, his expression twisted in pain. 

I thought it was strange. What's going on? 

Fatty’s face was already blue, but he suddenly motioned for me not to 
move. He then turned and ran to the secret passage that had brought us 
here, practically rolling and crawling the entire way. 

I put Poker-Face down and ran after him, but before we had even reached 
the entrance of the secret passage, we saw a thick fog drifting in. As long as 
you breathed in this place, you’d feel a severe burning pain all the way from 
your nasal cavity to your lungs. 

“Shit, the mechanism was activated?” I was shocked. 

Fatty nodded desperately beside me, “Go!” 

As we rolled and crawled our way back, I thought to myself, God damn it, it's 
too dark and there wasn’t even any movement. This mechanism started so 
quietly! 

When I ran to where I had left Poker-Face, I picked him up while Fatty 
grabbed the backpack that he had put down. Then, we continued running 
desperately to the coffin river. 

When we reached the river, we jumped in without any hesitation. I quickly 
found the hole and dove all the way in, finding that it went less than ten 
meters in. Fatty grabbed my arm since carrying Poker-Face was causing me 
to float upwards. I groped my way forward desperately and soon found that 
there were stairs up ahead. We walked up them step by step and soon 
emerged from the water completely. 
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We used our flashlights to take a look around and found that we were in 
another passage, but the water here only reached our knees. When we 
looked forward along this passage, we could see that there was an entrance 
to a cave about seven or eight meters away. 

Was it the poison gas cave full of pools? If so, I had finally come out without 
any danger. I didn’t expect this time to go all that smoothly, so if I really did 
get out like this, I'd definitely find a god to express my gratitude to. 

I was ecstatic and started wading through the water while Fatty ran in front 
of me. But as soon as I reached the entrance of the cave, Fatty stopped so 
abruptly that my whole body bumped into his bear’s back. Before I could 
react, Fatty began to retreat. 

“What the hell are you doing?” I asked.  

“Damn it, this thing is too troublesome," Fatty said. "It bodes ill for the three 
of us.” 

I looked over Fatty’s shoulder and saw something very strange at the 
entrance in front of us—there were a lot of things that looked like silk 
threads hanging there horizontally. I could also see a lot of things that 
looked like fruits hanging on those silk threads. 

How can I describe the structure of this cave? It's really too difficult. 

It was basically a circular cave that had an ankle-deep pool at the bottom of 
it. We could see that a wooden bridge built with iron chains hung over the 
water, stretching all the way to the opposite side where another hole was 
located. There were countless thread-like silk things at the entrance of the 
cave that could have been iron wires or some other material that was as 
dense as coiled silk ropes. I realized that the fruit-like things on these silk 
threads were something I had seen long ago and was a little afraid of—
hexagonal bells. There were countless bells hanging in this space. Was this 
what Fatty was referring to? As long as one silk thread was pulled, all of the 
hexagonal bells here would ring. If that happened, the situation would be 
completely out of our control and we’d have no idea what would happen. I 
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gasped and asked myself, how did Poker-Face and the others get through 
here? I figured that everyone was in a bad situation at that time, but with 
Poker-Face’s skills and concentration, it would be possible if he carried them 
one by one. 

“This is an anti-theft system,” Fatty said. He pointed to some holes on the 
cave wall that had been carved into dragon mouths. “When the Zhang 
family passes through here, they’ll pour water through these holes, flood all 
the bells, and then dive by themselves.” 

It was obviously impossible for us to activate the mechanism, so I looked at 
the top of the silk threads. I thought maybe we could do it if we could pass 
through the top of the cave, but when I looked, I found that there were also 
a lot of bells above me. 

“Walk through the water below?” I asked Fatty.  

He shook his head, “Look. This cave is about thirty meters wide and the 
water’s only half a palm's width deep. We can’t dive under the water unless 
we become cockroaches.” 

“You can become a tortoise(1),” I retorted.  

“We're at least temporarily safe for now," Fatty said. "Don’t worry and take 
a rest. We’ll come up with a way.” 

I sat down on the ground and marveled at the fact that it really hadn’t been 
easy to find a place to rest along the way. Then I went to check on Little 
Brother and saw that his eyes had opened for a moment. “We’ve already 
come out," I said to him. "Don’t worry, we’ll be safe soon.” Poker-Face was 
very weak and immediately closed his eyes again, so I said, “Have a good 
rest.” But as I spoke, I saw his mouth move. 

 
(1) Think it’s a play on their last names. Cockroach= zhanglang, 
tortoise=wangba. You know, since Poker-face’s surname is Zhang and Fatty’s 
is Wang. 
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I felt as if he was trying to say something so I waited for a moment. Sure 
enough, his mouth moved again. I was sure he wanted to talk, so I put my 
ear close to his mouth and heard him say, “I love boats.” 

What did he mean he loved boats? What computer brand was that? “Ok," I 
said. "We’ll buy one for you when we get out.”  

Fatty, who was already a little dazed, turned his head and asked, “What are 
we buying?” 

I told Fatty to come over and listen. He frowned and said, “No, Little Brother 
asked us to cook porridge. He wants to drink porridge.” 

Drink porridge, when was Little Brother so unreliable? Fatty suddenly 
smacked his thigh and said, “No time for porridge. Little Brother wants us to 
go quickly!” 

“Go quickly? What do you mean go quickly? Is there any danger here?” I 
asked. 

Fatty looked at the dark passage around him and took a few steps back 
before yelling, “Fuck, let’s go!” 

“What’s the matter?” 

“Fog!” I also looked over and saw that strong white alkali fog was coming 
out of two small holes in the wall of the passage we had just come from. It 
looked like a living thing as it slowly spread in the air in a very dense cloud. 

The poison gas system here seemed to have no oversight and would enter 
all of the passages! 
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Chapter 62 Permeating Fog 

I immediately picked up Little Brother. Fatty already had a reaction to the 
poison gas and was coughing so hard that blood spurted out of his nose. But 
we didn’t have time to worry about it and just rushed all the way to the cave 
entrance. Fatty stopped again, still not daring to enter. 

At the same time, I saw that the dragon mouths that had originally been 
carved into the cave wall were also releasing the fog. There was already a 
layer falling slowly from the top of the cave, like smoke from hell. 

“Dead, dead, dead.” Fatty was so anxious that he leaped to his feet. “Shit, 
Mr. Naïve. Fucking shoot me in the head. I don’t want to be like Ghost.” 

“Who will kill me when you die?” I scolded him.  

“It’s ok,” Fatty said. “You can just shoot yourself in the mouth. Don’t worry, 
there won’t be any pain.” 

“How would you know?!” I cried. “Why do you always look to me for such 
things?” 

“I’m a fucking Christian. I can’t commit suicide.” 

“When did you believe in Christ?” I retorted.  

“I prayed to God just now,” Fatty said. 

I looked at the countless hexagonal bells in front of me and said to Fatty, 
“Take a shot. Maybe there’s still a chance. There’s no doubt that you’ll die 
here, but dying crazy without any pain at the hands of the bells is better 
than rotting alive.” 

Fatty clenched his teeth and immediately moved forward with me following 
closely behind. The two of us began to walk carefully towards the front of 
the wooden bridge. 
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The situation was very chaotic but Fatty was even calmer than me. He 
quickly bypassed several silk threads without setting off a bell. I followed 
behind and copied his actions, unexpectedly making it around as well. At 
that time, I felt that my actions were smooth and flowing, and I had a little 
false confidence that we could get through this. 

Maybe Fatty was really blessed once he believed in Christ. We’d had all 
kinds of bad luck the entire way here, so was all our good luck meant for this 
moment? God was so wise! Hallelujah, Amitabha! I’d definitely repay you! 

Just then, Fatty cried out as his whole body slipped off the wooden bridge. 
He managed to regain his footing, but his hand still touched a silk thread. I 
saw a very slight vibration starting to move up the thread, the nearest bell 
already shaking. 

Little Brother’s hand suddenly reached out from beside my head, his two 
long fingers gripping the bell with great speed and stability. 

The silk thread instantly stabilized but I could still feel myself covered in a 
cold sweat. Little Brother slowly let go and whispered, “Go on, don’t stop.” 

“Little Brother, are you in a coma or something?” Fatty asked. “I’m under 
too much pressure. If you have nothing to do, you can take the lead. We 
really can’t handle it.” 

But Poker-Face didn’t respond and Fatty let out a curse. “Go on!” I urged 
him. 

“Go on, my ass. Look ahead and see what’s going on,” he scolded. 

I looked around Fatty’s head and saw that the silk threads in front of him 
were set up in a very complicated net. With Fatty’s body shape, it required 
extremely exaggerated body control to pass through the gap in the middle. 

“Believe in yourself, you can do it!” I encouraged him. Fatty suddenly spread 
out his hands, made a move like a crane spreading its wings, and shouted, 
“Eyah!” He then suddenly rushed forward, jumped up, unexpectedly pushed 
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through the biggest gap in the middle of the net, and then fell into the 
water. 

I was completely dumbfounded. 

Fatty wiped the water from his face and said to me, “Believe in yourself, you 
can do it!” 

I looked at him and suddenly felt like a failure. Damn it, this Fatty really had 
some hidden skills. Although he was usually unreliable, he didn’t drop the 
ball at critical moments. But how could I do that? Even if I wasn’t carrying 
Little Brother, I wouldn’t be able to jump over. 

Sure enough, being fat or not wasn’t the standard to judge any problem. I 
stood in front of the net for a long time before Fatty looked above his head 
and said urgently, “Hurry up, the fog is coming down.” 

I looked up and saw that the fog was still about six or seven meters above 
us. Fatty covered his mouth and I also felt the intense burning begin to rush 
down my nasal cavity. 

“Take Little Brother first,” I told him, suddenly calming down. I pulled Little 
Brother off of my back, put him in a princess hold, and stuck his head into 
the gap in the middle of the net. Fatty used the same action over there, 
picking Little Brother up bit by bit. 

His weight and my nervousness had me sweating a lot. When I finally passed 
him off and Fatty put him on his shoulder, I said, “The route up ahead is 
easy. You go first.” 

“What about you?” Fatty asked. 

I made a move like a crane spreading its wings and said, “I don’t have any 
confidence in this stuff. Don’t worry about it. The path up ahead is easier, so 
hurry up and leave first. Leave me alone and I’ll go over there when you’ve 
left.” 
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When I said this, I didn’t feel brave at all. I just felt that this was the most 
cost-effective way to do it. 

Fatty patted me and gave me a look, but still didn’t move. “What the fuck 
are you waiting for?” I asked him. “A goodbye kiss? Go!” Fatty turned to 
leave. 

I squatted down and watched his flashlight flicker in front of me. Fatty’s skill 
was really quite good and he actually didn’t touch anything. He soon 
disappeared at the distant exit, but he paused at the last moment and said 
to me, “We’re going straight ahead. Don’t hesitate. If you don’t catch up in 
twenty minutes, I’ll burn paper for you.” 

“Fuck you!” I had hardly finished speaking when Fatty’s flashlight 
disappeared deep into the passage, not even leaving a shadow behind. 

I looked above my head. Now I was truly alone. It was quiet all around and 
the fog was still falling, but the speed seemed to be getting slower and 
slower. This was a good thing, but the severe burning pain in my nasal cavity 
almost made me unable to breathe. I clapped my hands and said to myself, 
“Let’s do this.” 

I was about to jump when I heard a sound coming from the corner of the 
cave. I paused before realizing that it was a man’s groan. I swept my 
flashlight back and forth but found that I couldn’t see where he was. Not 
only was this cave too big and full of silk threads, but my flashlight wasn’t 
strong enough to illuminate the edges. 

It’s over. I’ve been poisoned. Does this poisonous gas produce auditory 
hallucinations? At this time, I suddenly heard another sound. I coughed a 
few times and found that there was already blood in my saliva, so I bent 
down. Then, the cave wall suddenly lit up with a flashlight. 

I turned my head and looked at it carefully. The flashlight there was dim and 
a voice cried out, “Little Master Three!” 

“Pan Zi!” I was surprised, but I couldn’t lean over to see him.  
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“Little Master Three, hurry up,” the other man said. His voice sounded quite 
weak and then I heard a series of coughs. 

“How are you?” I asked. “Why are you here?” 

Pan Zi’s voice came floating through the darkness, “It’s a long story, Little 
Master Three. Do you have a cigarette?” 

“You still want to smoke here? Aren’t you afraid of burning your lungs 
through?” I listened to Pan Zi’s tone and felt that he was particularly calm 
given the current situation. That was when I suddenly had a very bad 
feeling. 

“Hahaha, it doesn’t matter,” Pan Zi said. “You can’t see what I’m like now.” 

The sense of foreboding in my heart grew even worse. “Don’t dawdle,” I 
said. “Hurry up and come here. I’ll come help you if you can’t.” As I said this, 
I moved my flashlight in his direction, finally able to vaguely make out his 
figure. I suddenly realized why I couldn’t see him before. 

Pan Zi seemed to be stuck in the rock. I expanded the light’s aperture and 
immediately saw that his body had melted into the rock strata. He was 
barely a shadow of a person now. 

When I heard Pan Zi cough again, I sat on the ground and asked, “What’s 
going on? Where are Xiao Hua and the others?” 

“Master Hua should be fine, but everyone else is dead. That thing was too 
powerful. I was here when I woke up,” Pan Zi said. 

“Wait for me, I’ll come and break you out of it.” 

“Don’t come here,” Pan Zi said. “Little Master Three, you don’t know what 
my body in this stone looks like right now. You can’t save me even if you 
come here. It’s too dangerous. Little Master Three, do you have any 
cigarettes? Give me a cigarette first, and I’ll tell you a few things.” 
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I couldn’t see Pan Zi, but I suddenly felt as if all of my strength was gone. I 
was starting to realize what kind of atmosphere this was. 

I had never experienced such an atmosphere before, but I just knew. 

“Little Master Three, smoke!” Pan Zi cried weakly. “I don’t have time.” 

I took out a cigarette and lighter and asked Pan Zi, “Where are you?” 

The flashlight over there lit up. I found a space with less silk threads and 
threw the cigarette and lighter over. I didn’t know if Pan Zi had received 
them, but I heard him call out, “Little Master Three, can’t I rely on you once? 
Couldn’t you light the cigarette for me first?” 

My mind was blank and I couldn’t say anything. “Never mind, Little Master 
Three,” Pan Zi said. “Don’t light it. Do you have a gun on your back?” 

“Yes!” I said. 

“Give me the gun,” Pan Zi said. “I have to end it myself. You go. If I had the 
time, I would’ve liked to talk to you for a while. But you don’t have time and 
you also don’t have any time to pity me. If you wait any longer, you’ll be like 
me, so go. If you can get out, remember to find someone to search the 
whole back of the mountain. When Master Hua gets out, he’ll probably be 
there.” 

When I threw the gun over, I heard Pan Zi’s laughter, “Come on, Little 
Master Three, you good guy. I never thought I’d get this kind of gun before I 
died. It won’t necessarily kill me even if I shoot my skull.” 

When I stood up, I heard a gunshot and Pan Zi laughing, “Go, Little Master 
Three.” 

“Don’t rush me, the path ahead isn’t so easy either. If I die later, we can still 
keep each other company on the road to the underworld.” 
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“Little Master Three, with Pan Zi here, can you still suffer?” Then, I heard the 
sound of a bolt being pulled back. “I don’t have the strength to say anything 
else so I’ll escort you one last time. I’m going to see Master Three. Be smart 
and give us a good account.” 

“What do you mean to do?” I asked him.  

“Go, Little Master Three,” Pan Zi said. “Go forward boldly. Go forward and 
don’t look back.” Pan Zi began to sing as he spoke. 

I leaned forward cautiously, feeling an indescribable sadness in my heart. I 
had only taken one step forward when a silk thread suddenly touched the 
back of my head. I was shocked, thinking that I was dead. In an instant, I 
heard a gunshot and the copper bell on the silk thread shattered. 

“Go forward boldly!” Pan Zi laughed. 

As I continued to walk forward, tears suddenly flowed down my face and I 
couldn’t see the path ahead clearly. As I walked step by step, I heard gunfire 
ringing behind me. 

“The high road to heaven, 
Nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine wow. 

Sister, go forward boldly, go forward, don’t look back. 
From then on, you build that red embroidered house. 

Scatter that red hydrangea, 
Hit me on the head, drink a pot with you, 

Red sorghum wine, red sorghum wine hey!” (1)
 

I finally reached the end of the wooden bridge and walked into the passage. 

 
(1) This is a song called “Sister Go Boldly Forward” from the popular Chinese 
movie ‘The Red Sorghum’. 
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The fog had gradually enveloped the whole cave and I could hardly breathe. 
I rushed forward and suddenly heard a gunshot behind me. Pan Zi’s voice 
disappeared. 

My tears kept flowing down as I ran all the way forward. Another staircase 
appeared in front of me, leading to more water. I jumped, and by the time I 
came back up, I was already in that toxic gas cave full of pools. Fatty pulled 
me up and said, “Yes! I’ve been chanting death mantras for you. I didn’t 
think you were still alive.” 

“Keep chanting,” I told him. 

There was a hole on the side of the cave wall that we rushed through, finally 
returning to a familiar passage. I don’t know what drove us at that time, but 
we felt very scared and terrified. I didn’t know where the strength came 
from, but I ran all the way down until I finally saw a light in front of me. 
Then, we rushed out. 
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Chapter 63 Rescued Again 

I don’t know how we got back to Banai, but Qiu Dekao’s team rescued us 
after we returned to the lake. Several people were rescued separately, and I 
was put on a respirator. 

Not only was my exhaustion beyond my body’s endurance, but they gave 
me so many sedatives that almost all of my masseter muscles(1) were numb. 
After a long period of lung lavage(2) and treatment to neutralize the 
poisonous alkaline gas, they mixed a gas into the oxygen I was hooked up to. 
I inhaled it as if it were vinegar.  

I finally fell asleep that night and slept for more than ten hours before I 
woke up from the pain of acupuncture. When I found that Qiu Dekao’s team 
was sending us out of the mountain, I immediately remembered what had 
happened to Xiao Hua and told them about it. They promised to send 
someone to look for him. 

I don’t have much memory of the scattered treatment afterwards. There 
was no denying the fact that the ecstasy of escaping the Zhang family’s 
ancient building had diluted the sadness of Pan Zi’s death. But when I 
recovered and thought of Pan Zi, I still felt that it couldn't be real. 

Xiao Hua was found the next day. Qiu Dekao’s people got in touch with the 
Xie family, who took him away immediately. I didn’t see Xiuxiu, but Granny 
Huo’s head was missing. I didn’t know what the specific situation was, but 
people said that Xiuxiu had a complete breakdown. 

I didn’t know what Fatty said to them, but the problem this time was that so 
many of us had gone in, but only Granny Huo’s head and Poker-Face had 
come out. But because of this matter, the Huo and Xie families’ 
reconciliation had developed smoothly. I figured there would certainly be 

 
(1) Primary chewing muscles around your jaw. 
(2) Procedure that uses saline solution to “wash out” the lungs 
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many people who hated me, but I didn’t have any energy to think about it at 
the moment. 

The local people also brought us a lot of herbs, which seemed to have some 
effect after we ate them. 

About five days later, I was able to get out of bed and walk around. But 
when I was out in the sun, I suddenly saw a scene that surprised me— 
Poker-Face was all dressed up. 

“What’s he doing?” I asked the person next to me. 

“He’s leaving.” 

Leaving? Leaving where? 

I was startled and couldn't help thinking to myself, it wasn’t easy to save 
you. Where are you going? 

“Help me over,” I said to the guy standing next to me. He lifted me up and 
brought me over to Poker-Face. “What are you doing?” I asked him. 

Poker-Face looked at me and said indifferently, “There’s no time. It’s the 
end.” 

“What the hell do you mean?” I asked. 

“I’m going to finish the last step of this thing,” Poker-Face said. “I don’t have 
time.” He then packed his things and put them into his backpack. 

I looked at the man beside me, “You’re just going to let him go? As a doctor, 
you can’t let the patient leave so quickly. Where’s your boss? This guy 
knows a lot of things. Tell your boss to tie him up and torture him!" 

“He’s fine. His health is much better than yours,” the person beside me said. 
“Moreover, our boss has—” 
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I looked at him and he sighed, “He’s getting old, after all. And time is 
running out.” 

“Qiu Dekao already got what he wanted.” Poker-Face tightened the straps 
on his backpack. “He can finally leave quietly.” 

“What did he want?” I asked. 

“Two rings," Poker-Face said. "People not only seek immortality sometimes 
but also death." 

I didn’t understand, and it wasn't like Poker-Face wanted to explain, so I 
yelled, “Fatty, where the hell are you?! Little Brother wants to run!” 

“It’s no use. He’s already been here once and come to a compromise,” the 
man beside me said. 

“I can only go by myself on the road ahead. There’s no way you can go with 
me. It’s too dangerous and it has nothing to do with you.” Poker-Face picked 
up his backpack and headed outside. 

This was the result? 

I froze, an unknown rage rising up as all of the expectations and worries in 
my heart suddenly disappeared. I turned around and shook my head, 
Bastard. Do whatever you like. 

I walked back just in time to see Fatty coming out of the house. I figured he 
had heard me yelling just now. He could probably tell what had happened 
just by looking at my appearance and the silent Poker-Face beside me. 

When I walked up to him, he patted me and said, “A twisted melon isn’t 
sweet. How to say it… we’re outsiders. We have no right to force Little 
Brother to live the way we want.” 

“How can we be outsiders?” I asked. “If we’re considered outsiders, then 
who’s an insider? Do I have to lie down and die in there to be an insider?” 
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“Your situation isn’t necessarily Little Brother’s situation,” Fatty said. 

I looked at his expression. It seemed like he didn’t feel any disappointment 
at all. “Did he say anything to you?” I eventually asked. 

Fatty shook his head and said, “If he didn’t say anything to you, why would 
he say anything to me? But we know Little Brother. He has his reasons once 
he’s made a decision. This reason is beyond our reach and there’s nothing 
we can do to stop him.” 

I sighed. The two of us sat in the building's corridor and watched Poker-Face 
move further and further away from us.  

As my heart slowly calmed down, I couldn't help but ask, “Will he come 
back?” 

“Did you ever worry when he suddenly disappeared before?” Fatty 
countered. 

I shook my head, “During those times, we just happened to notice that he 
was gone so there wasn't much of a difference. But this is the first time he's 
refused our help. I think things are different.” 

“It’s not different," Fatty said. "Just act like you didn’t see him leave.” 

I turned and asked him, “What are your plans?” 

Fatty tsked, “I have a lot of plans. Maybe I’ll go back to Beijing and live a safe 
and stable life. I don’t know if the Crescent Hotel affair has been settled, 
though. If I can’t go back, I’d like to stay here and see my little wife. Anyway, 
the scenery here is good, the air is good, and the girl is beautiful. With my 
little savings, I can be a big uncle here for many years. How about you?” 

I was silent. I didn’t know, but I felt as if once I stopped searching for the 
answers to these mysteries, my life would be meaningless. 
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In fact, my life really was meaningless. I sat there in a daze, thinking about 
the utilities next month and then about the meaning of my life. I smiled 
bitterly. I had nothing to say when my life was like this. 

“I don’t know. I have to think about it,” I said to Fatty. “But not until this is 
all over. I've probably learned some things about these mysteries and can 
speculate on others. I think this matter will soon have a result. I’ll wait until 
things calm down and see what the reefs that finally emerge from the water 
will look like.” 

I was telling the truth. I had a hunch that this matter was almost over. 

Fatty patted me. “Anyway, you’d better change your face first.” 

I touched my mask, thought of Pan Zi again, and felt all of my worries sink in, 
“I don’t care anymore. This face is still useful in the end.” 

After talking with Fatty, I went back to my room, thinking that this was the 
end. I couldn’t remember the whole process of escaping the Zhang family’s 
ancient building, but I felt that everything should have calmed down like it 
usually did at this step. 

But I was wrong, because another thing happened not long after that. 
Although this matter has nothing to do with the development of the story, I 
still have to write it down. 

On the third day after Poker-Face left, Yun Cai died. 

At that time, I vaguely heard a commotion outside. When I got up to see 
what was going on, I heard someone say that a girl was dead. 

I didn’t realize that it was Yun Cai at all. I already felt that no one else would 
die since everything had been so stable under these circumstances. We 
were all out, but people were still dying. 
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After she died, they found her body in the stream. She had been shot, the 
bullet passing right through her lungs. At that time, she certainly hadn’t died 
immediately, but fled to the stream and was washed away. 

All the villagers believed that Qiu Dekao’s people did it, which created a 
fierce conflict. I didn’t really react, though. There had been so much sadness 
that I simply stared at the pale body expressionlessly. 

I knew who did it. It was Ghost, the man with the collapsed shoulders. I 
suddenly remembered the figure I saw on the second floor of Agui’s house. 

Ghost had been watching us from the beginning, so who had opened the 
door on the second floor for him? 

I couldn’t ask Agui at this time, but I knew that apart from Father Pan Ma, 
Ghost and Agui must’ve had other contacts. Agui probably didn’t know who 
he was, but he must’ve had interactions with him. 

Maybe Yun Cai was the person Agui sent to connect with Ghost. Maybe she 
hadn’t really been that interested in us, but pretended to be naive and 
mingle with us so as to spy for him. 

And now, Ghost had to erase a lot of things. Yun Cai obviously knew too 
much so she was taken care of. I bet if I went to that cave again, I definitely 
wouldn’t see him again. 

But it didn’t make sense to me. Why would anyone want to snuff out such a 
lovely life? 

When Fatty pushed the crowd away, I chose to withdraw. I had no strength 
to face the grief of my companions. I heard a wail resounding through the 
valley and knew it belonged to Fatty, “Who? Who did it?” He was so carried 
away by this sudden incident that he didn’t think what I had thought. I found 
an inconspicuous corner and sat down, feeling very tired. 
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Chapter 64 Return 

That evening, I took off from Bailian Airport and landed at Shanghai 
Hongqiao Airport. I then took the airport bus from Shanghai to Hangzhou. 

I examined my face in the bathroom mirror at Hongqiao Airport. The mask 
cleverly avoided all the places where my beard grew; otherwise, it would’ve 
grown into my flesh by now. Before, I always thought that I would look 
manly if I had a beard, but it seemed that not everyone was suitable for 
growing one. Especially now. I looked like the type of man on the street that 
picked up trash since my face was full of stubble and I wore clothes that 
didn’t fit me. 

According to Xiao Hua, in ancient China, people who wore this kind of mask 
had to use a type of potion to destroy all the pores on their face, which was 
a painful process. Not growing a beard wasn’t a particularly tragic thing for 
people like me, but I was glad we didn’t have to resort to that. 

Since it was the last bus, there was only me and a girl who looked like a 
student riding it. The girl had been wearing headphones and looking out the 
window with blurred eyes. Her hair was braided and very clean, and she 
looked like she had a very special temperament. 

I couldn’t help thinking of Yun Cai again, the feeling in my heart 
indescribable. From the moment I had set off from Guangxi, I had kept a 
tight rein on my emotions. But now, as I looked at the street lamps flashing 
by, the various pains that haunted my heart were released bit by bit. 

I closed my eyes and tried not to cry. Fatty’s wailing still reverberated in my 
ears. I thought of the picture we took with Yun Cai the first time we went to 
Banai. Although our hearts had been full of mysteries, we looked very 
happy. Maybe it was because our fate was still in our own hands at that 
time. 

Ironically enough, everything we did next was to bring that fate to the 
present situation. 
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What was the fear I still had in my heart? Even in such a mood, I still felt that 
any entanglements in my heart hadn’t been resolved. 

When I came back this time, my demons hadn’t subsided, nor did I think 
that it was the end. I knew deep down that I just came back to be a passer-
by. Things weren’t over but continued without pause. 

The last bus stop was Kaixuan Road, so I got off and took a taxi home. It was 
already midnight by this point. I looked at the familiar streets, comparing my 
mental state of returning to Hangzhou now with how I was the previous 
times. On those occasions, my first feeling when I returned was exhaustion 
and thoughts like, I’m never going to that place again. This time was the last 
time. 

But not this time. I wasn’t tired and even had a feeling like: if I continue on 
like this, I'll become very sick. 

It is what it is. I lit a cigarette, got out of the car, looked at everything in 
front of me, and was suddenly shocked. 

I was in front of Uncle Three’s shop. 

Shouldn’t I be at home? I was a little dazed and suddenly remembered that I 
had given the driver Uncle Three’s address when I got into the car. 

But I couldn’t go back to my place. Even if I came back to Hangzhou, I had to 
live here for now. 

I turned around and saw that the taxi had already left. As I stood in the dark 
alley, I couldn’t help but laugh. I took the key that Pan Zi had given me out of 
my pocket, went to the iron gate, took a deep breath, and opened it. 

There were no lights on in the small house. I went into the courtyard and 
saw Uncle Three’s potted plants. They were scattered all over the place and 
had grown very well because of the gardener’s care. The tea table that 
Uncle Three usually used for drinking tea was placed in the middle of the 
courtyard. 
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This was where Uncle Three usually lived. I had stayed here for a few days 
before, but I didn’t think that I would come back to this place at this time. 

I didn’t enter the house immediately because I didn’t know what to do, but I 
also didn’t want to wander around the place at midnight. I didn’t know why, 
but I was very resistant to starting the next stage of my life. If I could start 
later, I’d definitely put it off. 

I sat in the tea chair, wrapped my clothes tightly around me, and looked at 
the night sky, staying motionless until dawn. 

It was the gardener who came here every day that eventually woke me up. 
When I opened my eyes, a baffled face was looking at me. 

“Boss, you came back? Why are you sleeping here?” 

“Uncle He?” I replied in a daze. I immediately realized my mistake and 
quickly said, “Old He, why are you here so early?” 

“Go back to your room, Boss, it’s cold out here,” Old He said. 

I nodded and looked at the house, noticing that the hourly workers hadn’t 
come yet. They usually cleaned here every day, but only on the third floor. 
The first and second floors were the places where the goods were stored. 

Most antique dealers didn’t particularly like clean and modern decorations 
and designs. Instead, they generally liked to leave everything in a mess. This 
was to satisfy the customers’ mentality, because choosing goods from a pile 
of messy antiques gave people a more comfortable feeling. It was for the 
same reason that many regional antique shops liked to leave antiques on 
the ground when selling them. If you tried to imitate a jewelry store and 
found some salespeople to wear suits, you would only end up looking 
unprofessional. 

In fact, even if everyone knew a little about antiques, the truth was that 
there were too few collectors who really knew. In this line of work, ninety-
nine percent of the people we met every year were fake connoisseurs. They 
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were the kind of shoppers who were especially concerned about their 
feelings. 

I bypassed the antiques and went through several doors to the third floor. 
Everything on the first floor was worthless, but there was a safe on the 
second floor where things were slightly better. The really good things were 
kept in a secret room on the third floor when the shop wasn’t opened. The 
guarded entrance on the third floor looked worn-out and tattered, but it 
was actually made of tungsten steel. It used a lock designed by an old 
locksmith whom Uncle Three had found. The mechanism was inside the wall 
and the average person couldn’t open it unless he blew it up with 
explosives. 

The third floor was a large suite. Although he didn’t look it, Uncle Three was 
a man who had many pleasures, but he wasn’t interested in playing around 
with any modern things. All the mahogany items in this big suite were very 
expensive, but I actually preferred a soft sofa instead. Since I wanted to stay 
here for a long time, I knew that I'd have to add something. 

In fact, I had already realized the last time I’d stayed here that Uncle Three 
actually lived a very miserable life. For people like him who had experienced 
too much and enjoyed too much when they were young, any women, 
wealth, and status had completely lost their attraction to him. His whole 
room was full of furniture, calligraphy and paintings, The Four Treasures of 
the Study (writing brushes, ink sticks, paper, and ink-stones), and various 
other toys. In fact, if you opened his drawers, you’d find that almost all of 
them were empty and coated in a thin layer of dust. 

This showed that these drawers had never held anything since they were 
bought. 

There was no life here. 

It was just a single old man with his own inventory of some things: books, 
cups, tea, and many ancient books used for decoration. The books were all 
genuine, but I could see that they had hardly been flipped through. The 
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most common things you would find in his room were all expired 
newspapers. 

This place was too big for him and he clearly didn’t have enough content to 
fill all of these drawers. 

After I came back from Xisha, I conducted a thorough search here, so I knew 
where the items I was interested in were. The archaeological team’s 
documents were basically useless, but I still intended to read them again, 
just not now. 

I sat in front of his desk, on top of which was a desk lamp, an incense 
burner, a telephone, and some pens and paper. It looked just like it had 
before I left. 

There was also a computer that Uncle Three usually used to play card games 
and read some e-books, but it was very old-fashioned with only a fifteen-
inch monitor. He didn’t know how to use a computer and could only use a 
mouse to do some simple operations. The system inside was also the 
original Windows 2000. He didn’t even have a network card and couldn’t 
surf the internet at all. 

I closed my eyes to see if I could sleep. Although I felt a little tired, I didn't 
feel sleepy at all. Maybe it was the intense activities in the tombs during this 
period of time that made me accustomed to such high-intensity fatigue. 

I took out my cell phone and sent everyone a text saying that I had already 
arrived. After taking a deep breath, I suddenly didn’t know what to do. 

Was it true that Uncle Three did the same thing every day, sitting behind 
this table and imagining things? 

It was no wonder he was so entangled in everything. If he were so poor that 
he couldn’t even pay the water fee, he might not have come to such an end. 
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Humans were really strange creatures. Their most important aim was to 
survive, but survival was often not their greatest worry. When people met 
all of their needs, they’d often find insurmountable trouble for themselves. 

People were born to worry, but it was useless to think the problem through. 
There were always some troubles that people had to provoke even if they 
understood the truth, just like me now. 

I touched my face and knew that I had to find something to do for myself 
during this period of time; otherwise, I'd be driven mad by various 
memories. Pan Zi was no longer around, and although I wasn’t going to 
announce his death, many things wouldn’t go smoothly without him. 

There was also Mute Sister and Uncle Two to think about. I'd have to 
convince the former and avoid the latter. Uncle Two was too smart, so I 
knew I absolutely wouldn’t be able to deceive him if we met. There were still 
seven days before I could take off my mask, so I had to do something in case 
I needed to cope with any emergencies that popped up. 

I went to Uncle Three’s bathroom, shaved my beard, took a bath, and then 
called one of my shop assistants and told him that I didn’t want to see any 
customers and that I wanted to sleep for a day. Then I climbed into bed, 
turned on the TV, and watched cartoons until I fell asleep. 

I slept very poorly and woke up more than once because of various dreams. 
On several occasions, I even felt that Pan Zi was standing beside me, 
covered in blood. 

I didn’t feel any fear, only despair. It was the kind of despair that constantly 
ate at me. 
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Chapter 65 Clues in Despair 

I spent the next few days in a daze. It was only when some unexpected 
events happened that I could return to this world. The rest of the time, I 
mostly lay or sat there, thinking over and over again about what had 
happened before. I didn’t think about all the details anymore and just let it 
play like a movie in my head. 

But I didn’t feel any emotions. 

Despair was the greatest emotion that devoured everything, and for a 
moment, I even realized that I didn’t have much attachment to this life. 
Either let me learn everything behind this mystery or let me die on the way to 
understanding it. 

This was what I deserved because my obsession had already killed many 
people. If I didn’t die, then the world was really unfair. 

When I thought about these things, my mood was very calm and I didn’t feel 
any of my previous anxiety. I felt that even if I finally knew the key points 
behind everything, I wouldn’t feel relieved at all. 

In the future, I knew I’d never have the same strong desire as I did before, 
and any unknown thing wouldn’t be able to impress me. Just a few days 
later, however, I found that I was wrong. It seemed that this matter’s 
development would never fall within my expectations. 

I got the very unexpected news that Qiu Dekao’s company began to 
restructure its assets. 

Due to the first shareholder’s deteriorating health, Qiu Dekao’s control over 
many aspects of his company obviously began to weaken. Other 
shareholders started becoming active and the struggle between dark shares 
became fierce. Many people fell victim to this struggle, including some 
senior members of Qiu Dekao's core team. 
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These high-level officials had a very good personal relationship with me and 
Fatty when we were in the Heavenly Palace. Although the relationship 
wasn’t a close one, sometimes I would ask them a bunch of questions and 
they would give me some advice in private. 

After the chaos in the company, many of these senior officials began to 
leave, and several of them began to send me some files that were originally 
confidential to the company. 

These files were top secret when Qiu Dekao came to power, but when he 
fell, these things became like chicken ribs. No one believed the information 
they held, so they were to be separated and destroyed. 

Those people said that since the company hadn’t attached importance to 
these files, it was better to give them to me—the person that needed 
them—to see if there was any useful information rather than just simply 
destroy them. 

The number of files was staggering. Although these people were kind-
hearted, they obviously weren’t kind enough to classify them for me. A few 
files added up to at least a few hundred gigabytes, all of which were pictures 
of files that had been scanned and uploaded. 

I brewed black tea and read through all of the files in two days, starting from 
the first package. 

The contents were quite rich, and although not every volume was valuable, 
those that were had very important information in them. In contrast, the 
worthless ones contained something odd. 

I sorted out all these documents and divided them into three categories: 
valuable, doubtful, and worthless. 

What struck me the most was one of the summary documents for the Xisha 
archaeology trip. The main purpose of this document was to request funds 
from the board of directors. It had to explain why the Xisha project was 
necessary and what the potential value was. 
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The core part of this document was divided into two parts. The first one was 
the explanation: Qiu Dekao thought that the probability of ancient tombs in 
Xisha was quite high and he included a large number of folk legends and 
historical records taken from photos of ancient books that were hundreds of 
megabytes in size. But this wasn’t the decisive evidence; an “internal 
document” was the key factor. 

This internal document was very strange. It was an official government 
document bought at a very high price that reported the death of an 
archaeological team member. 

After careful deliberation, I realized that the dead man was the first person 
to enter the Xisha underwater tomb. He was the one who brought out the 
first batch of information. Afterwards, there were spies in the company who 
brought the news to Qiu Dekao—at that time, it was supposed to be under 
the radar, but Qiu Dekao’s ship pretended to be the organization’s ship and 
intercepted the information. 

After that, Qiu Dekao handed over the information to Xie Lianhuan, which 
led to the Xisha incident with Uncle Three. 

So, one of the things that I always found strange—how did Qiu Dekao obtain 
internal information about Xisha—was finally answered. 

It seemed that the organization’s habit was to use their own people to enter 
the tomb to explore and see if any first-hand information could be obtained. 
If that couldn't be done, all of the information would be submitted to the 
archaeological team for a second exploration. 

Another particularly important piece of information was that when Uncle 
Three tricked Qiu Dekao and asked him to contribute money, he used a 
token, which turned out to be an “iron block”. 

This was an iron piece brought out in one of several boxes during the Banai 
incident. With this piece of iron, Uncle Three not only proved that he had all 
of the information about Banai at that time, but he also used it to exchange 
for resources for his trip to Xisha. 
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I didn’t yet know how Uncle Three got that kind of iron, but he obviously 
did, and there had to be some steps behind it that I didn’t know about. 

But I needed to focus on the one file that puzzled me the most. There was 
only one topic in this file: the investigation of geological features near Wu 
Sanxing’s residence. 

There was no specific content in the file and on the cover were the words 
“Not Approved” in English. 

The proposer of this file turned out to be A Ning, whose English I had 
recognized for a long time. 

A Ning proposed to investigate the geological features near where my Uncle 
Three lived, but why? Were there ancient tombs near his home? 

As far as I could remember, A Ning was a very reliable and dedicated woman 
who wouldn’t make meaningless proposals. Her proposal definitely had a 
purpose. 

I looked at the date, which should have been before we first went to the 
tomb. Obviously, Qiu Dekao’s company had been monitoring me for a long 
time. 

In professional foreign companies, however, capital and boards always had 
the largest sway, so this proposal had obviously not been implemented. 

I continued smoking as I leaned back in my chair and thought it over. But I 
didn’t have any ideas, so I went up to the roof of Uncle Three’s shop and 
looked around. 

His shop was located in a very densely populated farming area, so there 
were all kinds of farmers’ houses placed all around. Many of them were 
quite old. In a place like this, there were no landforms to speak of, and you 
couldn’t even see the ground. 
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If I was able to read the file, I might’ve been able to guess what the 
significance was. Unfortunately, I could only guess without direction now. 

I figured a general reason would be something like A Ning thinking there 
might be ancient tombs around Uncle Three’s shop. Many grave robbers 
chose a place to seemingly do some small business but actually used it as a 
cover to dig long underground passages for grave robberies. Moreover, if a 
madman like Uncle Three came up with a plan to dig tunnels, it may last for 
several years if the treasure below was valuable enough. 

In addition, there was a large amount of information in the file, which could 
supplement much of what I already knew. After I read it, many floating ideas 
were confirmed, but they didn’t make much sense. 

There was a lot of information, but English was too difficult for me to 
understand. I decided to send them to my friends who were good at English 
and ask them to translate them for me and carefully check them over. All of 
the operations were carried out on my laptop, but there were so many 
documents that it was difficult for me to operate smoothly on one screen. 

Then it occurred to me that Uncle Three did have a computer here. I turned 
it on and copied the files to a flash drive for comparison. 

But during this operation, I found a very strange phenomenon. On two 
different computers, many documents showed different details. I opened A 
Ning’s document that I had just read on Uncle Three’s computer and found 
that there was one more page than before. There had only been one cover 
page on my laptop, but on Uncle Three’s computer, there was one more 
title page. 

I found it a little strange, so I opened it and discovered that this title page 
was a description page. But there was an error message stating that the 
system version was too old to display all of the pages. 

Was there something odd in these files? I was immediately struck by the 
thought that many encrypted files must be opened on a specific machine in 
order to display all of their pages. On other machines, only the pages that 
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the other party wanted to show you could be displayed, and the real core 
information wouldn’t be shown. 

It seemed that I had to find an expert to deal with this, and I was simply 
powerless right now. I turned off the power and thought it over several 
times, only to find that I really didn’t know anyone in Hangzhou who knew 
much about computers. I did have friends and former college classmates in 
Jinan, but it seemed a bit much to call them here. It was better to find some 
reliable ones from Hangzhou instead. 
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Chapter 66 Strange Computers 

On this day, I had a small meeting with several guys near Hangzhou and 
explained everything to them. At four that afternoon, I lay back in bed and 
soon fell asleep again, waking up around midnight. I couldn’t sleep anymore, 
so I went to the balcony to smoke a few cigarettes under Hangzhou’s gray 
sky. 

Just when I was feeling a little uncomfortable from the cold and wanted to 
go back inside to get my coat, I suddenly noticed something strange in the 
room. 

I had turned off the light in the room when I went out so it was supposed to 
be dark, but when I went back inside, I found a strange light in a corner of 
the room. 

It wasn’t a lamp, nor a fire, but a kind of miserable cold fluorescence. 

I paused for a moment, looked at it carefully, and suddenly found that the 
computer on Uncle Three’s desk had lit up. 

I frowned and thought to myself, when did that turn on? I had definitely 
turned it off when I was finished using it earlier, so why was it suddenly on? 
Was there something wrong with it? I went to the front of the desk and sat 
down, only to find that there was nothing on the screen. There was, 
however, a small prompt bubble in the lower right corner. 

“You have a new message.” 

I looked around, feeling even more confused, but then I thought of several 
possibilities. First, maybe the computer was turned on by several assistants 
in the afternoon, and I just hadn’t been aware of it. But what did they want? 

I wasn’t worried about that since Uncle Three’s computer itself was blank. 
No matter what reason the guy who turned on the computer had, he 
wouldn’t get anything. 
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The second possibility was that the computer hadn’t actually been turned 
off and was in a sleep state where the motherboard could wake up. 

But the strangest thing was that this computer definitely wasn’t online, so 
where did this email come from? Did Uncle Three even know anything about 
email? 

I sat down by the computer, moved the old mouse, clicked on the bubble, 
and watched as the message window popped up. 

The first thing I noticed was that it wasn’t a reminder email automatically 
sent by windows email software, but a real email from another address. 

It had only two sentences: 

You finally returned. How’s the plan going? 

I sat in front of the computer and stared at these sentences for half an hour. 

I thought hard about these sentences, my mind churning out all kinds of 
possibilities. 

First off: Uncle Three actually had a secret inbox. 

I knew that he could use computers, but I didn’t know what all he could do. I 
figured he was just like my dad, but setting up email software on a Windows 
2000 computer was a relatively advanced skill, especially for an old man like 
him. Did someone else set it up for him? But the core problem was that this 
computer was only used for reading e-books; I never knew it had internet 
access. 

But the internet was obviously available. 

He had clearly been hiding this. 

The second point was that there was actually a person who was using email 
to contact Uncle Three. Even if nothing happened, I was still very curious 
about who this person was. And judging from this simple email with only 
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two sentences, they were obviously very familiar with him. There was no 
heading, no signature, only two sentences that went straight to the point. 

Moreover, the question this person asked contained the word “plan”. 

Judging from all the information I had now, I knew that Uncle Three did have 
a plan that involved various aspects. It was this plan that had freed the 
Mystic Nine from its powerful control, and had caused everything—even the 
seemingly incomparably powerful “it”—to fall apart. 

The Wu family had sacrificed almost three generations for this plan—of 
course, the third generation ended with me—and Uncle Three would never 
allow the plan to be implemented and then stopped when it was only ninety 
percent complete. He had to finish the plan a hundred percent to the end so 
that there wouldn’t be any chance of a repeat. 

Was it related to the plan I had heard about? Did this email come from a key 
figure? 

I checked the mail software and saw that there was no other email in the 
inbox, only this one. 

If this computer could access the internet, such a thing would be impossible. 
Uncle Three must’ve deleted all the previous emails, which showed that he 
attached great importance to the emails sent to and from this inbox. 

I suddenly felt that this was a chance. It was just so unexpected that things 
would develop like this. 

I had to reply to this email, but the message was too short and I needed 
more information to make any further judgments. 

How should I reply? 

I lit a cigarette, looked at the email, and thought for a long time before 
typing: 
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The plan has changed. Some information is unknown. I’ll give you detailed 
information tomorrow. How are things on your side? 

I pressed the reply button and the email was sent out in an instant. I leaned 
back in the chair and waited for his reply, my hand constantly tapping on the 
table. I knew that under normal circumstances, people who sent such 
inquiries wouldn’t leave the computer after sending them, so there should 
be a reply soon. 

Sure enough, in less than ten minutes, a bubble appeared on the lower right 
corner of the monitor. 

I immediately clicked it open: 

I am fine. 

The three words flashed on the computer screen, but there was nothing else 
there. 

I continued smoking my cigarette as I thought about what to send back, but 
then I suddenly retracted my hand. 

I had sent two messages: the first was that I would send him another email 
tomorrow; the second was about his situation. 

He only replied to one, and the response was very brief. 

With Uncle Three’s cautious nature, were they used to such concise 
communication? If I sent another email, would I give the impression that 
something wasn’t right and be noticed by this person? 

I looked at these three words, thought for a long time, and decided that I 
absolutely couldn’t reply. To be on the safe side, it was better to email this 
person tomorrow. It was only a few hours away anyways. Besides, it would 
be better to spend these few hours thinking about the contents of my reply 
since I couldn’t sleep. 
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I stood up and started pacing back and forth in the room, all of my calm 
thoughts disappearing as I immediately returned to my initial state of 
anxiety. 

I looked down at myself and thought about it for a long time before I finally 
realized that the email I had sent back was wrong. 

The plan has changed. Some information is unknown. I’ll give you detailed 
information tomorrow. How are things on your side? 

That meant that my email tomorrow had to contain the contents of the 
plan, but I didn’t know what the plan was—I did know, but my cognitive 
level was completely different from that of Uncle Three’s. I didn’t know 
what he knew, so even if I could mention some of the contents of the plan, 
the other party would probably feel that something was off. 

For example, the real plan could be that the United States was ready to 
attack Iraq, but my email to the United States was probably still saying that I 
thought our plan to attack Iraq was feasible. 

I went to the balcony and continued smoking, now with several plans in 
mind. First, I had better learn where the other party was before they found 
out. Based on what my friend had said before, this should be feasible 
through an email address inquiry. But even if I called him, he would arrive 
here tomorrow night. 

So I couldn’t send tomorrow’s email too early; otherwise, the other party 
would leave as soon as they sensed a problem, and I would make the same 
mistake I often made before. 

I couldn’t imagine how cautious people in this business were. Back in Banai, 
Ghost had proved that just a few of our actions could result in so many 
shocking things. In order to prevent his plans from being disclosed, this 
person definitely wouldn’t take any risks. I had no doubt that once he felt 
that something was wrong, he would immediately take the most effective 
measures. 
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But after careful consideration, I didn’t think that it was a bad idea to reply 
immediately, nor did I think that my response was wrong. This was because I 
couldn’t reply to his email at that time—which would contain the contents 
of the plan—so what I wrote back actually bought me more time. 

So, what if I couldn’t find the other party? 

As a matter of fact, I knew the most basic routine since I had fought a battle 
of wits with these people so many times. I knew that the simplest way was 
to tell this person that something had happened here and to make it sound 
very serious in order to hopefully force him out. 

But if the other party was an extremely cautious person, they would be 
more likely to disappear so I couldn’t use this trick until the very end. 
Moreover, if there was some tacit understanding between Uncle Three and 
the other party, they might think that the situation on Uncle Three’s side 
had collapsed, and it was necessary to find someone to kill him. Then I 
would be the unlucky one, wouldn’t I? 

I smoked all of my cigarettes and still hadn’t come up with any solutions, so I 
had to go back in. 

But after entering the room, I found that the computer was lit up again. A 
random thought popped into my head—it had been dark just now. 

I immediately walked over and found another email. 

Go to bed early, we still have a long way to go. You need to break that habit 
of standing out in the cold.(1)  

 

(1) Characters for that last sentence are 别老是吹风. Doesn’t translate great 

in English, but here’s Tiffany’s analysis: Since Wu Xie was on the balcony 
smoking, it was probably cold and windy outside. It sounds like Uncle Three 
also had this habit. The other party was worried he was going to have a cold 
because of it. Senior or older people like to say something like this to 
younger counterparts. 
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I looked at the balcony and felt my heart jolt. 

Shit, he can see me! 

My first reaction was to immediately pull the curtains closed, but I thought 
that would be wrong and immediately stopped myself. I sat on the stool for 
almost three minutes before I could finally suppress my shocked reaction. 

It seemed that this person’s relationship with Uncle Three was more 
complicated than I had originally thought. And judging from the tone, I 
guessed that they weren’t a lover, but maybe a senior or an older brother 
who was sending Uncle Three emails. 

I wrote back: 

I understand, we’re in this together. 

After sending it, I immediately went back to my room, closed the door, took 
out my own cell phone, and immediately texted my friend. 

I had a hunch that I could guess who this person might be. 

If they were who I thought they were, then what happened next would be 
completely out of my expectations, and everyone’s fate would be changed 
for the better. 
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Chapter 67 The Computer’s Secrets 

My friend arrived at two o’clock that afternoon. I told him that my uncle 
needed his help to check the computer and he’d pay him a hundred 
thousand yuan. This guy was lacking money, so he got up at five and arrived 
on the first plane. I told him that I wouldn’t meet him if I was busy with 
something else; he could earn the money on his own. 

This man was a classmate of mine who had some skills with computers. 
When I checked that website the last time, he was also the one who had 
helped me. As soon as I told him my request, he immediately understood 
and didn’t ask any questions. Instead, he just quickly set the whole thing up. 

He moved the whole computer, looked at it, and then gave an “ah”. 

When I asked what was wrong, he said, “Your computer isn’t connected to 
the internet.” 

“Not connected?” 

“You see? There’s no network cable.” 

I got down to have a look and was also surprised. Sure enough, the back of 
this computer was bare. It only had one power cord connected to the 
socket, so even people like me who didn’t know much about computers 
could tell that it had absolutely no internet connection. 

“Wireless?” 

“Impossible. There’s no wireless network drive system installed on this 
computer.” 

“Then what’s going on?” I asked him, surprised. 

Shit, this was GhostNet. I had seen a TV drama before where the computer 
in it could be connected to another computer in another world through 
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some psychic force. The people in it called this kind of thing “ghost 
network”. 

I didn’t know what the principle behind it was, but it definitely wasn’t a 
ghost net. I suddenly realized that this matter was very crucial, so I sat back 
in front of the computer and calmed down.  

“I have to take it apart to see what’s going on,” he said. “Otherwise, you’ve 
been talking to yourself.” 

“I don’t understand, you have to be more specific.” 

“It can be done in theory. Two accounts can be set up on one computer and 
communicate with each other on the same computer.” 

“No need for a network?” 

“No, but was there any actual content in your email?” 

I nodded. “Of course there was.” 

“That can’t be the case. I think there must be something wrong in the 
computer’s chassis,” he said. 

When I asked him if he would damage the machine, he shook his head and 
said that he definitely wouldn’t. 

He was very fast—obviously used to installing computers in the city—and 
soon removed the shell of the host computer, which was full of circuit 
boards that I couldn’t make sense of. He fiddled around inside with a pair of 
tweezers and then turned pale before saying to me, “Uncle, this is really 
weird. There’s no network card in it.” 

I didn’t understand how serious this was and showed a puzzled expression. 
“At the computer level, this goes against the laws of physics,” he said. “If 
you don’t have a network card, it’s absolutely impossible to receive any 
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email from outside the network. No, this email you received can only come 
from your computer itself.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“Either you’re emailing yourself, or your computer is emailing you.” 

I shook my head. That was absolutely impossible. “Absolutely not. Take a 
closer look.” But as soon as I said this, I suddenly remembered yesterday’s 
last email. Shit, was this computer intelligent? It saw me go out to smoke 
from the room and wasn’t actually someone monitoring my balcony from 
another location like I had originally thought? 

I felt a chill come over me. If that was the case, was what we just did 
considered rape? No, we were dissecting it. 

I quickly dismissed this ridiculous idea. There had to be something fishy 
about this. My classmate continued to study the inside of the frame and 
suddenly cried out “aha!” He used a flashlight to illuminate a very thin white 
wire and said, “I see.” 

“What?” I asked eagerly.  

“I don’t know yet, but there’s a strange wire here,” he said. He fiddled with 
the thin wire and followed its path to the source, which turned out to be the 
computer’s power supply. 

He immediately began to remove the power supply, and after that was 
done, he picked out the white wire with a screwdriver and found that it was 
connected to a small electronic component. 

I didn’t understand what was going on and just watched my classmate touch 
his chin in thought for a long time. Then he said, “I can’t believe what I’m 
seeing. I actually got to see this kind of thing in this era. You may not 
understand, but this is a very primitive network card. It uses a ground wire 
to transmit signals. This is a point-to-point network. The other computer is 
only connected to your computer. In fact, it’s a Morse code parser.” 
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“Then where is he?” I didn’t want to know how it worked. 

“I don’t know. He’s using a ground wire in the power supply. This is a special 
line. Do you have a circuit diagram of this house? If so, I can help you find 
out.” 

I shook my head. Needless to say, I didn’t know where it was, and even if 
there was such a thing, Uncle Three must have destroyed it long ago. With 
his cautious nature, he couldn’t allow for the possibility of this route being 
exposed. 

“The only way is to pull out this line,” my classmate said. “One end of the 
line is here, so the other end can be found as long as you follow the line.” 
When he said this, he pointed to the socket embedded in the floor, “This is 
the source. We have to pry the floor up and find the direction of this line. 
Another computer must be connected to it.” 

I thought about it and told him not to do anything for now. I knew that we’d 
be discovered if there was too much noise, so it had to be handled very 
carefully. “This kind of private network has a very short transmission 
distance,” he said. “It’s impossible to be too far away from the house; 
otherwise, it would involve street transformers by the roads. So, he 
shouldn’t be too far away from here. In fact, he’ll definitely be within a few 
hundred meters, so you can find out soon.” 

“At most, how long do you think it’ll take?” 

“Three hours.” 

I patted him and said, “Well, you take a rest first and we’ll do it after it gets 
dark tonight. But put the computer back together for me first.” 

The situation continued to change, so we needed to wait until midnight. 

I emailed again and told the other party to wait. In this way, he’d eagerly be 
waiting beside the computer, and if I did manage to find him, then I could 
break into his house and catch him. 
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The other party didn’t reply.  

I waited until it was completely dark out and then asked my classmate to 
start working with a flashlight wrapped in cloth. 

In fact, Uncle Three’s house was a renovated old farmer’s house, so all of 
the lines were exposed. But he had added an extra layer on the ground for 
safety. My friend carefully pried open the floor, cracked the protective shell 
outside the protective wire, and pulled it out. 

I ran to the second floor to see which of the external wires on the roof was 
pulled. 

Then I looked all the way down and found that this wire was directly 
connected to the outside of the house. I pulled out all the rivets that affixed 
it to the house and made my classmate continue to pull on it. 

We followed the wire all the way down to the first floor and into the yard, 
where we found that it went straight down into the ground. 

I found it strange that Uncle Three’s yard was only six or seven square 
meters wide. There were four or five wires in that bundle, all of which went 
under the eaves of the wall. This was the only wire that went underground. 

The ground was covered in more than a dozen messy potted plants, so my 
friend and I carefully moved each pot away. At this time, I was surprised to 
see a manhole cover. 

The wire went all the way down in it. 

I never knew that there was such a thing at Uncle Three’s house. There was 
a handle on the manhole cover, and when I went to lift it, I found that I 
could. It was pitch black inside, which made my heart tense up. 

There was a door. 
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I took a deep breath and said to my classmate, “Alright, here is good.” After I 
showed him out, I immediately went to the house and grabbed a flashlight. 
Then, I went back to the manhole cover and took a deep breath before 
pulling it up and looking inside. 
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Chapter 68 Secrets Under Uncle Three’s Shop 

I saw a section of iron ladder. It was very dark inside, but I could see water 
at the bottom. 

It really was a manhole. 

I thought for a moment but figured that I wasn’t wrong since the lid was full 
of holes. If it rained, it would definitely fill in, so the wire must go down a 
little further. 

The manhole was very small, and there was almost no space for me to turn 
around after I entered. After going down, the ensuing area was a cubic 
space of about one meter that was full of water and fallen leaves. There was 
also a hole on the left that could only be crawled through. I saw that the 
wire went all the way down and stretched directly into the hole. 

I held the flashlight in my mouth, climbed into the hole, and crawled straight 
ahead. 

This kind of feeling reminded me of crawling through the grave robbers’ 
tunnel again. It was a very uncomfortable feeling, but I clenched my teeth 
and persisted, climbing six or seven meters until I finally reached the end of 
the tunnel. 

I used my flashlight to look up ahead and found that there was a room at the 
end of this passage. It was built on a covert elevated frame of iron and wood 
with water flowing underneath. But the frame was badly decayed and when 
I stepped on it, it felt like I was stepping on cotton. 

There were several bookshelves, a bed, and a table, on which a computer, a 
video recorder, and a TV were placed. They were badly mildewed due to the 
moisture, and I could see many mildew spots on them from where I stood. 

The wire went to the computer in this room, but I didn’t see anyone. 

The man hadn’t come back yet? 
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I paused for a moment and then touched the computer. It was cold. 

There were so many potted plants covering the manhole where I had come 
in just now that if he wanted to go out, he would have to remove them first. 
So, he couldn’t have gone in and out from there. 

I looked around the room with my flashlight and found that there was 
another hole in the wall to the right. Water was flowing out from it in the 
direction I had just come from. I took a peek and saw that it was very deep, 
but no one was inside. 

Who the hell is this person? Even though someone lived in the sewer under 
Uncle Three’s house, he still kept in touch with Uncle Three in such a 
secretive way. 

This is fucking weird. 

I shined my flashlight on those bookshelves and found that they were filled 
with videotapes. 

My hands began to shake as I pulled out a box—all of the videos on the shelf 
were numbered in the same manner as the ones I had received at that 
time—but it felt wrong as soon as I pulled it out. It was too light, and when I 
opened it, it turned out to be empty. 

I opened several more boxes and was surprised to find them all empty. Why 
did he put the empty boxes here? 

I calmed down after a moment, but my heart was very confused and I 
wanted to sort everything out a little. 

There was a man under Uncle Three’s house who kept in touch with him in a 
particularly strange way. Did Uncle Three know this person was here? 

I didn’t think anyone could make such a dark room under Uncle Three’s 
watchful eyes, let alone under his house. He must’ve known about it, and it 
was even possible that everything in the dark room was arranged by him. 
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So how many years had this man been here? 

Judging from the degree of rust on this iron and wood frame, this thing had 
obviously been in existence for a long time. I couldn’t tell exactly how long it 
was, but I thought it would take at least six or seven years—or even a few 
decades—to reach this level of decay. Although there was more rain in 
Hangzhou, on the whole, it was usually sunny and cloudy. According to this 
structure, the sewer pipe wouldn’t have water all year round, so it would 
take a long time for it to corrode to this extent. 

And based on the appearance of this bed, this man definitely lived here. 
When I went over and flipped the quilt over, I saw that it was clean and 
neat. This person obviously still maintained extreme self-discipline even 
though he lived in this environment. 

This person had to be an extremely important player in Uncle Three’s plan, 
and may even be the most central figure; otherwise, he wouldn’t exist in 
such a state. 

But where was this person now? If he had to stay in such a place, then he 
shouldn’t go out often. 

This must be someone who couldn’t exist in the outside world, which was 
why he was hidden like this. It was a bit like the secret annex in "Anne 
Frank’s Diary". 

I sat down, rubbed my face, and listened to what was going on around me. 
When I didn’t hear anything, I turned on the computer, which was the exact 
same model as Uncle Three’s. 

It started up smoothly and quickly displayed the same interface as Uncle 
Three’s computer. 

After conducting several operations, I found that it was similar to Uncle 
Three’s in that there was almost nothing on it. 
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I immediately opened the mail software and saw a blank list with only one 
email. 

I opened it and found that it was the last one I had written. 

The rest—both the inbox and the outbox—were completely blank. 

I suddenly had a bad feeling, so I stood up, looked under the bed, opened all 
of the videocassette boxes on the bookshelves, and looked at the video 
recorder. 

This last email proved that the person I was dealing with had been here 
sending and receiving emails. 

But there was nothing here. 

If someone was hiding here, this couldn’t be the case since there'd definitely 
be more traces of life. Unless he was a robot that did nothing but send and 
receive emails and process information. 

This kind of thing would definitely drive people crazy. If someone lived here 
alone, he'd definitely go mad. 

I kept pacing around the room, wondering what was going on. Was there 
more than one room here? 

It was possible. I squatted down and looked at the other side of the hole, 
thinking that maybe if I climbed through, I would find another room full of 
daily necessities. Maybe there'd even be a basketball court or inflatable 
dolls or something. 

The man may very well live in another room. 

I took a deep breath, squatted down, and went in. This pipe was narrower 
than the other one, so I had to suck in my stomach as I squeezed in bit by 
bit. By the time I was halfway there, I realized that this person definitely 
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couldn't be a big man. If I were a big man and lived like this every day, I 
would rather die. 

I kept going all the way forward and managed to climb about ten meters 
when a light suddenly appeared in front of me. I climbed out and found that 
the end of the pipe wasn’t the other room I was expecting, but a piece of 
wood. The plank was full of holes that let the light shine through. 

I pushed the plank away and found myself in a dark alley. 

This so-called dark alley was created when farmers’ houses were built close 
together. A very narrow passage was formed in the middle, flanked by the 
walls of the two houses on either side. This kind of structure was very 
unsafe because thieves could step on both sides of the wall and push 
themselves up step by step. In response, many residents simply put their 
walls and their neighbor’s walls together, blocking the two entrances of the 
narrow passage. 

In this way, people would soon forget that there was still a very narrow 
space between their own house and their neighbor’s house. 

Most of the time, this kind of structure was used by many antique dealers to 
hide contraband. 

This dark alley only had enough space for me to move sideways, so it was 
almost impossible for me to return to the hole after coming out. I sidled to 
the wall where there were some bricks that I could use as stepping stones. 
Then, I climbed down the wall and found that I was by the outer wall of 
Uncle Three’s home.  

I looked around, completely puzzled. In the end, I had no other choice but to 
despondently head back in through the front gate while asking myself, 
what’s going on? 

I walked around the yard and touched my head. Based on the underground 
structure, this guy should’ve come out of the dark alley like me. 
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So how exactly would he come back later? Did he climb over the wall from 
there? That was fine, I could go to the dark alley and block him. After all, the 
place was so narrow that he wouldn’t be able to escape. 

But the more I thought about it, the more I realized that it would be more 
appropriate to block him in his room. 

I went down the manhole again and went to the room. 

I was out of breath after this round of crawling and sat down on the chair to 
focus my attention on the entrance. As long as anything stuck out from the 
inside, I would jump on it and squish it to death. 

I didn’t dare turn on the flashlight and just stayed there quietly in the dark. 

I didn’t know how long it took, but I was in a slight daze when I suddenly 
heard someone speak. 

I immediately came to my senses with a jolt and quickly held my breath as I 
looked in the direction of the passage. 

It was dark over there. 

I paused. Was I hearing voices? 

I had just finished thinking this when I heard the voice again. 

“Friend.” 

I didn’t know which corner of the room the sound came from, but I was so 
scared that I almost peed my pants. I immediately turned on my flashlight 
and swung it around everywhere like a machine gun. 

But after taking a look, I found that there was still no one in the room. 

Was that voice coming from the sewer? I was about to take a look when the 
voice rang out again, “Turn on the computer.” 
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I trembled, this time able to clearly distinguish that the voice came from the 
ceiling. 

At this moment, I suddenly felt like something was hanging on the roof and I 
immediately looked up. 
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Chapter 69 Ceiling 

At this time, I suddenly remembered a mass of hair hanging from a different 
ceiling that had nearly scared me to death before. So, when I looked up and 
saw a shadow reflected by my flashlight, goosebumps rose up all over my 
body. At the same time, I acted on reflex and started leaning to one side. 

But I immediately found that there was nothing there besides some water 
pipes and a small hanging lamp. 

Finding it odd, I carefully swept my flashlight in an arc around the ceiling, 
but no one was there. At this time, I heard the voice come from the ceiling 
again. 

“I’m talking from your room. When it was first built, the sound transmission 
effects from your room and this dark room were specially designed so that I 
could stay abreast of any occasional developments that happened above.” 

I knew immediately what was going on. Damn it. If that's the case, he could 
hear the whole process of me dismantling the computer with my classmate. 
No wonder he ran away. 

Oh, I’m so stupid. Such a cautious person wouldn’t make such a low-level 
mistake. Monitoring all of Uncle Three’s movements in his room must be a 
last resort. 

I took a deep breath and asked, “Who are you?” 

“I know you can hear my voice. Now you have half an hour to clarify your 
situation. I closed the two tunnels to that room so you’re already trapped,” 
the other party said. The sound was particularly dull with this mode of 
transmission, so I couldn’t recognize any specific sound traits. 

“Who are you? What do you want?” I shouted. 

“You are not Wu Sanxing. Your appearance proves that he encountered a 
problem. I have to know what the problem is. When you understand your 
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situation clearly, you can use the computer in front of you to answer my 
questions.” 

I let out another shout but suddenly realized that the situation was all 
wrong. It was very likely that he couldn’t hear any sounds I made here and it 
was only a one-way monitoring system; otherwise, it would be like a phone 
call. 

I knew what this person said didn’t have to be verified and that the entrance 
must be blocked, so I immediately went to the computer. 

It wasn't surprising that everything was gone. He must have removed it all 
after hearing my conversation with my classmate. 

But he left an email and didn’t delete it because he wanted me to reply 
more easily. That’s so fucking sweet. 

I immediately wrote back: 

“I heard, who are you?” 

I waited for a moment before the other party replied: 

“Who are you? This room is so airtight that you can’t hear anything from the 
outside. If you don’t want to be trapped, you have to tell the truth.” 

I was about to answer when another email was quickly sent to me: 

“You don’t have much time; I can’t stay too long. If you lie to me, I’ll leave 
immediately and no one will ever know that you’re inside.” 

I secretly cursed as I wondered what to do. How would he even know that I 
was lying? He probably knew that I wasn’t Uncle Three, and if I said I was, he 
would leave immediately. But who I was… should I be honest and tell him I 
was Wu Xie? Wasn’t that revealing too much? 

Although it wasn’t a big deal to reveal the truth now, was it too weak of me 
to reveal it after such a scare? 
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I thought about it and immediately replied in an email: 

“You won’t know who I am when I tell you.” 

The other party responded almost immediately: 

“I’ll be the judge of that.” 

Shit, this guy was quite strong. Just as I was thinking about how to reply, the 
other party immediately sent another email: 

“You still have one last email. I must leave immediately. Don’t waste my 
time. Who are you?” 

Feeling extremely anxious, I touched my face and then typed two words: not 
necessarily. But I immediately deleted them because I knew that this kind of 
person was especially determined. 

But even if I told the truth, how could he tell? 

In fact, what he wanted to determine wasn’t whether I spoke the truth or 
not—because it was impossible for him to judge it by email—but whose side 
I was on. 

Whether I lied or told the truth, he would basically ignore me after hearing it 
and still leave. But the most terrible thing was that I could see from all the 
signs around me that this was a very cautious, highly effective, and self-
disciplined person. He must not have been lying when he said that he was 
going to leave right away. But if I didn’t respond, he would stay a little 
longer because he wanted to know the answer. 

I didn’t have to tell the truth, per se, just make him interested in me enough 
to release me. 

So, how would he be interested in me? After thinking about everything, I 
was sure that he trusted my Uncle Three a lot. But I couldn’t say that I was 
Uncle Three. Should I tell him that I was Uncle Three’s relative? 
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Should I tell him that I was Uncle Two? Or should I say that I worked for 
Uncle Three? 

“I’m leaving.” 

Just when I was feeling anxious, another email was sent. 

I immediately panicked and reflexively typed a few quick words. 

“I’m Wu Xie, Wu Sanxing’s nephew.” 

The email was sent so quickly that I didn’t even have time to regret it. I just 
immediately looked at the screen. 

As time went by and no reply appeared on the screen, my whole body went 
cold. Oh no, I thought to myself. Did he come to a decision so quickly and 
walk away just like that? 

Impossible. This network's transmission speed was very fast, so he should've 
seen my immediate response after he sent that message. 

But wait! What if he did see it? Maybe he had no interest in the name Wu 
Xie at all and left after a quick glance. 

Shit, I was trapped and dying here. What should I do? What should I do? 

I took deep breaths to calm myself down. This wasn’t the first time 
something like this had happened to me, so I immediately rummaged 
around looking for any tools that could be used. When I found that there 
were only a large number of empty videocassettes here, I almost went to 
kick the iron frame in rage. 

But I knew that I wasn't without opportunities so I soon calmed down again. 

The gardener uncle would come to water the flowers tomorrow morning, so 
as long as I could get his attention, I could get others to save me. 
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Shit, how would I explain why Master Three was trapped in this secret 
room? There were so many VHS cassettes and a video recorder here, they 
wouldn’t think I was selling porn, would they? Regardless, I would be able to 
restore Wu Xie’s true body in a few days, so losing face right now wouldn’t 
be a problem. 

But how should I attract his attention? The soundproofing here had to be 
very good, after all. To use a line from a Hong Kong movie to describe it: 
even if I shattered my voice screaming, no one would save me. 

I looked at the pipes on the ceiling but didn’t know what kind of pipes they 
were. Even if I banged on them and yelled, I didn’t know if I could be heard 
outside. 

I climbed the iron frame’s stairs and looked up, but found it unhelpful: these 
pipes must not be from Uncle Three’s house, but the neighbor’s sewage 
pipes. Even if they were strong, the excrement would definitely spray on my 
face if I managed to break them somehow. And even if I could put up with 
all of that, the chance of the pipes' sound reaching the toilet was too small. 
Moreover, if someone heard a strange noise in their toilet, they would 
either think it was the air pressure in the pipes or that it was haunted. And 
by the time anyone reacted, I would've already starved to death. 

I saw the light off to one side and immediately thought of another way. 

The wires here were electrified, so if I connected them to the water pipes, 
someone over there might be electrocuted when bathing. 

In this way, the police would be called to find out what was going on. But a 
life for a life wasn’t my style. 

After thinking for a long time, I decided to try yelling at the sewage pipes 
first. So, I climbed down and forced myself to break a rusty iron bar from 
one side of the frame by using the effect of metal fatigue. But I didn’t expect 
the iron bar to be so strong. I forced myself to try and break it off but it 
didn’t move at all. 
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I bent it back and forth a few times, immediately becoming angry and 
shaking it harder and harder. At this time, I heard an old voice coming from 
one side of the sewer. 

“Come out.” 

I froze for a moment, and then heard the sound of the iron railing opening 
over there, “Come out slowly.” 

I had seen the iron railing, but I never thought that it could be opened. I felt 
a little embarrassed, but I was the only one who knew that. I leaned over to 
look at the sewer and saw a flashlight shining over there. It was so dazzling 
that I couldn’t keep my eyes open. 

“Come out slowly and don’t move,” the other side added. 

“Don’t hurt me," I immediately said. "I won’t move.” 

With that said, I squatted down and crawled out bit by bit. But as soon as 
my head reached the pipe’s exit, a knife was pressed against my neck. 

“Don’t move,” the voice said.  

I couldn’t lift my head up so I couldn’t see him clearly, but the man pinched 
my face and moved the hair covering the back of my neck aside. Then, he 
suddenly smiled. 

I became a little angry, “What are you laughing at?”  

“Indeed, Wu Sanxing was right. Small flies can ruin major events. You are 
alive and well, so why bother yourself with such things?” 

I didn’t know how to answer, but I suddenly felt him pull away and climb out 
of the manhole. When I struggled to climb up after him and rushed into the 
alley outside Uncle Three’s house, I found that no one could be seen 
anywhere. There was only the dark street. 
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Chapter 70 Deep Probe 

I frantically rushed back to my room and made more than a dozen phone 
calls, calling up all of the more capable partners in Hangzhou. I assigned 
several tasks, with one group of people searching for that person. I didn’t 
see what he looked like, so I could only tell them to look for someone acting 
suspiciously. The second group of people was to dig through nearby garbage 
cans and see if there were any videotapes. He couldn’t have taken away so 
many that quickly, so he either destroyed them or hid them somewhere 
else. Even if only a pile of ash was found, it had to be brought back to me. 
The third group of people was to bring me everything inside that secret 
room. I wanted to study it all inch by inch, unwilling to believe that there 
wasn’t a single trace to be found. 

Unsurprisingly, the first group of people didn't come up with any results. I 
was just desperate and had looked for a few people to give it a good go, but 
no one was found. The second group never came back and the third group 
was even more of a letdown. Maybe it was because the furniture was put 
inside before the room was first constructed, but now it was impossible to 
get it out of such a small passage. 

When the man asked me what to do, I knew there was no other choice and 
said, “Tear it down!” 

Everything inside was broken into pieces and piled up in the yard. I 
examined every piece and turned them all over one by one, not calming 
down until I found that there really weren't any clues after all. 

I drove everyone away and then sat alone in the yard, smoking a cigarette 
and thinking over everything. I felt like a failure for losing such a good 
opportunity, but when I looked at the bedding and the table and chair, I 
suddenly thought of something and sneered. 

I realized that I hadn’t failed at all and everything I wanted to know was 
already right in front of me. I just needed to take some extra measures to 
parse it out. 
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I picked up my cell phone and called a guy, “No matter the cost, find me a 
DNA testing agency.” I then spread out the quilt, searched carefully inside, 
and picked out one of the hairs. “Right, money isn’t a problem.” 

If a person stayed in a secret room for decades and the only person who 
communicated with him was my Uncle Three, what was the biggest 
problem? 

This person must have little knowledge of modern technology. I didn’t know 
how they communicated before using computers, but they obviously didn’t 
know much about technology. 

I sent several hairs I found to be tested. If my guess was correct, then I 
would finally fucking know the half of it. 

Meanwhile, I sent both computers to my classmate to continue his research. 
I knew that it wasn’t possible to completely delete something on a 
computer, and even if the hard disk was reformatted, the data inside could 
be restored. I already knew everything, but some fragments could turn out 
to be extremely precious hints for me. 

To make a long story short, the DNA results didn’t come out all that quickly, 
but my classmate came the next day. 

To my surprise, he came empty-handed. When I gave him a questioning 
look, he shook his head, “The hard drive on this computer is useless. It’s just 
an empty shell.” 

Empty shell? 

“This was a workstation,” he said. “I found this in the CD drive.” He took out 
a disc. “The hard drive of this computer is a device and this is a workstation 
driven by a CD drive.” 

I couldn’t understand it very well, so he explained, “In short, this computer 
doesn’t have a hard drive. All the information was in short-term data 
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storage so there’s no record. As long as the computer was turned off, 
everything would return to zero.” 

I lit a cigarette, sat him down, and asked, “Is this technology very high-end?” 

He shook his head, “No, it’s actually a relatively low-end technology. Most of 
the time, it’s used in multimedia classrooms and internet cafes at 
universities. In this way, there will be less trouble from viruses and having to 
re-install the system.” 

I sighed. This was really watertight, but looking back on Uncle Three’s 
terrible computer skills and this person who lived in a dark room all year 
round, how did these things come about? There had to be someone who 
knew enough about technology to guide them. 

I didn’t believe that Uncle Three was a person who had secretly studied a lot 
of modern knowledge, so there had to be another person. 

I sighed again and asked him, “Then have you checked these two computers 
carefully. Is there anything strange? Is there any difference?” 

He scratched his head and sat down beside me before saying, “I don’t know 
how to say it.” 

“Speak up and I’ll give you more money,” I said. 

“I’ve been repairing computers in the city for many years and have seen all 
kinds of things," he said. "It’s said that you’re one of the best in the antique 
business and I believe that, but you also have to believe me. I’ve repaired 
computers for so many years, and I can see what kind of person the owner is 
and what habits he has at ordinary times when his computer comes into my 
hands. Even fat or thin, I can see what he likes to play on the computer.” 

I lit a cigarette for him. It was amusing to see this kid’s eyes light up with 
pride as he spoke. 
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When he saw me lighting his cigarette, he was immediately encouraged and 
said, “You may not believe me, but here’s an example: the computer used 
by gamers is absolutely different from that used by office workers, including 
the wear and tear of the keyboards. I can judge all this just by looking at the 
keyboard.” 

When I nodded and asked him to continue, he said, “This computer was 
popular seven years ago. In other words, this computer has basically been in 
use for seven years. In this day and age, that’s considered a long time, but I 
checked all the parts and found something very strange.” He paused. 
“Basically, none of this computer's components are worn out.” 

I frowned, realizing that what he said could actually be considered valuable. 

“We know that if a person uses a keyboard, the grease on his fingers will 
definitely stick to it. No matter how clean he is, after using it once, the 
grease will form a thin film on the keyboard and then dust will adhere to it 
to form dirt. No matter how clean it is, a computer that’s been used for 
seven years will inevitably have this kind of dirt.” 

“Just say what you mean.” 

“The keyboard is too clean, the mouse wheel is too clean… this kind of 
cleanliness isn’t the result of wiping. The mouse is very difficult to clean, you 
know. But how clean is this? I wouldn’t be surprised if this computer had 
just been taken out of the warehouse. But according to the degree of 
oxidation and yellowing of the printed matter and casing of this computer 
on your desk, it’s indeed been placed outside for a long time. So that means 
one thing,” he said. “These two computers are rarely—or almost never— 
used.” 

I touched my chin, fully understanding what he meant. I patted him and 
thought to myself, damn it, so that’s how it is. 

This definitely wouldn’t be the case if Uncle Three frequently used the 
computer to communicate with that guy in the dark room during these 
seven years. But the computer was definitely placed here and I saw it every 
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time I came by. If this computer wasn’t commonly used but was placed here, 
it would still play the role of communicating with the guy in that dark room… 

This was a contradiction. The evidence was at odds. 

I pinched off the cigarette butt and cursed at myself, it’s a trap, bastard. 

This was a test mechanism. When the person in the dark room sensed 
something was wrong, he would use this computer to send a message. If it 
was really Uncle Three, he might reply to the agreed code. 

But I didn't think that far ahead or pay close attention, so I immediately got 
caught. After so many conversations, I always thought that I was the one 
testing him, but now it seemed that he had been testing me by answering so 
vaguely. 

In every scenario, I was at a complete disadvantage. 

Based on this crafty trap and setup, it could be seen that the previous battle 
of wits between these forces had reached an indescribable stage. Everyone 
was treading on thin ice and everything had to be fully calculated. 

“Uncle, what exactly do you want to find out from this?" My classmate 
asked. "If it's convenient, please tell me; otherwise, I have no direction.”  

He knew from the look on my face that I approved of his statement and his 
enthusiasm soared immediately, “Wu Xie always asked me to check things 
before, so it’s easier to check if there’s a purpose.” 

I snorted, “I’ll tell you a story.” 

I quickly compiled a very ambiguous story about what happened in this 
house and told it to him. 

After hearing this, he thought it was very funny, “It’s like a spy drama during 
World War II.” 

“I just want to find this person; they must be the key.” 
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“But it doesn’t make sense,” he said. “Uncle, the story you just told really 
doesn’t make any sense.” 
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Chapter 71 Computer Trap 

“Why?” I was slightly surprised.  

“If he wanted to test you, he didn’t need to use such complicated 
equipment at all,” he said. “He just needed to send a message to your cell to 
see if your reply was the agreed message. These computers and other things 
are redundant.” 

I thought it over for a moment—it really did sound reasonable—and then 
asked, “What are you thinking?” 

“This was definitely not a trap and these two computers must be useful,” he 
said. “That person has been living under this house; otherwise, you wouldn’t 
have seen those quilts when you went down.” 

“Didn’t you say that basically no one used these two computers?” I asked. 
“How do you explain the contradiction?” 

“Contradiction is contradiction. Render unto Caesar the things that are 
Caesar’s(1),” he said. “It’s very simple. This person lived below, but his 
communication with you didn’t depend on this computer. The computer 
was a trap, but the secret room below wasn’t.” 

I smoked a cigarette, “So what do they rely on to communicate?” 

 
(1) Render unto Caesar” is the beginning of a phrase attributed to Jesus in 
Matthew 22:21, which reads in full, “Render unto Caesar the things that are 
Caesar’s, and unto God the things that are God’s”. The phrase has been 
interpreted a lot of ways. Per Wikipedia: “The original message, coming in 
response to a question of whether it was lawful for Jews to pay taxes to 
Caesar, gives rise to multiple possible interpretations about the 
circumstances under which it is desirable for Christians to submit to earthly 
authority.” 
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All the conversations above could be heard clearly in the basement below, 
but I was certain that the person above couldn’t hear anything below. 

“Maybe there was no need to communicate?” He said. “Maybe he wasn’t 
hiding, but monitoring?” 

I only had to think about it for a few seconds when it suddenly hit me like a 
thunderbolt and all of the previous contradictions started to line up. 

He didn’t make the modification to Uncle Three’s computer. Maybe Uncle 
Three didn’t even know there was such a room under his house, that his 
computer was connected to another computer, and that all of his words 
could be heard. 

Any and all messages from Uncle Three could have been intercepted by that 
person. 

But who exactly was this man? He was like a ringworm living in Uncle 
Three’s belly. 

I sent my classmate away and promised to pay within three days so that he 
would continue to ponder over this issue and immediately tell me any new 
ideas he had. 

After that, I sat among the debris in the yard at the table where Uncle Three 
usually drank his tea, leaning back in the chair to make a phone call to Uncle 
Two. When he picked up, I asked him, “When did Uncle Three build his 
house?” 

Uncle Two hesitated for a moment, but instead of answering, he suddenly 
asked me, “Where are you?” 

I prevaricated to say a place, but Uncle Two still hesitated, apparently not 
particularly convinced. 

There was something strange in his tone and I kept feeling like something 
had happened, but at this time, I didn’t want to know more. Instead, I just 
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wanted my question answered. Uncle Two eventually told me, “The 
foundation of the house was built in the 1970s, but I don’t know since it’s 
undergone several renovations since then. At first, there was only a small 
bungalow, but your Uncle Three made more money later and slowly 
expanded it. The biggest expansion was in 1988 when he practically lived at 
my house.” 

After saying this, Uncle Two suddenly said, “Stop messing around so much 
and stay in Hangzhou.” Then he immediately hung up. 

I always felt like Uncle Two was busy dealing with something. After hanging 
up the phone, I thought some more and decided to call my father. 

I sat there smoking while chatting with him. I wasn’t thinking about any 
particular problems, just taking one sentence at a time while thinking about 
some small details that would help me with my own reasoning. 

I hadn’t had such a good chat with my father in recent years so he was 
completely blindsided. In the middle of the conversation, he carefully hinted 
to me, “Little Xie, are you lovelorn? You know you can tell your dad anything 
that’s making you feel sad.” 

I gave a little chuckle and smiled, thinking that my dad was quite sensitive 
and could tell that something was on my mind. But I knew my father so well 
that even if I told him everything, it wouldn’t help. 

From the chat with him, I was able to grasp the whole course of events 
surrounding our Wu family from Changsha to Hangzhou. After listening to it, 
I found that it was just like a part of a serialized drama. The stories of my 
grandfather, Granny Huo, and my grandmother in particular sounded like a 
very good feature film set under a historical background. 

My grandfather became famous in Changsha when he was very young 
because he was the first master to train dogs to smell the earth. A well-
trained dog was ten times more efficient than a human. It could smell all 
kinds of oil and fire traps, and even smell whether a zombie was dead or 
not. 
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Since my grandfather had trained his first dog, his wealth had accumulated 
extremely fast. In a few years, he may have even been the number one in 
Changsha city: the number of tombs he knew, the number of ghostly objects 
he didn’t sell, etc. Even Zhang Da Fo Ye’s men would come to ask him for the 
location of tombs. 

At that time, although the Huo, Qi, and Xie families were already well 
known, the Huo family was forced to slowly focus on their business because 
of the serious civil strife, and no one went down into the tombs (it was too 
easy to lose soldiers and leaders). The Qi family had always been good at 
business and was neutral when it came to the Huos, while Xie Jiuye had just 
returned from Japan. My grandfather’s accumulation in recent years had 
even exceeded that of several generations of the Qi family. 

My grandfather was quite proud of this experience at that time and always 
said, “Scientific and technological innovation was the first productive force, 
especially in the traditional industry of grave robbing. A little innovation can 
bring about earth-shaking changes.” 

My grandfather really had a good time in Changsha. He was young and 
legendary at that time, but he had no dignity, spent money like dirt, and was 
amiable. This kind of person would definitely have countless friends—and 
friends of friends—who were full of admiration for him. This was where his 
relationship with Huo Xiangu began. At that time, she was older than him 
and absolutely infatuated with him. 

My father then told me about the previously mentioned Changsha case from 
before, where Qiu Dekao sold everyone out. My grandfather’s family wealth 
was gone and he hid in a tomb for a period of time before fleeing to 
Hangzhou. Xie Jiuye was already on the up and up at that time. Although he 
didn’t have as much wealth as my grandfather, he became the best 
businessman in the Mystic Nine because of his family background, wide 
contacts, and good management skills. It was through Xie Jiuye’s protection 
that my grandfather met my grandmother. 
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At that time, my grandfather was supposed to have moved to my 
grandmother’s house under Xie Jiuye’s introduction (her family and the Xie 
family were distantly related), and she was responsible for taking care of 
him. At that time, the temperament of Jiangnan’s pretty daughter was 
completely different from that of Hunan’s female grave robbers. As a result, 
this must’ve been when my grandfather cheated. Without any sort of 
explanation, Huo Xiangu was directly defeated by my grandmother. Of 
course, my grandmother didn’t know about it. 

At that time, the whole country was in a state of war and chaos and even 
letters couldn’t be sent. So, the matter slowly passed by. When Huo Xiangu 
came to Hangzhou about two years later, my grandfather had already 
married my grandmother, who was pregnant with my father. At that time, 
Huo Xiangu didn’t see my grandfather and just politely chatted with my 
grandmother in the room for an hour and then left. 

From then on, each side knew the existence of the other and how they were 
doing, but they never met again. 

No one knew what they were talking about that day, but all the servants 
could say was that they had a good time. 

When my grandfather heard the news at that time, he must’ve been 
sweating like a waterfall. I couldn’t help sympathizing with him. 

It took about three more years for my grandfather to push his business back 
to Changsha, and then he basically moved back and forth between the two 
places. Every time he went to Changsha, my grandmother would accompany 
him, so my grandfather and Granny Huo would never have the chance to 
revive. In another year, Huo Xiangu was married in Beijing. My grandfather 
was very emotional when he talked about it, saying that he felt terrible 
when he was there and disappointed when he left. 

My Uncle Three joined the business when he was thirteen years old. He first 
played around in Changsha, and then he got some experience and money 
and came to Hangzhou to buy this piece of land. At that time, he didn’t buy 
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it with any particular idea in mind and simply got it through his connections 
and built a house. It was later that he slowly shifted his focus to business 
and expanded this place many times, making it better and better. 

Uncle Two had been studying and opened a teahouse about seven years 
ago. It wasn’t to make money, but simply to have a meeting place with his 
friends. I had never seen a woman beside my Uncle Two, and it seemed like 
no safflower could enter his world.(2) But maybe Uncle Two’s mind was 
particularly meticulous and no one knew about his troubles. Back then, my 
father left home very early and went from the south to the north to do 
geological surveys. He didn’t come back until the late 1970s. 

Following his return, he got married and had me. My old mother was from a 
strong family, a girl from a local official’s family in Hangzhou. Later, there 
was a period of time when she divorced my father every day, which almost 
annoyed me to death. 

At this point, all of the events surrounding the Wu family’s stay in Hangzhou 
were very clear. But the question now was how exactly did the secret room 
under this building come about? Was it dug before or completed during 
reconstruction? 

If Uncle Three himself didn’t know of its existence, then the room must’ve 
been secretly completed. And if that were the case, it couldn’t have been 
designed when this place was built. It must have been excavated during a 
later reconstruction. 

I studied architecture, so I knew that digging a basement wasn’t a simple 
thing. I went out and took a few steps to measure it pace by pace and soon 
found that things weren’t as complicated as I had originally thought. 

The exact location of the basement wasn’t under Uncle Three’s house, but 
under the wall that connected his house to the next house. 

 
(2) Safflower means women in this context. 
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I looked at the building next door and realized that I had never noticed it 
before. There were a lot of farmers’ houses here, but every time I came to 
visit Uncle Three, I always went up to the second floor to see the goods and 
didn’t stay too long. I really didn’t know who was next door. 

My mind was chaotic as I walked to the gate next door and knocked. 

It was a metal door, which was a kind of special security door for farmers’ 
houses that was especially sturdy and familiar. After knocking a few more 
times, I noticed a piece of paper on the door that had almost peeled off. It 
said, “Room for rent” and had a phone number listed below it. 

No one came to open the door and I knocked for half a day without getting 
any response, so I took out my cell phone and dialed the number. 

It rang three or four times but no one answered. 

I looked around but didn’t see anyone, so I found a place to climb over the 
wall and jumped. 

My own agility startled me. It seemed that this was the result of the “field” 
exercise I had done over the past two years. After landing, I found that the 
house was probably unoccupied, as the courtyard was in a depressed state 
full of fallen leaves. I was wondering where these fallen leaves came from 
when I saw several more floating down. As soon as I looked up, I saw some 
plants growing on the roof of this house. The plants hadn’t been cared for in 
a long time and had all died, causing the leaves to fall from the roof. 

I measured the yard with my steps and found that if someone wanted to dig 
a passage from here to underneath Uncle Three’s house, it was really 
feasible. But I had to know when it was dug up. 

I walked to the door of the building and saw another guarded entrance that 
turned out to be a large copper-clad door. This family clearly had no taste. 
This kind of brass door looked golden and magnificent, so many rural local 
bosses liked it. 
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Although the door looked tacky, the security was really excellent. I figured 
that ordinary small explosives couldn’t be used to blow it open, and this kind 
of door usually had six or seven latches that were really difficult to pry open. 

How could I get in? As I was thinking about it, I saw that the second floor 
was also heavily guarded with iron railings. Moreover, all of the windows 
were tightly sealed, as if to specially guard against a large group of burglars. 
Just as I was about to call for help, my phone suddenly rang. I looked at the 
screen and saw that the number I had just dialed was calling me back. 

I immediately picked it up and heard a man’s voice asking me why I had 
called. When I said I wanted to rent a house, he said, “The house has been 
rented for a long time.” 

“Impossible,” I said. “The house has never been occupied.”  

“The house was rented nineteen years ago,” he responded. “The note may 
not have been torn off. The rent’s been paid on time every year for the past 
nineteen years so I’ve never asked around.” 

Nineteen years ago? I paused and looked at the layout of the house again. It 
definitely wouldn’t have looked like this nineteen years ago and must have 
been renovated. I asked him if it had been renovated at any time during 
those nineteen years. 

The other party said he didn’t know and couldn’t help either, especially 
since there was an increasing amount of money every year. Then he asked, 
“Is something wrong?”  

“It’s nothing,” I replied. “I just wanted to rent a house.” As I said this, I had a 
sudden idea and asked him, “Can you give me this person’s contact 
information? I want to see if he’ll sublet and then you’ll have two renters.” 

The other party was quite enthusiastic and told me to wait a moment while 
he got the number. He said that he hadn’t contacted the tenant for a long 
time, but if there were any problems, he would be able to call him. 
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My heart warmed as I thought that there was still good in the world after all. 
I quickly dialed the number he gave me and waited as it rang a few times. 
No one answered. I lowered the phone to see if I had dialed the wrong 
number when I suddenly saw a name pop up on the screen. The number 
was actually in my contacts! 

Looking at the name, I immediately clutched the phone tightly and thought 
to myself, son of a bitch! That’s impossible! 
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Chapter 72 Grandpa’s Past 

The name that popped up hadn’t appeared on my phone for a long time 
now. It was only a moment ago that I thought I wouldn’t be surprised no 
matter whose name came up, but this one person made me extremely 
surprised. 

In fact, it wasn’t a name but a title. 

"Grandpa"! 

The name displayed on my phone was the number used before my 
grandfather had died. No one had called since he was buried and I hadn’t 
really thought about it, but I was surprised to find that the phone hadn’t 
been disconnected. 

I paced back and forth in the yard while thinking to myself, damn it, this 
seems really close to the core. I was moving in the right direction, but I still 
didn’t understand what these people were doing. 

I thought about it for a moment, dialed the number again, and put the 
phone to my ear. I didn’t know what I would hear, but I was actually looking 
forward to it no matter what the sound was. 

“Sorry, the number you have dialed cannot be reached.” 

I put my phone down, assuming that Grandpa’s phone must’ve run out of 
battery. There was probably still some money on it since Old Dog Wu was 
very rich in his last days and my Uncle Three had given him a phone card. 
The card was probably enough to last for several years, so there was no 
reason the phone would be disconnected. But there probably wasn’t anyone 
to charge the phone itself. 

My grandmother wasn’t the type of person worn out by love. She had lived 
a very smart life and wasn't too sad about my grandfather’s death so I didn’t 
want to disturb her now. 
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Not only had this house been rented out by Grandpa, but it had been rented 
for nineteen years. 

I didn’t want to think of the possibility anymore. I dialed the landlord’s 
phone again and told him that I had contacted the tenant and would send 
five hundred yuan to both of their accounts each month. The tenant had 
also told me to directly ask the landlord to type up proof of his previous 
payments to the intermediary. 

The landlord was very enthusiastic and probably knew that he could collect 
another five hundred yuan a month, so he quickly told me his account 
information. I lit a cigarette, jumped back over the wall, and then asked my 
staff to find some people who could pry open the door. I also looked for a 
friend from the bank to inquire about the account holder that had been 
paying the rent. 

At first, my friend was very hesitant on the phone, but when I said that I 
would give him a good fee and told him that I only needed the account 
number of the payer, he soon agreed. It wasn't long after that that the 
account number was sent. I entered it in an ATM and waited as the name 
corresponding to the account popped up. 

I stared at the ATM’s screen for what felt like half a day. 

It was my grandfather’s name. 

Maybe Grandpa used direct deposit. 

I went back to the street, almost getting hit by a truck when I crossed the 
sidewalk. But I ignored all of this and went to a cafe to find a place to sit 
down. I found myself unable to think. 

What’s going on here? Did Grandpa dig that basement? 

Grandpa rented a house nearby, dug a basement, and then spied on his son? 
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But Grandpa wasn’t so abnormal, right? The impression I had of him since I 
had basically been born was that he lived in his own world and memories. In 
his later years, all he had in mind was a cup of tea, a few dogs, and an old 
woman to hold hands with while walking along West Lake. 

Nineteen years ago, however…as I thought of this number, I kept 
wondering, what was Grandpa like nineteen years ago? 

A lot of fragmentary bits of information flashed through my mind, and I 
thought of some ambiguous words that my Uncle Two had said to me, 
implying that they knew that Uncle Three was a fake. 

Nineteen years ago seemed to be the exact time when the fake Uncle Three 
returned to Hangzhou from Xisha. After he came back, Uncle Two and my 
grandfather soon discovered that something was wrong, but they didn’t 
know what had happened. 

At that time, everyone was still quite hush-hush about “it”, especially 
Grandpa, who would definitely think it had something to do with him. And in 
order to not startle the snake, Grandpa must have dug that kind of a room 
here to monitor this fake Uncle Three. 

It was possible. In fact, it was very likely. 

Then why did that guy live in that secret room all year round? Did Grandpa 
and his family find a man to watch Uncle Three, someone who would stay 
there all year and hadn’t finished his work yet? 

This was the most miserable job in the world considering how the workplace 
was in the sewer and there was no vacation. If it was a secret chamber built 
nineteen years ago, then that would be nineteen years spent in darkness. It 
was more bitter than being in a small coal mine. 

In addition, there was another problem that couldn’t be explained. During 
those nineteen years of surveillance, with Grandpa and Uncle Two’s drive, 
had nothing changed? Nineteen years could change a dynasty, so why would 
they still be monitoring even now? In other words, Grandpa and Uncle Two 
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should have quickly discovered the problem, which was evident from the 
hint Uncle Two gave me before. If they knew that Uncle Three was Xie 
Lianhuan, then why didn’t they take any measures? 

Was it possible that by monitoring like this, they thought to learn his 
intentions? Or did Uncle Two and Grandpa have their own plans? If so, what 
was the plan? 

I couldn’t figure it out no matter how hard I thought, and I couldn’t bear it 
anymore. I realized that even if Uncle Two was difficult and shrewd, I had to 
have a showdown with him. I had to know what they were thinking. 

Back at Uncle Three’s house, I lay on the sofa and pondered. 

Based on my previous understanding of everything, scheming against Uncle 
Two was basically tantamount to death. He saw through a plot without 
needing the intermediate process. He simply looked at the other party’s 
expression and general remarks and immediately knew what they were 
doing secretly behind his back. Besides, what he liked best was to follow the 
plan you set up. One time, when we went to our hometown, Uncle Three 
came up with a plan to steal something left by our ancestors. Uncle Two 
pretended to be in the dark the entire time, but he had actually made 
various arrangements along the way to ruin it with his own plan. By taking 
advantage of Uncle Three’s plan, he was able to destroy another group’s big 
plot. When Uncle Three thought he had won at last, Uncle Two plucked 
away all the fruits of victory with just a few words. 

I wondered if Uncle Two would tell me everything, and if so, under what 
conditions? 

I really couldn’t think of any plausible scenarios. Uncle Two was unmoved by 
force or persuasion, and the only possibility for me to get him to talk was to 
threaten my own life. 

But Uncle Two was a very shrewd person. He knew that I was the kind of 
person who could never fight with his own life. I figured he’d be more likely 
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to simply sit there and drink tea while ignoring me. It wasn’t like I could 
really kill myself, after all. 

I had to make it clear to him that I would really die if he didn’t tell me. In 
other words, these things were beyond my control and I was being forced to 
do it. 

Should I pretend to be kidnapped? If I cut off my finger and sent it to Uncle 
Two, would he give in? 

I thought it would work, but I didn’t think Uncle Two would give in 
immediately. One finger was definitely not enough; Uncle Two’s nerves 
would last at least up to three. 

I walked into the kitchen, looked at my left hand, picked up a kitchen knife, 
and chose three fingers that didn’t seem very useful. I thought it over and 
suddenly felt that life was particularly good. Why should I? 

Would Uncle Two personally take the initiative to come tell me? If he had 
dug this hole and the person below had escaped, Uncle Two would have 
known immediately. Would Uncle Two have any emergency measures to 
implement? Wait a minute, would a directional missile come and blow me 
sky-high? 

A long time had passed, but nothing had happened when I came back. This is 
fucking weird. What’s the use of such surveillance without any emergency 
measures? 

I felt like everything seemed to be pointing in one direction regarding this 
matter, but I lacked a key. The only key. In the past, I was too far from the 
truth and could only see a lot of clues in a straight line that contradicted 
each other. This time, however, I was too close to the truth, so I saw 
countless possibilities. In contrast, it was absolutely impossible to parse out 
the countless possibilities so I found that the former situation was more 
humane. 

But back to outwitting Uncle Two. 
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I picked up the kitchen knife again and put my hand on the chopping board 
as if this was the only way for me. Although it was a bit stupid, I seemed to 
have no way out. 

A feeling of determination and solemnity surged through my heart. At this 
time, I realized that I was going crazy and my demons had reached the point 
where they couldn’t be suppressed. 

Help me! 

I told myself to just chop down quick and hard, but at this time, the phone I 
had set aside suddenly began to ring. 

I was so startled that all of the momentum was released in an instant and I 
almost collapsed. 

I picked up my phone and paused when I found that it was a strange 
number. After I asked who it was, the person on the other end of the line 
said, “Put the knife down and look out the window.” 

As soon as I heard the voice, I knew that it was the man I had heard in the 
secret room. I immediately looked out the window and saw a flashlight 
beam in a farmer’s house in the distance. 

I was just wondering what was going on when I heard the person on the 
phone sigh, “I put the flashlight here and I also left the thing you want to 
know beside it. After you read it, you’ll know what to do.” 
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Chapter 73 Ghosts 

I followed the flashlight all the way to the farmer’s house, knocked on the 
door, and went in when I found that it wasn’t locked. As I went all the way 
up, I found that all of the doors were open and the whole building seemed 
to be empty. I went to that room and saw that it was bare with no 
furnishings and one of the windows was wide open. The flashlight had been 
placed on the window ledge. 

Through the window, I could directly see the balcony and kitchen of Uncle 
Three’s house. I also saw that a telescope had been placed on the window. 

I glanced at it and found that the telescope was facing Uncle Three’s kitchen. 

There was a piece of paper under the flashlight. I immediately unfolded it 
and found that it was actually a letter, the first sentence of which was very 
strange. 

“Take a look around. The place where you are is full of ghosts.” 

I took the letter and looked around, at first not understanding what it 
meant. But as I looked around, a strong chill blew against my face and I 
immediately understood. The cool wind blowing in from the window 
seemed to immediately reduce the temperature in this space. 

I looked out of the window and saw that the whole area, together with all of 
the farmers’ houses, didn’t have a single light on and was completely dark. 

Only Uncle Three’s house had lights. 

I looked at my watch and saw that it was now after nine. This wouldn’t be 
the case under normal circumstances, so I immediately looked down and 
continued reading. 

The letter said: Starting from nineteen years ago, your grandfather either 
bought or rented all of the houses here. Every house was cleaned regularly 
by a special person, but it wasn’t used for any purpose. Nineteen years later, 
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the neighborhood where your Uncle Three lives is almost empty. There are 
no lights at night, just like a ghost town. 

This is all because there’s a huge secret buried beneath this area. It’s not 
ancient or anything. It’s a trump card, a legacy of a huge game. 

I held my breath and found a corner in this dark room where I could squat 
down. I then held the flashlight and continued reading the letter slowly. 

Much of the information in this letter had to be connected with a lot of the 
previous information I had already obtained. Since some of it had already 
been mentioned before, it would be too troublesome to restate it again 
here, so I’ll just state some of the most important parts. As soon as these 
parts came to light, the whole thing could finally be connected. 

In this letter, one thing was stated very clearly: a group of people sent 
dozens of boxes of strange things to my grandfather, who put them in a 
coffin and buried them under the area I was currently at. These dozens of 
boxes were very important. 

As soon as I thought about it, I knew that they were brought out from the 
Zhang family’s ancient building by that replacement archaeological team. I 
remembered that Pan Ma had said the team took a lot of boxes with them 
when they left. 

Were they trying to find a place to hide them? Was it true that those fucking 
corpses were hidden somewhere in this area before my very eyes? 

This truly was a trump card. These corpses were too important and their 
appearance would destroy all of “it’s” dependencies. 

The content of the letter wasn’t long, so I appended the full text. A big 
portion of the letter’s narrative was messy, but as long as you had a certain 
understanding of this matter, you would fully understand it and find a huge 
amount of information contained within it. 

Wu Xie: 
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Take a look around. The place where you are is full of ghosts. 

Starting from nineteen years ago, your grandfather either bought or rented 
all of the houses here. Every house was cleaned regularly by a special 
person, but it wasn’t used for any purpose. Nineteen years later, the 
neighborhood where your Uncle Three lives is almost empty. There are no 
lights at night, just like a ghost town. 

This is all because there’s a huge secret buried beneath this area. It’s not 
ancient or anything. It’s a trump card, a legacy of a huge game. 

A long time ago, an archaeological team made up of collected grave robbers 
was preparing to send a coffin loaded with a corpse into an ancient tomb. In 
this tomb, the corpse would undergo a strange change that was very 
important to the organization where the body was located. 

However, some of these grave robbers foresaw what terrible consequences 
would happen after the corpse was sent to the tomb, so some of them 
betrayed the others in order to prevent it. They killed their accomplices, 
took on their appearances, and then hid the coffin. 

This corpse is now among the ghosts you see in front of you. You mustn’t try 
to find it. In this area, anyone who touches the core secret will either 
become one of us or be mercilessly wiped out. 

This is true even if you are the grandson of the original participant in this 
plan. 

I think you should also be aware that in your experience, some people will 
continue to lie to you even if they know it’s pointless to continue. Someone 
should have told you that some lies are told in order to protect a person.  

This is mainly because this core secret is so important that we can’t bear any 
risks. 

I am writing this letter to you, however, because our time is up. After 
tomorrow, everything will vanish. 
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You may want to ask why, so I’ll tell you: we’ve finally made it to the death 
of the last leader of that organization, which means that the organization 
will finally disappear completely. Come tomorrow, that organization will 
become a speck of dust in history that will never be revealed. No one will 
know whether it ever existed or how powerful it was. 

You don’t have to think about the importance of this time, I can tell you very 
frankly: as long as this comes to pass, the corpse won’t have any effect on 
anything. This body had been a huge secret for a long time, and they’ve 
been afraid that we would expose it and all the absurd plans behind it. With 
this corpse as collateral, they wouldn’t dare use their utmost strength to kill 
us under any circumstances. 

We aren’t going to make it public now, though. Our threat has disappeared, 
so although the evidence can still destroy a lot of things, we don’t want to 
be burned. 

Tomorrow is the time. Tomorrow at 9:45, we will destroy the coffin and all 
things related to it and get out of here. 

All our fates will have ended completely. 

You don’t have to make any sacrifices or guesses about the end of this fate; 
the truth is here. You’ll want to thank the previous generation for protecting 
you and for enabling you to do everything you’ve done so far. Those who 
hide, cheat, and plot can finally let the whole thing end with your 
generation. This is because, originally, you were likely to succeed us and 
continue to fight against fate. But it’s not necessary now. 

I think you really want to know: who am I? I used the most decisive method 
to conceal my identity long ago, so only your grandfather and your Uncle 
Three knew of my existence. Nearly twenty years have passed and now I can 
finally leave. I hope I can forget all of this in my later life. 

I made an exception and let you live because of our unusual relationship; 
however, this was the only time I hesitated. It won’t happen again. 
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Your grandfather and my father were the first two people to give up 
everything, but they took different paths—your grandfather always wanted 
to wait, hoping to wash everything away through time. My father knew that 
as long as the possibility of that thing existed, none of our fates would end. 

Therefore, my father started his own plan. We switched the archaeological 
team and hid the coffin. When we fled, however, we encountered the 
biggest encirclement and suppression in Hangzhou and had no choice but to 
turn to your grandfather. 

He gave us the most help, and in the years that followed, Wu Sanxing also 
helped us a lot. Although your Wu family didn’t participate in the beginning, 
without you, the plan couldn’t have been carried out in the most terrible 
years that followed. This is another reason why I was merciful this time. 

Wu Xie, I heard Wu Sanxing talk about you many times, so when I saw you, I 
was surprised that you were in so deep. Fortunately, you didn’t discover my 
existence until now and simply believed all kinds of lies that your Uncle 
Three told you. 

When your Uncle Three first took you to the tomb, he was already preparing 
for someone to take his place when he couldn’t handle it anymore—the 
person he chose was you. 

You may not know what secrets are contained in all of the skills you 
practiced since you were young, including your handwriting and all the 
stories you were told by your Uncle Three. All of the copybooks you used to 
practice calligraphy with were written by a man named Qi Yu. Since you 
were young, Uncle Three told you many, many stories in which the name of 
this person was implied countless times. This was all to make everyone 
misunderstand that you were Qi Yu in all of the plans. You don’t know, but 
since the expedition to the Seven Star Lu Palace, your appearance has 
puzzled countless people who secretly investigated this matter. They have 
no idea who you are or your true identity. When they investigated your 
notes, they found that you were probably the Qi Yu who disappeared that 
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year. You are a huge smoke bomb that helped us consume a large portion of 
the enemy’s energy and resources. 

You later began to investigate, but fortunately, you only found some clues 
and didn’t think about it too deeply. But you probably have a headache and 
will constantly be doubting your true identity now. 

I know that you’re still confused by a lot of things, but I won’t divulge what 
shouldn’t be known. 

You shouldn’t hurt yourself anymore, because everything is meaningless and 
no one will reveal this secret in order to protect your safety. Compared with 
this secret, you’re too insignificant. In fact, this letter is also meaningless and 
nothing can be changed. 

When it’s over, I’ll find an appropriate time to tell you everything. Don’t try 
to find that coffin and take off your ridiculous mask. Go back to your own 
home, forget all of this, and wait for the moment when I send you the 
truth… 

I looked at my watch and found that there were still about twelve hours 
before it was 9:45 the next morning. It seemed that this person should be 
somewhere in this ghost town right now. 

After reading, I leaned back against the wall to think. The letter was very 
brief, but it was the only thing that really made things clear. And after 
reading it, I understood that everything it said was true. I even felt that the 
person who wrote the letter seemed to have a special relationship with me. 

The writing was very stable and it was obvious his mentality didn’t change 
when he wrote it. He had to be an extremely calm person, calm to the point 
that even if it all ended tomorrow, his emotions wouldn’t wildly fluctuate. 

From my current location, I could see Uncle Three’s house. If what the letter 
said was true and if I were in his shoes at this time, I would be feeling 
restless and extremely uneasy. But he monitored me from this place and 
even wrote this letter calmly. 
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What should I do now? 

If this were a passage in a novel, I should work hard until 9:45 tomorrow. I 
still had a lot of time to kill, so I could search and dig up all of the cellars one 
by one. 

But I really couldn’t move as the exhaustion of these past couple of years 
seemed to surge up at this time. 

He said that he would give me an answer, so I would wait. And even if I 
didn’t do anything now, at least there was still a glimmer of hope. Even if 
there wasn’t any hint from now on, I could still wait until I no longer had any 
interest in it. 

I leaned against the corner of the wall and held onto the letter while I 
waited, nodding off twice in the middle. At five o’clock, it was starting to get 
light out and I was so tired that I finally fell asleep until the sound of sirens 
woke me up. 

I got up and looked at my watch. It was past ten o’clock. I hurried out of the 
empty room, climbed to the top floor, looked around, and saw that there 
were more than a dozen fires in this area and thick black smoke rose up to 
the sky. 

Fire engines tried to enter, but all of the streets were blocked by the illegal 
structures. I sat down on the roof, lit a cigarette, and watched it all quietly. 
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Chapter 74 Return to Zero 

In the following months, many things happened and my life slowly returned 
to normal. 

While acting as Uncle Three, I told the people under me that I would be 
gone for a long time inspecting other places and that I needed to hand over 
the shop’s business to my nephew. 

Xiao Hua’s men then came from Changsha and removed my mask at a hotel. 

When I saw my face again, I burst into tears. I didn’t think I would feel so 
vulnerable at this time. I felt as if I had unloaded countless burdens of 
strength, courage, responsibility, determination, bloodshed, and cruelty. I 
had finally changed back to Wu Xie. 

I was finally the naive Wu Xie who could shrink back, be weak, laugh and 
smile, be embarrassed, and be half dead every day. I could ask others “why” 
and “no” without hesitation and could even scold others without hesitation, 
“Fuck you. If you don’t know, then who am I going to ask?” 

I cried for a long time. Was it because I was finally back or because I was 
having an emotional breakdown? Either way, I did nothing but shed tears 
and held the girl in my arms as she patted me on the back without saying 
anything. When I let go of her, I found tears in her eyes, too. She said she 
had never seen anyone cry so sadly before. 

I drank a lot of wine that night, placing a lot of cups on the table so that all 
of those lonely spirits and ghosts could come and cheer me up. I hoped 
there were some people I knew who could see me now and feel really 
relieved. 

Although the mask on my face was taken off, the mask on my heart was 
harder to get rid of. In the next few days, I often suddenly spoke in Uncle 
Three’s tone or suddenly woke up from my sleep, feeling that I had betrayed 
myself and lost all of my achievements. I even felt strange when looking in 
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the mirror, but fortunately, the illusion gradually faded with the passage of 
time. 

Fatty was right; I was at least a very adaptable person. 

After the break, I went back to my shop. When Wang Meng saw me, he had 
a strange expression on his face and it took me a long time to realize that it 
was because I was back. He had gained some weight and become decadent. 
I looked at the rubbings placed on the shelf and saw that there appeared to 
be less than before. It seemed that if there was no business, there would 
always be one or two gifts from heaven. 

I lay on the recliner in the back room, looking at the familiar and unfamiliar 
surroundings, and began to live as if I were in a daydream again. But I soon 
realized that it was impossible, as the heavy business on Uncle Three’s side 
forced me to work hard. 

Wang Meng offered me his resignation for the first time that night and I had 
to give him a higher salary before he agreed to continue working. 

Even the most stable and simple person’s heart was always slowly changing. 
Of course, this change was positive and the mistakes were more on my side. 

In fact, I wanted to fire him so badly before, but now I just wanted to have 
more things that could validate my real existence and try not to make any 
changes. I didn’t know what kind of mentality this was, but on the internet, 
many people called it getting old. 

There were still some difficulties in taking over Uncle Three’s business as Wu 
Xie, and I had to get help from my Uncle Two on some issues. I always 
stumbled in management, but I wasn’t afraid anymore, because even if I lost 
everything I had now, I just didn’t care. Once you had this mentality, you 
could judge those important things more calmly and objectively. 

During this period, I also got some information about Xiao Hua. The overall 
situation hadn’t been too hard on him, but there were still some difficulties. 
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His injury was very serious, so he stayed in Xiehe for a period of time after 
returning and then transferred to the United States for treatment. He didn’t 
return until about two months later, and it was a few days after his return 
that I received an email from him. In that email, he told me about his 
situation. 

He didn’t attend Granny Huo’s funeral, but according to her instructions, 
Xiuxiu was to succeed the Huo family. Xiuxiu, however, could hardly balance 
all of the various disputes in the family with her own strength. Xiao Hua 
ended up having to cut off all business with the Huo family, but he still 
managed to keep the situation under control. It sounded like there were 
various kinds of performances by all kinds of bad characters, but Granny 
Huo’s letter decided that everything could only be carried out under the 
water’s surface. 

The days ahead would be quite difficult, but Xiao Hua told me not to worry. 
He said that compared with his childhood, it was already a very good 
situation. 

I also stated my position on behalf of the Wu family in Hangzhou. I knew 
that with Xiao Hua, Xiuxiu would certainly be able to go on and walk this 
new path very smoothly, and I would also certainly help where I was 
needed. Although there would probably be a lot of stumbling in the future, 
we could only take one step at a time. 

About three months after my return, I held a small funeral and memorial 
service for Pan Zi. His cenotaph was six memorial tablets away from Big 
Kui’s(1) grave, which looked like nobody had bothered to visit. It was a mess, 
so I simply cleaned it up a little bit. After that, I helped Pan Zi deal with some 
trivial matters that he hadn’t had time to deal with before his death. 

 
(1) Big Kui (also translates as “Da Kui”) also worked for Uncle Three. He’s the 
one that died in Seven Star Lu Palace in “Cavern of Blood Zombies”. A 
cenotaph is an empty tomb or monument erected in honor of a person or 
group of people whose remains are elsewhere. 
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When I entered Pan Zi’s rental house, I saw a bowl of rotten and moldy 
noodles on the table with chopsticks resting on the edge and a pile of musty 
tofu in the bowl that had completely turned black and dried. 

Pan Zi had obviously been eating this bowl of noodles and didn’t even have 
time to tidy up before he left and never came back. 

I constantly felt that he knew he would never come back, so he didn’t 
bother doing anything about it. 

I sat at the table for a while, opened two bottles of beer, drank one myself, 
and then poured out the noodles and washed all the bowls. Then I went out 
to find Pan Zi’s landlord and made up for all the back rent. 

The landlord was still curious, “Where is that guy?” 

I thought for a moment and then said to him, “He went back to his 
hometown and got a wife.” 

Even though I didn’t know which ending Pan Zi preferred, this was what I 
thought was the best ending for him. He had a chance to break away from 
this business, but he still chose the old way. Outsiders would think that he 
had made the wrong choice, but Pan Zi might have preferred his current 
ending. 

Fatty had been staying in Banai. It was inconvenient to contact him by 
phone so I could only call Agui and ask about Fatty’s recent situation. Agui 
said his life was very regular now. He would farm during the day, shake out 
the dustpan and cook at night, and look at the moon in a daze. Most of the 
time, he and Fatty would only say two or three words a day. 

I asked if Fatty had any mood changes or if he was still as lifeless as before. 

Agui said he couldn’t see any emotion, but Fatty worked very quickly and 
didn’t speak much. He was better than before since there were many times 
when he would make a few witty remarks. 
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I told Agui that if Fatty was short of money over there, he could just tell me 
directly and I would remit it to him. 

I figured Fatty would get better. He wasn’t the type of person who could 
immerse himself in depression and he knew that Yun Cai certainly wouldn’t 
want to see the fat boss become less fun. He would slowly get better, 
although his heart would definitely have scars that couldn’t be healed after 
this matter. But Fatty was a good man and the heavens wouldn’t make 
things difficult for him for too long. 

After I raised his salary, Wang Meng took a positive attitude towards his 
work. I also returned to my shop so Uncle Three’s business would have to 
report back to me there. Many people didn’t know what my relationship 
with Wang Meng was and thought that he was my close friend, so they 
flattered him. The value of his life seemed to be slowly increasing and his 
spirit was much better. 

Seeing his good attitude in doing things, I slowly began to teach him to deal 
with some work matters. He got started very quickly and was able to help 
me a lot later. Although I didn’t expect him to be a right-hand man like Pan 
Zi, I slowly began to feel that I could rely on him. 

Lao Hai contacted me several times later for business matters. His business 
had developed rapidly, but it seemed to be targeted by some relevant 
government department. His taxes hadn’t been clean and antique trading 
had always been about underground cash transactions, so he was very 
cautious in doing things later. In order to avoid implicating him, we used 
many strange tricks. He didn’t come forward for many transactions, so I 
contacted the buyer directly and then exchanged the money for real objects 
or gold and then brought it to his niece. 
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His niece was originally my favorite type, a charming little Huang Rong(2). But 
since that meeting, we seldom met. She slowly grew up and matured and 
my love for her gradually faded away. 

Once when I was driving around bored, I passed by Yingxiong Mountain. It 
was the weekend so there was a huge crowd of people around. I found Lao 
Hai’s shop hidden among a variety of shops, but the shutter door was 
locked. I knew he was inside, but I felt too tired at the thought of exchanging 
all kinds of pleasantries and turned to leave. With the passage of time, the 
connection between us gradually became even less and I didn’t know 
whether he went further inland or fled the country. 

  

 
(2) Huang Rong is a fictional character in the wuxia novel “The Legend of the 
Condor Heroes”. She’s said to have an adorable nature. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huang_Rong
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Chapter 75 Handing Over the Accounts 

After returning from Banai, Qiu Dekao lived for another three months 
before finally passing away. The shareholders of the international salvage 
company reorganized and auctioned off some assets. Some of Qiu Dekao’s 
team who were personal friends of mine took away many files when a lot of 
the project teams were withdrawn. Of course, these files had all been sent 
to me, but none of them were as important as the twelve volumes I had 
received earlier. Although I found many details to supplement the story and 
piece it together, the whole thing didn’t move forward. 

I had coffee with several of them, and they told me that the senior 
management of the company would continue to look for more possibilities 
and that their funds were still sufficient. Several potential successors asked 
them to give me a message that if they had the chance, they would like to 
continue our cooperation. The conditions would be more generous than 
when Qiu Dekao was around. 

I made a “fuck you” gesture and asked them to help me convey the meaning 
back. 

Mute Sister got married six months later. The groom was a very humble man 
who was a little bald. He was middle-aged and seemed to have little money, 
so many people said that he didn’t really like Mute Sister and just coveted 
her money and status. I attended the wedding. The man’s name seemed to 
be Abang and his eyes were full of cunning, but he was very attentive and 
kept toasting and handing out cigarettes. Mute Sister had a deadpan 
expression on her face the whole time and just kept looking at the empty 
seat beside me. 

Many men weren’t remembered because of this or that, but he was 
remembered because he would never come back. 

It was said that Mute Sister fell in love with this man because he was a wine 
dealer who delivered wine many times to the liquor store. Every time he 
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saw a female customer getting drunk, he would take care of her, and this 
was how their relationship came about. 

After Leather Bag’s wound was healed, he turned over a new leaf and took 
an entrance exam. He wanted to major in international trade, but according 
to his own words, he not only failed the exam because he couldn’t even 
read the professional section’s questions, but he didn’t even know how to 
answer them with his current level of education. He couldn’t even recognize 
the twenty-six letters of the English alphabet. 

In the end, he returned to this line of work, but he definitely wouldn’t take 
on big jobs. His partner said that his current mantra was “better to go home 
and sell tofu than to make money and lose one’s life.” Leather Bag became 
the most skilled but least daring of their group. I figured he’d soon become a 
great hero or at least become quite rich. 

When it came to Xiuxiu, I thought she liked Xiao Hua. After all, they were 
people who grew up and undertook things together. But that kind of love 
wasn’t necessarily the kind of love I thought it was, because they were too 
familiar with each other. Many of the feelings they should’ve had ended up 
becoming something deeper before they came into being. 

Xiuxiu didn’t contact me again. Maybe I broke her heart or maybe it was the 
tragic event and decision I had made at that time that prevented her from 
being able to face me again. 

At this time, my heart had been trained well enough, so her avoidance 
seemed irrelevant to me. 

The last thing I want to mention is Poker-Face. 

Some people would say that I was more worried about him because he 
didn’t seem to belong to this world and was a person who went straight 
ahead with a purpose. Even if there were countless barbs placed in his path, 
he would plow straight ahead—regardless of any harm—until all of his flesh 
was scraped off or he reached his destination alive. 
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In fact, when it came to our previous two generations, I already had a 
general outline of the events surrounding the previous generation. But 
when it came to him and his purpose, I really didn’t know anything. 

I could clearly list everyone’s goals, but Poker-Face seemed to have been a 
passive puppet the whole time who was always acting for others’ purposes. 

Based on my experience with him, however, he was a very clear-cut person. 
Every time he went to a place, he had his own purpose, and based on his 
professional missing-person skills and his frequent sleepwalking, he had to 
know more than us. 

There were many times when I felt that our purpose was ridiculous in his 
eyes and his purpose was the core. 

At that time, he refused everyone’s company again and resolutely embarked 
on a journey of his own volition. 

“I can only go by myself on the road ahead. There’s no way you can go with 
me. It’s too dangerous and it has nothing to do with you.”  

What bullshit. We got involved in such a big plot and I finally got a clear view 
of the whole situation, but I found that Poker-Face didn’t care about it at all. 
What he cared about was something we all knew nothing about. 

Should I have held his thigh and cried “Don’t leave us”? But given the mood 
and situation at that time, no one had the strength or energy to do so, so we 
let him go. 

Now, the designed plot seemed to be over and most of the mysteries 
around me had vanished while the mystery surrounding him had never 
shown any signs of unraveling. 

After I separated from him, I never heard any news. 

We each had our own destiny, after all. He went all the way to the north, 
seemingly to his own end. Judging from the expression on his face when he 
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left, all of the misery we had gone through at that time was irrelevant to 
him. 

I still remembered Fatty’s words: if one of your relatives dies while the 
others are still alive, you will feel that this death was a great catastrophe. 
However, if the relatives around you die one by one within a year, you will 
slowly become numb.  

The look in Little Brother’s eyes when he left seemed to be the latter. After 
spending a long time watching the people around you die one by one in 
various ways, you’ll find that no one can stay with you. At this time, you’ll 
have a different view of death. 

A level deeper than numbness was indifference, indifference to death. 

Time passed slowly as I waited for the secret mentioned in the letter to be 
revealed, but nothing was sent to me. At first, I went to collect the mail 
twice a day, then once a day, then once every three days, and finally once a 
week, but I never received any information. 

I figured there would never be any mail sent to me and I had been cheated 
yet again. Everything seemed to be over. 

I wasn’t sad or even a little bit bothered. In fact, I even hoped later that the 
mail wouldn’t come. Every week, I would open my mailbox and close it 
silently, look at the scenery by West Lake, and scold my staff. These seemed 
to be the good days. 

In fact, the mail had arrived long ago, but I didn’t know at that time that a 
person who looked exactly like me had already taken it. And it was a long 
time before I found out about it. 

** 

A year later, at the beginning of autumn, I rode my bike around West Lake 
for some exercise and then returned to the shop. Upon entering the door, I 
noticed that Wang Meng’s face was a bit strange. 
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After this period of training, Wang Meng was already a very calm child, but 
his current expression meant that he had encountered something today that 
he couldn’t solve by himself. 

When I asked him what was wrong, he pointed to the side. I looked over and 
saw a man standing in the corner of the shop, flipping through some of the 
rubbings we hadn’t managed to sell. 

I was quite familiar with this person’s figure, but at that time, I didn’t 
recognize him. He was dressed in a black sweater with a large backpack 
beside him. 

“Little Brother.” When he turned his head, I instantly recognized him, 
“How… what… why are you back?” 

He looked at me quietly for a long time before he said, “I’ve come to say 
goodbye to you. My time is up.” 
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Chapter 76 Poker-Face’s Farewell 

Poker-Face and I found a table by the window at the restaurant next door. 
The sky outside was gloomy, overcast, and cloudy. The dark clouds looked 
especially depressing and it seemed like it would rain soon. 

Poker-Face was as silent as ever, but luckily, I was used to his indifference. 
When I finished ordering alone, I saw him silently looking out the window. 

I knew that if I didn’t speak, this state of his would continue until he left. He 
would never speak first just to break the awkward silence. 

After getting buffeted by the cold wind of West Lake for about five or six 
minutes, I lit a cigarette as the first dish was served and asked him, “Have 
you finished your business?” 

“Mmm.” He nodded his head and I realized that it was true. The persistent 
aura in his eyes had disappeared and was replaced with a deeper 
indifference. This deeper indifference was different from the time when he 
lost his memory in that it came from an extreme peace of mind. 

“Is everything finished?” I asked him. 

He turned to look at me, “It’s over.” 

“What are you going to do after this? Is there any place you want to go? Or 
are you planning to stay in Hangzhou?” I asked him, privately calculating my 
assets. Recently, housing prices in Hangzhou had been rising very fast. If this 
poor man wanted to buy a house here, he’d certainly ask me to lend him 
some money! I didn’t know where all of his money had gone, as I had never 
seen him with any large bills in his pocket. Damn it, I didn’t have enough 
money at all. If he really wanted to borrow money from me to buy a house, 
I’d better persuade him to rent for a while instead. 

“I have to go back to where I’m supposed to be,” he said. 
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“Where’s that? Is it far?” I asked him. He picked up the chopsticks, silently 
took a mouthful of food, and nodded his head. 

“Then you’re here…” I seldom chatted with him so seriously and felt 
particularly embarrassed since I had to follow his words and ask for them 
one by one. 

“I came to say goodbye to you,” he said. “It’s all over. I thought about it—
about my connection to this world—and it seems that the only one I can find 
now is you.” 

“It’s ok, you can call me in the future or even write to me. You can’t type but 
you can write, can’t you?” I asked. “In modern society, there’s no such thing 
as long distance.” 

He didn’t respond and just continued to eat. 

Poker-Face’s movements were very light, as if he didn’t need to use any 
strength at all. This was actually the reason why his wrist strength was 
extremely strong and his movements were so accurately controlled. When I 
had dinner with him before, there were always various people around and I 
didn’t pay much attention to him, but now, I felt very amazed looking at 
him. 

The atmosphere was silent again and I began to miss Fatty a lot. The main 
reason why I never felt awkward before was because Fatty always silently 
paid so much attention to the atmosphere. But now that it was just the two 
of us, I really couldn’t help it. 

“Speak, where are you going? After all we’ve experienced, we must be life-
long friends at this point. Just keep in touch,” I said. “If you need anything, 
don’t hesitate to ask me. Although I’m not rich, I can still support you with a 
basic life.” 

“I’m going to Changbai Mountain,” he said. 
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“Oh, that’s a very cold place,” I responded. “I hear Jiangnan’s nice. It’s a 
good place to live since it has four clear seasons and a humid climate.” 

“I can only go there.” He put his chopsticks down as he said this. 

We didn’t have a decent conversation again after that. In the ensuing 
silence, we finished eating quietly, but I didn’t feel embarrassed anymore. 
He eventually put his chopsticks down, looked at me, and then said, 
“Goodbye.” 

With that said, he stood up, picked up his bag, and went downstairs. I was a 
little surprised and cried out, “We haven’t finished our food yet!” 

But he was already downstairs by that point, so I sullenly smoked a few 
cigarettes, stood up, and leaned against the window. I saw that he was far 
along Gushan Road. 

I sat down and asked myself, what kind of situation is this? Is he afraid of the 
embarrassment because he doesn’t have any money to pay the bill? But that 
was impossible. There were times when we didn’t have money before and it 
didn’t seem to bother him. But after stewing over what he said just now, I 
found it a little odd. I couldn’t shake the sense that there was an especially 
inexplicable feeling to his words. 

“I came to say goodbye to you. It’s all over. I thought about it—about my 
connection to this world—and it seems that the only one I can find now is 
you.” 

I immediately stood up from my seat as I thought of one of his titles—
professional missing person. 

He never said a word when he up and left before, nor did he say anything 
like this at Banai when he told us he was leaving. It seemed unlikely that a 
professional missing person would say something like goodbye, but this 
time, he had come all the way to find me from who knows where to say it. 

This farewell had to be different from his previous departures. 
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A strong sense of foreboding had me feeling like I was sitting on pins and 
needles. Did this mean that one of my only friends was going to leave the 
city? No! Then the place that he was leaving...was it this world? 

“Changbai Mountain?” I dumped all my cash, told the waiter to send the 
change to Xiling Printing House next door, grabbed my jacket from the chair, 
and ran after him. 

I chased him all the way to Beishan Road. I was sweating all over but didn’t 
manage to catch up with him in the end. There were only countless empty 
taxis shuttling back and forth. 

I ran back to my shop, threw some things in my luggage, carried it back out, 
and said to Wang Meng, “I’m going out.” 

Wang Meng immediately turned pale and grabbed me. When I asked him 
why, he said, “Boss, when this kind of situation occurred before, there was 
only one person in the shop and you had to leave in a hurry. Now you’re 
going to leave for a long time. You have to explain.” 

I didn’t have time to explain, so I said to him, “If anyone comes to find me, 
just say that I’ve gone on vacation and you’ll take care of everything. If 
there’s any big deal that isn’t specially insured, don’t do it. We’ll talk about it 
when I come back.” 

“Will you really come back?” Wang Meng asked. 

“Why do you ask?” 

“Didn’t you say you’d never leave again? Normally, on TV dramas, all the 
masters are bound to die if they’re called out again after retiring from the 
business. Boss, you must be careful,” he said to me. 
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I patted him while thinking to myself, bastard, I’ll come back to clean up that 
crow beak of yours.(1) No longer listening to him, I just turned around and 
ran out. 

Poker-Face didn’t have an ID and couldn’t fly, so he either had to take a bus 
or a train. There were definitely trains running here, so I checked the 
timetable on my phone while I was in a taxi. I immediately discovered that 
he couldn’t take a train since the one running to Jilin only ran very late at 
night. It seemed that his only option was to take a long-distance bus. 

I asked the taxi to take me to the long-distance bus station. In this way, even 
if I couldn’t find him there, I still had time to go to the train station. It wasn’t 
like he could walk there, could he? When I thought of this, I felt like my plan 
was quite solid. 

I didn’t know if it was the peak transportation period, but when I got to the 
bus station, there were a bunch of people. I squeezed into the crowd and 
started looking for him. I felt as if I saw him several times, only to discover 
that that wasn’t the case at all. 

Then I ran to the bus entrance and continued to search nearby, but I still 
didn’t see him. I was sweating all over as I asked myself, was it the taxi 
driver’s fast speed? Did I actually pass him and arrive here first? Or is it true 
that Little Brother doesn’t have any money and didn’t take a taxi at all, but 
walked? It would be good if he’s just reached the intersection of Yan’an now. 

After a few laps, I found it impossible to find him under such circumstances, 
so I looked at the bus departure schedule. I only found that there wasn’t a 
single bus going to Jilin because the route seemed too far. My heart 
immediately settled down, but just as I was about to say that the train 
seemed to be his only option left, I saw a bus parked outside. He was sitting 
inside, and I watched in a daze as the bus started up and drove past the 
waiting room’s window. 

 
(1) Someone who makes inauspicious remarks 
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I cried out in surprise, what kind of situation is this?! I knew that there 
weren’t any buses going in the direction of Jilin so I immediately went to ask 
the attendant, who said that this was a bus to Beijing. 

Shit, it’s this kind of situation. No matter what bus, as long as it was going in 
one direction, he would definitely get on it first. This was Poker-Face’s logic. 
Only he knew all of his actions; they had nothing to do with reason. 

I ran out of the station. The bus exit was far away from the waiting room, so 
by the time I arrived, I couldn’t even see the taillights. I gasped for breath 
and told myself to calm down. In a city like this, I wouldn’t lose to a person 
with a grade nine disability when it came to living capabilities. 

I took a taxi back to the shop where Wang Meng was happily playing 
“Minesweeper”. When I entered, he almost fell off his seat in fright. 

“Boss, you’re back so soon this time.” 

“Cut the crap.” I kicked him out of his seat, booked a plane ticket online, and 
then quickly checked the bus schedule on the internet. Depending on where 
and when the bus arrived, he might continue to take that route. After 
writing it all down, I ran all the way to the airport. 

After flying to Beijing, I arrived at least five hours earlier than the bus. I 
bought some tea eggs to eat at the exit of the bus station as I waited for 
Poker-Face’s arrival. The whole time I was thinking, how should I persuade 
him? 

I couldn’t beat him at all, and I couldn’t even run. If he was really 
determined, then there was nothing I could do but waste my breath here. 
Or, I could take advantage of his unpreparedness and sneak attack him from 
behind. I found a brick on the side, weighed it, and looked at the tea egg 
seller nearby. His was about the same height as Poker-Face, so I imagined a 
few scenarios. 

The image of Poker-Face kicking me directly against the wall came to mind. 
He was too alert, so I figured the probability of a successful sneak attack on 
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him was too low. Moreover, on the off chance I did succeed, if I hit him too 
hard and killed him, I’d end up going to jail and facing a firing squad. If I 
went to the underworld and saw him again, I wouldn’t even begin to know 
how to explain it to him. 

Medication? 

I wondered if modern sleeping pills had any effect on his constitution. If it 
was useful, I’d get him to go to a place to rest first and then say that I had a 
particularly important matter to discuss with him and that I hoped he could 
help me. After that, I could put sleeping pills in his drink, and when he 
passed out, I could tie him up firmly, ask Xiao Hua for a car, and send him 
directly back to Hangzhou. 

An image popped into my head of Poker-Face turning away without any 
response when he heard that I wanted to discuss things with him. If I went 
up to grab him at that time, he would definitely turn around and kick me 
against the wall. 

I had a splitting headache, but couldn’t come up with anything no matter 
how hard I thought about it. Even if I tied him up and brought him back to 
Hangzhou, I had no way to keep him. Unless I made an iron cage to lock him 
up, he’d definitely leave. 

It may be possible if he was put in a psychiatric hospital, but his skill was too 
good. I didn’t think he could be trapped anywhere, and then the doctors and 
nurses in the hospital would be involved. 

Just thinking about it brought a chill to my heart and I realized that it was 
impossible. I couldn’t change his mind, but I would try my best. 

I also wondered if Poker-Face just wanted to settle down in the village under 
Changbai Mountain, look at the snowy mountains every day, smoke old 
cigarettes, and prepare to spend his old age in that place. 

But it didn’t matter. Even if that was the case, the most I would do was 
make a fool of myself, which didn’t matter at all. 
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When I came back to my senses, I saw the tea egg seller looking at the brick 
in my hand and hurriedly closing the stall to leave. Maybe my expression 
was very strange as I was thinking about it just now. In any case, I had 
already made a decision in my heart so I quickly threw the brick away. This 
was the last time. If I couldn’t persuade him, I wouldn’t insist. 

But Poker-Face would never act according to my wishes. I waited at the 
station until the bus arrived in the early morning and found that he wasn’t 
on it. 

I watched all the people get off one by one and leave. I looked behind them 
for a long time and finally made sure that Poker-Face really wasn’t there. I 
immediately got on the bus, grabbed the driver, and asked where Poker-
Face had gone. 

It took a long time for him to realize what I was talking about. He told me 
that Poker-Face got off at a toll station midway. I shook the driver and asked 
him, “Are you sure he got off the bus instead of going to the toilet for too 
long?” The driver said that what Poker-Face told him absolutely couldn’t be 
wrong. 

I asked for the location of the toll station before finding an internet cafe 
nearby, opening all the maps, and checking for myself. I found that there 
was a small town not far down from that toll station, where there was a bus 
that could lead to Erdao Baihe.(2) 

I called Xiao Hua and asked him to arrange a car for me directly. I paid all the 
expenses and rushed to Erdao Baihe directly, my heart filled with emotion. I 
had really underestimated this grade nine disabled Little Brother. He was 
obviously quite clear about the shortcuts to certain places, whether they be 
ancient tombs or modern society. 

There wasn’t any small talk on the way, and the next morning, I arrived at 
Erdao Baihe. After getting out of the car, I immediately asked the local 

 
(2) Jilin is the province. Erdao Baihe is a town at the foot of Changbai 
Mountain 
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people about the drop-off point for any vehicles. When I arrived there, I saw 
Poker-Face walking in a certain direction with his luggage on his back. 

I immediately called out to him, and he turned and looked back at me, 
slightly surprised. He didn’t ask why I had followed him, but just turned 
around and continued to walk away. I immediately stumbled to follow. 
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Chapter 77 To Erdao Baihe Again 

Erdao Baihe was very cold in autumn, but fortunately, Xiao Hua had 
prepared very warm clothes for me. Wrapped in a large jacket, I followed 
beside Poker-face and walked with him. “You’re not going to kill yourself 
here, are you?” I asked him. 

He gave me a look, shook his head, and walked on. “Are you going to stay 
here for a long time?" I continued to ask. "Why did you choose such a cold 
place?” 

He looked ahead and finally spoke after a long time, “Not here, I’m going 
there.” 

I looked up and followed his eyes, seeing the continuous snowy mountains 
on the horizon up ahead. 

At that moment, I stopped walking and stood there in shock for a while 
before continuing to catch up with him, “You want to enter the mountain?” 

He didn’t answer me and just kept walking straight to the snowy mountain. 

Poker-Face didn’t say a word the entire way and showed no intention of 
stopping. Whether I could keep up with him or not, he was going all the way. 

I kept asking questions without getting any answers, so I was burning with 
anger after a while. Just forget it, I thought to myself. If you want to die, just 
die. 

I had determined that Poker-Face was going up there to die because I 
couldn’t see any food packages on him, only that backpack he carried. Based 
on our experience with the last mountain expedition, you would starve to 
death in less than three days after entering the mountain with such 
equipment, not to mention returning to the city. 

The more I walked, the worse I felt. Soon, I saw a small vehicle pulling 
people up the mountain. When I saw a shop along the way, I stopped and 
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bought some things to stuff into my bag. Buying those dry goods didn’t take 
up much space, so the bag was soon full of all kinds of plastic bags. 

After that, the two of us went to get noodles and then drove all the way up 
the mountain. 

At this time, Poker-Face looked at me and said, “You can’t follow me.” 

“If I advise you not to go, will you listen?” I asked him. He shook his head, 
which made me furious, “Fuck, then if you advise me not to go, I won’t listen 
either. So stop talking, I’ll follow.” 

He looked at me, turned his face away again, and really stopped talking. 

We said nothing the whole way to a tourist inn located on the mountain. 
When we got out of the vehicle, the temperature was already quite low and 
he went straight into the inn and booked a room. I followed behind without 
looking at it, this time angry with myself. 

Poker-Face still didn’t say a word. When I lay down in the room, I began to 
regret it. 

According to our current situation, Poker-Face prepared the correct 
equipment before entering the mountain, while my equipment was too 
simple. I would definitely die. I was afraid I’d freeze to death without even 
reaching half our destination. Poker-Face must’ve understood this before 
and didn’t stop me at all, because when I got to the snowline, the problem I 
faced was definitely whether to die immediately or retreat. It seemed 
useless for me to threaten him with my life this time. 

Poker-Face had said before that he only saved those who didn’t want to die. 
If the other party had a choice to die or not, and they chose death, he 
wouldn’t intervene. I was in the same situation—if I chose to go to the snow 
line, followed him, and froze to death, he wouldn’t intervene to save me. 

While he was resting, I took advantage and immediately went out to buy 
more equipment. There were many travelers in the hotel so I took some 
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cash and bought a little here and there. When the money wasn’t enough, I 
swiped my card with the hotel owner—exchanging it for cash at a ratio of 
ten to eight—and continued to buy. Finally, I managed to gather together a 
set of equipment that could be used at the moment. 

After I put it on, it was simply horrible. Xiao Hua’s clothes weren’t thick 
enough so I had to put another suit over them, making me so bloated that I 
looked like a bear. The two gloves were different from each other, with the 
left hand being a woman’s glove that was very small and had limited 
mobility after wearing it. Any sort of work would basically depend on my 
right hand. 

There were a pair of mountaineering boots, but the previous owner 
obviously had sweaty feet so they stunk to death. I had no choice but to 
wear them. 

There were also some compressed biscuits for mountaineering. I sorted 
them out and put all the cooking utensils and the smokeless stove into the 
big mountaineering bag. I then divided the snacks I bought before and put 
them into a big plastic bag. It was only after all of this was done that I felt at 
ease. 

I also went back to rest after finishing, replaying everything in my head as I 
lay down on the bed. I didn’t know why I was doing this, but I really couldn’t 
let him enter the mountain alone. I didn’t have any reason to persuade him 
since I didn’t know what he wanted to do, so I could only go in with him and 
learn what it was before I could persuade him to come back. 

I didn’t know why, but I thought my behavior this time was very bad. Even 
though it was the middle of the night, I couldn’t sleep at all, so I got up and 
called my dad and Xiao Hua and told them what I thought. 

Dad only told me to have fun, which had me thinking to myself, how can I be 
happy? After hearing my thoughts, Xiao Hua hesitated for a moment and 
then said, “I was going to suggest you not follow, but I think you can try it 
for a while. After all, if you don’t do anything, you won’t be satisfied for the 
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rest of your life. But I suggest you pay attention to the distance when you go 
in. It’s autumn and Changbai Mountain hasn’t been closed yet so you should 
know which line to cross or you’ll be having a new lease on life. If you 
haven’t persuaded him to come back before this line, you have to turn 
back.” 

“But he doesn’t communicate with me at all," I said. "How can I persuade 
him?” 

“I believe that since he came to say goodbye to you, all you have to do is say 
the word. Even if he doesn’t answer, he’ll still hear you,” Xiao Hua said. 

At noon the next day, I set out with Poker-Face. When he went out, he 
looked back at me and I looked at him. “Don’t worry," I said, "I’ll accompany 
you on the final journey.” With that, he turned and set off. 

After that, there was nothing worth describing. Even a running account isn’t 
necessary. In the blink of an eye, three days had passed and we entered the 
snow line. 

Autumn was the peak tourist season in Changbai Mountain. There were 
many scenic spots above the snowline and even places where supplies could 
be replenished, which I was very excited to take advantage of. 

If you went further inside and walked through the areas with tourists, the 
path that we used to enter the snowy mountains before was now 
completely different. But Poker-Face still had a way, so he kept walking 
while constantly looking at the mountains and the sun’s position around 
him. That evening, we reached the ridge of a snowy mountain. 

At dusk, I saw a familiar sight again: the snow-capped mountains in the 
setting sun, giving off a feeling of warmth and coldness that was seamlessly 
connected. At that time, Poker-Face had worshiped the snowy mountain in 
the distance under the same sunset. This time, however, he didn’t kneel 
down but simply looked at it indifferently. The setting sun shone on his face 
with an extreme sense of desolation.  
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Chapter 78 Sacred Snowy Mountain 

Poker-Face stood on the snow-capped mountains with a solemn expression 

on his face. I didn’t know what kind of emotion this was, but I knew that 

these snow-capped mountains held special meaning to him. 

I imagined his heart couldn’t be empty at this time, as everything here 

must’ve had a certain origin with him, but I didn’t even have any sort of 

direction to speculate. 

Poker-Face stood like this for a long time. 

We didn’t move on that night. Instead, we dug a nest in the snow, covered it 

with a tarp, lit a smokeless stove, and passed the night. 

The next day, we set off again with our equipment and continued our 

journey into the mountains. 

Along the way, I kept talking about the beauty of the world, telling him of all 

the places he had never been to and all the delicious food there. He never 

spoke or showed any signs of boredom. 

In reality, I didn’t know what he was interested in, so I searched through all 

my previous experiences with him, looking for something he seemed to like. 

For example, he always looked out the window so I thought he might have a 

special preference for traveling. 

In the beginning, the intensity of my persuasion was quite high, but in the 

end, the road became more and more difficult to walk and my physical 

exertion became greater so I could only keep silent. After walking for several 

days in a row, we reached the snow-covered crest of the mountains. There 

wasn’t a bare surface in sight. As I stood on the high ground and looked 

behind me, I noticed that none of the villages could be seen. 

At first glance, I could see the Changbai Mountains stretch as far as the eye 

could see, with thousands of peaks and valleys, many of which were 

inaccessible. I had been unable to determine whether the route we took this 
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time was the same as the one we took the last time we entered the 

mountain. 

I remembered that when Shunzi brought us here, he told me the names of 

some peaks, including the Three Sacred Mountains and the Yaozi Mountain. 

The appearance of those peaks at that time seemed different from what I 

was seeing now. I also remembered that Pan Zi had told all kinds of jokes, 

but the mountains and the people were different now. 

We put up a tent on the third night. It was very close to the line I had set for 

our separation, which I estimated was only a day away. 

We found a dry place and lit a fire. While sitting in front of it, Poker-face 

looked at me silently for the first time. 

I also stared at him for a long time. Since he kept looking at me like this, I 

began to wonder whether the focus of his gaze was actually on me. When I 

found that he was really looking at me, however, I felt very strange. “Is 

something wrong with me? Is there a monster behind me?” I asked him 

several times, but he didn’t respond. I knew he wasn’t very normal at 

ordinary times, but I certainly couldn’t— and didn’t need to— understand 

this situation now. But after a while, he suddenly asked me for a cigarette. 

I handed it to him, thinking that he would chew on it like before, but I didn’t 

think he would put it in the fire and light it. Then he really started smoking. 

Wow, he really knows how to smoke, I said to myself in horror. 

In the light of the fire, he suddenly asked, “How long are you going to 

follow?” 

I couldn’t help but be shocked, “It has nothing to do with you, it’s my own 

business.” 

“If you continue to follow me, I’ll knock you out tomorrow,” he replied. 
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I looked at his expression and knew that he was definitely not joking. Feeling 

overwhelmed, I stammered out, “You… what do you want to do? Don’t mess 

around.” 

“You’ll be fine,” he said. 

It was so ridiculously funny that I retorted, “I won’t let you knock me out.” 

“Then you can run away now,” he said quietly, “or keep a long distance from 

me from now on.” 

“How far?” I asked him. 

“As long as you’re no more than a hundred meters away from me, I can hit 

you with a stone,” Poker-Face said. “I’ll carry you to a safe place, and when 

you wake up, you won’t find me.” 

At that moment, I paused. I had suddenly realized that although this 

dialogue was fun, the meaning contained within it was very clear. 

He didn’t want me to continue following him. He obviously didn’t believe 

the idea that I would give up when I reached that line. He was still following 

his own pace and felt that it was time to part. 

“Can’t you think it over again?” I asked him. “Is there any meaning for you to 

do this now?” 

“Is it significant to have such a thing as meaning?” Poker-Face showed little 

concern for the word “meaning”. He looked at the burning fire and said, 

“The word ‘meaning’ has no meaning in and of itself.” 

I looked at him for three minutes without saying anything before I turned 

and walked into the tent. 

I gave up. I really had nothing to say, but if it was possible, I really wanted to 

go up and slap him a few times. I didn’t think it likely that he would 

immediately turn over and knock me out, but it was very likely that I 

wouldn’t reach him since he was too fast. And scolding him was just like 
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scolding a stone; there was no pleasure in it. I had said all the right things, so 

I knew it was no use doing anything now. 

It was only a day’s journey, anyways. Instead of going to the line I had set 

myself, continuing to struggle helplessly until I collapsed, and then being 

knocked unconscious by him, it was better to give up here. I could stay here 

and watch him disappear in the snow. 

At this time, I had already decided that I would go back first thing at dawn. I 

would make a mark here and visit every year to sweep the tomb. 

I lay in my sleeping bag, feeling so depressed that I was unable to sleep. 

After lying down for more than ten minutes, Poker-Face came in and began 

to tidy up his things. After a while, he said, “Goodbye.” 

“Friend,” I said to him, “let’s go tomorrow. I won’t follow you.” He nodded, 

took out his night watch equipment, and then left the tent. 

At this time, my heart was filled with despair. 

A very good friend of yours was determined to die. You looked at him, but 

couldn’t stop him. There was a layer between you and him that couldn’t be 

penetrated by any tool. You could touch this thing in any way, but you 

couldn’t find a gap to break through it. 

After I made the decision, I felt very sad, but I also felt that I should try and 

understand Poker-Face’s sentence: the word “meaning” had no meaning in 

and of itself. 

I turned away, slowly calmed down, ignored the guy outside, and closed my 

eyes. 

I fell asleep before I knew it. I didn’t know how long I slept, but I was 

awakened by a strange sound. It sounded like a group of weird people 

singing in their sleep, and the number of people singing seemed to be 

particularly large. It was very strange to hear it in such a place. 
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When I woke up, I opened my eyes and realized that it was the sound of the 

wind. 

My tent was swaying from side to side and the lantern we had used seemed 

like it would fall off at any moment as the light occasionally brightened then 

dimmed. I got up and went out, finding that there was a strong wind around 

me that was carrying snowflakes into the valley. Poker-Face wasn’t around 

and his luggage was missing. 

God damn it, he left without saying goodbye. I felt my head to see if he had 

knocked me out while I was sleeping, but it was fine. It appeared he had 

seen me fall asleep and didn’t even bother to knock me out. 

I looked at the sky again and knew that it was going to be bad. This kind of 

weather… if you hesitated any longer, it would definitely bring disaster. The 

first heavy snow in Changbai Mountain was definitely coming today. 

If you went further into the mountains, you just might die. I noticed that 

Poker-Face didn’t even take any food with him and my heart filled with 

emotion, knowing that it was a foregone conclusion. 

The wind was getting stronger and stronger, and the tent was almost blown 

away. I looked at the time and estimated that if I walked back for three days, 

I could find a place where I could stock up on supplies. The earlier I left, the 

less chance I had of being caught by the snowstorm, so I began to tidy up 

everything. When that was done, I saw that the snow on all of the 

surrounding slopes was blowing in mid-air, and everything seemed as if it 

would collapse at any time. 

Before that, I thought Poker-Face still had a chance of survival. Even after I 

returned to the tourist area, if I told them that one of the people in the 

mountain was missing, they might send someone out to search. If there 

were a lot of people, they might even be able to tie Poker-Face up. With this 

weather situation, however, I was afraid that even if a regiment or a division 

was sent to search, Poker-Face had no chance of survival. 

The good news was that he had no relatives or things to worry about. 
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There was an old saying in China: determined to eat the steel-yard weight. 

No one could change what Poker-Face had decided, and I had already tried 

my hardest when I came here. So, I suppressed all kinds of sadness in my 

heart and began to walk back. 

The wind was getting stronger and stronger. I had only taken a few steps 

when the snow on the slope in front of me suddenly slid down in large areas 

and my path started to become more and more difficult to walk. 

After walking several hundred meters, I went around a mountain pass and 

found that my situation was bad. All the mountains in front of me had 

collapsed, and I saw a bit of snowpack(1) I had never seen before.  

I climbed a few meters and nearly fainted at the sight. These snowpacks 

completely messed up the route I had taken when I came here, and I 

couldn’t tell which way I should go. 

I lit a cigarette and took a few puffs, wondering what to do. It was still 

relatively close to the tourist area, after all, but I had to find a way to get 

out. I was afraid that if I went in the wrong direction, I would be in trouble. 

Although I was very sad about Poker-Face’s fate, it was still very depressing 

to think that I would probably die before him. 

It was like having a person who was dying of a serious illness. Basically, you 

were the type of person who was going to attend his memorial service, but 

when you arrived, the dying man was waiting for you with a submachine 

gun. He swept you away in a rain of bullets, you fell into a pool of blood, and 

then he himself fell into the coffin and died. As you lay there on the ground 

and watched your body bleed out… think of how complicated your emotions 

would be. 

This was how I felt now. 

 
(1) A snowpack is the snow that falls and remains on the ground, not melting 
until temperatures rise. 
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After finishing my cigarette, I continued to climb when I suddenly found that 

there were a bunch of fist-sized snowballs falling from overhead. 

The snowballs varied in size and were obviously formed naturally. I looked 

up and saw that the snow above had slid quite severely, and pieces of the 

snowy slopes kept breaking off and falling down. I climbed up carefully, 

reached the top of the mountain, and immediately found the path to 

continue. 

Now that my heart had finally settled down, I made my way down from the 

top of the mountain to the other side where it was very sunny. I looked up 

and saw the sun rising from behind the mountain and noticed that the 

snowy slope opposite was like a huge mirror. I felt a warm feeling wash over 

me, and then I suddenly found that everything around me had turned pink 

and became very fuzzy. 

Stunned, I wondered what was going on. Then I realized that it was snow 

blindness. I immediately closed my eyes, knowing that I couldn’t use them 

again. If I did, it would be completely dark and I wouldn’t be able to see 

anything in front of my eyes. 
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Chapter 79 Snow Blindness 

The recovery time for snow blindness was one to three days. If I got this 

here, I wouldn’t only die earlier than Poker-Face, I’d also die miserably. 

What was I looking for? 

I closed my eyes, feeling extremely depressed. Fuck, the last time I came 

here, it was full of gloomy snow clouds so I didn’t have a chance to 

encounter this problem and didn’t prepare myself this time. But who 

would’ve thought this would happen? This time, I really fucking killed 

myself. 

Snow blindness was a very strange disease, which was generally believed to 

be a symptom of temporary blindness caused by intense light stimulation of 

the retina. After a few days’ rest, the eyesight would recover by itself, but 

those who had experienced snow blindness before would suffer even worse 

if they didn’t pay attention. Repeated snow blindness would gradually 

weaken one’s eyesight, causing long-term eye diseases and even permanent 

blindness in severe cases. 

When walking in snow, you usually wore goggles or sunglasses to relieve 

and prevent such a thing from occurring. 

Another study by Americans, however, showed that snow blindness was 

actually caused by excessive tension in the eyes due to the fact that they 

couldn’t find a focused object in the snow (only pure white could be seen on 

snowy mountains most of the time). Snow blindness rarely occurred 

suddenly and violently, but once symptoms appeared, you couldn’t use your 

eyes again until they had time to rest. 

In other words, according to my current situation, I estimated that it would 

take twelve hours before I could continue to use my eyes with confidence. 

During this period, I had to also be very careful when using my eyes 

intermittently. This meant that I was stuck here for a long time. 
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I felt extremely depressed when I thought about it. Why was it smooth 

sailing when I came here, but now it had become such a trial? If something 

had happened to me when I came, Poker-Face probably would’ve had to 

send me back. 

I should’ve found a reason to cripple myself a few days ago. 

I was just thinking of sulking when I suddenly felt a looseness under my butt 

and the whole snowy slope I was sitting on slipped down. 

It was absolutely impossible to stop sliding down the slope; I couldn’t react 

at all. I only felt myself spinning and sliding all the way, my hands scrabbling 

around aimlessly. At this time, it was impossible to close my eyes. I inserted 

my hand deep into the snow several times, trying to stop myself by relying 

on resistance, but every time I tried, it only caused a bigger block of snow to 

slide down. 

I screamed as I rolled all the way down the hillside. I knew it was a very 

steep cliff with a drop of at least thirty meters, so even if there was snow 

below, I would never be safe. 

In the past, I might have accepted death, but now I couldn’t. Terrified, I 

scrabbled for purchase everywhere, but I slid off the cliff and fell into the air 

in an instant. 

When I rolled off the cliff and fell down six or seven meters, I found that 

everything around me had turned to slow motion and I could see all the 

snow that followed after me. It was coming in all kinds of strange 

trajectories. 

Then I landed on my back in the snow. 

Falling into a swath of cotton-like snow from a height of thirty meters was a 

very enjoyable thing to think about. I didn’t even know how deep I fell into 

the snow, but I knew that there must be a pit shaped like a human body, 

and the figure must look very strange. 
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The snow here was especially soft, and after falling, countless pieces rolled 

off the edge and hit me in the face. 

My head was completely covered to death, but fortunately, I didn’t feel like I 

hit something hard when I fell. If there were a stone or two in the snow, I 

definitely wouldn’t feel like this. 

I wiped the snow off my face and climbed up, leaning my head out of the pit. 

I was about to swear when I suddenly sensed a shadow above me. Looking 

up, I saw right away that the snowy slope I had just fallen down had all 

slipped off the cliff. 

That shadow was the snowy slope. Looking at the trajectory, I estimated 

that a ton of snow would directly hit me on the face and force me back into 

the pit. 

The falling snow was like sand and immediately blocked everything around 

me, including my nose and mouth. 

Struggling hard, I found that the snow on top was extremely thick like dirt 

and it was burying me. No matter how I pushed at it, I couldn’t find a place 

to get out. 

I couldn’t hold my breath any longer and began to breathe, but every breath 

was a mouthful of ice. There were two big differences between snow and 

water: snow wasn’t solid, so there would be countless small spaces in the 

middle that were filled with air. I twisted my head to carve out a small, 

compressed space and immediately took a few breaths. Although I wasn’t 

that worried, I was dizzy and my chest still felt extremely stuffy. 

But just when I was on the verge of despair, I suddenly heard something 

outside. Then, my restless hand was grabbed and I was pulled out of the 

snow pit. I gulped in a big mouthful of air and saw that it was Poker-Face 

who had grabbed the back of my collar and yanked me out of the snow. 
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My vision was still filled with a pink hue and everything was quite fuzzy. 

When I looked at him, I immediately felt angry and asked him, “Why did you 

come back?” 

He looked at me, then at the cliff overhead, and said to me, “I heard your cry 

for help.” 

It wasn’t surprising that he could hear my voice when I was in the air. Damn 

it, I thought to myself, at that time I was greeting your ancestors. I got up, 

squinted around, and was somewhat moved when I immediately realized 

that he must’ve jumped from a height of thirty meters. 

He still came back. I suddenly wondered if he had been enlightened. Was 

this a chance given to me by the heavens to persuade him? His return 

showed that he was still attached to the world. 

But he spoke before I could say anything. 

“Come with me,” Poker-Face said. “This is a dead valley. More snow will fall 

down and go to the center.” He pointed around the area and it was only at 

this time that I found that this place was surrounded by cliffs more than 

thirty meters high. I couldn’t help but curse darkly. 

I looked around and found that there was no way out. Then I saw Poker-

Face clutching his hand. 

He was expressionless, but his hand was squeezing his wrist tightly. “What’s 

the matter?” I hurriedly asked him. “Are you hurt?”  

“It’s fine,” he said flatly. “I had the injury before I came here, but it didn’t 

get better.” I breathed a sigh of relief and moved to help him with his 

backpack but he blocked me with his hand. I immediately saw that it was 

bent at a particularly strange angle and I knew right away that it was broken. 

I couldn’t help but frown, “Your hand—what? It seems to be broken?” 

“I broke it before I came to see you,” Poker-Face said. “It had recovered a 

little, but when I jumped down just now, I moved it too much.” 
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I stared for a long time and couldn’t help but laugh. 

It was beyond my expectation that things had suddenly developed to this 

point. 

We were trapped now. I had the early symptoms of snow blindness, the 

weather was getting worse and worse, and Poker-Face broke his wrist to 

save me. I had few choices now. 

If I couldn’t accompany him out, then I could only walk with him until he 

decided to knock me out. Otherwise, it really didn’t make sense. 

A broken wrist was very painful, so I looked at my equipment and tried to 

find something useful to give Poker-Face first aid. Fortunately, nothing was 

broken and the backpack and food were in good condition. Some things had 

been thrown out while I was rolling around and couldn’t be found since they 

were buried in the snow, but the most important compressed food was still 

there. I found a snowy slope and broke off two icicles to act as braces so I 

could splint Poker-Face’s wrist. The wind wasn’t particularly strong here, but 

snowballs were blown down from time to time and hit us on the head, 

which hurt a lot. If there were any snowballs that were a little bigger or 

contained ice, they would probably injure us. 

After I finished helping him, I said, “No matter what you’re going to do, you 

have to find a place to rest first. But in your current condition, you may die 

on the way. I think you’d better go back to recover first. We might as well go 

back together.” 

He shook his head and said faintly, “This is a small matter. Please go.” 

“You broke your hand to save me,” I argued. “If this causes your final plan to 

fail, I’ll feel bad. That’s why I have to go with you.” 

“Then I’ll use the method I mentioned last night,” he said. 

“That’s fine, do whatever you want,” I replied. “If you really knock me out, I 

have nothing to say, but I hope you know that if you need someone to 
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accompany you to the end, I won’t refuse. I want to go with you. It’s my own 

decision, so you don’t have to worry about it.” 

There was nothing more to say. Poker-Face had said so much to me that I 

didn’t think there was anything more he could do about it. We stayed silent 

for a moment longer before finally moving on. When walking to the center 

of the valley, Poker-Face said, “The first snowstorm will come in three days. 

If we can’t reach the hot spring from before, we’ll both die here. If you go 

back from here, you’ll soon be able to return to your world.” 

Poker-Face was trying to tell me that even if I wanted to accompany him, 

things weren’t as easy as I thought they would be. But I had already made 

up my mind and would no longer listen to—or even think about—the 

rationality of his words.  

“Then I’ll go too,” I said. “This was my own idea.”  

I sorted all the equipment so that he could carry less weight, but he took 

over his own equipment and didn’t ask me to split it. Instead, he carried it 

on his shoulder. His equipment wasn’t much, but it was quite heavy and 

clearly weighed on him. 
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Chapter 80 Old Haunt 

We continued to move forward, looking for a way out of the snow valley, 

and finally found a place to climb that was hidden by the snow. I scraped the 

snow off with a mountain pick bit by bit, looking for a foothold on the rock 

so that I could climb up. We rested on the rock wall that night, and it wasn’t 

until noon the next day that we climbed the thirty-meter-high cliff. 

I followed Poker-Face as we continued to move forward with difficulty. At 

dusk, we might not have walked more than twenty kilometers, but we found 

traces of snowmelt all around. Poker-Face put his ear to the ground to 

listen, touched the ground bit by bit, and finally found the gap that had been 

buried by the snow. 

After dark, the temperature dropped much lower than expected. We 

entered the gap and came to the hot spring where we had rested before. 

We made a fire to keep warm and boiled some soup. 

I had no appetite and didn’t want to eat anything, and Poker-Face didn’t 

seem to want to eat anything either. After taking a break at the crevice, we 

continued to walk further inside. By this time, I already knew exactly where 

Poker-Face was going—he was heading towards the bronze door. That place 

had completely overturned my worldview and I wholeheartedly didn’t want 

to see it again. 

But it was obvious that that was Poker-Face’s destination. If we continued 

walking all the way inside this crevice, we would soon reach that place and 

could bypass the entire Heavenly Palace in the Clouds. 

I thought about those human-faced birds but didn’t know what the situation 

was like now. That night, I had a dream that Poker-Face and I said goodbye 

to each other before we arrived at the bronze door. Then he went in and left 

me alone at the door. As soon as I looked back, countless human-faced birds 

were staring at me, which startled me awake. When I woke up, I saw that 

Poker-Face wasn’t sleeping but was sorting out all his things. 
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When I asked him what he was doing, he said, “I’m looking at what you can 

use. I’ll leave it with you. You may need it on your way back.” 

I was surprised, “What about you?” 

“In this place, it doesn’t matter even if I’m as bare as a newborn. I’m already 

very close to my destination,” he said. “You don’t need to go in again. It’s 

too dangerous.” 

I watched in surprise as Poker-Face took out two ghost seals from his pack, 

weighed them in his hands, and then handed one to me.  

“Since you’re here, I think you should know something,” he said. “Take this 

ghost seal back with you, I only need one.” 

“Where did you get this other one?” 

“Granny Huo gave it to me,” Poker-Face said. “You weren’t aware of it at the 

time.” 

“What is this thing for?” I got straight to the point, no longer interested in 

knowing what was going on in the background. 

“It’s used to open the door,” Poker-Face said. 

When I took the ghost seal, he added, “When you bring this thing to the 

bronze door, it will open. Ten years from now, if you still remember me, you 

can take this thing and open the door. You might see me inside.” 

“What exactly is behind that door?” I asked him. “Why are you going in?” 

“I can’t tell you what’s behind the door,” Poker-Face said. “I can only tell you 

one thing. Many years ago, I carried a secret and found what you call the 

Mystic Nine. In the Zhang family’s ancestral practice, retention has always 

been the biggest goal. The Zhang family’s whole development process is 

centered around the hope that during troubled times, the family can survive 

and thus retain the mass burial at the Zhang family’s ancient building. 

Judging from the information I received, only the patriarch can know the 

huge secret, and the Zhang family has known this secret since the very 
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beginning. This secret has run throughout China’s long history, but no one 

knows what it is. We only know that the secret itself exists and that it has a 

critical time node, which has now arrived. After the Zhang family’s last 

remaining hope was dashed, I found the Mystic Nine at that time. I was 

hoping to use their strength to help the Zhang family and jointly undertake 

this obligation so that the secret wouldn’t be discovered, but none of them 

kept their promise. 

“The core of the secret I want to protect is behind this bronze door. 

Guarding it will take time. I will enter the bronze door for ten years and wait 

for the next successor.” 

“Why did none of them keep their promise?” 

“Because in the nearly one hundred years that have passed, all the people 

who guarded the secret were Zhang family members, thus weakening our 

power. In our previous agreement, the people in the Mystic Nine were to 

take turns to guard the secret.” 

“None of them went?” 

Poker-Face nodded, “I am the last Zhang Qiling of the Zhang family, and I 

must be the guardian in the days to come. Since you are here, however, I 

want to tell you that ten years from now, if you still remember me, you can 

open this huge bronze door to replace me.” 

“Wait a minute.” After digesting all this information, I asked, “You mean, the 

Mystic Nine takes turns, and your Zhang family has been rotating for several 

generations?” 

When Poker-Face nodded, I asked him, “If that’s the case, then according to 

the promise, whose turn is it now?” 

“Yours,” Poker-Face said. 

Mine? I paused, “Do you mean that I should go behind this bronze door and 

stay there for ten years?” 
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Poker-Face nodded. I was just about to say that he had made it all clear 

when he suddenly reached out and pressed the back of my neck. I 

immediately lost consciousness. 

That was the last time I saw Poker-Face. When I woke up, all traces of him 

had disappeared, with the exception of the ghost seal he had left me. 

I went crazy looking for him, squeezing into the deep crevice only to find 

that there was no path. The one we came out of before was unexpectedly 

closed. 

I remembered when Poker-Face had disappeared in front of me when he 

crawled inside on our last visit. Did he activate some mechanism at that time 

to create a later path? 

I stayed there for three days in utter despair until the snowstorm slowly 

subsided. 

There’s nothing to say about the journey back. 

I finally returned to Hangzhou. While I was walking beside West Lake, it 

began to drizzle. As I recalled everything I had experienced before and 

thought about everyone’s ending, I suddenly felt very tired. 

I didn’t know why, but my tears began to flow down. I went back to my shop 

as if it were the old days when nothing ever happened. 

I thought that after I had finished all this, there would still be something left, 

but I didn’t think that there would be nothing left at all. 

I did realize, however, that I couldn’t stop yet. I still had to go on, because 

there were still another ten years to go.  
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Chapter 81 Conclusion 

The story should be over by now. I knew all the puzzles I could know and put 

down the ones that I couldn’t. But there are still some things worth 

mentioning and sorting out, which are beneficial to the integrity of the 

whole story. 

By now, I could basically confirm that the Zhang family was indeed from the 

northeast and they lived in an area beyond the Shanhai Pass where ethnic 

minorities usually inhabited. Of course, they weren’t a minority at that time. 

It was also basically known that since the Mongolians entered the Central 

Plains during the Yuan Dynasty in China, the Zhang family’s activities were at 

their lowest, and almost all of them were hidden. It wasn’t until the Ming 

Dynasty that they resumed their activities. 

The Zhang family had extremely strict family rules, and Zhang Qiling wasn’t a 

name that just anybody could be called. Only the heir of the clan’s chosen 

patriarch could take that name. 

That was why the Zhang Qiling project was created at that time. They 

wanted to use this method to find the current patriarch of the Zhang family. 

And I guess in regards to the Zhang family’s strange blood, not all of them 

had it. It was probably a recessive gene that could even be said to be a 

disease. Among the Zhang family, only a few people had it, and among those 

who did, the one with the strongest blood effect was likely to become the 

patriarch. The patriarch’s wife also had to be a woman with the same 

strange blood in her family so as to ensure that the ability could continue. 

This was the so-called intermarriage we had seen, but it also led to the long-

term inheritance of another genetic disease, namely amnesia. 

No one had entered the ancient building since the middle of the Republic 

era, which indicated that the Zhang family began to decline rapidly at that 

time. The reason for this was because they had reached the end of China’s 

feudal society, and the ensuing revolutions were completely focused on 
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ideology. The Zhang family had more wealth and power, and under the 

impact of this new trend of thought, they began to fall apart from within. 

It was at that time that Zhang Da Fo Ye’s small family, as one of the forces, 

left the Zhang family’s control, supposedly led by Zhang Da Fo Ye’s father. 

When they left, they didn’t take any information about the family with 

them. They still moved around in the northeast, but they abandoned all the 

ancestral teachings of the Zhang family and began to trade extensively, 

gradually becoming businessmen. After the Japanese invaded, Zhang Da Fo 

Ye’s family almost died in the local war, so he fled to Changsha with his 

people. It was also said that he went there because Changsha was said to be 

the stronghold of tomb-robbing inside the Shanhai Pass. 

After he arrived in Changsha, Zhang Da Fo Ye rapidly expanded his power, 

actively resisting the Japanese on one hand and developing relations with 

the local heroes on the other. At that time, it was the most turbulent and 

legendary period in China. Heroes from all walks of life came forth one after 

another and the Mystic Nine slowly came into being. Three of them became 

members because of Zhang Da Fo Ye’s resistance to the Japanese and slowly 

moved closer to the military circles. Zhang Da Fo Ye entered politics after 

China’s victory in the war, and his background ensured him the position of 

head of a special department. At the same time, he must have discovered 

the Zhang family’s secret of longevity. 

Although he wasn’t familiar with the Zhang family’s main clan, Fo Ye knew 

that all of his ancestors’ secrets were in the Zhang family’s ancient building, 

which was the family’s mass grave. 

He needed to find the Zhang family’s ancient building. 

First, he started the Zhang Qiling project to look for the Zhang family 

patriarch that had completely disappeared during the chaos of war. 

A large number of people with the same name and surname as Zhang Qiling 

had been found, but they weren’t the one he was looking for. At that time, 

the Mystic Nine was under Zhang Da Fo Ye’s supervision, and although they 
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were protected, they were also monitored. They finally found Zhang Qiling 

in the 1960s, and under his leadership, the Mystic Nine carried out the 

largest joint grave robbery in history. But they suffered heavy losses in the 

end. 

The event resulted in two consequences. 

The first was that Zhang Qiling’s authority had been severely questioned and 

the whole organization had been divided into two groups. One group had 

been rescued by Zhang Qiling, and the wisest among the Mystic Nine like 

Granny Huo supported and worshiped him as a god. As a result, Zhang Da Fo 

Ye’s control over them had become very strained. The other group blamed 

Zhang Qiling for the entire event’s failure. Zhang Da Fo Ye’s family had also 

split into two factions. The Zhang Qiling faction was facing a purge, while the 

second faction was becoming more and more powerful because of its close 

ties with the top. In the end, the two sides ended up fiercely fighting each 

other. 

My grandfather felt a strong urge to retire, as he didn’t want to see any 

more people die for meaningless things. He saw these former heroes dying 

in vain in order to follow Zhang Da Fo Ye, so he stood by Zhang Qiling as 

well. At that time, Zhang Qiling was seriously injured because of that event 

and completely lost his memory when he woke up. 

My grandfather made arrangements for his three sons. He knew that the 

next generation wouldn’t escape, but my wise grandfather saw the 

opportunity for things to develop. He hoped that by my generation, he could 

completely extract the Wu family from this strange circle, so he planned my 

father’s, Uncle Two’s, and Uncle Three’s lives. 

Grandpa’s plan was very clever in that everything was completely based on 

the different personalities of the three brothers. He chose the most 

calculating Uncle Two as his successor and hoped that my father and the 

most uncontrollable Uncle Three could completely break away from the 

control of the organization. 
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What he didn’t plan for was Uncle Three’s rebellion being beyond his 

control. Not only had Uncle Three become the most skilled and reckless 

tomb robber among the three brothers, but he had also become one of the 

most promising talents. 

As a result, Uncle Two took a backup role. 

The representative of the Wu family in the Mystic Nine’s second generation 

became Wu Sanxing, who didn’t know at the time that this wasn’t a glorious 

thing. Of course, the top also didn’t know that Uncle Three wasn’t an easy 

character to deal with. 

All the other families had their own plans. The Huo family had been 

supporting Zhang Qiling because of their marriage relations with the top 

officials. Like all women, Huo Xiangu did everything she could during that 

period to protect Zhang Qiling’s life. 

Xie Jiuye, leading the Xie family, was the one who could really see through 

everything. He knew that evasions like my grandfather’s and moves like Huo 

Xiangu’s couldn’t solve the problem at all. In the end, the Mystic Nine would 

definitely be completely destroyed. He had seen too many similar examples 

in history. 

Having understood this, Xie Jiuye began to play a very, very vicious game. He 

found his son and moved his first chess piece. 

The Mystic Nine’s counterattack started with Xie Jiuye’s plot. 

The follow-up archaeological work on the Zhang family’s ancient building 

was the first gathering of the Mystic Nine’s second generation. But they 

didn’t know what a dangerous adventure this would end up being. Except 

for a few core people, nobody knew that the event at that time was not an 

archaeological event but a funeral. Archaeological research on the Zhang 

family’s ancient building was completed in 1970, thanks to a large amount 

of data obtained from the largest tomb robbery in history (most of the data 

consisted of the results obtained by gold-toothed Jin Wantang). 
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This was a force that had never appeared before. The team was led by the 

then-powerful Zhang Da Fo Ye’s family and had completed all the 

archaeological exploration activities. But after entering the ancient building, 

the team was completely wiped out. 

For this reason, the fresh-faced second generation was launched, but that 

team was destroyed by Pan Ma. Only a few people who were exploring 

underground survived, but when they returned aboveground, Xie Jiuye’s 

team had taken over everything. 

The team didn’t complete the original task at all. They burned the coffin that 

was meant to be buried, sealed the body with molten iron, destroyed all 

information, took the body, and began to flee. They then found that a 

strange organization had begun to hunt them all over the world. 

When they escaped to Hangzhou, they were hunted to the greatest extent 

and had no choice but to turn to my grandfather. At that time, my Uncle 

Three was exploring a secret imperial tomb of the Southern Song dynasty in 

Hangzhou under the guise of building a shop. My grandfather used a trick to 

throw this strange organization off the scent and hid the corpse in that 

Southern Song Dynasty’s imperial tomb. 

At that time, Xie Jiuye’s people split up, infiltrated the organization, and 

began to purposefully destroy a large number of relevant information, killing 

or replacing key personnel. It was at that time that Granny Huo discovered 

that something was wrong with her daughter. 

At the same time, Xie Jiuye’s other purpose was to rescue Zhang Qiling. But 

the Golmud sanatorium was beyond anyone’s reach at that time, and all the 

core information and people were inside. 

The research continued, and the fake team received an order to go to Xisha. 

When the archaeological team was gathering its equipment in Xisha, the 

real Huo Ling and Chen Wen-Jin used secret orders that had been faked to 

transfer the fake Huo Ling and Wen-Jin to Changbai Mountain and mixed 

themselves into the fake archaeological team. In order to bring help, Chen 
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Wen-Jin found Uncle Three, and Xie Jiuye’s insider finally managed to 

transfer Zhang Qiling out of the sanatorium at that time. 

In the meantime, in order to obtain greater support, Xie Lianhuan had made 

contact with Qiu Dekao, whose internal relations helped Xie Lianhuan obtain 

first-hand information about the Xisha underwater tomb. 

This was the first time that Uncle Three had intervened in this matter. At 

that time, Xie Jiuye had passed away and Xie Lianhuan found that there was 

a problem in the team. But for a while, he couldn’t figure out that it was 

because the person who had been replaced had been switched back to the 

original because the whole setup was very strange. The difference between 

Xie Lianhuan and Xie Jiuye was that he wasn’t as unfeeling as Xie Jiuye and 

couldn’t sacrifice everything for the ultimate purpose. He was very puzzled 

by Wu Sanxing’s appearance, so he joined the team. 

At that time, Xie Lianhuan’s plan was to follow Xie Jiuye’s thinking and find 

someone to replace Wu Sanxing, so he took a boat in advance and followed 

the archaeological team’s boat at a distance. There was a man on the boat 

who was ready to replace Wu Sanxing. Xie Jiuye must have had this man 

prepared a long time ago. 

But Wu Sanxing was completely out of control, and the events Uncle Three 

described to me before finally happened. The story of Xie Lianhuan and 

Uncle Three at the bottom of the sea was invented by Uncle Three because 

it was the first time that they were alone in a situation where no one could 

watch them. 

They had a fierce conflict in the tomb, but at that time, Uncle Three was at 

his peak. His skill, alertness, courage, and ferocity made up for his 

recklessness. The man in the dark was killed as soon as he attacked Uncle 

Three. 

Either by Uncle Three’s pressure or by some chance, Xie Lianhuan came up 

with a whole new plan. Thus, in the burial chamber of the undersea tomb, 

the two men conspired together. By his presence alone, Xie Jiuye had 
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already messed up the organization’s operation, while the addition of Uncle 

Three had changed the plan that Xie Jiuye had passed down. 

Uncle Three’s determination and boldness made up for Xie Lianhuan’s flaws, 

and coupled with his own caution, they started a fast and bold plan to 

completely destroy the core layer of the organization, namely the 

descendants of Zhang Da Fo Ye. 

At the heart of this was the need to find a certain sanatorium. So, Xie 

Lianhuan put on a mask that looked like my Uncle Three and played a 

double act while Uncle Three knocked out all the people in the undersea 

tomb with forbidden incense. He then transported everybody to the shore 

by boat and returned them to the organization. 

Forbidden incense was a very special drug that could cause confusion for a 

long time. Xie Lianhuan pretended to be the first to wake up, made up a 

story, and then transported them to the sanatorium. After that, Xie 

Lianhuan and Uncle Three joined forces inside and outside while 

simultaneously using tricks to cut off the connection between the 

sanatorium and the organization. 

At the same time, another team was tricked into going to Changbai 

Mountain, and as expected, something happened in the Heavenly Palace. 

The corpses we saw in that endless cycle were the bodies of these people. 

According to the number of bodies, combined with Shunzi’s account, those 

who went in that year weren’t completely annihilated. Those people who 

impersonated Wen-Jin and Huo Ling must’ve had some skills, but I didn’t 

know if they were the two that had managed to escape. 

The situation had changed here, however, and all the teams were divided 

into three groups: Chen Wen-Jin who had escaped, Uncle Three and Xie 

Lianhuan, and then Poker-Face. 

The real Uncle Three had been looking for people from Xie Lianhuan and 

Chen Wen-Jin’s groups, but in the process of escaping from the sanatorium, 

Chen Wen-Jin found that she could no longer trust anyone. Both Xie 
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Lianhuan and Wu Sanxing were obviously untrustworthy because they 

would sacrifice anybody to achieve their goals, while the organization was 

even more untrustworthy. In order to evade capture and find the truth, she 

started the Golmud expedition and set up the video mechanism to warn the 

third generation. 

When I think of this, I feel a strong sense of warmth. Throughout the whole 

situation, everyone was ruthless and bloody, while only the team led by 

these two women focused on protection and exploration, even in the face of 

such a huge dilemma. 

Meanwhile, Uncle Three and Xie Lianhuan had been squatting in Hangzhou, 

looking for traces of other people. I believed that Uncle Three’s persistence 

was really due to his feelings for Chen Wen-Jin, but there was no denying 

that it was also possible that Xie Lianhuan had always wanted to get rid of 

them in order to prevent future troubles. When Chen Wen-Jin met me, she 

reminded me that Uncle Three was fake, which is also why I believe this. 

At this time, the secret pursuit of Xie Lianhuan had reached an 

unprecedented level of tension. He had finally arrived in Hangzhou and had 

been hiding under Uncle Three’s shop, watching the coffin and waiting for 

the date to come. Since then, the Uncle Three I knew was really two people. 

But it was really difficult to tell them apart because I didn’t think there were 

such perfect human skin masks in the world and the two men were indeed 

very similar in many aspects. 

During this period, I felt that Uncle Three appeared and disappeared 

unpredictably like a ghost, probably because there were two of him. These 

two Uncle Threes were very familiar with everything, but they had different 

personalities. If they did something at the same time, each had his own 

methods and clues, and only when all the clues were mixed together would 

they become complicated and weird. 

I couldn’t tell when I was facing Wu Sanxing and when I was facing Xie 

Lianhuan, but I also clearly remembered that there was more than one 
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instance where I felt that Uncle Three’s character had changed. But it didn’t 

matter anymore; they were just like twins, fighting for the same purpose. 

Having said that, Chen Wen-Jin and Huo Ling, along with their men, had 

come to an end in their investigation of Golmud. Moreover, their bodies had 

undergone a lot of changes as a result of taking the medicine by mistake. 

The changes in Huo Ling were especially rapid, and some people were 

beginning to lose their consciousness and memory. They used the 

abandoned sanatorium as a resting place to monitor Huo Ling. 

But Poker-Face had his own purpose, so he returned to the Zhang family’s 

ancient building. Unfortunately, he was born with the Zhang family’s 

amnesia and was later taken as bait and put into an ancient tomb to fish for 

dead bodies. He was rescued by Chen Pi Ah Si and returned to the public 

eye, but the organization at this time wasn’t the same as it was before. It 

had become seemingly non-existent with hardly any control. 

At that time, Uncle Three and Xie Lianhuan thought it was very strange so 

they brought out a trophy they had taken from the Zhang family’s ancient 

building—a black gold ancient sword— and used it to test Poker-Face. At the 

same time, Qiu Dekao began to fully intervene in the matter, unwilling to be 

a cheated investor again. As a result, Jin Wantang, who had obtained all 

kinds of information from Qiu Dekao, came to my shop to find me. 

When Uncle Three saw the silk manuscripts of the Warring States Period at 

that time, he realized that Qiu Dekao was now a menace and must be 

controlled. He organized the first expedition to the Seven Star Lu Palace, but 

he didn’t expect that the incident would never end. 
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Chapter 82 Postscript 

Everyone, I’ve finally finished writing. 

I find it difficult to describe my mood at this time. It’s not good, not bad, not 
calm, and not excited. 

It’s really hard to describe. 

In fact, I’ve been thinking for a long time about how I would feel if I came to 
this moment. I thought about all kinds of possibilities, but I didn’t think it 
would be like this—even the most basic words can’t express it well. 

I think maybe it’s because I thought too much about this moment that my 
fantasy exceeded my feelings in reality. 

But when I opened the curtains and looked at the gloomy sky in Beijing, I still 
felt that something had changed. 

This was a rally that lasted for five years, five years to the day. It took five 
years to write nine novels and complete such a huge and complicated story. 
For an amateur writer, it was really a bit too hard. At the end of my writing, I 
didn’t know whether the story was good or not, or whether it was exciting 
or not. I just wanted to let some of the characters in it actually finish their 
journey. As a matter of fact, this wasn’t under my control. In the end, the 
biggest dilemma I faced was that the hero was tired of his life and I had to 
find bait in this story to keep him going. 

Just a few minutes ago, not only did I let them finish their journey, but it was 
a very calm ending. 

When I was writing the fourth book, I had already made up my mind to write 
a long postscript to write out all the doubts and thoughts in my heart during 
the whole process of writing “The Grave Robbers’ Chronicles”. I must write it 
immediately while many of the memories are still fresh and all the 
characters are still alive in my mind. 
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First, let’s talk about some routine things. 

About the origin: 

To tell you the truth, I really can’t remember the original intention of writing 
this novel at that time. But I know that it must not have been a noble and 
great idea. I’ve never been a person with that kind of writing ideal, and I 
never wanted to tell others what kind of business I was in. What I’ve been 
pursuing since I was a child is, to put it bluntly, a sense of recognition, and 
telling stories is exactly the way I can get a sense of recognition more easily. 
So, although I can’t remember, I can almost certainly say that when I wrote 
the first three thousand words, it was just to win some applause. 

This was a very, very low pursuit. I was ashamed to talk about it a long time 
ago because it was so worldly, and although I knew that even if I wasn’t a 
great man, I could at least do something for the happiness of many people. I 
became nervous because I didn’t have their noble slogans and I felt that my 
motivation wasn’t pure. 

“The Grave Robbers’ Chronicles” originated from a folktale that my 
grandmother told me. I was very impressed by this story when I was a child. 

The story was about a landlord who bought an empty house. He wanted to 
plant some flowers and plants in the backyard, but he found that no matter 
what he planted, it couldn’t survive. So, he went to ask a feng shui master. 
The feng shui master said that there seemed to be a problem under the 
yard, so the landlord hired a long-term worker to start digging the yard up. 
When he dug halfway, he began to see blood, but he didn’t know whether it 
was really blood or just red mud. At last, a large carved coffin was dug up 
from under the courtyard, but they didn’t know whose it was. 

They put the coffin in the ancestral temple, but the village had been 
troubled ever since. Not only did things in the field not grow, but even the 
landlord’s family was dying. All sorts of strange things happened to the 
surrounding neighbors, so they had to continue looking for a feng shui 
master. After seeing this, the feng shui master told them to continue digging 
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in the courtyard. After digging for more than ten meters, they dug out a 
smaller coffin. 

It turned out that this was a couple’s grave. The couple loved each other 
very much, but because the wife’s coffin was sinking so severely, the two 
coffins were getting farther and farther apart in the ground, and the 
resentment became heavier. 

The village chief found a new place with good feng shui, laid a stone slab 
under the ground, put the two coffins down, and buried them together 
again. It was only at that time that everything calmed down. 

I developed more associations with this story and used the elements in it to 
write the first chapter of “The Grave Robbers’ Chronicles”. 

I remember the first chapter of the story had more than three thousand 
words and I wrote it in less than half an hour without any modifications. I 
posted it where everyone could see it and then wrapped my head in my 
collar and hid my perked-up ears, hoping to hear some cheers to satisfy my 
vanity. 

This was five years ago. Five years in which I experienced changes that I 
couldn’t have imagined before. Now, when I look back at the pursuit that I 
thought was very low, I find that at present, it’s become the noblest slogan. 

Stephen King once said in the preface of “The Dark Tower”: I wrote this book 
and made a lot of money, but the initial happiness of writing this book had 
nothing to do with money. Five years later, I have become a so-called best-
selling writer, but I’m very glad that I’m most happy when I hear some 
cheers in that humble place on the Internet. I look forward to that moment 
even more when I finish writing. 

About this novel: 

In fact, what I want to say is that when I wrote the second book, I already 
had a strong feeling that it was no longer a novel. I always felt like there was 
a world that had already been formed elsewhere, but because I started 
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typing on the keyboard, the world grew up and developed slowly, and the 
people inside began to have their own souls. 

When I was thirteen years old, I read Alexandre Dumas’ biography, which 
said: “All the characters are alive.” When Dumas was writing the third part 
of “The Three Musketeers”, one of the characters in it died and he cried 
while writing, which caused all the manuscript paper to be wet with tears. I 
found it very strange at that time and wondered, what kind of state does the 
author have to be in to write about the death of his characters in this way? 

I tried to stretch my imagination, but it was useless until I started to write 
this novel and began to consciously endow the characters with different 
personalities and different life experiences. I slowly found that the plot of 
the story began to show some changes that I couldn’t predict myself, and 
soon, I couldn’t control what this person should say or do. I found it to be a 
very interesting phenomenon. As long as we set up a scene, such as heavy 
rain, and put these characters into this scene, they would go to their 
respective positions and do what they should do. 

I couldn’t swap the positions of any two of them, because that would give 
rise to an irreconcilable sense of discord. Even if I forcibly changed the 
behavior of two of them, I would continue to explain to them in the future 
plot. And their language was even more so. For example, say I put them at 
the scene of a tea party. Who would speak first, who would speak later, who 
would enliven the atmosphere, who would hit the nail on the head, and who 
would wander away from home… everything had already been decided. 

I didn’t need to think about anything. I just needed to look at them to know 
the direction of the story. 

They’re really alive. 

In the long process of writing, I changed from a writer to an onlooker. From 
God’s perspective, I observed everyone’s every move, and slowly, I could 
even see the origin of many of their slight emotions and behaviors, which 
came from some of their childhood experiences. For example, I can really 
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see all of Fatty’s past, his pain, his vicissitudes, and everything about him 
through his actions when he flicks off the ashes from his cigarette. 

One flower, one world, one tree, is just like that. I can continuously reverse 
and repeat a scene, observe it from any angle, and even see the 
psychological activities of all the people on the scene. The emotions of 
several people also pass through my heart at the same time. 

I think few people can appreciate this kind of pleasure. When I was writing 
about “making a scene at the Crescent Hotel”, it was as if I was on the 
balcony and could walk from upstairs to downstairs and watch the people 
around me in the chaos. Amid the flying debris and fighting crowd, I could 
stop everything at any time, reverse the whole scene at any time, stick to 
the characters’ hearts at any time, and experience all the emotional changes 
in their hearts. I could slowly push everything in front of me forward at a 
slow speed of one frame per second, then squat down on the ground and 
watch the expressions of the characters inside slowly change. 

The whole world in this book, including every detail, is real to me and can’t 
be changed. What I’ve built is as solid as reality. Although I’m said to be the 
creator of this novel, when everything is on track, I begin to have great 
respect for the world in this novel. 

About the story in the novel: 

The earliest thing that happened was at the Changsha Dart Summit. 

In the early days of the founding of the People’s Republic of China, several 
grave robbers stole the most important object in this book—the silk book of 
the Warring States Period—from an ancient tomb. This was the story of Wu 
Xie’s grandpa’s generation, of Old Dog Wu when he was young. At that time, 
there were no rankings in the circle but the most famous ones were nine 
people— Chen Pi Ah Si, Old Dog Wu, Black Back the Sixth, and so on. The 
last one was Xie Jiuye, Xie Lianhuan’s father. There were also the so-called 
“Master Ten” and “Master Eleven” behind them, but the scope of 
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recognition was very small. They were all blocked by themselves or their 
subordinates, and when it came to outsiders, no one knew. 

Some people said that Chen Pi Ah Si was now more than ninety years old, 
and he was more than forty years old fifty years ago. At that time, Old Dog 
Wu wasn’t very old. If he was seventeen at that time and it took him ten 
years to become famous, then he would’ve been twenty-seven by then. 
How could he be ranked behind Chen Pi Ah Si, who was nearly fifty years 
old, and become Old Dog Wu? If this line went on like this, wouldn’t little Xie 
Jiu still be wearing open-crotch pants?(1)  

It was a bit unreasonable, but those who had some common sense would 
know that the rankings in the circle weren’t based on age, but on skills and 
seniority, which were all ranked by others. Old Dog Wu was high in rank, 
which showed how powerful his wrists and drive were at that time. They 
made people incapable of refusing to obey him. 

The second story also happened at Dart Summit. 

That was the incident in which Wu Xie’s Uncle Three encountered the blood 
corpse in the tomb he entered when thwarting the American, Qiu Dekao, 
twenty to thirty years after the first story. It could be argued that this 
incident was entirely coincidental, but Wu Xie’s Uncle Three learned what 
had happened when Wu Xie’s grandpa and his family encountered the blood 
corpse before. This time around, Uncle Three gained some experience and 
got a strange pill. Although this was only an episode, it can be argued that 
this incident was the cause of the Xisha incident.(2) 

The third story takes place off the coast of Xisha. 

 
(1) Si=4, Wu=5, Jiu=9, he’s basically talking about their seniority I think. Also, 
apparently open-crotch pants are worn by toddlers in China before they do 
toilet training 
(2) It’s the first chapter in “Cavern of Blood Zombies” and Uncle Three’s story 
in chapters 2-4 of “Deadly Desert Winds” 
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This was also the story of Wu Xie’s Uncle Three’s adventure at sea. The 
appearance of Zhang Qiling forms the biggest mystery in this story. There 
are two versions of the story: one was the deceptive version given by Uncle 
Three, and the other was the candid version Uncle Three gave after 
experiencing that catastrophe. The final truth was that both versions were 
lies because for Uncle Three, there was a huge secret that was related to Wu 
Xie. 

The fourth story takes place in the Seven Star Lu Palace in Shandong. 

This was the first story of this work, and it was also the first time Wu Xie 
went to a tomb. After this, Wu Xie had changed from a staunch atheist to a 
neurotic, and his participation in such criminal activities was really curious. 
In this story, Wu Xie and others finally escape by using Poker-Face to turn 
the tide.  

As a result, the previous three stories were organically integrated into this 
story. Several clues such as the silk manuscript from the Warring States 
Period, the Xisha underwater tomb incident, and the immortality pills were 
all gathered together and the whole story began to become extremely 
complicated. 

The fifth story goes back to Xisha. 

This time, Wu Xie himself entered Wang Zanghai’s undersea tomb, looking 
for Uncle Three who had disappeared. At this time, Uncle Three had already 
gotten clues from the bottom of the sea and started the Heavenly Palace on 
the Clouds project while Wu Xie and the others, like fools, entered the 
ancient tomb at the bottom of the sea. This was a game Wang Zanghai had 
set up a thousand years ago, and in the end, Fatty Wang’s unconventional 
thinking enabled Wu Xie and the others to survive yet again. In this story, 
the three forces in this work finally come together and the mystery begins to 
develop. Wu Xie and the others who are pursuing the truth, Uncle Three 
who has his own plans, and the unrelenting overseas forces from the 
previous stories all come face-to-face for the first time here. In the two main 
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lines, the story follows the script written by Wang Zanghai a thousand years 
ago, while the other is temporarily interrupted. 

The sixth story is the Qinling Mountain Sacred Tree. 

This is a story that’s been criticized the most—editors think it’s the best and 
most literary work while readers think they don’t know the so-called story. 
This story had little to do with the main plot, as it only leads to the huge 
bronze monument at the foot of the mountain. But at the same time, it also 
improves the protagonist’s ability. In this story, Wu Xie independently led his 
mischievous childhood friend to the depths of the Qinling Mountains. For 
Wu Xie, this story is sometimes like a long dream that feels unreal. 

The seventh story takes place in Changbai Mountain, at the eternal 
Heavenly Palace on the Clouds. 

This is the most difficult expedition and the most painful one written by Wu 
Xie. Everyone embarked on the road of death with their own mysteries. The 
snow covered the sky and their trek in the narrow snowfield was painful. 
There, Wu Xie and the others find the ultimate secret that Wang Zanghai 
tried to leave behind one thousand years ago, but the secret came to an 
abrupt end in front of the huge underground bronze door. Zhang Qiling, who 
entered the giant underground door, seemed to be the only one closest to 
the secret. Wang Zanghai’s main plotline stops here while Tie Mian Sheng’s 
main plotline resumes.(3) 

The eighth story was the Snake Marsh Ghost City. 

There are two stories spliced together by clues that run throughout the 
whole Snake Marsh Ghost City story. 

 
(3) Tie Mian Sheng is from Volume 1 “Cavern of Zombies”, he’s that Iron-
masked scholar Wu Xie reads about in the scroll they found in that tomb 
that came out of the tree—referred to as Mr. Iron-face in the book if that 
helps. 
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The first is the legend of Wang Zanghai. After Wu Xie sorted it out, he found 
that it made for an excellent novel theme, and if written in Gulong’s style, it 
must be a wonderful book. As such, Wu Xie had to write it out in his lifetime. 

The second is Tie Mian Sheng’s story, which was slowly beginning to take 
shape. 

Now you can clearly see the origin of the story—the huge bronze miracle in 
the mountains and the secret behind the Snake Marsh Ghost City. 
Throughout history, there were two people who transcended the times and 
got a glimpse of this secret: one was Tie Mian Sheng in the Warring States 
period, and the other was Wang Zanghai in the early Ming Dynasty. Based 
on the available data, Wu Xie and the others didn’t know whether there was 
a direct connection between them, but they could see that Tie Mian Sheng 
should’ve had more abundant data. After all, his era was very close to the 
era in which the myth took place. Based on the pills in their graves, the two 
should’ve had something in common. At the very least, both of them passed 
down their experiences in some way—silk manuscripts of the Warring States 
Period and snake-eyebrow copper fish. Wu Xie and the others were 
pursuing these two clues and gradually unveiled this confusing and 
mysterious veil. 

With regards to Wang Zanghai, the Lu Palace, Golmud, and the Heavenly 
Palace, they were all part of another system that had very close relations 
with the Zhang family’s ancient tomb and the Zhang family’s ancestors. For 
example, Chen Pi Ah Si’s story of hanging upside down from the inverted 
mirrors and beating the Miao people in the palace was a collection of words. 

About dragging out the manuscript: 

As a writer, the greatest external pain must be the contradiction between 
the pressure of the publishing cycle and the quality of your writing, 
especially when you’re already very familiar with the matter of rushing to 
draft a manuscript. You know it’s irreconcilable, but as long as you face this 
kind of pain long enough, you’ll find that it isn’t something unbearable. 
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What’s really hard to bear is that after you’ve endured these pains, you’ll 
have to endure more incomprehension. 

But like always, I still drag the manuscript out. 

I’m a slow hand, especially in the later stages. My writing speed becomes 
slower and slower, but it’s not because I don’t write. It’s because the longer 
the later parts of the story become, the more information is needed up 
front. As a result, there’s more you need to worry about. After you write five 
books, the basic clues and puzzles that were written about before will 
become a mountain pressing down on you, leaving you helpless. You’ll find 
that every step you take now is extremely difficult. 

In this case, most of the time, I can only choose a steady writing speed. But 
because of my slow writing, I became infamous. These insults accumulated 
book by book, slowly drowned out the cheers I could hear before, and 
slowly became the mainstream. 

I can’t say that my heart has always been calm in the face of these words 
since anyone who faces so much criticism in the early days will doubt his 
own value. 

“So many people don’t like me.” I’m sure you can imagine the frustration in 
my heart at that time as countless insults such as “The writer has lost his 
talent” and “irresponsible” were flying around everywhere. 

I only write for those who like me. I wanted to drop a sentence like that, but 
I couldn’t do it. Slowly, anxiety about this information began to encroach 
upon everything. That year, I don’t know what method I used to slowly calm 
my heart, but I would like to thank my friends, one of whom had long been 
famous and experienced all of this before. She told me that writing was 
meditation, a process of gazing into the heart. All that I was worried about 
losing didn’t exist for the former me. 

Therefore, what I lost was only what I shouldn’t have. I didn’t lose 
everything I had before I started writing. It was just like a child who picked 
ten apples from an apple tree and found that three of them were rotten. He 
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shouldn’t be discouraged by losing three apples but should focus on the fact 
that the other seven are intact. 

Language has some power, and I have slowly come to understand this truth 
myself: emotion is an unquantifiable thing. Sadness is sadness, and 
happiness is happiness. I write in order to find my initial happiness, because 
if I lose my heart because of a small loss, then it’s not worth it. 

Although the helplessness and persistence in my heart played a role in 
delaying the draft, I still want to apologize to all my readers here. Five years 
of waiting almost seem like a small reincarnation cycle. I apologize for all the 
pain you’ve suffered while waiting. At the same time, I also hope that in the 
five years of waiting, this novel became a kind of fond memory. Five years 
isn’t a long or short period of time. If there is a fat man who can make so 
many people struggle for five years of their precious lives, then he can be 
regarded as fulfilling his accomplishments. So even if it’s painful, I’ll still 
secretly rejoice while apologizing. 

Why do I like stories? 

Let’s talk about my life first. I was born at midnight in a small town in 
Zhejiang on February 20, 1982. When I was born, neither the sky, the earth, 
nor the sea responded. 

Sometimes when I think about it, I blame God a little bit, because if there 
was thunder in the sky when I was born, I could have reason to think that I 
must be different from others. Unfortunately, I can’t go back. I can only live 
as a real ordinary person in this world. 

My family background is quite complicated. My grandmother is from 
Taixing, Jiangsu, and my publisher is from the same hometown. My 
grandmother is a boatwoman. In other words, she has no property besides a 
small wooden boat. My grandfather died when my father was five years old. 
My father has an older brother and an older sister. I don’t know why my 
grandfather died—nor does my father—but I vaguely know that my 
grandmother should be regarded as my grandfather’s child bride. 
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Grandma actually had a lot of children, but they couldn’t support them at 
that time. My father was the youngest, so she was very fond of him. Due to 
famine in the 1960s, my grandmother’s boat set out from Taixing to 
Shanghai but her ship sank on the Huangpu River due to a collision with a 
large ship. 

My grandmother and her three children wept bitterly when they came 
ashore because the home they had lived in was gone. Now that they had 
come to land and looked at the vast beach, all she could feel was fear. 

Thanks to the party(4) and the people, my grandmother was eventually 
resettled. In my father’s memory, there was a particularly peaceful and 
beautiful memory of old Shanghai. I’ve determined that if my father hadn’t 
landed at that time, he might not have gone to school and there wouldn’t 
have been anything after. 

I don’t know why, but my father left Shanghai and moved to Zhejiang 
province near Shanghai. After the “Cultural Revolution” began, my father 
followed the railway troops into the Greater Hinggan Mountains and spent 
his most precious youth in the Construction Corps. My mother was also one 
of the young people who went from the south to the north to support the 
border. She was a very beautiful sixteen-year-old at that time, and together 
with three other southern girls, she was called one of the Four Golden 
Flowers of Daxing’an Mountain. She was chased by my father, who pursued 
her with specially supplied white rice. 

At that time, they should have been quite the glorious couple. In the 
Construction Corps, people were divided into factions by region. Ningbo, 
Wenzhou, and Lishui all had their own small groups, and many conflicts 
continued during this time. My father had been able to fight since he was a 
child, so he didn’t hesitate to fight. My mother said that there were almost 
no scars on my father’s body at that time. Because of his ability to fight and 
his loyalty, my father had prestige among all of the groups. As long as there 
was a fight, when my father showed up, everyone was afraid to say a word. 

 
(4) I think he means the Communist Party/government 
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Once, after returning to the south, my father took a boat full of 
watermelons and encountered rebels who were robbing people. My father 
beat dozens of them into the water with a pole from the boat. Although he 
was outnumbered and had to abandon the watermelons in the end, I feel 
satisfied when I remember his glory at that time. In addition, my mother was 
amazingly beautiful. The two of them were quite envied at that time. 

Speaking of my mother, her family is more interesting. 

My grandmother is the kiln owner of a place called Qianyao(5) in our 
hometown. There were a thousand kilns in Qianyao, which was the core 
production area of bricks and tiles at that time. My grandmother owned a 
large kiln in the local area, which belonged to a very important class. My 
grandfather escaped from the Kuomintang soldiers and snuck all the way 
through the mountains to my hometown, where he worked as a short-term 
laborer in the landlord’s house. It wasn’t until after the founding of the 
People’s Republic that they were introduced to each other and became a 
couple. 

There must be thousands of stories about my grandparents. At that time, 
my grandfather was born with divine power. A big man standing at a height 
of 1.86 meters (~6 ft), he was like a giant compared to others in society at 
that time. My grandmother said that she married him because she saw him 
lift something that only three people could lift together. Of course, it 
seemed like there were many interludes to this marriage. When my 
grandfather died, I vaguely heard my grandmother sadly telling my mother 
in the mourning hall about my grandfather’s previous love affair. 

I had seen the photos of my parents in those days. My father was so 
handsome that you couldn’t look directly at him while my mother looked 
like a lotus flower. They were so beautiful and outstanding that every time I 
look in the mirror, I think of how unfair the world is. So many good genes, 
but when it came to me, they unexpectedly didn’t get passed down. 

 
(5) Thousand kilns 
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My parents established a relationship in Daxing’an Mountain, then 
transferred to Daqing oil field, and then returned to the south. My father 
was a deputy food manager in the supply and marketing system at that 
time. He was in charge of materials, so my family was fairly well off. After 
that, on a night with no special features, I was born. 

Up to this point, many people will find it interesting while some people will 
feel bored. What is this all about? Is there a reason to mention all these 
things? 

In fact, it’s all very meaningful. I want to tell you that my paternal 
grandmother, my maternal grandparents, and my father and mother are all 
very good storytellers. When I was born as the first child of two families, 
how did I spend my childhood when there was no TV, no movies, no 
internet, and no novels? 

Telling stories. 

I grew up under the care of a circle of storytellers. Folktales, war stories, 
fairy tales… my childhood was full of these. Some stories now sound very 
appealing, and many of them have been directly used in “The Grave 
Robbers’ Chronicles”. 

At that time, I was already certain that all the initial fun can only come from 
stories. This is also the most basic reason why I became fascinated with 
stories later on because I can fully enjoy the fun that a story can convey. 

After that, my life can be described as “boring”. It failed in all aspects, and in 
today’s words, can even be called useless. Some people say that when a 
person is born, God will always give him some special skills so that he can 
help others. For a long time, however, I really felt that I had no special skills. 

In my circle of friends, there are always such phenomena: students with 
good grades are generally not very good at sports; students good at sports 
generally don’t have good grades; students with good grades and who are 
good at sports are generally ugly; students who have good grades, are good 
at sports, and aren’t ugly usually fall in love early and are expelled; students 
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who have good grades, are good at sports, aren’t ugly, and don’t fall in love 
early become gay.(6)  

What am I trying to say? 

What I want to say is that I have nothing to do with the above, which is the 
sorrow of this society. No one has ever cared about a child who is bad at 
sports, has bad grades, is ugly, and skips classes all the time. 

Most of the time when I dream at midnight, I think that God is really unfair. 
Everyone around me has a legendary life, so why is my life like this? 

At that time, I wasn’t in good health. Since I fainted in the examination room 
during a test in elementary school, the teacher focused on me every time 
and would place me in a well-ventilated place with an appropriate 
temperature setting. This place must have been a good feng shui spot 
because the teacher proctoring the exam would rest there except for when 
he was making his rounds. He often asked me about my physical condition 
for fear that I would die in the exam room, so I couldn’t cheat. But travel, 
sports, and the like were already predetermined when it came to me. I was 
born with a pair of fishermen’s feet—my toes are long with the big toes 
being the longest. They are especially useful when swimming lazily, but they 
are completely useless when explosive force is needed. In addition, as long 
as the sun was a little higher in the sky, it was easy to suddenly fall to the 
ground and froth at the mouth. The PE teacher took good care of me as if I 
was the principal’s son. As a result, most of my PE classes were spent in the 
shade of some trees, wearing a white shirt and holding a novel in my hand. 

For me, this early life was quite pleasant. Apart from being hit in the head by 
a soccer ball kicked by a handsome guy on the field and rolling down the 
stairs, I still especially liked those quiet days when I didn’t sweat and could 
read instead. 

 
(6) lol wtf is up with that logic? I’m sure you all know the stigma against gays 
in China so don’t take it to heart. 
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I think many people have similar experiences like this, but not necessarily as 
absolute as mine. At that time, I was reading novels almost all the time. 
After emptying the library, I turned to a small private bookstore and started 
reading the first book on the shelf. I spent my money borrowing all the 
books, but soon, the money wasn’t enough. For me, who had no special 
skills, it was impossible to earn living expenses. I started reading the books 
in the store, but I usually read three and borrowed one. The boss was 
embarrassed to drive me away because I was a big customer in the 
beginning. Although I borrowed less later, the frequency was high, and the 
total amount was good. I think my emotional intelligence was developed at 
this time. 

By the end of junior high, I had no more books to read, so I began to write 
some things myself. Although the quality wasn’t very good, after finishing a 
round of regular novel reading, I suddenly had a strong desire—I want to 
write a novel myself. The idea at that time had nothing to do with any 
dreams I had. I didn’t want to be a writer at all. At that time, I just felt that 
writing a good story would be cool. That way, everyone would look at me. 

That year, I began to really write. From the initial scribbles, to analyzing the 
works of famous artists, to studying abbreviations, re-writing outlines, 
looking for suspense setting skills, and finding the basic rhythm of novels, it 
only took me two months before I slowly found that the novels I had written 
were becoming more and more interesting. 

But I still didn’t dare submit any articles. My useless life made it difficult for 
me to encourage myself to take this step. There weren’t any computers at 
that time, so I used pen and paper to draft my manuscripts. I slowly began 
to indulge myself and abandoned my studies (I didn’t achieve much 
anyway). By the time I graduated from college, the total number of words I 
wrote exceeded twenty million, most of which were written on various 
abandoned exercise books(7). I’m the type of person who changed exercise 
books very frequently because mine usually had homework in the front and 

 
(7) Think along the lines of workbooks or notebooks they write their 
homework in 
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the novels I wrote in the back. This made it convenient for me to write 
during class. I could fill in one notebook in two or three classes, but I had to 
change to a new one for my homework the next day. 

To be honest, looking back at what I’ve written now, some of my works are 
still at a level that astonishes me. Not only can they be compared with what 
I’ve written now, but many of them are even better because I paid attention 
to writing and sentence structure at that time. But now I’m already a wily 
old man. Knowing that it’s enough to express my meaning clearly, I’m often 
too lazy to think about the words. 

Throughout the whole writing process, I found that I have a particularly 
obvious feature, which is that I only write stories. 

At that time, there were many kinds of stories I wrote, including martial arts, 
thrillers, and romance. I even started to write some popular types, such as 
transmigration novels, but unlike other literary lovers, I only want to write 
stories. The sentence I want to hear most is: “What about the rest, will you 
write it later?” Because this is the best evaluation my story can receive. 

After the publication of “The Grave Robbers’ Chronicles”, many people 
asked me a question: Do you think your success is due to luck? 

I would like to say that there is no success without luck. Some good luck is 
always good, although what one needs most isn’t luck. There are many 
times where we also know that luck can’t help you too much. Even if you 
win the lottery, if you don’t have the ability to handle huge sums of money, 
the money in your hand will soon become a big problem. 

What people need is the ability to seize opportunities. The moment I 
decided to write “The Grave Robbers’ Chronicles”, I took a kind of carefree 
attitude. This indifference attracted many people to check it out, and it’s all 
attributed to those twenty million words. 

So, if I really want to say where my luck is, I think it comes from not being 
smart, not getting good grades, and not playing or being good at sports. God 
prefers the ugly ones. 
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Today, I accept everything very calmly. It has nothing to do with luck and 
talent, I’ve just been led by the story. What I want to say is that if a person 
really likes eating and has been deeply involved in eating since childhood, 
then he will be successful when he’s thirty years old. If a person has liked 
fighting from the time he was a child up until he’s thirty years old, then he 
can also succeed. 

If you like a thing and stick to it, you can always succeed. 

I said some conventional remarks, which are probably what should be 
written in a postscript. Now, let’s say the things I really want to say. To turn 
this page, one must be psychologically prepared. 

Wu Xie: 

Wu Xie is a difficult person to describe. If I have to say it, I want to say: he is 
actually an ordinary person. 

But this doesn’t mean that he isn’t great. It’s because he’s an ordinary 
person that people admire him so much for all he has experienced. 

I think many friends will hate his weakness and hesitation when they first 
see him, but as the story progresses step by step, more and more people 
like him. He is a boy as weak as water, but please don’t forget that in harsh 
winter, the most formless water will become solid ice. 

Wu Xie is a person like that. He is simple, a little clever, cowardly, and 
someone who cherishes his life. He’s sensitive and afraid of hurting people 
around him and is the least suitable person to experience danger among all 
those on the team. 

But I let him become the protagonist of the story and let him experience the 
most terrifying journey, which is probably the most special part of the story. 
When everyone can back down, he just can’t; when everyone can escape, he 
can’t. 
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I really want to say sorry to him for pushing this ordinary person into such a 
complicated puzzle. When I look at his entanglements and troubles, it’s like I 
see my own entanglements and troubles. For a period of time, I could even 
deeply feel the despair in his heart for everything he had gone through. At 
that time, I wanted to know what he would do when faced with such 
complicated despair. 

I didn’t expect him to survive. In the development of the story, everyone 
could see how an ordinary person struggled to become a person he didn’t 
want to be. But the thing that made everyone like him was that he 
maintained his conscience in all the places that could be turning points in his 
life. Even though he eventually wore a sinister mask, he was still Wu Xie at 
heart. He could have a lot of petty crimes and petty vices under his belt, as 
well as a lot of minor moral problems, but when it came to making the 
biggest choice, he would always be the Wu Xie who wished everyone well. 

“I hope all of us can live well along the way, and all of us can see our own 
ending. We may not live long, please let us live the life we deserve.” 

Wu Xie prayed to the sky when Pan Zi was dying, even though he was in a 
dark cave. He took all the responsibility and blame upon himself, unable to 
face the meaning of his journey. 

This is Wu Xie, the “useless” one in the team and the most useless leader in 
the Iron Triangle. He needs other people’s protection and help. He has 
boundless curiosity and desire, but as long as a person is hurt, his own 
things aren’t important. He’s an ordinary person who wishes you to live no 
matter how much he hates you. This is because he doesn’t understand 
killing or the wealth that transcends life, he only understands the value of 
the word “alive”. 

Poker-Face: 

This is a man as powerful as a deity. With him in the space, I can always 
write very easily, because as long as he is around, I can block all disasters 
and suffering for you. 
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He has no words, no happiness, and no grief. He’s always like a porcelain 
doll, just standing there silently while looking at everything indifferently. But 
you know that he cares about you, and no one can ever bring you as much 
of a sense of security as he does. 

I don’t know why, but when I write about this man’s various actions, my 
heart is always suffused with a deep sadness. 

As he himself said, he is a man without a past and a future. His only 
connection with the world seems to be of little value. He doesn’t know 
where he came from or where he’s going, he only knows that he has one 
thing he must do in this world. 

“Can you imagine? One day you suddenly wake up in a cave and look around 
without knowing anything, but you already have a responsibility that you 
must shoulder. You have no right to see the scenery along the way, and you 
can’t enjoy your friends and lovers. The moment you regain consciousness, 
all the beautiful things in your life have no meaning to you.” 

Zhang Qiling is carrying his own destiny in silence. What saddens me the 
most is that he just carries it indifferently, as if it’s a trivial matter that’s 
taken for granted. If you ask him, he’ll only silently shake his head and say to 
you, “It’s fine.” 

This is the man I wrote. He bears the most painful fate in the world, even a 
thousand times more painful than death. But he is neither angry nor sad, 
nor evasive or full of suffering. He’s right there, telling everyone he protects 
that it’s fine. 

At the end of Volume 8 of “The Grave Robbers’ Chronicles”, I let him sleep 
again, and only after ten years will I have the chance to wake him up again. 

This may not be a good ending for everyone, but for him, I really can’t think 
of a better one. 

Fatty： 
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Fatty is a person who is coarse and fine, but on the whole, I think he’s a fine 
man. Even in many aspects, he’s more fine than Wu Xie. Fatty gives people 
the impression that he’s always joking and always getting into trouble. He 
has his own bad habits, but I still think he’s the most normal out of the three 
of them. 

In other words, if you had to choose someone to be your husband, only 
Fatty can do it. 

If Wu Xie is the kind of person who avoids pain and Little Brother is the kind 
who ignores it, Fatty is the only one who can resolve it. 

Of these people, Fatty undoubtedly suffered the most. This so-called 
endurance means that Fatty can feel the pain from getting hurt, but instead 
of suffering through it endlessly like Little Brother, he just nods at it in 
greeting. 

A person who can understand and bear so much pain and dissolve it bit by 
bit to truly be happy from the depths of their heart can almost be called a 
Buddha. 

Yes, Fatty is the Buddha who sees through everything. To some extent, there 
is more to his jokes than he originally lets on. When he patted the innocent 
shoulder and said the sentence “Naïve Wu Xie”, he already saw through Wu 
Xie clearly. And his nodding to Little Brother in tacit understanding to 
outflank any danger shows that he also fully understands Little Brother’s 
empty heart. 

But in the end, Fatty ultimately couldn’t bear it. After Yun Cai died, could his 
strong heart still resolve the intense grief? Upon finding that his heart was 
unwilling to heal and that he didn’t want this pain to be the same as before, 
he finally became an empty shell. 

Fatty chose to keep this pain with him forever. My tears couldn’t stop 
flowing as I wrote a crying Fatty holding Yun Cai’s corpse and saying to Wu 
Xie, “I really liked her. I never joked about that.” I regret that I didn’t write 
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more space for him and Yun Cai earlier so that he could have more 
memories with her. 

For Fatty, his love is simple: like is like. You don’t have to have so many 
reasons; there’s no need to get along so much. 

The Iron Triangle: 

I don’t know how to explain what their relationship is. Are they friends? I 
think that they’ve gone beyond being friends. They had their own goals, but 
they all gave those up in the end so are they relatives? I don’t think so 
either. They are estranged from each other and question each other, but 
this estrangement was a kind of silent protection. Everything seemed to be 
based on the most basic feelings: I hope you can be safe, whether it’s Wu 
Xie pursuing Poker-Face and trying to persuade him, or Fatty not seeking 
money when helping Wu Xie take risks, or even Poker-Face’s repeated 
rescue of the two and putting himself in danger. 

“These are my friends. Please go away and tell your boss that if my friends 
suffer any harm, I will definitely kill him. Even if he runs to the ends of the 
earth, I can find him. I have plenty of time, anyways.” Poker-Face quietly 
said these words, with a bewildered Fatty and Wu Xie standing behind him. 

“Let me tell you, even if he wants to destroy all my business in the future, I 
won’t be upset. This is the Wu family’s business; I won’t let it fall into just 
anybody’s hands. I’m not here today to ask you to agree to this matter, I’m 
here to warn you. Anyone who dares to say another word of nonsense to 
Master Zhang will be like this!” Wu Xie smashed through the desk with his 
unclenched fist. At that moment, his anger prevented him from feeling the 
severe pain when his fingers were broken. 

“This Fat Master will stay here. There are only two people who can get me 
to leave here: one is Mr. Naïve and the other is Little Brother. You must live 
well and not do anything to bother me. You know I’m getting old. Of course, 
it’s also a beautiful thing for us to die together in a fight. If one day you 
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really feel that there’s a place you have to go to and you run into trouble, 
you must call me so I don’t have any regrets in this life.” 

This is the iron triangle. 

************************************************************ 

“The Grave Robbers’ Chronicles” Timeline 

In the early 1950s— the Wu family encountered a blood corpse when 
robbing a tomb. 

1952— Qiu Dekao went back to the United States, the Mystic Nine declined. 

1956— Archaeological team worked at the Zhangjiapu site in Shangsi, 
Guangxi. 

1963-1965— Led by Zhang Da Fo Ye, the Mystic Nine participated in the 
largest grave robbery in history. 

1970—The translation organization, thanks to gold-toothed Jin Wantang, 
completed the research on the Zhang family’s ancient building. 

1974—Chen Pi Ah Si went to the mirror palace at Reclining Buddha Ridge; 
Qiu Dekao unraveled the mystery of the Warring States Period silk books 
and organized the first exploration of the dragon veins(8). 

1976—The original archaeological team to Banai was actually a funeral 
procession. 

1977—Wu Xie was born. 

Around 1978—The original archaeological team was replaced. 

 
(8) Terrain that looks like a dragon 
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After 1979—Xie Jiuye’s team had no choice but to turn to Wu Xie’s grandpa 
in Hangzhou, who made a crafty escape plan and hid the corpse in the 
Southern Song Dynasty’s imperial tomb. 

Around 1982—Wu Sanxing got ahead of Qiu Dekao’s team and single-
handedly explored the tomb of the blood corpse. 

Around 1985—The archaeological team entered the Xisha undersea tomb 
and was imprisoned in a sanatorium. Xie Lianhuan and Wu Sanxing joined 
forces for the first time. 

1990—An organization sealed the archaeological data related to Banai and 
removed their surveillance on the sanatorium. Wen-Jin and her group were 
still using the sanatorium as their base and continued their research while 
establishing avideotape mechanism. 

1993— Wen-Jin and the others discovered the Changbai Mountain clue and 
decided to go there after studying the data brought out from the undersea 
tomb. 

June 18, 1993—While exploring Changbai Mountain’s Heavenly Palace in the 
Clouds, Wen-Jin saw the Ultimate. 

1995—Wen-Jin and her group found the legendary territory of the Queen of 
the West. After the trip to Tamu-Tuo, Huo Ling’s body began to change. 

From 1995 to 1999— Granny Huo received mysterious video tapes. 

Around 2000—Little Brother returned to Banai, Guangxi, only to have a 
sudden bout of amnesia. He was put into a tomb as bait to catch zombies 
and was then rescued by Chen Pi Ah Si. 

February 1, 2003— Jin Wantang brought Wu Xie the silk manuscript from 
the Warring States Period and Wu Xie’s grave-robbing adventure began. 

February 2003— Seven Star Lu Palace 
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March 2003—Xisha Undersea Tomb 

Autumn 2003—Qinling Sacred Tree 

Winter 2003—Heavenly Palace in the Clouds 

May 2004—Snake Marsh Ghost City 

August 2004—Ancient Building under the Dark Mountain 

Month A in 2004—the Iron Triangle wreaked havoc at the Crescent Hotel. 

Month B in 2004—Stone Shadow in Qiong Cave 

Month C in 2004— Wu Xie and Fatty went deep into the Zhang family’s 
ancient building and rescued Poker-face. 

Month D in 2004—Wu Xie found the basement under Uncle Three’s house 
and then received a letter. 

Beginning of autumn, 2005—Poke-face traveled thousands of miles to 
Hangzhou to say goodbye to Wu Xie and then went to Changbai Mountain 
again. 

2015— Ten years later… 

Update: 

Nan Pai San Shu has filled in the pit and said the important things three 
times. Poker-face came out of the bronze door. Please continue to read “The 
Grave Robbers’ Chronicles: Ten Years Later”. 

 

********* 

End of Volume 8: The Finale 

 


